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transportation demand management
Transportation Impact Analysis
traffic impact study
Upper Los Angeles River Area
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
U.S. Highway 101
U.S. Geological Survey
urban water management plan
volume-to-capacity ratio
vibration decibel
vehicle miles traveled
volatile organic compound
West Hollywood Municipal Code
zero-emissions vehicle
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This section provides a summary of the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for The Bond
Project (project or proposed project). This section provides a summary of the proposed project,
areas of known controversy and issues to be resolved, a summary of project alternatives, and a
summary of all project impacts, associated mitigation measures, and ultimate level of significance
after mitigation is applied.

ES.1

INTRODUCTION

This EIR has been prepared by the City of West Hollywood (City) to evaluate potential
environmental effects that would result from development of the proposed project. This EIR has
been prepared in conformance with the California Environmental Quality Act of 1970 (CEQA)
statutes (PRC Section 21000 et seq., as amended) and implementing guidelines (14 CCR Section
15000 et seq.). The City is the lead agency under CEQA.

ES.2

PROJECT LOCATION AND SETTING

The project site is located within the City of West Hollywood in Los Angeles County and consists of
properties fronting Santa Monica Boulevard, North Orange Grove Avenue, and North Ogden Drive.
The site consists of three Assessor’s Parcels, 5530-002-067, 5530-002-019, and 5530-002-027, which
correspond to properties located at 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard, 1114 North Orange Grove Avenue,
and 1125 North Ogden Drive, respectively. The parcel fronting North Orange Grove Avenue is
rectangular in shape and is currently used as a parking lot; the parcel fronting Santa Monica Boulevard
is an irregular L-shaped parcel and is currently occupied by a gym and parking lot; and the parcel
fronting North Ogden Drive is rectangular in shape and is currently occupied by a multifamily
residential building. Together, they encompass an approximately 0.92-acre project site.
Santa Monica Boulevard, which borders the project site to the south, is an arterial street within the
City’s General Plan. North Orange Grove Avenue (hereafter referred to as Orange Grove Avenue),
borders the project site on the west. North Ogden Drive (hereafter referred to as Ogden Drive) is located
to the east of the project site. Both Orange Grove Avenue and Ogden Drive are designated as local
streets within the City’s General Plan. Regional access to the project site is provided by Santa Monica
Boulevard, located adjacent to the southern boundary of the site; U.S. Highway 101 (US 101), located
approximately 3 miles east of the project site; Interstate (I) 405, located approximately 6 miles
southwest of the site; and I-10, located approximately 4 miles south of the site.

ES.3

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The applicant, 1125 North Ogden LLC, proposes to construct a mixed-use structure of approximately
214,483 square feet (sf) in gross building area with a maximum height of 71.5 feet. The structure would
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consist of an 86-room hotel, a restaurant, 70 residential units, and an art gallery. Construction of the
proposed project would involve demolition of the existing 10,000-square foot commercial building
located on the existing 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard parcel, the parking lot adjacent to the commercial
building, the parking lot currently leased by the City that is located along Orange Grove Avenue, and the
multifamily residential building located on the parcel along Ogden Drive.
The proposed building would include approximately 63,104 sf of hotel and commercial space with
a total of 86 hotel rooms, 62,750 sf of residential space (70 residential units), 14,368 sf of common
open space area, and 75,483 sf of parking area (175 parking spaces). Of the 70 residential units, at
least 11 units would be affordable housing units, including six very low-income units and five
moderate-income units. The residential units would be composed of 9 two-bedroom units (in the
building along Ogden Drive), 38 studio units, and 23 one-bedroom units. The building heights of the
proposed project would range up to six stories above ground, up to 71.5 feet above grade in certain
areas, with two subterranean levels of parking. The proposed project would have a Floor Area Ratio
(FAR) of 3.471, which is slightly less than what is allowable for the project site. The proposed project
will provide 175 total parking spaces. Required parking for the project is established in Chapter
19.28 of the West Hollywood Municipal Code (WHMC). Approximately 130 parking spaces would
be available to serve the proposed project. Approximately 45 additional excess parking spaces
available for public parking through a Parking Use Permit, which are intended to replace the 45
existing public parking spaces at the City-operated lot at 1114 N. Orange Grove.
Access to the project site would be available from three separate driveways: one on Santa Monica
Boulevard, one on Orange Grove Avenue, and one on Ogden Drive. The proposed project would
be accessible for hotel guests and the public from Santa Monica Boulevard and North Orange
Grove Avenue with separate vehicular ingress/egress for residents only along Ogden Drive. An
entrance would be constructed on Santa Monica Boulevard to serve the commercial patrons
arriving at the project site. Pedestrians could access the site via North Orange Grove Avenue, Santa
Monica Boulevard, or Ogden Drive.

ES.4

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The primary objectives of the proposed project include the following:
1. Create an economically viable mixed use project along Santa Monica Boulevard in the City
of West Hollywood, providing a full-service boutique hospitality use in the vicinity of
complementary studio and creative office uses on the east side of the City of West
Hollywood, thereby enhancing the east side’s appeal as a visitor destination;
2. Provide a contemporary, high-quality design that exemplifies thoughtful urban in-fill
development and contributes to the context of existing and future development;
3. Provide public parking in addition to required parking;
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4. Provide housing and hospitality uses near alternative means of transportation, including
mass transportation, with accessibility for commercial patrons arriving to the project site
via a driveway on Santa Monica Boulevard;
5. Provide additional housing opportunities and contribute to the residential development of
mixed-use areas by incorporating residential uses into an existing core of nearby
community facilities, employment centers, retail goods and services, and restaurants to
enhance the area’s overall urban character;
6. Increase the City’s rental housing stock for very low and moderate-income families;
7. Create a consistent pattern of development and uses along Santa Monica Boulevard that
serves project residents and the surrounding community by redeveloping an
underutilized site;
8. Provide jobs convenient to the existing labor pool living in and around the City and
maximize the number of new permanent jobs generated by the new hotel and restaurant,
helping to secure a strong and continuous tax base;
9. Maximize the number of temporary construction jobs created necessary to build the
proposed project;
10. Maximize the site’s economic value to the City by redeveloping and revitalizing an
underperforming site;
11. Maximize new City revenues generated and contribute to its fiscal health with new sales,
property and hotel occupancy taxes, thereby maximizing the direct and indirect fiscal and
economic benefits for the City and the surrounding area;
12. Create a wide range of unit sizes, including affordable housing units, in close proximity to
employment resources and public transportation;
13. Minimize the impact to the environment through the redevelopment of previously
developed parcels;
14. Develop and encourage bicycle access and pedestrian-oriented uses by employing design
features that improve the landscape and streetscape, making the area more pedestrian
friendly, while ensuring necessary vehicular access in and out of the project site;
15. Provide adequate common open space and internal access within the project site to meet
the needs of the proposed uses and users;
16. Provide improvements that encourage alternative and fuel-efficient forms of transportation
(e.g., bicycle storage areas, preferential parking for low-emission/fuel-efficient vehicles
and carpools/vanpools);
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17. Promote sustainability, including measures to increase the efficient use of water and energy
and the use of renewable resources while decreasing use of nonrenewable energy;
18. Implement green building design and construction practices capable of achieving
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Silver certification for the
buildings within the project site.

ES.5

AREAS OF CONTROVERSY

A scoping meeting was held by the City at Plummer Park on November 16, 2016. The purpose of
this meeting was to seek input from agencies and the general public regarding the environmental
issues and concerns that may potentially result from the proposed project as well as environmental
issues the public would like to see evaluated in the EIR. Approximately 20 people attended the
scoping meeting. Comment letters were also received in response to the Notice of Preparation
(NOP) and Initial Study (IS) for this project. Copies of the comment letters and a summary of the
verbal comments received during the scoping meeting, in addition to the NOP and IS, are provided
in Appendix A. The primary areas of controversy identified by the public and agencies included
the following potential environmental issues (the EIR section that addresses the issue raised is
provided in parentheses):


Potential impacts to roadways and transit (Section 3.8, Transportation)



Potential impacts to traffic and parking during construction and operation (Section 3.8)



Potential impacts to freeway on/off-ramp intersections, where the proposed project would
add 50 of more trips during either the AM or PM weekday peak hour (or adjacent street
traffic) (Section 3.8)



Potential impacts to freeway traffic where the project will add 150 or more trips, in either
direction, during either the AM or PM weekday peak hour (Section 3.8)



Potential impacts to pedestrian traffic during construction (Section 3.8)



Potential impacts to public services (Section 3.7, Public Services)



Potential impacts on waste (Section 3.9, Utilities and Service Systems)



Potential impacts on existing buildings through structural damage from construction
(Section 3.6, Noise).



Potential alternative locations to the proposed project. Particularly, relocation of the project
to the corner of Santa Monica Boulevard and Fairfax (Chapter 6, Alternatives).



Potential impacts to noise during construction and operation (Section 3.6)



Potential impacts to aesthetics from tall buildings and lack of sunlight (Section 3.1, Aesthetics)
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Potential impacts to air quality, pollution, dust and debris (Section 3.2, Air Quality)



Potential impacts to increased population (Appendix A, Initial Study)



Potential impacts to privacy from construction and operation sites that look down at openair patios (Section 3.1)



Potential impacts to groundwater during construction (Appendix A)



Potential impacts to utilities during construction (Section 3.9)



Potential impacts to police and potential need for new staff (Section 3.7)



Potential impacts related to water use at the site (Section 3.9)



Potential impacts to tribal cultural resources (Section 3.3, Cultural Resources)



Potential impacts to homes from ground disturbance during construction (Appendix A)

ES.6

SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

This EIR has been prepared to assess the potentially significant effects on the environment that
could result from implementation of the proposed project. For a detailed discussion regarding
potential significant impacts, please see Chapter 3, Environmental Analysis, of this EIR.
As required by CEQA, a summary of the proposed project’s impacts is provided in Table ES-1,
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures. Also provided in Table ES-1 is a
list of the proposed mitigation measures that are recommended in response to the potentially
significant impacts identified in the EIR, as well as a determination of the level of significance of
the impacts after implementation of the recommended mitigation measures.

ES.7

ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED PROJECT

The CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6 requires consideration and discussion of alternatives to the
proposed project in an EIR. Several alternatives, including alternate sites, were considered but
rejected from consideration in this EIR. Four alternatives, including the No Project Alternative,
are reviewed in Chapter 6 of this document. This section summarizes alternatives to the project
that were developed, as well as the No Project Alternative, as required under CEQA. Following
the description of each alternative, the Environmentally Superior Alternative is identified, as
required by CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(e)(2).
Alternative 1 – No Project
Section 15126.6(e) of the CEQA Guidelines requires that an EIR evaluate the specific alternative
of “no project” along with its impact. As stated in this section of the CEQA Guidelines, the purpose
of describing and analyzing a no project alternative is to allow decision makers to compare the
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impacts of approving the proposed project with the impacts of not approving the proposed project.
As specified in Section 15126.6(e)(3)(B) of the CEQA Guidelines, the no project alternative for a
development project consists of the circumstance under which a proposed project does not
proceed. Section 15126.6(e)(3)(B) further states that “in certain instances, the no project
alternative means ‘no build’ wherein the existing environmental setting is maintained.”
Accordingly, Alternative 1 assumes the proposed project would not proceed, no new permanent
development or land uses would be introduced within the project site, and the existing environment
would be maintained. The existing uses would continue to operate as they do currently. The
existing commercial and residential uses would remain in place and operational, the existing
surface parking lots would be retained, no new buildings or parking areas would be constructed,
and no landscaping or streetscape improvements would occur.
Alternative 2 – Reduced Project
Alternative 2, Reduced Project, would result in the construction of approximately 186,254 total
gross building area with a height of 71.5 feet. The structure would consist of a 74-room hotel,
restaurant, 73 residential units, and an art gallery. Construction of the Alternative 2 would involve
demolition of the existing 10,000-square foot commercial building located on the existing 7811
Santa Monica Boulevard parcel, the parking lot adjacent to the commercial building, the Cityoperated parking lot located along Orange Grove Avenue. However, in contrast to the proposed
project, Alternative 2 would not include demolition of the existing multifamily structure fronting
Ogden Drive, which is located on the eastern portion of the project site.
The proposed building would include approximately 64,933 square feet (sf) of hotel and
commercial space with a total of 74 hotel rooms, 45,501 sf of residential space, 13,638 sf of
common areas, and 61,238 sf of parking area. Of the 73 residential units (60 studios; 13 onebedroom), 11 units would be affordable housing units, including six very low-income units and
five moderate-income units. Alternative 2 would have a Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of 3.38, similar
to the proposed project and slightly less than what is allowed for the project site. Approximately
118 parking spaces, at ground level and in two subterranean parking levels, would be available to
serve the residential and commercial uses, with approximately 32 additional parking spaces
available for public parking, totaling 150 provided parking spaces.
Access to the project site under Alternative 2 would be available from two separate driveways:
one on Santa Monica Boulevard, and one on Orange Grove Avenue. The Reduced Project
Alternative would be accessible for hotel guests and the public from Santa Monica Boulevard and
North Orange Grove Avenue. The entrance on Santa Monica Boulevard would provide point of
ingress for commercial patrons arriving at the project site. Pedestrians could access the site via
North Orange Grove Avenue or from Santa Monica Boulevard.
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Alternative 3 – No Hotel
Alternative 3 would involve construction and operation of a mixed-use structure of approximately
247,876 sf with a maximum height of 71.5 feet. The proposed building would include approximately
5,137 sf of commercial space, approximately 122,854 sf of residential space, approximately 21,115
sf of residential common area, and approximately 108,080 sf of parking area. Of the 156 residential
units (120 studios; 27 one-bedroom; 9 two-bedroom), 23 units would be affordable housing units,
including 12 very low-income units and 11 moderate-income units. The building heights for the No
Hotel Alternative would range up to six stories above ground, up to 71.5 feet above grade in certain
areas, with three subterranean levels of parking. Alternative 3 would have a FAR of 3.38, similar to
the proposed project and slightly less than what is allowable for the project site. Because of the
removal of the hotel component, parking requirement reductions for commercial uses would be
removed; and rooftop hotel amenity space would be identified as residential lobby/recreation.
Approximately 179 parking spaces, at ground level and in three subterranean levels, would be
available to serve residential and commercial uses, with approximately 45 additional parking spaces
available for public parking, totaling 224 parking spaces.
Access to the project site would be available from three separate driveways: one on Santa Monica
Boulevard, one on Orange Grove Avenue, and one on Ogden Drive. As with the proposed project,
Alternative 3 would be accessible for residents and the public from Santa Monica Boulevard and
North Orange Grove Avenue with separate vehicular ingress/egress for residents only along Ogden
Drive. Pedestrians could access the site via North Orange Grove Avenue, Santa Monica Boulevard,
or Ogden Drive.
Alternative 4 – Reduced Hotel
Alternative 4 would involve construction and operation of a mixed-use structure of approximately
211,669 sf with a maximum height of 71.5 feet, similar to the proposed project. The building would
consist of a 45-room hotel, restaurant, 95 residential units, and an art gallery. The proposed
building would include approximately 39,939 sf of hotel and commercial space with a total of 45
hotel rooms, 82,916 sf of residential space, 14,679 sf of common residential area and open space,
and 74,223 sf of parking area. Of the 95 residential units (45 studios; 22 one-bedroom; 15 twobedroom; 13 three-bedroom) 19 units would be low-income level affordable housing units. The
building heights for Alternative 4 would range up to six stories above ground, up to 71.5 feet above
grade in certain areas, with two subterranean levels of parking. Approximately 154 parking spaces
would be available to serve the residential and commercial uses, with approximately 45 additional
parking spaces available for public parking, totaling 199 parking spaces.
Access to the project site would be available from three separate driveways: one on Santa Monica
Boulevard, one on Orange Grove Avenue, and one on Ogden Drive. The Reduced Hotel
Alternative would be accessible for hotel guests and the public from Santa Monica Boulevard and
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North Orange Grove Avenue with separate vehicular ingress/egress for residents only along Ogden
Drive. The entrance on Santa Monica Boulevard would provide point of ingress for commercial
patrons arriving at the project site. Pedestrians could access the site via North Orange Grove
Avenue, Santa Monica Boulevard, or Ogden Drive.
Environmentally Superior Alternative
CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(e)(2) indicates that an analysis of alternatives to a project shall
identify an Environmentally Superior Alternative among the alternatives evaluated in an EIR. The
CEQA Guidelines also state that should it be determined that the No Project Alternative is the
Environmentally Superior Alternative, the EIR shall identify another Environmentally Superior
Alternative among the remaining alternatives.
A comparative summary of the environmental impacts associated with each alternative is provided
in Table 6-10, Comparison of Impacts to the Proposed Project, in Chapter 6. As shown, Alternative
1 (the No Project Alternative) would be the environmentally superior alternative, as it would result
in no new environmental impacts and would eliminate the potentially significant impacts related
to air quality, cultural resources, and noise. Among the remaining alternatives, Alternatives 2, 3,
and 4 would reduce impacts in most categories when compared to the proposed project primarily
driven by the reduced size of the project built under each alternative. Overall, Alternative 2 would
result in 84 fewer vehicle trips when compared to the proposed project; Alternative 3 would result
in 251 fewer vehicle trips when compared to the proposed project; and Alternative 4 would result
in 207 fewer vehicle trips when compared to the proposed project.
While the proposed project does not create any significant and unavoidable impacts, Alternative 3
would result in the fewest impacts among the alternatives (aside from the No Project Alternative).
The primarily residential building that would be developed under Alternative 3 would be smaller
in size when compared to the building that would be developed under the proposed project and
because Alternative 3 would generate fewer vehicle trips than the proposed project, fewer air
quality, greenhouse gas emission, and noise impacts would occur. For these reasons, Alternative
3 would be the environmentally superior alternative.
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact Before
Mitigation

Environmental Topic

Mitigation Measure(s)

Level of
Significance After
Mitigation

Aesthetics
AES-1. Would the project substantially
degrade the existing visual character or
quality of public views of the site and
surroundings? Would the project conflict
with applicable zoning and other regulations
governing scenic quality?
AES-2. Would the project create a new
source of substantial light or glare which
would adversely affect day or nighttime
views in the area?
AES-3. Would the project create a new
source of shade or shadow that would
adversely affect shade/ shadow sensitive
structures or use?

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Air Quality
AQ-1. Would the project conflict with or
obstruct implementation of the applicable
air quality plan?
AQ-2. Would the project result in a
cumulatively considerable net increase of
any criteria pollutant for which the project
region is non-attainment under an
applicable federal or state ambient air
quality standard?
AQ-3. Would the project expose sensitive
receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations?
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N/A

N/A

Less than Significant

N/A

N/A

Less than Significant

N/A

N/A
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Level of
Significance After
Mitigation
N/A

Impact Before
Mitigation
Less than Significant

N/A

CUL-1. Would the project cause a
substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource
pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5?
CUL-2. Would the project cause a
substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological
resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15064.5?

Less than Significant

N/A

N/A

Potentially Significant

Less than Significant

CUL-3. Would the project disturb any
human remains, including those interred
outside of formal cemeteries?

Potentially Significant

MM-CUL-1. Inadvertent Discovery of Archaeological Resources
In the event that archaeological resources (sites, features, or artifacts) are
exposed during construction activities for the proposed project, all
construction work occurring within 100 feet of the find shall immediately stop
until a qualified archaeologist, meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s
Professional Qualification Standards, can evaluate the significance of the
find and determine whether or not additional study is warranted. Depending
upon the significance of the find under CEQA (14 CCR 15064.5(f); PRC
Section 21082), the archaeologist may simply record the find and allow work
to continue. If the discovery proves significant under CEQA, additional work,
such as preparation of an archaeological treatment plan, testing, or data
recovery may be warranted.
MM-CUL-2. Inadvertent Discovery of Human Remains
In accordance with Section 7050.5 of the California Health and Safety Code, if
human remains are found, the County Coroner shall be immediately notified of
the discovery. No further excavation or disturbance of the project site or any
nearby area reasonably suspected to overlie adjacent remains shall occur until
the County Coroner has determined, within two working days of notification of
the discovery, the appropriate treatment and disposition of the human remains. If
the County Coroner determines that the remains are, or are believed to be,

Environmental Topic
AQ-4. Would the project result in other
emissions (such as those leading to
odors) adversely affecting a substantial
number of people?

Mitigation Measure(s)

Cultural Resources
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Environmental Topic

Impact Before
Mitigation

CUL-4. Would the project directly or
indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature?

Potentially Significant

GHG-1. Would the project generate
greenhouse gas emissions, either directly
or indirectly, that may have a significant
impact on the environment?

Less than Significant
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Mitigation Measure(s)
Native American, he or she shall notify the NAHC in Sacramento within 24
hours. In accordance with California Public Resources Code, Section 5097.98,
the NAHC must immediately notify those persons it believes to be the most likely
descendant from the deceased Native American. The most likely descendant
shall complete their inspection within 48 hours of being granted access to the
site. The designated Native American representative would then determine, in
consultation with the property owner, the disposition of the human remains.
MM-CUL-3. Paleontological Mitigation Program
Prior to commencement of any grading activity on site, the applicant shall retain
a qualified paleontologist or their representative, subject to the review and
approval of the City’s Building Official or qualified designee, to serve as the
Paleontological Monitor. The qualified paleontologist shall attend the
preconstruction meeting and be on site during all rough grading and other
significant ground-disturbing activities in previously undisturbed older Quaternary
alluvial deposits, if encountered. These deposits may be encountered at depths
of 5 to 10 feet below the ground surface. In the event that paleontological
resources (e.g., fossils) are unearthed during grading, the Paleontology Monitor
will temporarily halt and/or divert grading activity to allow recovery of
paleontological resources. The area of discovery will be roped off with a 50-foot
radius buffer. Once documentation and collection of the find is completed, the
Paleontological Monitor will remove the rope and allow grading to recommence
in the area of the find. The Paleontological Monitor shall prepare a
Paleontological Resources Impact Mitigation Program (PRIMP) for the proposed
project. The PRIMP shall be consistent with the guidelines of the Society of
Vertebrate Paleontology (SVP) (2010).
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
N/A

Level of
Significance After
Mitigation

Less than Significant

N/A
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact Before
Mitigation
Less than Significant

N/A

Level of
Significance After
Mitigation
N/A

HAZ-1. Would the project create a
significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport,
use, or disposal of hazardous materials
HAZ-2. Would the project create a
significant hazard to the public or the
environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions
involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment?
HAZ-3. Would the project emit hazardous
emissions or handle hazardous or
acutely hazardous materials, substances,
or waste within one-quarter mile of an
existing or proposed school?

Less than Significant

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
N/A

N/A

Less than Significant

N/A

N/A

Less than Significant

N/A

N/A

NOI-1. Would the project result in
generation of a substantial temporary or
permanent increase in ambient noise
levels in the vicinity of the project in
excess of standards established in the
local general plan or noise ordinance, or
applicable standards of other agencies?

Potentially Significant

Environmental Topic
GHG-2. Would the project conflict with an
applicable plan, policy or regulation
adopted for the purpose of reducing the
emissions of greenhouse gases?
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Noise
Construction
MM-NOI-1. Applicant’s Project Design Features
The Applicant will install an enhanced noise/dust barrier around the perimeter
of the site, with shoring piles extending 15 feet above street level, pursuant to
the document entitled Phase 1 Demolition/Shoring & Sound Wall in the
Construction Schedule (refer to the noise appendix). The noise barrier
includes sound blankets (STC 29), which can be installed in multiple layers for
improved insulation from noise for neighboring receptors.

Less than Significant
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Environmental Topic

Impact Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s)
The Phase 1 Demolition/Shoring & Sound Wall process has been divided
into four sub-phases to further reduce impacts upon neighboring
receptors. The details of the construction noise wall implementation
process are provided in MM-NOI-3. The Applicant will coordinate with
Fountain Day School so the Phase 1 Demolition/Shoring & Sound Wall
construction occurs while the school is closed.

Level of
Significance After
Mitigation

The Applicant will use a backhoe instead of an excavator until the sound
wall is in place; the Applicant will also limit use of heavy equipment such
as excavator/forklift/loader so no duplicative units are operating
concurrently.
MM-NOI-2. Construction Activity Conditions
The City of West Hollywood shall require the Applicant’s construction
contractor to implement the following measures as a condition of
approving the project (West Hollywood General Plan EIR MM 3.9-2):
• Construction equipment shall be properly maintained per
manufacturers’ specifications and fitted with the best available noise
suppression devices (i.e. mufflers, silencers, wraps, etc.).
• Shroud or shield all impact tools, and muffle or shield all intake and
exhaust ports on power equipment.
• Construction operations and related activities associated with the
proposed project shall comply with the operational hours outlined in the
West Hollywood Municipal Code (WHMC) Noise Ordinance, or mitigate
noise at sensitive land uses to below WHMC standards.
• Construction equipment should not be idled for extended periods of
time in the vicinity of noise-sensitive receptors.
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Environmental Topic

Impact Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s)
• Locate fixed and/or stationary equipment as far as possible from noisesensitive receptors (e.g., generators, compressors, rock crushers,
cement mixers). Shroud or shield all impact tools, and muffle or shield
all intake and exhaust ports on powered construction equipment.
• Where feasible, temporary barriers shall be placed as close to the noise
source or as close to the receptor as possible and break the line of sight
between the source and receptor where modeled levels exceed
applicable standards. Acoustical barriers shall be constructed of material
having a minimum surface weight of 2 pounds per square foot or greater,
and a demonstrated Sound Transmission Class (STC) rating of 25 or
greater as defined by American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
Test Method E90. Placement, orientation, size, and density of acoustical
barriers shall be specified by a qualified acoustical consultant.
• Music from a construction site shall not be audible at off-site locations.

Level of
Significance After
Mitigation

MM-NOI-3. Construction Noise Barriers
The City of West Hollywood shall require the Applicant’s construction
contractor to adhere to the following measures as a condition of
approving the project:
• Prior to commencing demolition activities, a noise barrier shall be erected
along the entire southern property boundary of the Fountain Day School
property. The noise barrier shall be a minimum height of 15 feet above street
level, and shall consist of at least two layers of sound blankets possessing a
minimum acoustic rating of STC 29 (apiece). The layers shall be installed with
joints staggered between the layers, to avoid gaps in the sound blanket
coverage. A single auger-style drill rig may be used for installation of the piles
necessary to support the sound barrier. The construction contractor shall
coordinate with Fountain Day School so, if possible, this sound wall
construction occurs while the school is closed. This sound barrier shall be
maintained for the duration of project construction, and be removed only to
allow landscape installation when all other project construction is complete.
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Environmental Topic
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Impact Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s)
• Prior to commencing demolition activities, a noise barrier shall be
erected along the entire northern and western property boundary of the
multi-family residences immediately adjacent to the south of the project
site (on North Ogden Drive). The noise barrier shall be a minimum
height of 15 feet above street level, and shall consist of at least two
layers of sound blankets possessing a minimum acoustic rating of STC
29 (apiece). The layers shall be installed with joints staggered between
the layers, to avoid gaps in the sound blanket coverage. A single
auger-style drill rig may be used for installation of the piles necessary to
support the sound barrier. This sound barrier shall be maintained for
the duration of project construction, and be removed only to allow
landscape installation when all other project construction is complete.
• As soon as the minimum amount of demolition has occurred to allow
access of a drill rig for pile installation, a noise barrier shall be erected
along the entire remaining northern property boundary of the subject
property. The noise barrier shall be a minimum height of 15 feet above
street level, and shall consist of at least two layers of sound blankets
possessing a minimum acoustic rating of STC 29 (apiece). The layers
shall be installed with joints staggered between the layers, to avoid
gaps in the sound blanket coverage. A single auger-style drill rig may
be used for installation of the piles necessary to support the sound
barrier. This sound barrier shall be maintained for the duration of
project construction, and may be removed only to allow landscape
installation when all other project construction is complete.
• As soon as exterior wall framing allows at each individual level of the
structure, northern building facades (i.e., those facing the Fountain Day
School), and portions of the eastern and southern building facades
(i.e., those facing the North Ogden Drive residences) shall either be
covered with temporary sound blankets possessing a minimum
acoustic rating of STC 29, or the exterior sheathing of the building shall
be installed on the framing.

Level of
Significance After
Mitigation
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Environmental Topic

Impact Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s)
MM-NOI-4. Construction Equipment Restrictions
The City of West Hollywood shall require the Applicant’s construction
contractor to adhere to the following measures as a condition of
approving the project:
• The construction contractor shall use a backhoe instead of an
excavator until the sound walls are in place; the construction contractor
shall also limit use of heavy equipment such as excavator/forklift/loader
such that no duplicative units are operating concurrently.

Level of
Significance After
Mitigation

MM-NOI-5. Stationary Construction Equipment Location/Shielding
The City of West Hollywood shall require the Applicant’s construction
contractor to adhere to the following measures as a condition of
approving the project:
• Temporary electricity generators used for construction shall be located
as far as possible from the Fountain Day School and North Ogden
Drive residences, and temporary electrical power connections to the
electrical utility provider shall be established at the earliest feasible
point in the construction to prelude the further need for or use of
generators.
• Within the second and higher building levels, until the sound blankets
or exterior cladding is installed on the building facades facing the
Fountain Day School and North Ogden Drive residences, stationary
construction equipment (e.g., compressors, welders, etc.) that
generates noise that exceeds 58 dB(A) at the property boundaries shall
be individually shielded with a barrier that meets a STC rating of 29.
MM-NOI-6. Construction Noise Compliance Verification Reports
The City of West Hollywood shall require the Applicant’s construction
contractor to adhere to the following measures as a condition of
approving the project:
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Environmental Topic

Impact Before
Mitigation

Mitigation Measure(s)
• 8-hour noise measurements shall be conducted at the Fountain Day
School and North Ogden Drive residences, at the ground level and
behind the temporary noise barrier, not less frequently than one
construction day per month. The measurement results will be
presented each month to the City in a brief memorandum that
compares measured noise levels to the threshold of not greater than 10
dBA Leq over ambient noise levels.
• Should the verification report in any month indicate construction noise
levels in excess of the allowable limit, an acoustical consultant shall be
retained by the contractor to devise additional noise control methods,
such methods shall be implemented, and the noise measurements
shall be performed again to verify the new controls are effective.

Level of
Significance After
Mitigation

Effectiveness of these mitigation measures would vary from several
decibels (which in general is a relatively small change) to ten or more
decibels (which subjectively would be perceived as a substantial change),
depending upon the specific equipment and the original condition of that
equipment, the specific locations of the noise sources and the receivers,
etc. Installation of a noise barrier, for example, would vary in effectiveness
depending upon the degree to which the line-of-sight between the source
and receiver is broken, but for the nearest receivers is estimated to
provide as much as 19 decibels of noise reduction. Installation of more
effective silencers could range from several decibels to well over 10
decibels. Reduction of idling equipment could reduce overall noise levels
from barely any reduction to several decibels. Cumulatively, however,
these measures would result in substantial decreases in the noise from
construction. With implementation of these measures, short-term
construction impacts associated with exposure of persons to or
generation of noise levels in excess of established standards would be
less than significant.
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Operation
MM-NOI-7. Loading Dock Hours
Loading dock activities shall be limited to between the hours of 8 a.m. and
10 p.m.
MM-NOI-8. Outdoor Amplification System
Prior to certificate of occupancy, the restaurant and pool deck sound
systems shall be calibrated for the outdoor uses so as to not exceed the
noise level standards. The amplified sound system sound output shall be
measured, verified, and documented by a qualified acoustical engineer to
meet the exterior noise standard during daytime hours (8 a.m. to 10 p.m.)
of 55 dBA Leq based on the West Hollywood General Plan 2035 Safety
and Noise Element (City of West Hollywood 2011).
In addition, the project’s outdoor amplified sound system shall be
calibrated such that between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. the
sound levels shall be 5 dBA below the lowest measured background
sound level (L90) at the property line of the affected noise sensitive
receptor.
MM-NOI-9. Noise Level Analysis for Habitable Rooms
Prior to certificate of occupancy, noise measurements shall be conducted to
be reviewed and approved by City staff, to demonstrate that the habitable
areas (hotel rooms) have been designed to reduce interior noise to 45 dBA or
lower (community noise equivalent level (CNEL) or day–night average noise
level (Ldn)).

NOI-2. Would the project result in
generation of excessive groundborne
vibration or groundborne noise levels?
Draft EIR for The Bond Project
August 2019

Less than Significant

MM-NOI-10. Mechanical Equipment
Prior to approval of the plans and specifications for the project, City staff
shall review and approve the proposed heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC), outdoor mechanical equipment, and kitchen
mechanical equipment unit specifications to ensure that the on-site
stationary equipment does not exceed 55 dBA at 50 feet, or otherwise
exceed any established noise thresholds for stationary sources.
N/A

N/A
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impact Before
Mitigation

Environmental Topic

Mitigation Measure(s)

Level of
Significance After
Mitigation

Public Services
PUB-1. Would the project result in
substantial adverse physical impacts
associated with the provision of new or
physically altered governmental facilities,
need for new or physically altered
governmental facilities, the construction
of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to
maintain acceptable service ratios,
response times, or other performance
objectives for any of the public services:
a. Fire protection?
b. Police protection?
c. Schools?

Less than Significant
Less than Significant
Less than Significant

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
Transportation

TRANS-1. Would the project conflict with
an applicable plan, ordinance or policy
addressing the circulation system,
including transit, roadway, bicycle and
pedestrian facilities?
TRANS-2. Would the project conflict or
be inconsistent with CEQA Guidelines
Section 15064.3, subdivision (b)
TRANS-3. Would the project substantially
increase hazards due to a geometric design
feature (e.g., sharp curves, or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g.,
farm equipment)?
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Less than Significant

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Less than Significant

N/A

N/A
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Environmental Topic
UTL-1. Would the project require or
result in the relocation or construction of
new or expanded water, wastewater
conveyance, electric power, natural gas,
or telecommunications facilities the
construction or relocation of which could
cause significant environmental effects?
UTL-2. Would the project have sufficient
water supplies available to serve the
project and reasonably foreseeable
future development during normal, dry
and multiple dry years?
UTL-3. Would the project generate solid
waste in excess of State or local
standards, or in excess of the capacity of
local infrastructure, or otherwise impair
the attainment of solid waste reduction
goals
UTL-5. Would the project comply with
federal, state, and local management and
reduction statutes and regulations related to
solid waste?

Impact Before
Mitigation

Level of
Significance After
Mitigation

Less than Significant

Mitigation Measure(s)
Utilities and Service Systems
N/A

N/A

Less than Significant

N/A

N/A

Less than Significant

N/A

N/A

Less than Significant

N/A

N/A

Energy
ENG-1. Would the project result in
potentially significant environmental
impact due to wasteful, inefficient, or
unnecessary consumption of energy
resources, during project construction or
operation?
Draft EIR for The Bond Project
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Less than Significant

N/A

N/A
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures

Environmental Topic
ENG-2. Would the project conflict with
existing or obstruct a state or local plan
for renewable energy or energy
efficiency?
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Impact Before
Mitigation
Less than Significant

Mitigation Measure(s)
N/A

Level of
Significance After
Mitigation
N/A
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT

This Environmental Impact Report (EIR) has been prepared by the City of West Hollywood (City)
to evaluate potential environmental effects that could result from development of The Bond Project
(proposed project). This EIR has been prepared in conformance with the California Environmental
Quality Act of 1970 (CEQA) statutes (PRC Section 21000, et seq., as amended) and implementing
guidelines (14 CCR 15000, et seq.). The City is the lead agency under CEQA.
The project applicant, 1125 North Ogden, LLC, proposes to construct a mixed-use project of
approximately 214,483 square feet (sf) in gross building area with a maximum height of 71.5 feet.
The project would consist of an 86-room hotel, a restaurant, 70 residential units, and an art gallery.
The project site consists of three Assessor’s Parcels, 5530-002-067, 5530-002-019, and 5530-002027, which correspond to properties located at 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard, 1114 North Orange
Grove Avenue, and 1125 North Ogden Drive, respectively. Construction of the proposed project
would involve demolition of the existing 10,000-square-foot commercial building currently used
as a gym and located on the existing 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard parcel, the parking lot adjacent
to the commercial building, the parking lot currently leased by the City and located along Orange
Grove Avenue, and the multifamily structure located on the parcel along Ogden Drive. The
proposed project also would include two subterranean levels of parking, totaling approximately
75,483 square feet of parking area, with 175 parking stalls, 45 spaces of which would be available
for public parking. The surplus parking spaces provided onsite are intended to continue to meet
the needs of surrounding neighborhood businesses, employees, and customers similar to existing
conditions. The proposed project would provide vehicular access to hotel guests and the public
from driveways along Santa Monica Boulevard and Orange Grove Avenue, with a separate vehicle
entrance for project residents along Ogden Drive. The proposed project would also provide 37
bicycle parking spaces.

1.2

THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT
ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESS

CEQA requires preparation of an EIR when there is substantial evidence supporting a fair
argument that a proposed project may have a significant effect on the environment. The purpose
of an EIR is to provide decision makers, public agencies, and the general public with an objective
and informational document that fully discloses the environmental effects of the proposed project.
The EIR process is intended to facilitate the objective evaluation of potentially significant direct,
indirect, and cumulative impacts of the proposed project, and to identify feasible mitigation
measures and/or alternatives that would reduce or avoid the proposed project’s significant effects.
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In addition, CEQA specifically requires an EIR to identify those adverse impacts determined to be
significant after mitigation.
In accordance with the CEQA Guidelines, an Initial Study (IS) was prepared and a Notice of
Preparation (NOP) was distributed on October 24, 2016, to public agencies and organizations. The
purpose of the NOP was to provide notification that the City plans to prepare an EIR and to solicit
input on the scope and content of the EIR. Approximately 59 copies of the NOP were distributed
and 14 written comment letters were received from various agencies, organizations, and
individuals. These letters, the NOP, and the IS are included in Appendix A.
A scoping meeting was held by the City at Plummer Park on November 16, 2016. The purpose of
this meeting was to seek input from agencies and the general public regarding the environmental
issues and concerns that may potentially result from the proposed project and to be evaluated in the
EIR for the proposed project. Approximately 20 people attended the scoping meeting. The following
list summarizes the public comments, questions, and concerns received at the scoping meeting:


Aesthetics. Concerns were raised regarding potential visual impacts to surrounding
residential neighborhoods, potential impacts to neighborhood character, potential
shade/shadow impacts, and blocking of views. A suggestion was made for architectural
variation (setbacks at higher levels).



Air Quality. Concern was raised regarding construction-related dust on nearby
sensitive receptors.



Hazards and Hazardous Materials. Concern was raised regarding hazardous materials
in soil related to surrounding automotive uses as well as from neon lighting.



Land Use and Planning. Concerns were raised regarding the size of the project and
number of units along Ogden, retail spaces that do not serve or are not accessible to local
businesses, increased development intensity at the project site, access through residential
neighborhood, impacts of overall development in West Hollywood on infrastructure,
proposed land use and scale (height and massing), incompatibility with surrounding land
uses, and the proximity of a restaurant serving alcohol next door to a school.



Population and Housing. Concerns were raised regarding loss of existing affordable
housing and displacement of existing residences, lack of public outreach to existing
residents, and potential impacts to existing residents along Ogden Drive who will not be
displaced by the project.



Public Services. Concerns were raised regarding potential impacts to public services, in
terms of emergency response and traffic effects on emergency response times.



Transportation. Concerns were raised regarding potential impacts to the neighboring school
in terms of traffic, traffic safety, parking, and traffic flow on Orange Grove. A suggestion of
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valet parking for school drop-off and pick up was offered. Concerns were raised regarding
traffic safety on Ogden Drive (traffic speeds, left turns), parking issues at nearby auto leasing
lots, traffic flow and lack of parking to support existing and proposed residences. Concerns
were also raised regarding traffic on residential streets, the design of ingress/egress and overall
traffic flow to and from the project, the number of parking spaces for the intended uses,
potential impacts intersections, truck access (i.e., delivery trucks, trash trucks), loss of street
parking, potential increase in illegal parking, and the loss of overflow parking for Whole Foods
patrons and potential for encroachment into residential neighborhoods.
This EIR focuses on the environmental impacts identified as potentially significant during the
scoping process, completed after preparing and issuing the IS/NOP and receiving comments in
response to the NOP. For purposes of the analysis included within this EIR, the City is utilizing
the thresholds of significance included within Appendix G of the newly revised CEQA Guidelines
(December 2018). The IS was prepared and circulated prior to the new 2019 CEQA amendments.
However, the City is now using the new thresholds of significance included within Appendix G to
comply with the comprehensive CEQA revisions. As such, the issue areas analyzed in detail in
this EIR include air quality, cultural resources, greenhouse gas emissions, hazards and hazardous
materials, noise, public services, transportation, utilities and service systems, and energy. Effects
found not to be significant are addressed in the IS, included in Appendix A of this EIR. Aesthetics
is discussed in the EIR; however, in accordance with Section 21099 of the Public Resources Code,
for qualified projects in a transit area zone as defined by this section, aesthetics impacts cannot be
considered significant, and therefore, this analysis makes no judgment of the significance of any
possible aesthetics impacts under CEQA.
This Draft EIR is being circulated for 45 days for public review and comment. The timeframe of
the public review period is identified in the Notice of Availability (NOA) attached to this Draft
EIR. During this 45-day review period, comments from the general public, organizations, and
agencies regarding environmental issues analyzed in the Draft EIR and the Draft EIR’s accuracy
and completeness may be submitted to the lead agency at the following address:
City of West Hollywood
Antonio Castillo, Associate Planner
Community Development Department
8300 Santa Monica Boulevard
West Hollywood, California 90069
Email: acastillo@weho.org
General questions about this EIR and the EIR process also should be directed to the email address
above. The City will prepare written responses to all comments pertaining to environmental issues
raised in the Draft EIR if they are submitted in writing and postmarked by the last day of the public
review period identified in the NOA.
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Prior to approval of the proposed project, the City, as the lead agency and decision-making entity,
is required to certify this EIR has been completed in accordance with CEQA, the proposed project
has been reviewed and the information in this EIR has been considered, and this EIR reflects the
independent judgment of the City. CEQA also requires the City to adopt “findings” with respect
to each significant environmental effect identified in the EIR (PRC Section 21081; 14 CCR
15091). For each significant effect, CEQA requires the approving agency to make one or more of
the following findings:


Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project which avoid
or substantially lessen the significant environmental effects as identified in the Final EIR.



Such changes or alterations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public
agency and not the agency making the finding. Such changes have been adopted by such
other agency or can and should be adopted by such other agency.



Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including provision
of employment opportunities for highly trained workers, make infeasible the mitigation
measure or project alternatives identified in the Final EIR.

If the City concludes the proposed project will result in significant effects that cannot be
substantially lessened or avoided by feasible mitigation measures and alternatives, the City must
adopt a “statement of overriding considerations” prior to approval of the proposed project (PRC
Section 21081 (b)). Such statements are intended under CEQA to provide a written means by
which the lead agency balances in writing the benefits of the proposed project and the significant
and unavoidable environmental impacts. Where the lead agency concludes the economic, legal,
social, technological, or other benefits outweigh the unavoidable environmental impacts, the lead
agency may find such impacts “acceptable” and approve the proposed project.
In addition, public agencies, when approving a project, must also adopt a Mitigation Monitoring
and Reporting Program (MMRP) describing the changes incorporated into the proposed project or
made a condition of project approval in order to mitigate or avoid significant effects on the
environment (PRC Section 21081.6). The MMRP is adopted at the time of project approval and is
designed to ensure compliance during project implementation. Upon approval of the proposed
project, the City will be responsible for implementation of the proposed project’s MMRP. This
document will be attached to the Final EIR.
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1.3

ORGANIZATION OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT

This EIR is organized as follows:
An Executive Summary of the EIR is provided at the beginning of this document. This summary
outlines the conclusions of the environmental analysis and provides a summary of the proposed
project and the project alternatives analyzed in the EIR. This section also includes a table
summarizing all environmental impacts identified in this EIR along with the associated mitigation
measures proposed to reduce or avoid each impact.
Chapter 1, Introduction, serves as a forward to this EIR, introducing the proposed project, the
applicable environmental procedures, and the organization of the EIR.
Chapter 2, Project Description, provides a thorough description of the proposed project elements, the
purpose and need for the proposed project, project objectives, and required discretionary approvals. This
chapter also includes a description of the intended uses of the EIR and public agency actions.
Chapter 3, Environmental Analysis, describes the potential environmental effects of the proposed
project, as well as proposed mitigation measures to reduce or avoid any potentially significant impacts.
The discussion in Chapter 3 is organized into 10 environmental issue areas, as follows:


3.1, Aesthetics



3.2, Air Quality



3.3, Cultural Resources



3.4, Greenhouse Gas Emissions



3.5, Hazards and Hazardous Materials



3.6, Noise



3.7, Public Services



3.8, Transportation



3.9, Utilities and Service Systems



3.10, Energy

For each environmental issue area, the analysis and discussion are organized into seven
subsections as described as follows:
Environmental Setting – This subsection describes the physical environmental conditions in
the vicinity of the proposed project at the time of publication of the NOP. The environmental
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setting establishes the baseline conditions by which the City will determine whether specific
project-related impacts are significant.
Relevant Plans, Policies, and Ordinances – This subsection describes the regulatory setting
applicable to the environmental issue area and the proposed project at the time of publication
of the Notice of Preparation.
Thresholds of Significance – This subsection identifies a set of thresholds by which the level
of impact is determined. Thresholds eliminated from further review in the EIR as part of the
IS analysis will be identified here.
Methodology – This subsection describes how the analysis was conducted.
Impact Analysis – This subsection provides a detailed analysis regarding the environmental
effects of the proposed project, and whether the impacts of the proposed project would meet
or exceed the established significance criteria.
Mitigation Measures – This subsection identifies potentially feasible mitigation measures that
would avoid or substantially reduce significant adverse project impacts.
Significance After Mitigation – This subsection discusses whether project-related impacts
would be reduced to below a level of significance with implementation of the mitigation
measures identified in the EIR. If applicable, this subsection also identifies any residual
significant and unavoidable adverse effects of the proposed project that would result even with
implementation of mitigation measures.
In addition to the seven subsections previously listed, full citations for all documents referred to
in each environmental issue area discussion are included at the end of each section or chapter.
Chapter 4, Cumulative Effects, discusses the cumulative effects of the project in combination
with the effects of other projects in the vicinity.
Chapter 5, Other CEQA Considerations, addresses significant environmental effects that cannot be
avoided, the significant irreversible environmental changes that would result from implementation
of the proposed project, and growth-inducing impacts associated with the proposed project.
Chapter 6, Alternatives, discusses alternatives to the proposed project, including a No Project
Alternative. This section describes the rationale for selecting the range of alternatives discussed
in the EIR and identifies the alternatives considered by the City that were rejected from further
discussion as infeasible during the scoping process. Lastly, Chapter 6 includes a discussion of
the environmental effects of the alternatives that were carried forward for analysis and
identifies the environmentally superior alternative.
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Chapter 7, List of Preparers, provides names and contact information of those responsible for
writing this EIR.
Appendices include various technical studies prepared for the proposed project, as listed in the
Table of Contents.
The City, as the designated lead agency for the proposed project, is responsible for enforcing and
verifying each mitigation measure is implemented as required; however, the project applicant shall
be responsible for implementing the required mitigation measures. As part of the Final EIR
process, an MMRP will be prepared.
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CHAPTER 2
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This chapter provides a description of The Bond Project (project or proposed project). Pursuant to
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15124, this chapter describes the
location, objectives, and characteristics of the proposed project, followed by a statement describing
the intended uses of this Environmental Impact Report (EIR).

2.1

PROJECT APPLICANT

1125 North Ogden, LLC
8311 Melrose Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90069

2.2

LEAD AGENCY AND CONTACT PERSON

City of West Hollywood
8300 Santa Monica Boulevard
West Hollywood, California 90069
Contact: Antonio Castillo, Associate Planner, (323) 848-6854

2.3

PROJECT LOCATION

The project site is located within the City of West Hollywood in Los Angeles County and consists of
properties fronting Santa Monica Boulevard, North Orange Grove Avenue, and North Ogden Drive.
The site consists of three Assessor’s Parcels, 5530-002-067, 5530-002-019, and 5530-002-027, which
correspond to properties located at 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard, 1114 North Orange Grove Avenue,
and 1125 North Ogden Drive, respectively. The parcel fronting North Orange Grove Avenue is
rectangular in shape and is currently used as a parking lot; the parcel fronting Santa Monica Boulevard
is an irregular L-shaped parcel and is currently occupied by a gym and parking lot; and the parcel
fronting North Ogden Drive is rectangular in shape and is currently occupied by a multifamily
residential building. Together, they encompass an approximately 0.92-acre project site.
Santa Monica Boulevard, which borders the project site to the south, is an arterial street within the
City’s General Plan. North Orange Grove Avenue (hereafter referred to as Orange Grove Avenue),
borders the project site on the west. North Ogden Drive (hereafter referred to as Ogden Drive) is
located to the east of the project site. Both Orange Grove Avenue and Ogden Drive are designated
as local streets within the City’s General Plan. Figure 2-1, Regional Map, and Figure 2-2, Vicinity
Map, show the location of the project site in a regional and local context.
Regional access to the project site is provided by Santa Monica Boulevard, located adjacent to the
southern boundary of the site; U.S. Highway 101 (US 101), located approximately 3 miles east of
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the project site; Interstate 405 (I-405), located approximately 6 miles southwest of the site; and I10, located approximately 4 miles south of the site.

2.4

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

2.4.1

Existing Land Uses

As shown in Figure 2-3, Project Site, the project site is fully developed with one commercial
building currently used as a gym, two surface parking lots, and one multifamily residential building
with seven residential units and surface parking. The commercial building, which is approximately
10,000 square feet in size, is single-story and occupies the southwestern portion of the project site
on the L-shaped parcel. The building has a largely unfinished interior and is currently occupied by
Brick Crossfit training gym. One surface parking lot is located east of the gym and is used as
parking for gym patrons. This lot contains 27 parking stalls. The second surface parking lot, located
north of the gym, is accessed via Orange Grove Avenue and is a parking lot leased from the
property owner by the City. This lot contains 45 parking stalls. Several stalls are used as monthly
parking for the employees of nearby businesses through arrangements with the City. The lot also
serves as a parking resource for school pick-ups and drop-offs for Fountain Day School, the
preschool located immediately adjacent to the northern project site boundary, and as an overflow
parking area for the Whole Foods Market and other neighboring businesses located across the
street on the west side of Orange Grove Avenue. The 45 publicly available parking spaces to be
provided onsite are intended to continue to meet the needs of surrounding neighborhood
businesses, residents, employees, and customers, similar to existing conditions.
The multifamily residential building, which is approximately 3,718 square feet in size, houses
seven residential units. This two-story building is accessed via Ogden Drive.
The project site has a gentle slope to the south. The topographic elevation of the project site is
approximately 290 feet above mean sea level at Santa Monica Boulevard. Drainage from the
site is by sheet flow towards the adjacent city streets. There are no known surface drains, catch
basins, sumps, or standing water on the project site. Vegetation on the site is sparse and consists
of ornamental plantings. Four street trees border the project site, with three along Santa Monica
Boulevard, and one along Ogden Drive.

2.4.2

Surrounding Land Uses

The project site is generally bordered to the north along Orange Grove Avenue by Fountain Day
School, a preschool, with residential development further to the north; to the east by Executive Car
Leasing (a car rental agency) as well as multifamily residential (along Ogden Drive) and
commercial uses (fronting Santa Monica Boulevard) beyond; to the south by Santa Monica
Boulevard and commercial properties; and, to the west by Euro Design AutoCrafts Inc., an
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automobile repair shop and painting business as well as a second commercial building. Further
west is a commercial shopping center with a Whole Foods Market as well as other smaller
commercial uses. Surrounding land uses are depicted in Figure 2-4, Surrounding Land Uses.

2.4.3

Land Use Designations

The project site is located within the Santa Monica/Fairfax Transit District, one of five commercial
subareas identified within the City’s General Plan. This district extends along Santa Monica Boulevard
from Vista Street in the east to Havenhurst Drive in the west and generally includes the parcels fronting
Santa Monica Boulevard. The district also includes Fairfax Avenue from Santa Monica Boulevard to
the southern boundary of the City at Willoughby Avenue. As characterized in the General Plan, the
Santa Monica/Fairfax Transit District is a corridor that supports diverse commercial uses serving
adjacent residential neighborhoods and transit users. Santa Monica Boulevard, in its entirety, is a
designed Pedestrian Destination Street, indicating that it is a popular location for walking to shops and
restaurants and for a walkable nightlife scene (City of West Hollywood 2011).
The project area, as shown in Figure 2-5, Santa Monica/Fairfax Transit District, is characterized by
service and retail businesses oriented to the local community. Within the vicinity of the project site are
several transit routes and transfer points. CityLine is a free local shuttle bus system that serves the
general public. The Eastbound Orange and Westbound Blue lines serve the City of West Hollywood,
starting at Cedars Sinai Medical Center and terminating at the intersection of North La Brea Avenue
and Fountain Avenue. The closest Eastbound Orange line stops to the project site include Santa Monica
Boulevard/North Ogden Drive and Santa Monica Boulevard/Orange Grove Avenue. The closest
Westbound Blue line stops to the project site include Santa Monica Boulevard/Orange Grove Avenue
and Santa Monica Boulevard/Spaulding Avenue. The 704 route of the LA Metro Rapid Line Bus
serves the City of West Hollywood. The closest stop to the project site is one block to the west, at the
intersection of Fairfax Avenue and Santa Monica Boulevard. The 004 and 217 routes of the Local LA
Metro Bus system serve the City of West Hollywood. The closest stops to the project site are also
located one block to the west, at the intersection of Fairfax Avenue and Santa Monica Boulevard. As
such, the project site is located within one-tenth of one mile of a Major Transit Stop.
As shown in Figure 2-6, General Plan Land Use and Zoning Designations, the majority of the
project site (0.75 acres) is designated as Commercial, Community 2 (CC2) in the General Plan and
is also within the CC2 zoning district. The CC2 land use designation and zoning district is intended
to provide a wide variety of commercial opportunities to serve local community needs, as well as
broader market areas. The CC2 designation identifies areas appropriate for a variety of commercial
uses including retail; professional offices; business support and personal services; entertainment
uses; restaurants; specialty shops; overnight accommodations; cultural uses; and small-scale
manufacturing uses related to design furnishings, galleries, motion pictures, television, music or
design-related uses. Permitted uses include retail, restaurant, office, wholesale design showroom,
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art studios, fitness facilities, libraries, museums, vehicle sales, media production, and hotels. The
base allowable floor-to-area ratio (FAR) within the CC2 zoning district is 2.00 and the base
allowable height is 45 feet (generally equivalent to four stories) (City of West Hollywood
Municipal Code, Chapter 19.10 and Chapter 19.90; City of West Hollywood 2011).
As shown in Figure 2-6, the portion of the project site currently developed with multifamily
residential (0.17 acres) is on a parcel located along Ogden Drive that is zoned R3B, Residential,
Multifamily Medium Density. The R3B zoning district generally limits building heights to 35 feet
and three stories, with density not regulated by FAR, but rather by minimum lot size per dwelling
unit. The R3 zoning district provides for the development of a wide range of multifamily dwelling
units, including apartments and condominiums. The standards of the R3 zoning district are
intended to ensure that new residential projects are compatible with the scale and character of
existing medium-density multifamily residential neighborhoods. The R3 zoning district is
consistent with the R3A, R3B, and residential land use designations of the General Plan (City of
West Hollywood Municipal Code, Chapter 19.06.020; City of West Hollywood 2011).
As shown in Figure 2-6, the portion of the project site in the CC2 zone is also located within an overlay
zone, the Mixed-Use Incentive Overlay Zone. The Mixed-Use Incentive Overlay zone is intended to
focus residential mixed-use projects in high-priority nodes, focused on commercial corridors and
includes locations with high transit levels of service and major intersections. New development with a
mix of residential and commercial uses in this overlay zone may receive an incentive bonus of an
additional 0.5 FAR and 10 feet in height. As such, because the project site is within the Mixed-Use
Overlay Zone, that portion of the site can be developed with structures having a greater FAR and height
than what is generally allowable under the base zoning regulations.
The proposed project also includes an affordable housing component, allowing for an additional
bonus of 10 feet in height, one story, and an additional 0.875 FAR for the residential areas.
The project’s green building components equate to an additional 0.1 FAR for the hotel uses. In
total, the commercial component of the site may be developed with a structure that is 65 feet in
height and that has a FAR of 3.475 without the need for further incentives.

2.5

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

CEQA Guidelines Section 15124(b) requires the project description to contain “[a] statement of
the objectives sought by the proposed project.” In addition, CEQA Guidelines Section 15124(b)
provides “[t]he statement of objectives should include the underlying purpose of the project.” The
underlying purpose of the proposed project is to provide a mixed-use project with hotel,
commercial and residential uses and exceptional architectural design employing environmentally
friendly practices along Santa Monica Boulevard within the east side of the City of West
Hollywood. The proposed project would encourage pedestrian activity at the project site along
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Santa Monica Boulevard as well as provide excess parking at the project site to be used by the
general public. The proposed mixed-use development would include residential, restaurant, and
hotel uses, thus maximizing the efficiencies for local residents and reducing vehicle trips. In
addition, the proposed project would accommodate the need for additional residential housing in
the City and in the County of Los Angeles, including affordable housing, while supporting and
promoting the economic vitality of the City. The following specific project objectives support the
proposed project’s underlying purpose:
1. Create an economically viable mixed use project along Santa Monica Boulevard in the City
of West Hollywood, providing a full-service boutique hospitality use in the vicinity of
complementary studio and creative office uses on the east side of the City of West
Hollywood, thereby enhancing the east side’s appeal as a visitor destination;
2. Provide a contemporary, high-quality design that exemplifies thoughtful urban in-fill
development and contributes to the context of existing and future development;
3. Provide public parking in addition to required parking;
4. Provide housing and hospitality uses near alternative means of transportation, including
mass transportation, with accessibility for commercial patrons arriving to the project site
via a driveway on Santa Monica Boulevard;
5. Provide additional housing opportunities and contribute to the residential development of
mixed-use areas by incorporating residential uses into an existing core of nearby
community facilities, employment centers, retail goods and services, and restaurants to
enhance the area’s overall urban character;
6. Increase the City’s rental housing stock for very low and moderate-income families;
7. Create a consistent pattern of development and uses along Santa Monica Boulevard that
serves project residents and the surrounding community by redeveloping an
underutilized site;
8. Provide jobs convenient to the existing labor pool living in and around the City and
maximize the number of new permanent jobs generated by the new hotel and restaurant,
helping to secure a strong and continuous tax base;
9. Maximize the number of temporary construction jobs created necessary to build the
proposed project;
10. Maximize the site’s economic value to the City by redeveloping and revitalizing an
underperforming site;
11. Maximize new City revenues generated and contribute to its fiscal health with new sales,
property and hotel occupancy taxes, thereby maximizing the direct and indirect fiscal and
economic benefits for the City and the surrounding area;
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12. Create a wide range of unit sizes, including affordable housing units, in close proximity to
employment resources and public transportation;
13. Minimize the impact to the environment through the redevelopment of previously
developed parcels;
14. Develop and encourage bicycle access and pedestrian-oriented uses by employing design
features that improve the landscape and streetscape, making the area more pedestrian
friendly, while ensuring necessary vehicular access in and out of the project site;
15. Provide adequate common open space and internal access within the project site to meet
the needs of the proposed uses and users;
16. Provide improvements that encourage alternative and fuel-efficient forms of transportation
(e.g., bicycle storage areas, preferential parking for low-emission/fuel-efficient vehicles
and carpools/vanpools);
17. Promote sustainability, including measures to increase the efficient use of water and energy
and the use of renewable resources while decreasing use of nonrenewable energy;
18. Implement green building design and construction practices capable of achieving
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Silver certification for the
buildings within the project site.

2.6

PROPOSED PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

2.6.1

Project Design

The applicant, 1125 North Ogden LLC, proposes to construct a mixed-use structure of approximately
214,483 square feet (sf) in gross building area with a maximum height of 71.5 feet. The structure would
consist of an 86-room hotel, a restaurant, 70 residential units, and an art gallery. Construction of the
proposed project would involve demolition of the existing 10,000-square-foot commercial building
located on the existing 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard parcel, the parking lot adjacent to the commercial
building, the parking lot currently leased by the City that is located along Orange Grove Avenue, and the
multifamily residential building located on the parcel along Ogden Drive.
The characteristics of the proposed project are summarized in Table 2-1 and are depicted on the
conceptual site plan shown on Figure 2-7, Conceptual Site Plan. The proposed building would
include approximately 63,104 sf of hotel and commercial space with a total of 86 hotel rooms,
62,750 sf of residential space (70 residential units), 14,368 sf of common open space area, and
75,483 sf of parking area (175 parking spaces). Of the 70 residential units, at least 11 units would
be affordable housing units, including six very low-income units and five moderate-income units.
The residential units would be composed of 9 two-bedroom units (in the building along Ogden
Drive), 38 studio units, and 23 one-bedroom units. The building heights of the proposed project
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would range up to six stories above ground, up to 71.5 feet above grade in certain areas, with two
subterranean levels of parking. Building elevations are depicted in Figures 2-8 through Figure 211. The proposed project would have a Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of 3.471, which is slightly less
than what is allowable for the project site. The proposed project will provide 175 total parking
spaces. Required parking for the project is established in Chapter 19.28 of the West Hollywood
Municipal Code (WHMC). Approximately 130 parking spaces would be available to serve the
proposed project. Approximately 45 additional excess parking spaces available for public parking
through a Parking Use Permit, which are intended to replace the 45 existing parking spaces at the
City-operated lot at 1114 N. Orange Grove.
Access to the project site would be available from three separate driveways: one on Santa Monica
Boulevard, one on Orange Grove Avenue, and one on Ogden Drive. The proposed project would
be accessible for hotel guests and the public from Santa Monica Boulevard and North Orange
Grove Avenue with separate vehicular ingress/egress for residents only along Ogden Drive. An
entrance would be constructed on Santa Monica Boulevard to serve the commercial patrons
arriving at the project site. Pedestrians could access the site via North Orange Grove Avenue, Santa
Monica Boulevard, or Ogden Drive.
Floors 2 through 6 accommodate both residential and hospitality occupancies. Rules and standards of
conduct to allow harmonious co-occupancy of the project will be enforced. Swimming in the pool on
the sixth level would be allowed 24 hours per day. Amplified music would be allowed in that area until
1 a.m. every evening. Alcohol could be sold until 1:30 a.m. and consumed until 2:00 a.m.
The project’s commercial components would include the hotel and restaurant fronting Santa
Monica Boulevard and art gallery space along Orange Grove Avenue. The design of these elements
will focus on activating as much of the limited street frontage available with an emphasis on
visually accentuating access points and placing publicly accessible restaurant and gallery spaces
along sidewalks to ensure engagement with the public and walkability. While these uses are key
to establishing a level of continued street life and energy, they are also critical elements to the
commercial hotel operations proposed on the site. Given the limited frontage facing Santa Monica
Boulevard, the project proposes a hybrid restaurant/lobby lounge experience, which ensures the
downtimes for one use provide opportunities for the other, thereby increasing the activity and
connectivity to street. The proposed gallery use is intended to provide viable commercial space
along the Orange Grove frontage and serve as a community resource by reflecting the eclectic and
well-established arts scene and galleries present in West Hollywood.
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Table 2-1
Project Components
Hotel and Commercial Area
Square Footage
Rooms
Parking
Amenities

63,104 sf
86 units
51 stalls
Fitness area
Pool
Hotel restaurant
Valet
Laundry
Housekeeping
Outdoor common areas

Square Footage
Units
Parking
Amenities

Square Footage
Parking
Square Footage
Parking
Square Footage
Parking
Amenities

Residential
50,172 sf (CC-2) 12,578 sf, totaling 62,750 sf
70 units
79 stalls
6 very low income units and 5 moderate income units
38 studio apartments, 23 one-bedroom apartments, 9 two-bedroom apartments
Outdoor common areas
Art Gallery
1,381 sf
1 stall
Common Area
14,368 sf
Excess Public Parking
45 stalls (exceeds code required parking)
Restaurants
3,756 sf
7 stalls
Restaurant and outdoor dining

Note: sf = square feet.

The CC-2 portion of the project would have a Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of 3.471, which is slightly
less than what is allowable for the project site under the City’s development standards. As part of
the project and because the project site is located within a Mixed Use Incentive Overlay Zone, the
applicant is requesting a 10-foot height increase. With the inclusion of affordable units in the project,
an additional 10-foot height increase is also allowed for a total allowed increase of 20 feet above the
base 45-foot height limit (i.e., 65 feet).
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The proposed commercial component of the mixed use structure would be approximately 63.7 feet
in height when measured from the ground surface at the northern (rear) property line adjacent to
Orange Grove Avenue. At its tallest point, the commercial component of the structure would have a
height of six stories, equating to 71.5 feet. The maximum proposed building height is approximately
6.5 feet taller than the 65 feet allowed for the commercial portion of the project site. To allow for the
additional height, the applicant is requesting the use of concessions under State Density Bonus Law
as part of its entitlement requests for the project.
Along Ogden Drive, the multifamily residential component of the project would have a maximum height
of 45 feet with a total of four stories. The Ogden Drive site permits six units under the zoning code and
with the inclusion of one unit for an extremely low income tenant, the project qualifies for a 35% density
bonus for a total of nine units. By including one affordable (very low income unit) the R3B site is entitled
to a concession of an additional level (45 feet maximum height rather than 35 feet).
The residential component of the project would include affordable housing units, consisting of six
very low-income units and five moderate-income units.

2.6.2

Consistency with Zoning Ordinance and General
Plan Requirements

The larger 32,637-square-foot portion of the project site is zoned and has a General Plan land use
designation of CC2 with a Mixed-Use Overlay Incentive and the smaller 7,549-square-foot portion of
the project site is zoned and has a General Plan land use designation of R3B. The area zoned R3B would
only contain residential uses and would not include the retail or restaurant uses associated with the
project. The resulting building site would have split zoning, which is allowed in the West Hollywood
Zoning Ordinance (West Hollywood Municipal Code Section 19.36.170.A).
The proposed project would meet the requirements of California Government Code Section 65915 et
seq., the State law that provides for density bonuses and incentives for projects that include affordable
housing. The proposed project includes 59 market-rate rental units and 11 affordable rental units (6 very
low-income and 5 moderate-income). Accordingly, the project is eligible for a 35% density bonus.1
The project applicant is seeking a density bonus in the CC-2 portion of the project based on the
percentage of affordable units, as well as three associated regulatory “concessions” pursuant to
state law (Government Code 65915). The requested concessions are:


1

An additional story to allow approximately 10 feet of additional height to construct the
sixth story and associated amenities.

Pursuant to Government Code Section 65915, the project is eligible for a 35% density bonus for providing 11% of the
baseline number of units for low income households, and a 5% density bonus for providing 5% of the baseline number
of units for moderate income households, for a total density bonus of 40% Limited to 35% by the code.
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An increase in height of approximately 6.5 feet to allow truck loading given the elevation
at the south (Santa Monica Boulevard) side of the property is approximately 6 feet higher
than at the point on Orange Grove where trucks will exit the project. A minimum 14-foot
truck height is required pursuant to WHMC 19.28.090 B (4).



Allow a minimum aggregate site area of 40,186 square feet for a mixed-use project that
spans both the CC2 and R3B zoning districts, in lieu of the minimum aggregate area of
60,000 square feet otherwise required by Section 19.36.170.A.1 of the WHMC.

For consistency with requirements of the Zoning Ordinance and General Plan see Table 2-2.
Table 2-2
Consistency with Zoning Ordinance and General Plan Requirements
Requirement
Floor Area Ratio (FAR)

Building Height

Allowed
CC2 Base FAR: 2.0
+ Mixed-Use Bonus FAR: 0.50
+ 35% Density Bonus for Affordable Housing: 0.875
+ Green Building Bonus: 0.10
Total Allowed = 3.475
R3B: N/A
CC2 Allowed Height: 45 ft, 4 stories
+ Mixed-Use Bonus Height: 10 feet, 1 story
+ Affordable Housing Concession: 10 ft, 1 story
+ Affordable Housing Concession: 6.5 ft,
Total Allowed: 71.5 feet, 6 stories

Actual Provided by
Proposed Project
CC2: 3.471

R3B: N/A

CC2: 71.5 ft, 6 stories

R3B: 45 ft, 4 stories

R3B Allowed Height: 35 ft, 3 stories
+ Affordable Housing Concession: 10 ft, 1 story
Total Allowed: 45 ft, 4 stories
Notes: See Appendix B of building elevations.

2.6.3

Parking and Access

The proposed project would involve demolition of the existing 27-stall parking lot associated with the
gym and the 45-stall parking lot leased by the City. The proposed project would include two
subterranean levels of parking, totaling 75,483 square feet. A total of 175 parking spaces would be
available to serve the project, with at least 45 parking spaces available for public parking. The parking
stalls in the existing parking lot leased by the City therefore would be replaced by the public parking
that would be available in the proposed subterranean garage. Table 2-1 shows the approximate
distribution of the remaining parking spaces to the proposed hotel, residential, art gallery, and
restaurant uses of the new structure. The project would also provide 37 bicycle parking spaces.
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Upon implementation of the proposed project, the existing uses of the parking lot leased by the
City for monthly parking, Fountain Day School drop-off and pick-up, and overflow parking for
the nearby commercial uses would be accommodated by the additional 45 parking spaces included
within the proposed project.
As shown in Figure 2-7, the project would provide vehicular access to hotel guests and the public
from Santa Monica Boulevard and Orange Grove Avenue, with a separate vehicle entrance for
project residents along Ogden Drive.

2.6.4

Landscape Plan

The proposed landscaping plans are shown in Figures 2-12a-d, Conceptual Landscaping Plan(s).
The project would include landscaping comprised of climate-appropriate, drought-tolerant and
native plants. Landscaping would be installed on five of the six levels of the proposed structure as
well as on the roof.

2.6.5

Sustainable Design Features

The City adopted a mandatory green building ordinance in October 2007, which establishes a mandatory
green building program (City of West Hollywood 2007). The ordinance focuses on the following:


Establishes development standards that apply to all development, including all new
residential and commercial projects as well as remodels and tenant improvements;



Develops a point system for new construction with incentives for projects that achieve
exemplary status; and



Implements green building education and outreach program.

The proposed project is subject to the City’s green building program and has completed the
required green building checklist. Based on the results of the checklist, the green components listed
in Table 2-3 will be incorporated into the project. Also shown in Table 2-3 are the relative points
the project received based on each green component incorporated into the project design.
Table 2-3
Green Building Checklist Components
Green Design Component
Site Location
Use recycled content mulch or other landscape amendments
Natural Heating and Cooling
Plant deciduous canopy trees (minimum 36-inch box, planted in the ground) on exposed west and/or
south elevations (1 point/tree, 5 points maximum)
Provide operable window to enable natural cross ventilation (minimum 20% of total window area)
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Table 2-3
Green Building Checklist Components
Green Design Component
Install exterior shading devices on south- and/or west-facing windows
Provide ceiling fans (2 points maximum)
Foundation
Use recycled-content base or backfill material
Incorporate fly ash or slag ash in concrete
Increase fly ash percentage
Structural Frame
Use engineered lumber or steel for minimum of 90% of subfloors, sheeting, floor joists, beams,
headers, and trusses, as applicable
Use engineered vertical wood studs
Use FSC-certified wood for framing (maximum points 5)
Plumbing
Insulate the full length of all hot water pipes
Install low-flow showerheads
Install water efficient kitchen and bathroom faucets
Install water efficient toilets
Install tankless water heaters
Insulation
Install formaldehyde-free, recycled-content (minimum 25%) insulation
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
Exceed Title 24 energy code by 5%
Exceed Title 24 energy code by more than 5% (1 point for each additional 1% above 5%; maximum 15
points)
Participate in Energy Star (residential) or Savings by Design (commercial) programs
Pre-plumb and provide conduit for solar water heating
Install solar water heating system for domestic hot water
Install solar water heating system for pool heating
Install photovoltaic (PV) panels (1 point per kW; maximum 10 points)
Install Energy Star lighting (50% of total fixtures)
Install Energy Star exit signs
Install Energy Star programmable thermostats
Install timer and photo sensor for exterior lights
Seal all ducts with Mastic (residential) or install per SMACNA standards (commercial)
Indoor Air Quality
Use no-VOC paints on interior applications
Use low-VOC sealants and adhesives
Use composite wood with no added urea formaldehyde for counters and cabinets
Use carpet certified by CRI Green Label Program
Vent kitchen range hoods to the outside (minimum 80% of units)
Install fan with humidistat sensor or timer in all bathrooms
Install high efficiency HVAC filters (minimum MERV 8) or provide ductless system
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Table 2-3
Green Building Checklist Components
Green Design Component
Provide daylighting for 50% of occupied spaces
Roofing
Install Energy Star or cool roof
Install durable roof with long-term warranty or demonstrated long-term durability (40-year warranty for
asphalt shingles, 15-year warranty for built-up roof, metal or clay tile)
Install extensive vegetated green roof (3 points per each 50% of roof not occupied by mechanical
equipment or access stairs)
Exterior Finish
Use durable exterior finishes (1 point per 30% of exterior area), including integral-color or uncolored
unpainted stucco, fiber-cement panels or siding, metal panels or siding, composite wood panels, glass,
and other similar durable finishes
Use recycled-content or FSC-certified outdoor flooring materials
Total Points Earned
Mandatory Points for Compliance
Points Needed for Incentives

Points Received
1
2
3
3

3

1
91
60
90

Notes: VOC = volatile organic compound; HVAC = heating, ventilation, and air conditioning; MERV = minimum efficiency reporting value;
FSC = Forest Stewardship Council.

In addition to the green building checklist, per City codes, there are a number of mandatory
measures for which no points are provided. These additional mandatory green building measures
are listed in Table 2-4.
Table 2-4
Mandatory Green Building Measures
Mandatory Measures from Green Building Ordinance
 Provide secure bike parking (1 space per 7 employees or 10,000 square feet or 1 space per 4 dwelling units).
 Label storm drains adjacent to the property.
 Provide roof location and install conduit from roof to electrical room for future photovoltaic (PV) system installation.
 Install Energy Star appliances – refrigerator, washing machine, and dishwasher.
 Provide construction Air Quality Management Plan in specifications (at a minimum to protect ducts during construction
and change filters and vacuum ducts prior to occupancy).
 Use low-VOC interior paints and wood finishes.
 Provide owner or tenant with a Green Features/Benefits Manual.
Mandatory Measures for Green Building in Existing Code
 Provide space for the collection and storage of recyclables.
 Provide preferential parking for alternative fuel vehicles (minimum 2% of total spaces for commercial lots with more
than 25 spaces).
 Divert construction and demolition waste (minimum of 80%).
 Provide construction site Stormwater Management Plan.
 Provide permeable surfaces to required yards (55% of front and 50% of side).
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Table 2-4
Mandatory Green Building Measures
Mandatory Measures from Green Building Ordinance
 Use infiltration, biofiltration or equivalent flow reduction treatment BMP for the runoff resulting from either the first 0.75
inches of rainfall or the runoff resulting from a continuous rainfall event of 0.2 inches per hour.
 Replace existing trees over 6 inches in diameter that are removed for development (minimum 24-inch box planted in the ground).
 Use drought-tolerant and native species for landscaping.
 Install water-efficient irrigation system.
 Parking landscaping for surface parking areas – Projects mush comply with all applicable requirements.
 Transportation Demand Management – Projects must comply with applicable requirements.
Note: VOC = volatile organic compound.

As outlined in the City’s ordinance, projects that select, and comply with, a minimum of 90 points
from the Green Building Checklist, and that do not include the demolition of a cultural resource,
shall be permitted to select one of eight different incentives, including the following:
1. In multi-family residential or mixed-use projects, one additional residential unit, not to
exceed 700 square feet, may be permitted without additional required parking.
2. In multi-family residential or mixed-use projects, 100% of the required common open
space may be provided on the roof it the project installs and maintains a vegetated green
roof for at least 50% of the roof area not occupied by mechanical equipment or access
stairways. Noise attenuation features shall be incorporated into the project design.
3. In multi-family residential or mixed-use projects, private open space may be transferred to
and provided as common open space area, provided that 50% of the units provide a
minimum of 50 square feet of private open space which has a minimum dimension of 5
feet in each direction. Alternatively, the project may divide all common open space and
add it to private open space areas. These incentives shall not [be] available to projects
utilizing any courtyard design incentives.
4. In multi-family residential projects, the area in the side setbacks may be used to satisfy
common and/or private open space area requirements. Noise attenuation features shall be
incorporated into the project’s design.
5. Commercial or mixed-use projects may obtain a 0.1 FAR increase.
6. In commercial or mixed-use projects, new restaurant tenant spaces under 1,200 square feet
may provide parking at a ratio of 3.5 parking spaces per 1,000 square feet of parking. This
parking ratio may be used for a maximum of 2,400 square feet per project.
7. Projects may obtain expedited permit processing for Building and Safety Division permits
which shall mean a 4 week maximum response time following the first submittal, and a 2 week
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maximum response time following each subsequent submittal. Additionally, projects shall
benefit from preferential Planning Commission scheduling where feasible.
8. Commercial or mixed-use projects commercially-zoned lots which are 40 feet or less in width
and which have alley access may receive a 50% reduction in required parking spaces.
The applicant is requesting the 0.1 FAR increase incentive identified above.

2.7

CONSTRUCTION SCENARIO

Construction of the proposed project is anticipated to last approximately 18 months, beginning
Spring 2020 and ending Winter 2021. It is estimated that the project site would be occupied and
in operation by Winter 2021. Demolition would be phased to allow for the construction of a 24foot sound wall along the northern property line and a 15-foot sound wall adjacent to the property
line with the residential properties located on Ogden Drive. Phase one demolition, which would
begin in 2020, would involve the use of a mini excavator and a drill rig to install the shoring piles
and sound wall along the property line. All demolition material would be stockpiled on site and
hauled off site after the construction of the sound wall. Phase two demolition would occur after
construction of the sound wall and would involve demolition of the existing buildings and the
surface parking lot. Overall, demolition is anticipated to last approximately 7 weeks, and would
likely include use of excavators, loaders and dump trucks. Demolition debris would likely be
transported to Rose Hills in La Puente, approximately 24 miles east of the project site.
Grading and excavation would occur after demolition, lasting approximately 4.5 months. A total of
55,375 cubic yards (including expansion factor) of export, to accommodate the proposed underground
parking, would be removed from the project site and transported to a disposal facility in Irwindale, located
approximately 29 miles northeast of the project site. Equipment to be used during grading and excavation
likely would include one excavator, one loader, one forklift, and one mini-excavator.
Upon completion of site excavation, building construction would commence and last approximately 18
months. During construction and building finishing, anticipated equipment would include forklifts,
tractors, loaders, backhoes, welders, aerial lifts, skid steer loaders, and other miscellaneous equipment.
The final stages of construction, paving and architectural coatings, would occur simultaneously and last
approximately 1 month. Consistent with the City’s requirements all construction activities would occur
during an approximate 7-hour window, between approximately 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday. Interior building construction also could occur during these hours on Saturdays.

2.8

INTENDED USES OF THE EIR

An EIR is a public document used by a public agency to analyze the potential environmental effects
of a project and to disclose possible ways to reduce or avoid potentially significant environmental
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impacts, including alternatives to the proposed project. As an informational document, an EIR
does not make recommendations for or against approving a project. The main purpose of an EIR
is to inform public agency decision makers and the public about potential environmental impacts
of the project (CEQA Guidelines Section 15121). This EIR will be used by the City, as the lead
agency under CEQA, in making decisions with regard to the proposed project previously described
and the related approvals described as follows.

2.9

PROJECT APPROVALS REQUIRED

The City is the lead agency for the proposed project pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15367. The
proposed project would require a number of permits and approvals from the City, listed as follows:


A Development Permit to allow the construction of a new approximately 214,483-squarefoot mixed-use building;



A Conditional Use Permit to allow the development of a hotel, including up to 86 guest rooms
and associated amenities, including a restaurant and rooftop uses of the pool and adjacent areas
until 2:00 a.m. A minor conditional use permit also is requested to allow the sale of a variety of
alcoholic beverages for on-site consumption in connection with an approximately 3,446-squarefoot hotel restaurant at the project site, including a “bohemian”-themed restaurant and bar located
on the ground level;



A Parking Use Permit to allow the Applicant to provide parking for use by the general
public of 45 parking spaces to be provided as part of the proposed project;



A Demolition Permit to allow the demolition of the existing structures at the project site,
including a 10,000-square-foot commercial building and 3,718-square-foot residential structure;



An Administrative Permit to allow an approximately 310-square-foot outdoor dining patio
in connection with the approximately 3,446-square-foot ground floor restaurant at the
project site; and



An Air Space Vesting Tentative Tract Map.

2.10

REFERENCES CITED

City of West Hollywood Municipal Code. Title 19, Zoning Ordinance. Accessed at https://qcode.us
/codes/westhollywood/?view=desktop&topic=19-19_3-19_36-19_36_100.
City of West Hollywood. 2007. Ordinance No. 07-762. Adopted October 1, 2007. Accessed
March 20, 2017. http://www.weho.org/home/showdocument?id=643.
City of West Hollywood. 2011. City of West Hollywood General Plan 2035. Adopted September
6, 2011. Accessed October 13, 2015. http://www.weho.org/city-hall/downloaddocuments/-folder-155.
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CHAPTER 3
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS
The following sections contain an analysis, by issue area, of the potentially significant
environmental effects of The Bond Project (project or proposed project). The environmental issue
areas analyzed in this chapter are as follows:


Section 3.1, Aesthetics



Section 3.2, Air Quality



Section 3.3, Cultural Resources



Section 3.4 ,Greenhouse Gas Emissions



Section 3.5, Hazards and Hazardous Materials



Section 3.6, Noise



Section 3.7, Public Services



Section 3.8, Transportation



Section 3.9, Utilities and Service Systems



Section 3.10, Energy

The discussions of each environmental issue area include the following subsections:


Environmental Setting



Regulatory Setting



Thresholds of Significance



Methodology



Impact Analysis



Mitigation Measures



Significance after Mitigation

As stated in the Initial Study (Appendix A), which together with the Notice of Preparation, was
released in October 2016, it was found that the proposed project would have a less-than-significant
impact relative to the following environmental issue areas:


Agriculture and Forestry Resources



Biological Resources
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Geology and Soils



Hydrology and Water Quality



Land Use and Planning



Mineral Resources



Population and Housing



Recreation

For purposes of the analysis included within this EIR, the City is utilizing the thresholds of
significance included within Appendix G of the newly revised CEQA Guidelines (December
2018). The Initial Study was prepared and circulated prior to the new 2019 CEQA amendments.
However, the City is now using the new thresholds of significance included within Appendix G to
comply with the comprehensive CEQA revisions.
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3.1

AESTHETICS

This section describes the existing visual setting of the project site and vicinity, identifies associated
regulatory requirements, evaluates potential aesthetic impacts, and identifies mitigation measures
related to implementation of The Bond Project (project or proposed project).

3.1.1

Existing Conditions

3.1.1.1

Visual Character and Quality

The project site is located within the City of West Hollywood in Los Angeles County and consists
of properties fronting Santa Monica Boulevard, North Orange Grove Avenue, and North Ogden
Drive. The site consists of three Assessor’s Parcels—5530-002-067, 5530-002-019, and 5530-002027—which correspond to properties located at 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard, 1114 North Orange
Grove Avenue, and 1125 North Ogden Drive, respectively. The parcel fronting North Orange
Grove Avenue and the parcel fronting North Ogden Drive are both rectangular in shape, and the
parcel fronting Santa Monica Boulevard is an irregular L-shaped parcel. The project site is depicted
in Chapter 2, Project Description, Figure 2-3, Project Site; in this figure, the three parcels have
been merged into one. Together, they encompass an approximately 0.92-acre project site.
The project site is developed with a commercial building, two surface parking lots, and two
residential buildings. An L-shaped, industrial stucco concrete commercial building that currently
houses a gym is located on the southern portion of the project site. As depicted in Figure 3.1-1, the
single-story building fronts Santa Monica Boulevard and is adorned with a generally unfinished
gray façade along the southern and eastern exterior. Limited business signage (“Brick”) is installed
on the façade that features centrally located, geometric, and asymmetrical parapets along the south
and east exteriors. A limited number of diagonal parking spaces are available to the immediate
east of the building. The northern exterior of the building consists of creeping vine covered brick
façade that fronts a rectangular surface public parking lot accessible via Orange Grove Avenue.
The parking lot, depicted in Figure 3.1-2, is gated along the Orange Grove frontage and the
northern, eastern, and southern boundaries are defined by existing buildings and fencing that abut
the lot. The relatively narrow and rectangular parcel in the northeastern corner of the project site
is developed with one- and two-story multifamily residential buildings (two buildings are located
on the parcel). The one-story residential structure includes a small, densely landscaped outdoor
area that fronts Ogden Drive, as shown in Figure 3.1-3. Located to the immediate west, the twostory building features a light purple painted exterior and includes a stairwell that leads to an
upstairs outdoor porch constructed along the building’s south-facing exteriors and an outdoor patio
constructed along the building’s east-facing exterior. A narrow driveway is located along the
southern extent of the northeastern rectangular parcel.
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3.1.1.2

Surrounding Area

The West Hollywood General Plan identifies the project site and surrounding area as being located
in the Santa Monica/Fairfax Transit District Commercial Sub-area, which supports a significant
number of transit routes and transfer points. The area is characterized by service and retail
businesses oriented to the local community. Uses in the surrounding area are generally consistent
with the General Plan characterization of the area and are depicted in Chapter 2, Figure 2-4,
Surrounding Land Uses. The project site is bordered to the north by Fountain Day School, a
preschool. The 0.5-acre Fountain Day School property consists of a two-story structure along the
southern boundary, one central open area, three covered and fenced children’s play areas, as well
as three one-story structures. The structure along the southern boundary is painted in light yellow
on the exterior and is two stories in height. Further to the north, the surrounding land uses consist
of residential development, along Ogden Drive and Orange Grove Avenue. The developments are
comprised of mostly one- and two-story multifamily residential apartment structures featuring
light colored stucco exteriors including off-white, tan, and yellow. Building roofs are generally
flat and buildings are typically rectangular in shape. Further to the northwest of the project site,
there is an eight-story residential structure. The structure is rectangular in shape and runs northsouth along Fairfax Boulevard. The structure features a white stucco exterior and flat roof.
The project site is bordered directly to the west by long and narrow commercial buildings and a
gated, rectangular lot on which a modular office building and a shipping container are located. The
rectangular lot contains an outdoor surface parking area and the lot and modular office building
comprise an automobile repair shop, training business, and a painting business. The one-story
commercial buildings are both rectangular and feature simple flat roofs. Further to the west, and
west of Orange Grove Avenue, there is a commercial shopping center featuring Whole Foods
Market as the anchor tenant. Other services, including dry cleaning, a bakery, and liquor store, are
also available in the shopping center. From east to west, the smaller businesses in the center
currently include a computer repair shop, cell phone stores, a bakery, a dry cleaners, a taqueria,
and a drama school. Shopping center buildings are arranged in an L-shape, and display a generally
rectangular form and simple flat roofs. The structures feature red brick exteriors along the back of
the buildings, and glass exteriors along the south and west-facing façades. A large surface parking
lot is also present and abuts buildings to the south and west. The center’s frontage along Santa
Monica Boulevard and Fairfax Avenue is landscaped with regular street trees, shrubs, and a
moderately tall (approximately 5-foot) hedge installed along a masonry wall. The parking lot is
accessible via Orange Grove Avenue, Santa Monica Boulevard, and Fairfax Avenue.
Directly to the east of the project site a blocky commercial building is present. The single-story
building abuts the project site, features arched openings along its south-facing exterior, and is
painted white/gray with blue accents in the form of awnings, lamp posts, and a continuous, thin,
rectangular trim. Further along the north side of Santa Monica Boulevard to the east there is a twoDraft EIR for The Bond Project
August 2019
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story rectangular structure, which houses commercial uses on the first floor, such as grocery, pawn,
and smoke shops, with residential uses on the second floor. The structures further to the east along
the south side of Santa Monica Boulevard display rectangular form with exteriors adorned with
muted to dark colors and house a variety of businesses including grocers, pawn, home repair and
hardware, liquor, cleaners and electronics. A similar assortment of small, primarily one-story
commercial buildings and occasionally, surface parking lots, continue to the east along the south
side of Santa Monica Boulevard and house a wide variety of businesses including pawn, home
repair and hardware, clinic, medical supplies, pharmacy, boutique, deli, jewelry, dry cleaners, and
liquor shops. The structures typically abut one another and generally display a rectangular form
with Santa Monica Boulevard facing building exteriors adorned with muted to bright colors.
Additional commercial structures are located to the south and southeast of the project site along
the Santa Monica Boulevard corridor. These structures display a generally rectangular form, oneto two-story height, simple flat roofs, and lightly colored stucco, wood, or exposed brick exteriors.
The corridor is lined with tall street trees (landscaped medians are occasionally present) and two
boulevard-facing storefronts feature outdoor dining and seating areas. A large commercial
development exists on the northwest corner of Santa Monica Boulevard and Fairfax Avenue. The
structure’s rectangular shape extends along both Fairfax Avenue and Santa Monica Boulevard and
features a central circular structure at the corner of Santa Monica Boulevard and Fairfax Avenue.
The structure features long glass windows and dark gray finishing.
3.1.1.3

Lighting and Glare

The project site is located within a densely developed urban environment. As such, the project site
experiences and is regularly exposed to artificial lighting during evening and night hours. Regular
sources of evening and nighttime illumination at the project site include interior and exterior
lighting from on-site and surrounding buildings, commercial signage, traffic signals and on-street
lighting (in particular along Santa Monica Boulevard), parking lot signage, and parking lot exterior
lighting. The level of lighting emanating from and projecting onto the site is fairly typical of
densely developed urban environments. With the exception of overhead street and parking lot
lighting, and glass windows and building facades, existing sources of glare in the project area are
generally limited.
3.1.1.4

Shade and Shadow

Existing buildings on the project site are either one or two stories in height, and therefore, the shade
and shadow created by existing structures and cast onto the surrounding area is relatively low. The
project site is surrounded by structures to the east, north, south, and west that are of similar scale to the
existing on-site one-story commercial building, two-story residential building, and one-story
residential building, as well as a two-story Fountain Day School. Particularly sensitive uses exposed
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to shade and shadow include the Fountain Day School building located directly to the north of the
project site and the residential units located to the northeast of the project site along Ogden Drive that
include outdoor patio space on the second story. Further, the residential area sandwiched between the
project site and an existing commercial building along Ogden Drive includes outdoor patios and
gathering areas. These areas are also considered sensitive to shade and shadow.

3.1.2

Relevant Plans, Policies, and Ordinances

3.1.2.1

Federal

There are no federal plans, policies, and ordinances that are particularly relevant to the proposed
project in the context of an evaluation of aesthetic impacts.
3.1.2.2

State

SB-743
On September 27, 2013, California Governor Jerry Brown signed Senate Bill (SB) 743 into law,
which creates a process to change the way that transportation impacts are analyzed under the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). SB 743 requires that the Governor’s Office of
Planning and Research (OPR) amend the CEQA Guidelines to provide a new approach for
evaluating transportation impacts. SB 743 also eliminates the need to evaluate aesthetic impacts
of a project in some circumstances. As stated in Public Resources Code (PRC) Section
21099(d)(1), a project’s aesthetic impacts will no longer be considered significant impacts on the
environment if the project is a residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project and
is located on an infill site within a transit priority area.
As defined in PRC Section 21099(a)(1), the proposed project is considered an “employment center
project.” This is because it is located on a site zoned for commercial use, it would be developed at
a density exceeding 0.75 FAR, and it lies within an area that the City recognizes to be a transit
priority area. A transit priority area is defined in PRC Section 21099 to be the area within 0.5 miles
of a Major Transit Stop, which is defined as the intersection of two or more bus routes with a
frequency of service interval of less than 15 minutes during the morning and evening peak
commute times (PRC Section 21064.3). The proposed project is approximately 500 feet from the
intersection of Santa Monica Boulevard and Fairfax Avenue, where the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority Bus Lines 704, 780, 4, 10, 48, and 2 operate. All lines have a frequency
of service interval of less than 15 minutes during peak commuting periods from 7:00 a.m. to 9:00
a.m. and from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Additionally, the proposed project is located at an “infill site”
as defined in PRC Section 21099(a)(4) because the project is located within an urban area that has
been previously developed.
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As such, pursuant to PRC Section 21099(d)(1), the proposed project is one of several types of projects
whose aesthetic impacts shall not be considered significant impacts on the environment. Nevertheless,
for informational purposes, this EIR includes an analysis of the project’s aesthetic impacts based on
the aesthetics thresholds in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines. As demonstrated in Section 3.1.4,
the aesthetic impacts of the proposed project were determined to be less than significant.
3.1.2.3

Local

City of West Hollywood General Plan
The Land Use and Urban Form element of the General Plan sets forth goals and policies to guide
the City’s urban form and land use patterns and to establish a vision for the built environment.
According to the Land Use and Urban Form element, West Hollywood is physically a “corridor
city” defined by its major east-west corridors of Santa Monica Boulevard and Sunset Boulevard,
around which lie a rich variety of residential and commercial neighborhoods containing a mix of
building types, architectural styles, land uses, and public spaces (City of West Hollywood 2011).
Land uses within West Hollywood neighborhoods include residential housing, parks and streets, a
small amount of light industrial activity, and commercial activity including restaurants, retail
stores, offices, hotels, services, and entertainment. Within the Land Use and Urban Form element,
the City’s commercial areas are divided into five sub-areas. The proposed project site is located
within the Santa Monica/Fairfax Transit District, a section of the corridor that supports diverse
commercial uses that fulfill the needs of the adjacent neighborhoods and transit users. This subarea is the current location of a significant number of transit routes and transfer points. According
to the Land Use and Urban Form element, “the district is characterized by service and retail
businesses oriented to the local community, including a number of Russian-oriented businesses”
(City of West Hollywood 2011).
In addition to buildings and architecture, public spaces such as streets, streetscapes, parks, and
plazas contribute to the City’s urban character. The Land Use and Urban Form element states that
the great majority of West Hollywood’s public space is in the form of streets and sidewalks and in
commercial areas, “most streets have interesting retail frontages along sidewalks with amenities
such as benches, landscaping, and street trees” (City of West Hollywood 2011).
The following policies of the Land Use and Urban Form element concern the land use pattern,
new development, and the urban form of West Hollywood and therefore, are applicable to the
proposed project:


Policy LU-1.2: Consider the scale of new development within its urban context to avoid
abrupt changes in scale and massing.
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Policy LU-2.2: Consider the scale and character of existing neighborhoods and
whether new development improves and enhances the neighborhood when approving
new infill development.



Policy LU-4.5: Require development projects to incorporate landscaping in order to extend
and enhance the green space network of the City.



Policy LU-4.6: Require commercial development projects to provide for enhanced
pedestrian activity in commercial areas through the following techniques:
a. Minimizing vehicle intrusions across the sidewalk.
b. Locating the majority of a building’s frontages in close proximity to the sidewalk edge.
c. Requiring that the first level of the building occupy a majority of the lot’s frontage,
with exceptions for vehicle access.
d. Allowing for the development of outdoor plazas and dining areas.
e. Requiring that the majority of the linear ground floor frontage be visually and
physically “penetrable,” incorporating windows and other design treatments to create
an attractive street frontage.
f. Requiring that ground floor uses be primarily pedestrian-oriented.
g. Discouraging new surface parking lots.



Policy LU-8.1: Consider the scale and character of existing residential neighborhoods
during the approval of new development.



Policy LU-8.3: Encourage residential renovations and new development to complement
existing buildings – including setbacks, heights, materials, colors, and forms – while
allowing flexibility in architectural design and innovation.



Policy LU-8.6: Encourage design of facades and frontages that foster resident views of the
street to provide a positive sense of security and community.



Policy LU-8.7: Encourage design of street front elevations that include occupiable space
located within close proximity to the exterior grade level.



Policy LU-10.1: Consider the building scale, form, and setbacks within the block when
approving new single-family dwellings and additions to existing housing.



Policy LU-10.4 and LU-10.6: Encourage new homes to be individually designed to
integrate with the neighborhood.
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City of West Hollywood Lighting Standards
Section 19.20.100, Outdoor Lighting, of the West Hollywood Municipal Code (WHMC)
establishes general standards for outdoor lighting to “prevent glare, light trespass, and sky glow as
much as possible (City of West Hollywood Municipal Code Section 19.20.100). Per the municipal
code, “permanently installed lighting shall not blink, flash, or be of unusually high intensity or
brightness” (Section 19.20.100(A)). Furthermore, exterior lighting shall:


Be architecturally integrated with the character of the structures;



Be directed away from adjacent properties and public rights-of-way;



Be energy-efficient and shielded so that all glare is confined within the boundaries of the site;



Use timers, where acceptable, to turn outdoor lights off during hours when they are not needed;



Be appropriate in height, intensity, and scale to the uses they are serving; and



Use no more intensity than absolutely necessary (Section 19.20.100(A)).

In addition, Section 19.20.100 requires security lighting to be provided at all structure entrances
and exits (except for single-family dwellings and duplexes), and also requires lighting sources to
be shielded to direct rays onto the subject parcel only.
City of West Hollywood Setback Measurement Standards
Section 19.20.150, Setback Measurement and Projections into Yards, of the WHMC establishes
standards to ensure the provision of open areas around structures for: visibility and traffic safety;
access to and around structures; access to natural light, ventilation, and direct sunlight; separation
of incompatible land uses; and space for landscaping, privacy, and recreation. Per the WHMC,
“Where a structure wall is not parallel to a side or a rear lot line, the required dimension of the site
or rear yard along the line may be averaged; provided that the resulting side yard shall not be less
than three feet in width, and the rear yard shall not be less than ten feet in depth, at any point”
(Section 19.20.150(C)(6)). In addition, Section 19.06.40 requires minimum setbacks as explained
in Section 19.20.150.
City of West Hollywood Comprehensive Sign Program
Section 19.34.070, Comprehensive Sign Program, of the WHMC is intended to integrate the design of
the signs proposed for a development project with the design of the structures, into a unified architectural
statement, provide a means for defining common sign regulations for multitenant projects, encourage
maximum incentive and latitude in the design and display of multiple signs, and to achieve, not
circumvent, the intent of this chapter. A comprehensive sign program shall:


comply with the purpose of this chapter, the Sign Design Guidelines, and the overall intent
of this section;
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the overall development, be in harmony with, and relate visually to other signs included in
the comprehensive sign program, to the structures or developments they identify, and to
surrounding development;



accommodate future revisions that may be required because of changes in use or tenants;



comply with the standards of this chapter, except that flexibility is allowed with regard to sign
area, number, location, or height to the extent that the comprehensive sign program will
enhance the overall development and will more fully accomplish the purposes of this chapter.

City of West Hollywood Commercial Building Facade Standards
Section 19.10.060, Commercial Building Façade Standards, of the WHMC applies to new
structures and alternations to existing structures involving a change in the level of the first story
of a change in the façade at the street frontage, in all commercial zoning districts. Section
19.10.060(D) requires that building design complies with the following standards:


At least 60 percent of the total street frontage ground floor width shall be differentiated
architecturally by façade articulations.



Parapet extensions of a storefront façade shall be incorporated and integrated into the
design of the entire building on all façades and frontages.



Clear, untinted glass shall be used at and near the street level to allow maximum visual
interaction between sidewalk areas and the interior of buildings. Mirrored, reflective glass
or tinted glass shall not be used except as an architectural or decorative accent



Any decorative railings or decorative grille work that is placed in front of or behind street
level windows, shall be at least 75 percent open to perpendicular view and no more than
six feet in height above grade. Security gates and grilles shall not be installed on the exterior
of any structures.

3.1.3

Thresholds of Significance

The significance criteria used to evaluate the project impacts to aesthetics are based on Appendix
G of the CEQA Guidelines. Impacts to the following Appendix G thresholds were determined to
be less than significant in the October 2016 Initial Study prepared for the proposed project:


Would the project have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?



Would the project substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to trees,
rock outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway?

The project site is located in a highly developed urban area and is surrounded on all sides by development.
Intermittent views of the Hollywood Hills can be observed by motorists and pedestrians from the northDraft EIR for The Bond Project
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south corridors that are formed by North Orange Grove Avenue and North Ogden Drive, which are
located to the west and east of the project site, respectively. However, existing views of the Hollywood
Hills are intermittent and have already been substantially compromised by existing development.
Therefore, impacts of the proposed project on scenic vistas were determined to be less than significant in
the October 2016 Initial Study prepared for the proposed project.
The nearest officially designated state scenic highway is a portion of State Highway 2 that extends
through the San Gabriel Mountains, beginning just north of the City of La Cañada Flintridge. The
portion of State Highway 2 that is officially designated as a state scenic highway is located
approximately 13 miles northwest of the project site and due to the distance from designated State
Scenic Highways, the proposed project site is not within the viewshed of this state scenic highway
or historic parkway. Therefore, the October 2016 Initial Study prepared for the proposed project
determined that no impact to state scenic highways would occur.
As previously noted, the proposed project is one of several types of projects whose aesthetic impacts
shall not be considered significant impacts on the environment under CEQA, PRC Section 21099.
Nevertheless, for informational purposes, this EIR includes an analysis of the project’s potential
aesthetic impacts based on the aesthetics thresholds in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines.
Additionally, since publication of the Initial Study, the CEQA Guidelines have undergone a
comprehensive update. Therefore, the analysis that follows relies on the updated thresholds in
Appendix G of the 2019 CEQA Guidelines.
AES-1

Would the project substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of
public views of the site and surroundings? Would the project conflict with applicable
zoning and other regulations governing scenic quality?

AES-2

Would the project create a new source of substantial light or glare which would
adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area?

AES-3

Would the project create a new source of shade or shadow that would adversely affect
shade/shadow sensitive structures or use?

Pursuant to (PRC) Section 21099, any aesthetic impacts shall not be considered significant as part
of the CEQA review for the proposed project, nevertheless, as demonstrated in Section 3.1.4, the
aesthetic impacts of the proposed project would be less than significant.
Methodology
Due to the location of the site and the scale of the proposed hotel and residential units, several viewer
groups would be afforded views of the proposed project. Viewer groups currently afforded views to the
project site include employees and patrons of businesses along Santa Monica Boulevard, and of
businesses located in the commercial center to the west of the project site and other commercial corridors
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in the area, pedestrians and motorists passing the project site, as well as local residents in neighborhoods
located around the project site and individuals attending the Fountain Day School directly to the north of
the project site. Viewer sensitivity varies depending on viewer type, the duration of view/visual
experience, the location of the viewer and angle of orientation at the time the view is experienced, the
presence of intervening development or landscaping, and the number of viewers in the viewer group. A
description of each viewer is provided as follows.


Employees and patrons of businesses lining Santa Monica Boulevard, businesses located
in the commercial center to the west of the project site, and other commercial corridors in
the area are afforded temporary views of the project site and would be afforded temporary
views of the proposed project. These viewers are considered to have low to moderate
sensitivity to changes in the visual environment as they would continue to work or shop at
businesses despite the aesthetics of the surrounding urban environment. In addition,
employees and patrons of local businesses have less vested interest in the visual character
of the neighborhood when compared to viewers afforded long-term views.



Motorists and pedestrians pass the project site as they travel through the area along Santa Monica
Boulevard, Fairfax Avenue, Orange Grove Avenue, and Ogden Drive. Due to the fleeting and
temporary nature of available views as they pass the project site, motorists and pedestrians are
generally considered to have low sensitivity to changes in the visual environment. The presence
of a traffic signal at the intersection of Santa Monica Boulevard and Fairfax Avenue, as well as
Santa Monica Boulevard and Genesee Avenue to the east, may slightly prolong the duration of
available views to the project site afforded to passing motorists and pedestrians. However, views
of the project site from the intersection of Santa Monica Boulevard and Fairfax Avenue are
largely obstructed by mature trees lining the commercial corridor. Views from both intersections
would generally remain fleeting.



Due to the presence of existing residential development and landscaping (i.e. , mature
trees) lining the Ogden Drive, residents located to the north of the project site are not
currently afforded views to the project site. However, residents with unobstructed lines
of sight to the air space that the upper floors of the proposed project would occupy
would be presented with partially obstructed views of the structure once construction
of the proposed project is complete. In addition, Fountain Day School is present
immediately to the north of the project site. Due to the short distance to the project site,
and the height of the proposed structure, Fountain Day School would be afforded
unobstructed views of the project site. While partially obstructed views would be
available to residents (orientation and the presence of intervening features would
ultimately determine the availability of views), views would be relatively distant and
would include surrounding elements of the urban environment. Therefore, the
sensitivity of residential users is considered low to moderate, while the sensitivity of
Fountain Day School users is considered moderate.
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Several visual simulations were prepared from key viewing locations in the project area to support
the visual character and quality impact analysis. Visual simulations depict the approximate mass,
scale, and architecture of the proposed structure within the context of the existing visual setting.
Lighting, landscaping, and other components proposed by the project are also included in the
visual simulations.
In addition to proposed lighting fixtures and lamps, the operational characteristics of project
lighting (i.e., hours of operation) were reviewed and analyzed within the context of existing
nighttime lighting sources and, in general, the nighttime environment/scene in the project area.
Building materials were reviewed to determine the potential for the proposed project and
commercial uses to create noticeable glare in the project area during operations.
A shadow analysis was conducted to determine the potential for the proposed project to create
shade/shadow that would be projected to surrounding buildings and areas. A series of digital
building models of the proposed project were created and used the specified building mass and
scale to depict resulting shade/shadow conditions during the fall and spring equinoxes and summer
and winter solstices.

3.1.4

Impacts Analysis

Threshold AES-1: Would the project substantially degrade the existing visual character or
quality of public views of the site and its surroundings? Would the project conflict with
applicable zoning and other regulations governing scenic quality?
Construction
Construction of the proposed project would involve the demolition of the existing 10,000 square
foot one-story commercial building on the existing 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard parcel, the
parking lot adjacent to the commercial building, the parking lot currently leased by the City located
along Orange Grove Avenue, and the multifamily unit located on the parcel along Ogden Drive,
as well as two existing ornamental trees (one on Santa Monica Boulevard and one on Ogden
Drive). Site preparation would involve grading of the project site and excavation of the two-level
subterranean parking garage in preparation for building construction. Building construction is
expected to include a variety of equipment, including forklifts, tractors, loaders, backhoes,
welders, aerial lifts, and skid steer loaders.
Existing views of the project site would be altered during the construction phase. One commercial
building and two residential buildings and their corresponding mass, scale, and architectural design
elements would be demolished. The two surface parking lots at the project site would also be
demolished. Such changes in the existing project site would alter its visual character. The site would
temporarily lack verticality and mass and proposed excavation activities would create a wide and
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relatively deep cut into the ground surface that would contrast with the otherwise flat terrain of the
surrounding area. The demolition of the existing gym building would be partially screened by
commercial buildings of similar scale located to the immediate west and east of the project site that
would not be altered by the project. Similarly, although the removal of the residential uses from the
northeast corner of the project site would be adjacent to residential uses along Ogden Drive, passing
motorists, pedestrians, and employees along Santa Monica Boulevard are not likely to notice these
demolition activities due to intervening commercial buildings. Motorists, pedestrians, and motorists
along Ogden Drive are likely to be afforded brief duration views as the pass along the project site.
In addition, excavation and grading activities would be partially masked from view of receptors in
the surrounding area by the installation and maintenance of screening fencing around the
construction area. Portions of heavy construction vehicles such as cranes, excavators, and backhoe
loaders would remain visible above perimeter screening fencing and select vehicles would
occasionally utilize surface streets in the surrounding area. These elements would temporarily inhabit
the urban landscape during the construction phase. Construction would also involve the removal of
one existing ornamental tree located along Santa Monica Boulevard and one existing ornamental
tree on Ogden Drive. Two existing ornamental trees located along Santa Monica Boulevard would
remain. Although visual impacts from removal of two trees would be minimal, it could contribute to
the temporality bare and transitioning visual character of the project site. The project site and the
surrounding area would also experience a temporary influx of activity in the form of delivery trucks,
construction workers, and construction vehicles.
As previously discussed, the visual effects of construction activities would be temporarily
experienced by receptors in the surrounding area. While the installation of perimeter screening
fencing and the anticipated influx of delivery trucks, construction workers and construction
vehicles would create temporary visual distractions, these elements would not be permanent
fixtures in the landscape. Furthermore, during the construction period, the project site would
appear similar to other transitioning construction sites in urban West Hollywood. The removal of
the commercial and residential buildings and their corresponding mass, scale, and architectural
design elements would alter the existing visual landscape; however, the mass, scale, and unique
architectural design of the proposed project would soon characterize the project site and contribute
to an evolving urban fabric. In addition, and as discussed in greater detail as follows, the City of
West Hollywood is marked by development and buildings of varying mass, scale, and architectural
design character including buildings in the project area displaying similar characteristics as the
proposed project.
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Operations
General Visual Character
The applicant proposes to construct several mixed-use structures of approximately 214,483 square
feet (sf) total with a maximum height of 71.5 feet. A conceptual site plan is included on Chapter 2,
Figure 2-7.
The proposed project would include approximately 63,104 sf of hotel and commercial space with
a total of 86 hotel rooms, 62,750 sf of residential space, 14,368 sf of common area, and 75,483 sf
of parking area (175 parking spaces). The building heights of the proposed project would range up
to six stories above ground, up to 71.5 feet above grade in certain areas, with two subterranean
levels of parking. The structure would consist of a 86-room hotel, a restaurant, 70 residential units,
and an art gallery. Street level uses would include an art gallery, an outdoor common area fronting
Orange Grove Avenue, and a restaurant fronting Santa Monica Boulevard. Ogden Drive frontage
at the street level would include a landscaped area, as well as a proposed fenced that would be 72inches in height and 50% transparent, and would comply with WHMC requirements. Along Ogden
Drive, the project would have a maximum height of 45 feet with a total of four stories.
Elevations of the proposed project are included in Chapter 2, Figures 2-8 through 2-11. As shown
on the elevations, the building design would also incorporate step backs, architectural design
features, and articulations so that the highest portions of the structure are set back from Ogden
Drive, making the project compatible with the adjacent lower-scale residential uses along Ogden
Drive. Façade articulation including smooth finish arches, differentiated wall surfaces, offset
planes, and varied materials would provide visual detail and create interest for pedestrians along
Santa Monica Boulevard and Orange Grove Avenue. New building materials would generally
include plaster, concrete, bronze panels, board-formed concrete, wood, aluminum, and low-e
vision glass. The project would use durable exterior finishes (90% of exterior area), including
integral-color or uncolored unpainted stucco, fiber-cement panels or siding, metal panels or siding,
composite wood panel, glass, and other similar durable finishes. The contemporary architectural
style and pedestrian orientation of street level spaces of the proposed project would be consistent
with the existing mix of architectural styles and the pedestrian-oriented corridor on Santa Monica
Boulevard. In addition, the proposed project would be compatible with the variety or restaurants,
retail, and entertainment businesses along Santa Monica Boulevard. Furthermore, larger-scale
buildings exist in the surrounding area. Fairfax Tower Apartments is located on Fairfax Avenue to
the northeast of the project site and is intermixed among lower-scale residential structures,
commercial buildings, and surface parking lots. The resulting contrasts in scale and massing
contribute to, and are consistent with, the existing visual character of West Hollywood.
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The proposed project would involve 5,649 sf of landscaping on five of the six levels of the building
as well as the roof. The project would be landscaped with climate-appropriate, drought-tolerant
and native plants. At the street level, trees, large shrubs, perennials and grasses, and succulents
would be installed adjacent to the public right-of way along Santa Monica Boulevard and Orange
Grove Avenue. The landscaping design would incorporate two existing trees and several additional
trees at the ground level (two on N. Orange Grove, in planters on the private patios), as well as
additional specimen trees (aloes) in the pool deck area at level 6. Planters and green roofs would
be installed along the north side of the residential units as well as in the courtyard on level 4 and
the pool deck on level 6. The proposed project would also implement an extensive vegetated roof
that would include overhead vine trellis, raised planters, a small ornamental shade tree, as well as
a multitextures synthetic turf field.
Visual Simulations
To illustrate the change in existing views that would result from implementation of the proposed
project, five vantage points were selected as representative public view locations in the
surrounding area where views to the project site are available. Photographs capturing existing
conditions as viewed from these locations were taken in the field by Dudek in January 2017, and
with these photographs, five conceptual visual simulations were prepared. Visual simulations show
the potential changes to existing views as a result of project implementation and compare these
views to existing conditions. The five view locations are shown in Figure 3.1-4, Location of Key
Views. Existing conditions photographs along with the visual simulations with post-project
conditions are shown on Figures 3.1-5 through 3.1-9. Existing conditions and changes to views
are described by view location as follows.
View 1: Looking west towards the project site from the Santa Monica Boulevard/Genesee
Avenue intersection
Figure 3.1-5 depicts the existing visual conditions of the project site and the surrounding area as
viewed from the northeast corner of Santa Monica Boulevard and Genesee Avenue. View
orientation is to the north-northwest across the intersection and towards Santa Monica Boulevard
and the adjacent Executive Car Leasing commercial structure. View 1 is located approximately
600 feet east of the project site (see Figure 3.1-4, Location of Key Views). As shown on Figure
3.1-5, the view afforded to motorists, pedestrians, and patrons and employees of retail businesses
lining Santa Monica Boulevard is dominated by the wide, asphalt lanes of Santa Monica
Boulevard, movement associated with east and westbound traffic, single-story commercial
structures adorned with signage and a few trees exceeding the height of the one-story structures.
Traffic signals and street lights of similar height add tall and narrow forms to the scene. The
horizontal line created by the roofline of the proposed structure is just visible beyond the Executive
Car Leasing commercial structure.
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As shown in Figure 3.1-5, the proposed project would be fairly visually prominent from View 1.
Both the height and mass of the six-story structure fronting Santa Monica Boulevard would be
apparent to passing motorists, pedestrians, and employees and patrons of commercial retail and
restaurants lining Santa Monica Boulevard. The structure would be noticeably taller than the
existing one-story structure and existing single-story commercial buildings visible from View 1.
However, the boxy, rectangular form of the proposed structure, lightly colored exterior, and
vertical and horizontal lines displayed by the proposed structure would be consistent with the form,
line, and color of the existing commercial and residential structures observed along Santa Monica
Boulevard from this vantage point. In addition, the proposed project would activate visual interest
from this vantage point. For instance, vegetation would be installed on the building facades that
would break up the mass of the structure. As such, the proposed project would not substantially
degrade the visual character or quality of the site and the surrounding urban environment as viewed
from this vantage point. Instead, the project would provide an added visual interest consistent with
the general visual character along Santa Monica Boulevard.
View 2: Looking east towards the project site from the Santa Monica Boulevard/Fairfax
Avenue intersection
Figure 3.1-6 depicts the existing visual conditions of the project site and surrounding area as viewed
from the southwest corner of Santa Monica Boulevard and Fairfax Avenue. View orientation is to the
north-northeast across the intersection towards the Whole Foods shopping center and Santa Monica
Boulevard. View 2 is located approximately 570 feet southwest from the project site (see Figure 3.14, Location of Key Views). As shown in Figure 3.1-6, the view afforded to motorists, pedestrians, and
patrons and employees of retail businesses lining Santa Monica Boulevard is dominated by the wide,
asphalt lanes of Santa Monica Boulevard, movement associated with east and westbound traffic, and
dense ornamental trees alongside Santa Monica Boulevard. Traffic signals and street lamps add tall
and narrow forms to the scene. Due to intervening elements, existing buildings on the project site are
obstructed from view at View 2.
As shown in Figure 3.1-6, the west-facing side of the proposed project would be largely screened
from view by intervening street trees installed on Santa Monica Boulevard. Despite being partially
screened, the rectangular, geometric forms dotting the exterior of the proposed structure would be
apparent to pedestrians along Santa Monica Boulevard and Fairfax Avenue. Although largely
obstructed from this vantage point, the proposed project would contribute scale and mass to
previously unoccupied airspace and, as a result, would partially define the eastern skyline. In
addition to the west-facing exterior of the proposed project, the south-facing exterior fronting
Santa Monica Boulevard would also be visible. However, due to the screening effect and scale of
existing street and parking lot trees, the scale and mass of the building would not be out of character
in the existing scene. In addition, an eight-story residential building, Fairfax Tower Apartments, is
present to the west of this vantage point along Fairfax Avenue (not depicted in Figure 3.1-6). The
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structure is rectangular in form and displays vertical and horizontal lines. The structure establishes
large building mass and scale in the area and defines the skyline from the west of this vantage
point. Thus, the mass and scale of the proposed structure is consistent with the mass and scale of
the existing Fairfax Tower Apartments structure. In addition, the rectangular form and primarily
straight, vertical and horizontal lines displayed by the proposed project would be consistent with
the form and line of the existing adjacent commercial structures in the shopping plaza visible from
this vantage point. Further, the proposed project would incorporate facades plantings partially
obstructing expanses of the west- and south- facing building exterior from view. These landscaping
elements would synthesize with the existing ornamental trees alongside Santa Monica Boulevard.
As a result, the proposed project would not substantially degrade the visual character or quality of
the site and the surrounding urban environment as viewed from this vantage point.
View 3: Looking south towards the project site from Orange Grove Avenue
The existing visual conditions and the existing setting as viewed from 1147 Orange Grove
Avenue is depicted on Figure 3.1-7. View 3 is located approximately 200 feet north of the project
site (see Figure 3.1-4, Location of Key Views) and view orientation is south-southwest along the
primarily residential Orange Grove Avenue. Street parking is permitted along Orange Grove
Avenue and ornamental trees have been planted on both east and west sides of the street. The
yellow, two-story structures on the Fountain Day School property and the north- and east-facing
brick exterior of the Whole Foods building are visible from View 3. As shown on Figure 3.1-7,
the view afforded to motorists, pedestrians, and residents of Orange Grove Avenue is
characterized by an asphalt street and wide asphalt sidewalks, episodic ornamental trees, and
parked vehicles on both sides of the street.
As shown on Figure 3.1-7, a portion of both the east and north facing sides of the proposed project
would be visible, but the majority of the structure would be screened from view by a cluster of tall
trees located to the southeast. The proposed structure would be noticeably taller than the yellow,
two-story building on the Fountain Day School property but would display a rectangular form and
exteriors would feature step backs and windows. The increase in height across the project site
would be visible from View 3, and the proposed project would create moderate scale contrast when
viewed alongside existing two-story structures adjacent to the project site. The building’s mass
would largely be obstructed from view due to the presence of large, intervening elements (i.e.,
trees) and development on the Fountain Day School property. As a result, and due to the similar
rectangular form between the existing and proposed structure, the proposed project would not
substantially degrade the visual character of the site and the surrounding urban environment as
viewed from this vantage point.
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View 4: Looking south towards the project site from Ogden Drive
Figure 3.1-8 depicts the existing visual conditions of the project site and surrounding area as
viewed by pedestrians located near 1160 North Ogden Drive. View orientation is south-southwest
and towards the project site, which is located approximately 500 feet northwest of the project site
(see Figure 3.1-4, Location of Key Views). Views afforded to pedestrians and residents at this
location are characterized by the wide asphalt street and sidewalks, existing two-story residential
structures, and street trees that line Ogden Drive. As viewed on Figure 3.1-8, street parking is
permitted along Ogden Drive.
As viewed from View 4, the east-facing, two-story façade of the proposed residential structure
would be largely obscured from view due to the presence of mature street trees. Additional stories
of the residential structure would be setback from Ogden Drive to provide consistency with the
surrounding one- to two-story Ogden Drive fronting residential structures. The project would
comply with WHMC Section 19.20.150(c)(5) by providing a 7-foot setback from Ogden Drive.
Because the project would be largely screened from view, and where visible, the east elevation of
the structure would generally mimic the scale of existing one- to two-story residential development
along Ogden Drive, the proposed project would not substantially degrade the visual character or
quality of the site and the surrounding urban environment as viewed from this location.
View 5: Looking north towards the project site from Ogden Drive
Figure 3.1-9 depicts the existing visual condition of the project site and surrounding area as viewed
by pedestrians located near 1046 North Ogden Drive. View orientation is north-northwest and
towards the project side, which is located approximately 400 feet southwest of the project site.
Street parking is permitted along Ogden Drive and trees have been planted along the sidewalks
lining the street. Two existing residential buildings can be seen from this vantage point, varying
from one to two stories. In addition, an existing one-story commercial building adjacent to the
project site is visible but partially obstructed by parked vehicles and ornamental trees. An
additional two-story commercial building located south of the project site and south of Santa
Monica Boulevard can be viewed from this vantage point.
As shown on Figure 3.1-9, the south facing façade of the proposed project would be visible from
this vantage point and would alter the existing available views, yet create interest for pedestrians
along Ogden Drive through differentiated wall surfaces, offset planes and geometric shapes, and
varied materials and colors. The increase in height and scale across the project site would be
evident from the View 5 location; however, three of the six stories of the proposed structure would
be partially obstructed by an existing structure. As shown on Figure 3.1-9, a two-story commercial
building located south of the project site displays a similar blocky form and primarily gray colored
exterior; this feature would obscure nearly half of the proposed project from view at View 5. The
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proposed structure would contribute scale, mass, and irregular, square and rectangular windows
and recessed openings, a scene currently comprised of one- to three-story structures with lightly
colored exteriors and irregular, square and rectangular windows. Thus, while the proposed sixstory structure would be taller than existing buildings present in the view, resulting scale contrast
would be moderately low due to the presence of two- and three-story structures exhibiting similar
boxy forms, horizontal lines, and lightly colored exteriors. As a result, the proposed project would
not substantially degrade the visual character or quality of the site and the surrounding urban
environment as viewed from this vantage point.
Summary
The surrounding area of the project site is occupied by commercial and residential uses. While the
scale and mass of the proposed project would be larger than existing on-site buildings and
structures in the immediate surrounding area, the proposed project is located in a densely
populated, urban and residential environment. The visual character and commercial development
in the area is diverse; the surrounding buildings are largely one to two stories in height, with one
eight story residential building to the northeast of the project site and north of the existing Whole
Foods shopping center. Therefore, while the proposed project would create visible contrast in
height, mass, and materiality when viewed alongside existing commercial retail shops and
residential structures along Santa Monica Boulevard, Fairfax Avenue, and Orange Grove Avenue,
similar contrasts occur in the surrounding landscape. As previously detailed, the visual contrast in
scale and mass between the proposed project and existing structures and streetscape would be most
apparent from View 3 and View 5. While the noticeably taller height and seemingly wide mass of
the proposed project would be visible and would alter existing views, the resulting view and visual
experience of contrasting elements would be similar to that currently afforded to viewers as they
pass through the area. As such, the style and visual character of the project is consistent with that
of the existing neighborhood.
Further, the proposed project is located in the City’s Santa Monica/Fairfax Transit District
Commercial Sub-area. According to the General Plan, the area supports a significant number of
transit routes and transfer points. The area is also “characterized by service and retail businesses
oriented to the local community, including a number of Russian-oriented businesses (City of West
Hollywood 2011).” The proposed project would be consistent with the neighborhood as
characterized in City’s General Plan. There are no known conflicts with applicable zoning or other
regulations governing scenic quality. Several transit routes and transfer points are located within
this area, and the area contains service and retail businesses generally oriented to the local
community. Santa Monica Boulevard, in its entirety, is designated Pedestrian Destination Street,
indicating that is a popular location for walking to shops and restaurants and for a walkable
nightlife scene (City of West Hollywood 2011).
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Shade and Shadows
A shade and shadow study comprised of a series of static images was conducted for the proposed
project. To approximate shade and shadow conditions in the surrounding area created by
implementation of the proposed project, shadows cast by the proposed project were simulated for
the summer solstice (June 21), fall equinox (September 23), winter solstice (December 21), and
spring equinox (March 20) at 9:00 a.m., 12:00 p.m., and 3:00 p.m. To conduct the shade and
shadow analysis, existing buildings were placed at zero elevation and extruded to their building
heights within the 3d Studio Max software. A 3d mass model of the proposed project structure and
the maximum height of the building was used to place the proposed structures into the 3d Studio
Max scene. A 3d sun system was then added to the scene to cast projected shadows at the summer
and winter solstices and at the spring and fall equinoxes.
During the winter season the period of daylight is shortest (compared to spring, summer, and fall),
and the sun is at its lowest angle compared to the Earth’s ground surface. Therefore, shadow
lengths are the longest during the winter. In terms of daylight hours, the shortest day of the year
occurs on the winter solstice, which falls on or around December 21. Shadow lengths are the
shortest during summer months when the period of daylight is the longest (more than twelve
hours), and the sun is at its highest angle compared to the Earth’s ground surface. In terms of
daylight hours, the longest day of the year occurs on the summer solstice, which falls on or around
June 21. Throughout the day, the direction of shadows cast by vertical forms moves with the path
of the sun, resulting in different shadow lengths and projections at different times of the day. The
direction and length of shadow projections also varies throughout the seasons of the year. Shadows
are projected in a westerly direction during the morning hours when the sun rises from the east;
shadows move northerly during the late morning and early afternoon hours. During the late
afternoon to early evening hours when the sun sets in the west, shadows are cast in an easterly
direction. Shadow projections from the proposed project during summer, winter, fall, and spring
are shown on Figures 3.1-10 through 3.1-13.
Summer Solstice
Shadow lengths and projections at various times on the summer solstice are depicted on Figure
3.1-10. As shown on the figure, shadows cast by the proposed project during the summer would
be shorter than those in the winter and would fall on the project site, as well as on the two westernmost residential structures sandwiched between the project site and an existing commercial
building along Ogden Drive (during afternoon hours), Orange Grove Avenue (during morning
hours), a small portion of the two commercial structure to the west of the proposed project (during
morning hours), and on a small portion of Ogden Drive (during afternoon hours). In accordance
with Section 21099 of the Public Resources Code, for qualified projects in a transit area zone as
defined by this section, aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant, and therefore, this
analysis makes no judgment of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.
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Fall and Spring Equinoxes
Figures 3.1-11 and 3.1-12 depict the shadows that would be cast by the proposed project in the fall
and spring, respectively. The depictions of project-generated shadows represent the median
shade/shadow that would result from implementation of the proposed project. As shown on the
figures, portions of Orange Grove Avenue, adjacent commercial structures located immediately to
the east and west of the project site along Santa Monica Boulevard and the two western-most
residential structures between the project site and the existing commercial building along Ogden
Avenue may be shaded for a few hours during the fall and spring. The duration of any new shadows
would be limited to the late afternoon hours when shadow impacts are least noticeable. In
accordance with Section 21099 of the Public Resources Code, for qualified projects in a transit area
zone as defined by this section, aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant, and therefore, this
analysis makes no judgment of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.
Winter Solstice
Due to the low angle of the sun, shadows cast on December 21 would be the longest in length and
therefore, represent the worst-case scenario. As shown on Figure 3.1-13, shadows generated by
the proposed structures at 9:00 a.m. would be cast to the northeast on the project site, on the two
western-most residential structures sandwiched between the project site and an existing
commercial building along Ogden Drive, and a portion of the existing commercial structure to the
east of the project site on Santa Monica Boulevard. By 12:00 p.m., the shadow cast by the proposed
project would increase in length and transfer north. At this time, the proposed project would shade
the two western-most residential structures sandwiched between the project site and an existing
commercial building along Ogden Drive, the Fountain Day School located to the northwest of the
project site, as well as the western portion of the existing residential structure to the northeast of
the project site. At 3:00 p.m., shadows cast by the project would be extended further and spread
northeast to incorporate all residential structures between the project site and an existing
commercial building along Ogden Drive, the northwestern portion of the adjacent commercial
building on Santa Monica Boulevard, most of Fountain Day School as well as the residential
structure to the north of the school. While these uses would be shaded for several hours during the
winter solstice, this represents a worst-case scenario. These uses would be in shadows for a limited
amount of time during the year. In accordance with Section 21099 of the Public Resources Code,
for qualified projects in a transit area zone as defined by this section, aesthetic impacts cannot be
considered significant, and therefore, this analysis makes no judgment of the significance of any
possible impacts under CEQA.
Therefore, while the proposed project would create visible contrast in height, mass, and materiality
when viewed alongside existing commercial retail shops and residential structures along Santa
Monica Boulevard, Fairfax Avenue, and Orange Grove Avenue, the proposed project would be
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consistent with the mix of commercial and residential structures surrounding the project site and
would improve the walkability and transit oriented environment characterized by the General Plan.
In accordance with Section 21099 of the Public Resources Code, for qualified projects in a transit
area zone as defined by this section, aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant, and
therefore, this analysis makes no judgment of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.
Threshold AES-2: Would the project create a new source of substantial light or glare which
would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area?
Construction
Construction would occur from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., Monday through Friday and 8:00 a.m. to
7:00 p.m. on Saturday (interior construction only). No construction would occur on Sundays or
holidays, as specified in the WHMC Section 9.08.050.f. As such, lighting from construction of the
proposed project would not generate substantial light during nighttime hours that could illuminate
adjacent land uses and adversely affect nighttime views. In addition, the project site is located in
an urban environment. Surrounding land uses are regularly subject to lighting sources typical of a
nighttime environment, including lighting from the adjacent commercial, residential, roadway, and
parking lot uses. As such, the lighting emitted during construction would not result in substantial
changes to existing nighttime light conditions or interfere with off-site activities. In accordance
with Section 21099 of the Public Resources Code, for qualified projects in a transit area zone as defined
by this section, aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant, and therefore, this analysis makes
no judgment of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.
Operations
Lighting
The existing commercial buildings, residential buildings, and surface parking lots on the project
site have nighttime building lighting and security lighting. Primary sources of light at the project
site include lighting associated with existing commercial and residential buildings and surface
parking lots including building mounted lighting, parking lot lamps, and headlights from vehicles
in the surface parking lots.
While a detailed lighting schedule has yet to be prepared, implementation of the proposed project is
assumed to entail the installation and operation of the following light sources during operations:


Outdoor lighting along building frontages



Interior and exterior lighting from hotel and residential units, restaurant, and art gallery lighting



Decorative planter box lighting



General decorative lighting and illuminated signage
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Recessed down lights



Lighting from balconies, decks, and the rooftop pool area

In accordance with the WHMC, outdoor lighting shall be designed to prevent glare, light
trespass, and sky glow as much as possible. All exterior lighting would be appropriately shielded
and directed away from public rights-of-way in compliance with Section 19.20.100 of the
WHMC. Further, all signage would be designed in compliance with a Comprehensive Sign
Program consistent with Section 19.34.070 of the WHMC. No digital signs, billboards, or other
off-site signs are proposed for this project. Because the proposed project would comply with the
WHMC requirements and the types of lighting would be consistent with other commercial uses
along Santa Monica Boulevard and residential uses along Ogden Drive and Orange Grove
Avenue, the project would not create a substantial source of light which would adversely affect
nighttime views in the area. In accordance with Section 21099 of the Public Resources Code, for
qualified projects in a transit area zone as defined by this section, aesthetic impacts cannot be
considered significant, and therefore, this analysis makes no judgment of the significance of any
possible impacts under CEQA.
Glare
The proposed project would have the potential to result in additional sources of glare relative to
buildings that already exist at the project site due to the increase of uses of reflective materials
including glass in windows, decorative aluminum, bronze panels for window articulations, and
minimal use of metal at the roof level. The proposed project would also provide for the future
installation of a photovoltaic system by providing roof locations for photovoltaic panels and by
incorporating conduits for solar water heating. Low-e vision clear glass would be used for the
windows to minimize the potential for glare received off site. The proposed project would be
required to comply with WHMC Section 19.10.060 regarding the use of reflective materials.
Section 19.10.060(D)(3) states that mirrored, reflective glass or tinted glass shall not be used
except as an architectural or decorative accent. As such, where mirrored, reflective glass is used,
it would generally be recessed and shielded by façade articulations, compliant with Section
19.10.060(D)(3) of the WHMC. In addition, Section 19.10.060(D)(3) requires that glass on the
façade at and near the street level be clear and un-tinted. The proposed project would ensure
compliance with this City regulation by incorporating clear, un-tinted glass at the street level
commercial uses and along the façade. The use of aluminum is proposed but would be incorporated
minimally as a decorative feature and would not be a prominent building material. The future
installation of a photovoltaic system on roof locations is not anticipated to generate glare that
would adversely affect daytime views. The use of metal would be incorporated minimally, as part
of equipment enclosures on the roof and at the roof portion of level 5. Thus, metal would not be a
prominent building material, and the small amount that is proposed would generally be obstructed
from nearby receptors since the structure is designed to hide these enclosures from the view of the
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public. The proposed project would comply with the WHMC requirements. In accordance with
Section 21099 of the Public Resources Code, for qualified projects in a transit area zone as defined
by this section, aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant, and therefore, this analysis
makes no judgment of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.

3.1.5

Mitigation Measures

The project would adhere to and implement the WHMC requirements for lighting. In accordance
with Section 21099 of the Public Resources Code, for qualified projects in a transit area zone as
defined by this section, aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant and, therefore, this
analysis makes no recommendation for mitigation measures.

3.1.6

Level of Significance After Mitigation

The project would adhere to and implement the WHMC requirements for lighting. In accordance
with Section 21099 of the Public Resources Code, for qualified projects in a transit area zone as
defined by this section, aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant and, therefore, this
analysis makes no recommendation for mitigation measures.

3.1.7
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FIGURE 3.1-1

Existing Conditions: North View along Santa Monica Boulevard
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FIGURE 3.1-2

Existing Conditions: East View along Orange Grove Avenue
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FIGURE 3.1-3

Existing Conditions: West View along Ogden Drive
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FIGURE 3.1-5

Key View 1: View looking west towards the project site from the Santa Monica Boulevard/Genesee Avenue intersection
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FIGURE 3.1-6

Key View 2: View looking East towards the project site from the Santa Monica Boulevard/Fairfax Avenue intersection
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FIGURE 3.1-7

Key View 3: View looking South towards the project site from Orange Grove Avenue
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FIGURE 3.1-8

Key View 4: View looking South towards the project site from Ogden Drive
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FIGURE 3.1-9

Key View 5: View looking North towards the project site from Ogden Drive
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Shade/Shadow Analysis - Summer Solstice
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Shade/Shadow Analysis - Fall Equinox
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Shade/Shadow Analysis - Spring Equinox
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3.2

AIR QUALITY

This section describes the existing air quality setting of the project area; identifies associated
regulatory requirements; and evaluates the project’s potential to result in air quality impacts related
to implementation of The Bond Project (project or proposed project).

3.2.1

Environmental Setting

The project site is located within the South Coast Air Basin (SCAB), which includes all of Orange
County and the non-desert portions of Los Angeles, Riverside, and San Bernardino counties. The
SCAB is a 6,745-square-mile area bounded by the Pacific Ocean to the west and the San Gabriel,
San Bernardino, and San Jacinto Mountains to the north and east. The extent and severity of the
air pollution problem in the SCAB is a function of the area’s natural physical characteristics (e.g.,
weather and topography) as well as of man-made influences (e.g., development patterns and
lifestyle). Factors such as wind, sunlight, temperature, humidity, rainfall, and topography all affect
the accumulation and/or dispersion of pollutants throughout the SCAB, as explained below.
Climate, Meteorological, and Topographical Conditions
The climate within the SCAB varies widely between the coastal zone, inland valleys, mountain
areas, and deserts. Most of the SCAB is relatively arid, with very little rainfall and abundant
sunshine during the summer months. Coastal areas are characterized by long, hot, dry summers,
and short, mild, relatively wet winters, also known as Mediterranean climate, while inland areas
experience more extreme temperatures and little precipitation. The general region lies in the semipermanent, high-pressure zone of the eastern Pacific. As a result, the climate is mild and tempered
by cool sea breezes. The usually mild climatological pattern is interrupted infrequently by periods
of extremely hot weather, winter storms, or Santa Ana winds. The average annual temperature
varies little throughout the basin, averaging 75F. However, with a less pronounced oceanic
influence, the eastern inland portions of the basin show greater variability in annual minimum and
maximum temperatures. All portions of the SCAB have recorded temperatures over 100°F in
recent years. Although the SCAB has a semiarid climate, the air near the surface is moist because
of the presence of a shallow marine layer. Except for infrequent periods when dry air is brought
into the basin by offshore winds, the ocean effect is dominant. Periods with heavy fog are frequent,
and low stratus clouds, occasionally referred to as “high fog,” are a characteristic climate feature.
Annual average relative humidity is 70% at the coast and 57% in the eastern part of the basin.
Precipitation in the SCAB is typically 9–14 inches annually and is rarely in the form of snow or
hail, due to typically warm weather. The frequency and amount of rainfall is greater in the coastal
areas of the basin.
The City of West Hollywood’s climate is characterized by relatively low rainfall, with warm
summers and mild winters. Average temperatures range from a high of 80°F in August to a low of
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approximately 48°F in January. Annual precipitation averages approximately 0.5 to 4.4 inches,
falling mostly from December through March (City-Data.com 2015).
Sunlight
The presence and intensity of sunlight are necessary prerequisites for the formation of
photochemical smog. Under the influence of the ultraviolet radiation of sunlight, certain primary
pollutants (mainly reactive hydrocarbons and oxides of nitrogen (NOx)1) react to form secondary
pollutants (primarily oxidants). Because this process is time-dependent, secondary pollutants can
be formed many miles downwind of the emission sources. Southern California also has abundant
sunshine, which drives the photochemical reactions that form pollutants such as ozone (O3) and a
substantial portion of fine particulate matter (PM2.5, particles less than or equal to 2.5 microns in
diameter). In the SCAB, high concentrations of O3 are normally recorded during the late spring,
summer, and early autumn months, when more intense sunlight drives enhanced photochemical
reactions. Due to the prevailing daytime winds and time-delayed nature of photochemical smog,
oxidant concentrations are highest in the inland areas of Southern California.
Temperature Inversions
Under ideal meteorological conditions and irrespective of topography, pollutants emitted into the
air will mix and disperse into the upper atmosphere. However, the Southern California region
frequently experiences temperature inversions in which pollutants are trapped and accumulate
close to the ground. The inversion, a layer of warm, dry air overlaying cool, moist marine air, is a
normal condition in coastal Southern California. The cool, damp, and hazy sea air capped by
coastal clouds is heavier than the warm, clear air, which acts as a lid through which the cooler
marine layer cannot rise. The height of the inversion is important in determining pollutant
concentration. When the inversion is approximately 2,500 feet above mean sea level (amsl), the
sea breezes carry the pollutants inland to escape over the mountain slopes or through mountain
passes. At a height of 1,200 feet amsl, the terrain prevents the pollutants from entering the upper
atmosphere, resulting in the pollutants settling in the foothill communities. Below 1,200 feet amsl,
the inversion puts a tight lid on pollutants, concentrating them in a shallow layer over the entire
coastal basin. Usually, inversions are lower before sunrise than during the daylight hours. Mixing
heights for inversions are lower in the summer and inversions are more persistent, being partly
responsible for the high levels of ozone observed during summer months in the SCAB. Smog in
Southern California is generally the result of these temperature inversions combining with coastal
day winds and local mountains to contain the pollutants for long periods, allowing them to form

1

NOx is a general term pertaining to compounds of nitric oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO 2), and other oxides
of nitrogen.
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secondary pollutants by reacting in the presence of sunlight. The basin has a limited ability to
disperse these pollutants due to typically low wind speeds and the surrounding mountain ranges.
As with other cities within the SCAB, the City of West Hollywood is susceptible to air inversions. This
traps a layer of stagnant air near the ground where pollutants are further concentrated. These inversions
produce haziness, which is caused by moisture, suspended dust, and a variety of chemical aerosols
emitted by trucks, automobiles, furnaces, and other sources. Elevated concentrations of particulate
matter 10 microns or less than in diameter (PM10) and PM2.5 can occur in the SCAB throughout the
year, but occur most frequently in fall and winter. Although there are some changes in emissions by
day of the week and by season, the observed variations in pollutant concentrations are primarily the
result of seasonal differences in weather conditions.
Pollutants and Effects
Criteria Air Pollutants
Criteria air pollutants are defined as pollutants for which the federal and state governments have
established minimum ambient air quality standards, or criteria, for outdoor pollutant
concentrations in order to protect public health. The federal and state standards have been set, with
an adequate margin of safety, at levels above which concentrations could be harmful to human
health and welfare. These standards are designed to protect the most sensitive persons from illness
or discomfort. Pollutants of concern include ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), carbon monoxide
(CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2), PM10, particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter equal to or less
than 2.5 microns (PM2.5), and lead (Pb). These pollutants, as well as toxic air contaminants (TACs),
are discussed as follows.2 In California, sulfates, vinyl chloride, hydrogen sulfide, and visibilityreducing particles are also regulated as criteria air pollutants.
Ozone. O3 is a strong-smelling, pale blue, reactive, toxic chemical gas consisting of three oxygen
atoms. It is a secondary pollutant formed in the atmosphere by a photochemical process involving
the sun’s energy and O3 precursors, such as hydrocarbons and NOx. These precursors are mainly
NOx and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). The maximum effects of precursor emissions on O3
concentrations usually occur several hours after they are emitted and many miles from the source.
Meteorology and terrain play major roles in O3 formation, and ideal conditions occur during
summer and early autumn, on days with low wind speeds or stagnant air, warm temperatures, and
cloudless skies. O3 exists in the upper atmosphere ozone layer (stratospheric ozone) as well as at
the Earth’s surface in the troposphere (ozone). O3 in the troposphere causes numerous adverse
health effects; short-term exposures (lasting for a few hours) to O3 at levels typically observed in
2

The descriptions of health effects for each of the criteria air pollutants associated with project construction and operation
are based on the EPA’s Six Common Air Pollutants (EPA 2018a) and the CARB Glossary of Air Pollutant Terms
(CARB 2019a).
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Southern California can result in breathing pattern changes, reduction of breathing capacity,
increased susceptibility to infections, inflammation of the lung tissue, and some immunological
changes. These health problems are particularly acute in sensitive receptors such as the sick, the
elderly, and young children.
Nitrogen Dioxide. NO2 is a brownish, highly reactive gas that is present in all urban atmospheres.
The major mechanism for the formation of NO2 in the atmosphere is the oxidation of the primary
air pollutant nitric oxide (NO), which is a colorless, odorless gas. Nitrogen oxides (NOx) play a
major role, together with VOCs, in the atmospheric reactions that produce O3. NOx is formed from
fuel combustion under high temperature or pressure. In addition, NOx is an important precursor to
acid rain and may affect both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. The two major emissions sources
are transportation and stationary fuel combustion sources such as electric utility and industrial
boilers. NO2 can irritate the lungs, cause bronchitis and pneumonia, and lower resistance to
respiratory infections (EPA 2016).
Carbon Monoxide. CO is a colorless, odorless gas formed by the incomplete combustion of
hydrocarbon, fossil, or fuels. CO is emitted almost exclusively from motor vehicles, power plants,
refineries, industrial boilers, ships, aircraft, and trains. In urban areas such as the project location,
automobile exhaust accounts for the majority of CO emissions. CO is a non-reactive air pollutant
that dissipates relatively quickly; therefore, ambient CO concentrations generally follow the spatial
and temporal distributions of vehicular traffic. CO concentrations are influenced by local
meteorological conditions; primarily, wind speed, topography, and atmospheric stability. CO from
motor vehicle exhaust can become locally concentrated when surface-based temperature
inversions are combined with calm atmospheric conditions, a typical situation at dusk in urban
areas from November to February. The highest levels of CO typically occur during the colder
months of the year, when inversion conditions are more frequent. In terms of adverse health effects,
CO competes with oxygen, often replacing it in the blood, thus reducing the blood’s ability to
transport oxygen to vital organs. The results of excess CO exposure can include dizziness, fatigue,
and impairment of central nervous system functions.
Sulfur Dioxide. SO2 is a colorless, pungent gas formed primarily from incomplete combustion of
sulfur-containing fossil fuels. The main sources of SO2 are coal and oil used in power plants and
industries; as such, the highest levels of SO2 are generally found near large industrial complexes. In
recent years, SO2 concentrations have been reduced by the increasingly stringent controls placed on
stationary source emissions of SO2 and limits on the sulfur content of fuels. SO2 is an irritant gas that
attacks the throat and lungs and can cause acute respiratory symptoms and diminished ventilator
function in children. When combined with particulate matter, SO2 can injure lung tissue and reduce
visibility and the level of sunlight. SO2 can also yellow plant leaves and erode iron and steel.
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Particulate Matter. Particulate matter pollution consists of very small liquid and solid particles
floating in the air, which can include smoke, soot, dust, salts, acids, and metals. Particulate matter
can form when gases emitted from industries and motor vehicles undergo chemical reactions in
the atmosphere. PM2.5 and PM10 represent fractions of particulate matter. Fine particulate matter
(PM2.5) is roughly 1/28 the diameter of a human hair. PM2.5 results from fuel combustion (e.g.,
from motor vehicles and power generation and industrial facilities), residential fireplaces, and
woodstoves. In addition, PM2.5 can be formed in the atmosphere from gases such as sulfur oxides
(SOx), NOx, and VOCs. Respirable particulate matter, or coarse particulate matter (PM10), is about
1/7 the thickness of a human hair. Major sources of PM10 include crushing or grinding operations;
dust stirred up by vehicles traveling on roads; wood-burning stoves and fireplaces; dust from
construction, landfills, and agriculture; wildfires and brush/waste burning; industrial sources;
windblown dust from open lands; and atmospheric chemical and photochemical reactions.
PM2.5 and PM10 pose a greater health risk than larger-size particles. When inhaled, these tiny
particles can penetrate the human respiratory system’s natural defenses and damage the respiratory
tract. PM2.5 and PM10 can increase the number and severity of asthma attacks, cause or aggravate
bronchitis and other lung diseases, and reduce the body’s ability to fight infections. Very small
particles of substances such as lead, sulfates, and nitrates can cause lung damage directly or be
absorbed into the blood stream, causing damage elsewhere in the body. Additionally, these
substances can transport absorbed gases such as chlorides or ammonium into the lungs, also
causing injury. Whereas PM10 tends to collect in the upper portion of the respiratory system, PM2.5
is so tiny that it can penetrate deeper into the lungs and damage lung tissue. Suspended particulates
also damage and discolor surfaces on which they settle, as well as producing haze and reducing
regional visibility.
People with influenza, people with chronic respiratory and cardiovascular diseases, and the elderly
may suffer worsening illness and premature death as a result of breathing particulate matter. People
with bronchitis can expect aggravated symptoms from breathing in particulate matter. Children
may experience a decline in lung function due to breathing in PM10 and PM2.5. Other groups
considered sensitive are smokers, people who cannot breathe well through their noses, and
exercising athletes (because many breathe through their mouths) (EPA 2009).
Lead. Lead in the atmosphere occurs as particulate matter. Sources of lead include leaded gasoline;
the manufacturing of batteries, paints, ink, ceramics, and ammunition; and secondary lead
smelters. Prior to 1978, mobile emissions were the primary source of atmospheric lead. Between
1978 and 1987, the phase-out of leaded gasoline reduced the overall inventory of airborne lead by
nearly 95%. With the phase-out of leaded gasoline, secondary lead smelters, battery recycling, and
manufacturing facilities are becoming lead-emission sources of greater concern.
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Prolonged exposure to atmospheric lead poses a serious threat to human health. Health effects
associated with exposure to lead include gastrointestinal disturbances, anemia, kidney disease, and
in severe cases, neuromuscular and neurological dysfunction. Of particular concern are low-level
lead exposures during infancy and childhood. Such exposures are associated with decrements in
neurobehavioral performance, including intelligence quotient performance, psychomotor
performance, reaction time, and growth. Children are highly susceptible to the effects of lead.
Volatile Organic Compounds. Hydrocarbons are organic gases that are formed from hydrogen and
carbon and sometimes other elements. Hydrocarbons that contribute to formation of O3 are referred to
and regulated as VOCs (also referred to as reactive organic gases). Combustion engine exhaust, oil
refineries, and fossil-fueled power plants are the sources of hydrocarbons. Other sources of
hydrocarbons include evaporation from petroleum fuels, solvents, dry cleaning solutions, and paint.
The primary health effects of VOCs result from the formation of O3 and its related health effects.
High levels of VOCs in the atmosphere can interfere with oxygen intake by reducing the amount
of available oxygen through displacement. Carcinogenic forms of hydrocarbons, such as benzene,
are considered TACs. There are no separate health standards for VOCs as a group.
Non-Criteria Air Pollutants
Toxic Air Contaminants. A substance is considered toxic if it has the potential to cause adverse
health effects in humans, including increasing the risk of cancer upon exposure, or acute and/or
chronic noncancerous health effects. A toxic substance released into the air is considered a TAC.
TACs are identified by federal and state agencies based on a review of available scientific
evidence. In California, TACs are identified through a two-step process that was established in
1983 under the Toxic Air Contaminant Identification and Control Act. This two-step process of
risk identification and risk management and reduction was designed to protect residents from the
health effects of toxic substances in the air. In addition, the California Air Toxics “Hot Spots”
Information and Assessment Act, Assembly Bill 2588, was enacted by the legislature in 1987 to
address public concern over the release of TACs into the atmosphere. The law requires facilities
emitting toxic substances to provide local air pollution control districts with information that will
allow an assessment of the air toxics problem, identification of air toxics emissions sources,
location of resulting hotspots, notification of the public exposed to significant risk, and
development of effective strategies to reduce potential risks to the public over 5 years.
Examples of TACs include certain aromatic and chlorinated hydrocarbons, certain metals, and
asbestos. TACs are generated by a number of sources, including stationary sources, such as dry
cleaners, gas stations, combustion sources, and laboratories; mobile sources, such as automobiles;
and area sources, such as landfills. Adverse health effects associated with exposure to TACs may
include carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic effects. Non-carcinogenic effects typically affect one
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or more target organ systems and may be experienced on either short-term (acute) or long-term
(chronic) exposure to a given TAC.
Diesel Particulate Matter. Diesel particulate matter (DPM) is part of a complex mixture that
makes up diesel exhaust. Diesel exhaust is composed of two phases, gas and particle, both of which
contribute to health risks. The California Air Resources Board (CARB) classified “particulate
emissions from diesel-fueled engines” (i.e., diesel particulate matter) as a TAC in August 1998.
DPM is emitted from a broad range of diesel engines: on-road diesel engines of trucks, buses, and
cars, and off-road diesel engines, including locomotives, marine vessels, and heavy-duty
construction equipment, among others. Approximately 70% of all airborne cancer risk in
California is associated with DPM (CARB 2000). To reduce the cancer risk associated with DPM,
CARB adopted a diesel risk reduction plan in 2000 (CARB 2000).
Odorous Compounds. Odors are generally regarded as an annoyance rather than a health hazard.
Manifestations of a person’s reaction to odors can range from psychological (e.g., irritation, anger,
or anxiety) to physiological (e.g., circulatory and respiratory effects, nausea, vomiting, and
headache). The ability to detect odors varies considerably among the population, and overall how
odors are experienced is subjective. People may have different reactions to the same odor. An odor
that is offensive to one person may be perfectly acceptable to another (e.g., coffee roaster). An
unfamiliar odor is more easily detected and is more likely to cause complaints than a familiar one.
In a phenomenon known as odor fatigue, a person can become desensitized to almost any odor,
and recognition may only occur with an alteration in the intensity. The occurrence and severity of
odor impacts depend on the nature, frequency, and intensity of the source; wind speed and
direction; and the sensitivity of receptors.
Sensitive Receptors
Some land uses are considered more sensitive to changes in air quality than others, depending on the
population groups and the activities involved. People most likely to be affected by air pollution include
children, the elderly, athletes, and people with cardiovascular and chronic respiratory diseases. Facilities
and structures where these air pollution-sensitive people live or spend considerable amounts of time are
known as sensitive receptors. Land uses where air pollution-sensitive individuals are most likely to spend
time include schools and schoolyards, parks and playgrounds, daycare centers, nursing homes, hospitals,
and residential communities (sensitive sites or sensitive land uses) (CARB 2005). The South Coast Air
Quality Management District (SCAQMD) identifies sensitive receptors as residences, schools,
playgrounds, childcare centers, long-term healthcare facilities, rehabilitation centers, convalescent
centers, and retirement homes (SCAQMD 1993).
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A school and residences are located in the vicinity of the project site. The Fountain Day School
(1128 North Orange Grove Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90046) is located immediately north
of the project site. The nearest residences are located north and northeast of the project site.
Existing Site Conditions
Emissions from the existing land uses were estimated using CalEEMod to present the net change in
criteria air pollutant emissions. The estimation of operational emissions generated under existing
conditions was based on approximately 10,000 square feet of gym, 7 dwelling units in a low-rise
complex, and 82 surface parking spots currently on site. See Section 3.2.4, Methodology, for a
description of the methodology and assumptions applied to estimate criteria air pollutant emissions
from the existing use of the project site.

3.2.2

Regulatory Setting

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) at the federal level, CARB at the state level, and
the SCAQMD at the regional level maintain regulatory oversight for air quality in the SCAB.
Applicable laws, regulations, and standards of these three agencies are described as follows.
Federal Regulations
Criteria Air Pollutants
The federal Clean Air Act, passed in 1970 and last amended in 1990, forms the basis for the
national air pollution control effort. The U.S. EPA is responsible for implementing most aspects
of the Clean Air Act, including setting National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for
major air pollutants, setting hazardous air pollutant standards, approving state attainment plans,
setting motor vehicle emission standards, issuing stationary source emission standards and
permits, and establishing acid rain control measures, stratospheric O3 protection measures, and
enforcement provisions. Under the Clean Air Act, NAAQS are established for the following
criteria pollutants: O3, CO, NO2, SO2, PM10, PM2.5, and lead.
The NAAQS describe acceptable air quality conditions designed to protect the health and welfare of
the citizens of the nation. The NAAQS (other than for O3, NO2, SO2, PM10, PM2.5, and standards based
on annual averages or arithmetic mean) are not to be exceeded more than once per year. NAAQS for
O3, NO2, SO2, PM10, and PM2.5 are based on statistical calculations over 1- to 3-year periods, depending
on the pollutant. The Clean Air Act requires the EPA to reassess the NAAQS at least every 5 years to
determine whether adopted standards are adequate to protect public health based on current scientific
evidence. States with areas that exceed the NAAQS must prepare a state implementation plan that
demonstrates how those areas will attain the standards within mandated time frames.
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Hazardous Air Pollutants
The 1977 federal Clean Air Act amendments required the EPA to identify National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs) to protect public health and welfare. HAPs include
certain VOCs, pesticides, herbicides, and radionuclides that present a tangible hazard, based on
scientific studies of exposure to humans and other mammals. Under the 1990 federal Clean Air
Act amendments, which expanded the control program for HAPs, 189 substances and chemical
families were identified as HAPs.
State Regulations
Criteria Air Pollutants
The federal Clean Air Act delegates the regulation of air pollution control and the enforcement of
the NAAQS to the states. In California, the task of air quality management and regulation has been
legislatively granted to CARB, with subsidiary responsibilities assigned to air quality management
districts and air pollution control districts at the regional and county levels. CARB, which became
part of the California Environmental Protection Agency in 1991, is responsible for ensuring
implementation of the California Clean Air Act of 1988, responding to the federal Clean Air Act,
and regulating emissions from motor vehicles and consumer products.
CARB has established California Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS), which are generally
more restrictive than the NAAQS. The CAAQS describe adverse conditions; that is, pollution
levels must be below these standards before a basin can attain the standard. Air quality is
considered “in attainment” if pollutant levels are continuously below the CAAQS and violate the
standards no more than once each year. The CAAQS for O3, CO, SO2 (1-hour and 24-hour), NO2,
PM10, and PM2.5 and visibility-reducing particles are values that are not to be exceeded. All others
are not to be equaled or exceeded.
California air districts have based their thresholds of significance for California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA) purposes on the levels that scientific and factual data demonstrate that the air basin can
accommodate without affecting the attainment date for the NAAQS or CAAQS. Since an ambient air
quality standard is based on maximum pollutant levels in outdoor air that would not harm the public's
health, and air district thresholds pertain to attainment of the ambient air quality standard, this means that
the thresholds established by air districts are also protective of human health.
The NAAQS and CAAQS are presented in Table 3.2-1, Ambient Air Quality Standards.
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Table 3.2-1
Ambient Air Quality Standards
Pollutant
O3
NO2g

CO
SO2h

Averaging
Time
1 hour
8 hours
1 hour
Annual
Arithmetic Mean
1 hour
8 hours
1 hour
3 hours
24 hours

California Standardsa
Concentrationc
0.09 ppm (180 g/m3)
0.070 ppm (137 g/m3)
0.18 ppm (339 g/m3)
0.030 ppm (57 g/m3)

National Standardsb
Primaryc,d
Secondaryc,e
—
Same as Primary
Standardf
3
f
0.070 ppm (137 g/m )
0.100 ppm (188 g/m3)
0.053 ppm (100 g/m3)

Same as Primary
Standard

20 ppm (23 mg/m3)
9.0 ppm (10 mg/m3)
0.25 ppm (655 g/m3)
—

35 ppm (40 mg/m3)
9 ppm (10 mg/m3)
0.075 ppm (196 g/m3)
—
0.14 ppm (for certain
areas)g
0.030 ppm (for certain
areas)g
150 g/m3
—

None

35 g/m3

Same as Primary
Standard
15.0 g/m3

0.04 ppm (105

Annual
PM10i

PM2.5i

Leadj,k

Hydrogen
sulfide
Vinyl chloridej
Sulfates
Visibility
reducing
particles

g/m3)

—

—
0.5 ppm (1,300 g/m3)
—
—

24 hours
Annual
Arithmetic Mean
24 hours

50 g/m3
20 g/m3

Annual
Arithmetic Mean
30-day Average
Calendar
Quarter
Rolling 3-Month
Average
1 hour

12 g/m3

0.03 ppm (42 µg/m3)

—

—

24 hours
24 hours
8 hour (10:00
a.m. to 6:00
p.m. PST)

0.01 ppm (26 µg/m3)
25 µg/m3
Insufficient amount to
produce an extinction
coefficient of 0.23 per
kilometer due to particles
when the relative humidity is
less than 70%

—
—
—

—
—
—

—

12.0 g/m3
—

1.5 g/m3
—
—

1.5 g/m3 (for certain
areas)k
0.15 g/m3

Same as Primary
Standard

—
Same as Primary
Standard

Source: CARB 2016.
Notes: ppm = parts per million by volume; g/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter; mg/m3= milligrams per cubic meter.
a
California standards for O3, CO, SO2 (1-hour and 24-hour), NO2, suspended particulate matter—PM10, PM2.5, and visibility-reducing
particles, are values that are not to be exceeded. All others are not to be equaled or exceeded. CAAQS are listed in the Table of Standards
in Section 70200 of Title 17 of the California Code of Regulations.
b
National standards (other than O3, NO2, SO2, particulate matter, and those based on annual averages or annual arithmetic mean) are not to be
exceeded more than once a year. The O3 standard is attained when the fourth highest 8-hour concentration measured at each site in a year,
averaged over 3 years, is equal to or less than the standard. For PM10, the 24-hour standard is attained when the expected number of days per
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c

d
e
f
g

h

i

j
k

calendar year with a 24-hour average concentration above 150 micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m3) is equal to or less than one. For PM2.5, the 24hour standard is attained when 98% of the daily concentrations, averaged over 3 years, are equal to or less than the standard.
Concentration expressed first in units in which it was promulgated. Equivalent units given in parentheses are based upon a reference temperature
of 25° Celsius (°C) and a reference pressure of 760 torr. Most measurements of air quality are to be corrected to a reference temperature of 25°C
and a reference pressure of 760 torr; ppm in this table refers to ppm by volume, or micromoles of pollutant per mole of gas.
National Primary Standards: The levels of air quality necessary, with an adequate margin of safety to protect the public health.
National Secondary Standards: The levels of air quality necessary to protect the public welfare from any known or anticipated adverse
effects of a pollutant.
On October 1, 2015, the primary and secondary NAAQS for O3 were lowered from 0.075 ppm to 0.070 ppm
To attain the 1-hour national standard, the 3-year average of the annual 98th percentile of the 1-hour daily maximum concentrations at each
site must not exceed 100 parts per billion (ppb). Note that the national 1-hour standard is in units of ppb. California standards are in units of
parts per million (ppm). To directly compare the national 1-hour standard to the California standards the units can be converted from ppb to
ppm. In this case, the national standard of 100 ppb is identical to 0.100 ppm.
On June 2, 2010, a new 1-hour SO2 standard was established and the existing 24-hour and annual primary standards were revoked. To
attain the 1-hour national standard, the 3-year average of the annual 99th percentile of the 1-hour daily maximum concentrations at each
site must not exceed 75 ppb. The 1971 SO2 national standards (24-hour and annual) remain in effect until 1 year after an area is designated
for the 2010 standard, except that in areas designated nonattainment of the 1971 standards, the 1971 standards remain in effect until
implementation plans to attain or maintain the 2010 standards are approved.
On December 14, 2012, the national annual PM2.5 primary standard was lowered from 15 g/m3 to 12.0 g/m3. The existing national 24-hour
PM2.5 standards (primary and secondary) were retained at 35 g/m3, as was the annual secondary standard of 15 μg/m3. The existing 24-hour
PM10 standards (primary and secondary) of 150 g/m3 also were retained. The form of the annual primary and secondary standards is the
annual mean, averaged over 3 years.
CARB has identified lead and vinyl chloride as TACs with no threshold level of exposure for adverse health effects determined. These actions
allow for the implementation of control measures at levels below the ambient concentrations specified for these pollutants.
The national standard for lead was revised on October 15, 2008, to a rolling 3-month average. The 1978 lead standard (1.5 μg/m3 as a quarterly
average) remains in effect until one year after an area is designated for the 2008 standard, except that in areas designated nonattainment for the
1978 standard, the 1978 standard remains in effect until implementation plans to attain or maintain the 2008 standard are approved.

Toxic Air Contaminants
The state Air Toxics Program was established in 1983 under AB 1807 (Tanner). The California TAC
list identifies more than 700 pollutants, of which carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic toxicity criteria
have been established for a subset of these pollutants pursuant to the California Health and Safety
Code. In accordance with AB 2728, the state list includes the (federal) HAPs. In 1987, the Legislature
enacted the Air Toxics “Hot Spots” Information and Assessment Act of 1987 (AB 2588) to address
public concern over the release of TACs into the atmosphere. AB 2588 law requires facilities emitting
toxic substances to provide local air pollution control districts with information that will allow an
assessment of the air toxics problem, identification of air toxics emissions sources, location of resulting
hotspots, notification of the public exposed to significant risk, and development of effective strategies
to reduce potential risks to the public over 5 years. TAC emissions from individual facilities are
quantified and prioritized. “High-priority” facilities are required to perform a health risk assessment,
and if specific thresholds are exceeded, the facility operator is required to communicate the results to
the public in the form of notices and public meetings.
In 2000, CARB approved a comprehensive Diesel Risk Reduction Plan to reduce diesel emissions
from both new and existing diesel-fueled vehicles and engines (CARB 2000). The regulation is
anticipated to result in an 80% decrease in statewide diesel health risk in 2020 compared with the
diesel risk in 2000. Additional regulations apply to new trucks and diesel fuel, including the OnRoad Heavy Duty Diesel Vehicle (In-Use) Regulation, the On-Road Heavy Duty (New) Vehicle
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Program, the In-Use Off-Road Diesel Vehicle Regulation, and the New Off-Road CompressionIgnition (Diesel) Engines and Equipment Program. These regulations and programs have
timetables by which manufacturers must comply and existing operators must upgrade their dieselpowered equipment. There are several airborne toxic control measures that reduce diesel
emissions, including In-Use Off-Road Diesel-Fueled Fleets (13 CCR 2449 et seq.) and In-Use OnRoad Diesel-Fueled Vehicles (13 CCR 2025).
Local
South Coast Air Quality Management District
While CARB is responsible for the regulation of mobile emission sources within the state, local
air quality management districts and air pollution control districts are responsible for enforcing
standards and regulating stationary sources. The SCAQMD is the regional agency responsible for
the regulation and enforcement of federal, state, and local air pollution control regulations in the
SCAB, where the proposed project is located. The SCAQMD operates monitoring stations in the
SCAB, develops rules and regulations for stationary sources and equipment, prepares emissions
inventory and air quality management planning documents, and conducts source testing and
inspections. The SCAQMD’s Air Quality Management Plans (AQMPs) include control measures
and strategies to be implemented to attain the CAAQS and NAAQS in the SCAB. The SCAQMD
then implements these control measures as regulations to control or reduce criteria pollutant
emissions from stationary sources or equipment.
The most recently adopted AQMP is the 2016 AQMP (SCAQMD 2017), which was adopted by
the SCAQMD governing board in March 2017. The 2016 AQMP is a regional blueprint for
achieving air quality standards and healthful air. The 2016 AQMP represents a new approach,
focusing on available, proven, and cost-effective alternatives to traditional strategies, while
seeking to achieve multiple goals in partnership with other entities promoting reductions in
greenhouse gases and toxic risk, as well as efficiencies in energy use, transportation, and goods
movement (SCAQMD 2017). Because mobile sources are the principal contributor to the SCAB’s
air quality challenges, the SCAQMD has been and will continue to be closely engaged with CARB
and the EPA, who have primary responsibility for these sources. The 2016 AQMP recognizes the
critical importance of working with other agencies to develop funding and other incentives that
encourage the accelerated transition of vehicles, buildings, and industrial facilities to cleaner
technologies in a manner that benefits not only air quality but also local businesses and the regional
economy. These “win-win” scenarios are key to implementation of this 2016 AQMP with broad
support from a wide range of stakeholders.
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Emissions that would result from mobile and stationary sources during construction and operation of
the proposed project are subject to the rules and regulations of the SCAQMD. The SCAQMD rules
applicable to the proposed project construction activities may include the following:


Rule 401 – Visible Emissions: This rule establishes the limit for visible emissions from
stationary sources.



Rule 402 – Nuisance: This rule prohibits the discharge of air pollutants from a facility that
cause injury, detriment, nuisance, or annoyance to the public or damage to business or property.



Rule 403 – Fugitive Dust: This rule requires fugitive dust sources to implement best
available control measures for all sources and prohibits all forms of visible particulate
matter from crossing any property line. SCAQMD Rule 403 is intended to reduce PM10
emissions from any transportation, handling, construction, or storage activity that has the
potential to generate fugitive dust.



Rule 431.2 – Sulfur Content of Liquid Fuels: The purpose of this rule is to limit the sulfur
content in diesel and other liquid fuels for the purpose both of reducing the formation of SOx
and particulates during combustion and of enabling the use of add-on control devices for
diesel-fueled internal combustion engines. The rule applies to all refiners, importers, and
other fuel suppliers such as distributors, marketers, and retailers, as well as to users of diesel,
low-sulfur diesel, and other liquid fuels for stationary-source applications in the SCAQMD.
The rule also affects diesel fuel supplied for mobile sources.



Rule 1110.2 – Emissions from Gaseous- and Liquid-Fueled Engines: This rule applies to
stationary and portable engines rated at greater than 50 horsepower. The purpose of Rule
1110.2 is to reduce NOx, VOCs, and CO emissions from engines. Emergency engines,
including those powering standby generators, are generally exempt from the emissions and
monitoring requirements of this rule because they have permit conditions that limit operation
to 200 hours or less per year as determined by an elapsed operating time meter.



Rule 1113 – Architectural Coatings: This rule requires manufacturers, distributors,
and end users of architectural and industrial maintenance coatings to reduce VOC
emissions from the use of these coatings, primarily by placing limits on the VOC
content of various coating categories.



Rule 1138 – Control of Emissions From Restaurant Operations. This rule applies to
owners and operators of commercial cooking operations, preparing food for human
consumption. The rule requirements currently apply to chain-driven charbroilers used to
cook meat. All other commercial restaurant cooking equipment including, but not limited
to, under-fired charbroilers, may be subject to future rule provisions.
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Southern California Association of Governments
The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) is the regional planning agency for
Los Angeles, Orange, Ventura, Riverside, San Bernardino, and Imperial Counties and serves as a
forum for regional issues relating to transportation, the economy, community development, and
the environment. SCAG serves as the federally designated Metropolitan Planning Organization for
the Southern California region and is the largest Metropolitan Planning Organization in the United
States. With respect to air quality planning and other regional issues, SCAG has prepared the 2008
Regional Comprehensive Plan: Helping Communities Achieve a Sustainable Future (2008 RCP)
for the region (SCAG 2008). The 2008 RCP is a problem-solving guidance document that directly
responds to what SCAG has learned about Southern California’s challenges through the annual
State of the Region report card. It responds to SCAG’s Regional Council directive in the 2002
Strategic Plan to develop a holistic, strategic plan for defining and solving our inter-related
housing, traffic, water, air quality, and other regional challenges (SCAG 2008).
In regards to air quality, the 2008 RCP sets the policy context in which SCAG participates in and
responds to the SCAQMD air quality plans and builds off the SCAQMD AQMP processes that
are designed to meet health-based criteria pollutant standards in several ways (SCAG 2008). First,
the 2008 RCP complements AQMPs by providing guidance and incentives for public agencies to
consider best practices that support the technology-based control measures in AQMPs. Second,
the 2008 RCP emphasizes the need for local initiatives that can reduce the region’s greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions that contribute to climate change, an issue that is largely outside the focus
of local attainment plans, which is assessed in Section 3.5, GHG Emissions. Third, the 2008 RCP
emphasizes the need for better coordination of land use and transportation planning, which heavily
influences the emissions inventory from the transportation sectors of the economy. This also
minimizes land use conflicts, such as residential development near freeways, industrial areas, or
other sources of air pollution.
On April 7, 2016, SCAG’s Regional Council adopted the 2016–2040 Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (2016–2040 RTP/SCS). The 2016–2040 RTP/SCS is
a long-range visioning plan that balances future mobility and housing needs with economic,
environmental, and public health goals. The 2016–2040 RTP/SCS charts a course for closely
integrating land use and transportation so that the region can grow smartly and sustainably.
The 2016–2040 RTP/SCS was prepared through a collaborative, continuous, and
comprehensive process with input from local governments, county transportation
commissions, tribal governments, nonprofit organizations, businesses, and local stakeholders
within the Counties of Imperial, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, and
Ventura. In June 2016, SCAG received its conformity determination from the Federal Highway
Administration and the Federal Transit Administration indicating that all air quality conformity
requirements for the 2016–2040 RTP/SCS and associated 2015 Federal Transportation
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Improvement Program Consistency Amendment through Amendment 15–12 have been met
(SCAG 2016). As previously noted, the SCAQMD 2016 AQMP applies the updated SCAG
growth forecasts assumed in the 2016–2040 RTP/SCS.
City of West Hollywood General Plan 2035 Infrastructure, Resources, and Conservation
The Infrastructure, Resources, and Conservation Element of the West Hollywood General Plan
2035 (City of West Hollywood 2011) includes air quality policies intended to limit stationary and
mobile sources of air pollution, and supports techniques and technologies that would reduce
emissions within the City and region. The following policies of the Infrastructure, Resources, and
Conservation Element are applicable to the proposed project:


Policy IRC-7.2: Support land use and transportation strategies to reduce driving rates and
resulting air pollution, including pollution from commercial and passenger vehicles.



Policy IRC-7.3: Promote fuel efficiency and cleaner fuels for vehicles as well as construction
and maintenance equipment by requesting that City contractors provide cleaner fleets.



Policy IRC-7.4: Prohibit combustion or gasoline powered engines in leaf blowers.



Policy IRC-7.5: Discourage the use of equipment with two-stroke engines and publicize
the benefits and importance of alternative technologies.



Policy IRC-7.6: Support increased local access to cleaner fuels and cleaner energy by
encouraging fueling stations that provide cleaner fuels and energy to the community.

Local Ambient Air Quality
South Coast Air Basin Attainment Designation
Pursuant to the 1990 federal Clean Air Act amendments, the EPA classifies air basins (or portions
thereof) as “attainment” or “nonattainment” for each criteria air pollutant based on whether the
NAAQS have been achieved. Generally, if the recorded concentrations of a pollutant are lower than
the standard, the area is classified as “attainment” for that pollutant. If an area exceeds the standard,
the area is classified as “nonattainment” for that pollutant. If there is not enough data available to
determine whether the standard is exceeded in an area, the area is designated as “unclassified” or
“unclassifiable.” The designation of “unclassifiable/attainment” means that the area meets the standard
or is expected to be meet the standard despite a lack of monitoring data. Areas that achieve the
standards after a nonattainment designation are re-designated as maintenance areas and must have
approved Maintenance Plans to ensure continued attainment of the standards. The California Clean
Air Act, like its federal counterpart, called for the designation of areas as “attainment” or
“nonattainment,” but based on CAAQS rather than the NAAQS. Table 3.2-2 depicts the current
attainment status of the SCAB with respect to the NAAQS and CAAQS.
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Table 3.2-2
South Coast Air Basin Attainment Classification
Pollutant
Ozone (O3) – 1 hour
Ozone (O3) – 8 hour
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)
Coarse Particulate Matter (PM10)
Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5)
Lead
Hydrogen Sulfide
Sulfates
Visibility-Reducing Particles
Vinyl Chloride

Designation/Classification
National Standards
California Standards
No National Standard
Nonattainment
Extreme Nonattainment
Nonattainment
Unclassifiable/Attainment
Attainment
Attainment/Maintenance
Attainment
Unclassifiable/Attainment
Attainment
Attainment/Maintenance
Nonattainment
Serious Nonattainment
Nonattainment
Nonattainment
Attainment
No National Standard
Unclassified
No National Standard
Attainment
No National Standard
Unclassified
No National Standard
No designation

Sources: EPA 2018b (national); CARB 2018 (California).
Notes: Attainment = meets the standards; Attainment/Maintenance = achieve the standards after a nonattainment designation; Nonattainment
= does not meet the standards; Unclassified or Unclassifiable = insufficient data to classify; Unclassifiable/Attainment = meets the standard or is
expected to be meet the standard despite a lack of monitoring data

In summary, the SCAB is designated as a nonattainment area for federal and state O 3 standards
and federal and state PM2.5 standards. The SCAB is designated as a nonattainment area for state
PM10 standards; however, it is designated as an attainment area for federal PM10 standards. The
SCAB is designated as an attainment area for federal and state CO standards, federal and state NO2
standards, and federal and state SO2 standards. While the SCAB has been designated as
nonattainment for the federal rolling 3-month average lead standard, it is designated attainment for
the state lead standard (EPA 2018b; CARB 2018).
Despite the current nonattainment status, air quality within the SCAB has generally improved since
the inception of air pollutant monitoring in 1976. This improvement is mainly a result of lowerpolluting on-road motor vehicles, more stringent regulation of industrial sources, and the
implementation of emission reduction strategies by the SCAQMD. This trend toward cleaner air
has occurred in spite of continued population growth. Despite this growth, air quality has improved
significantly over the years, primarily because of the impacts of the region’s air quality control
program. PM10 levels have declined almost 50% since 1990, and PM2.5 levels have also declined
50% since measurements began in 1999 (SCAQMD 2013). Similar improvements are observed
with O3, although the rate of O3 decline has slowed in recent years.
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Local Ambient Air Quality
CARB, air districts, and other agencies monitor ambient air quality at approximately 250 air
quality monitoring stations across the state. SCAQMD monitors local ambient air quality at the
project site. The project area’s local ambient air quality is monitored by SCAQMD. Air quality
monitoring stations usually measure pollutant concentrations 10 feet above ground level; therefore,
air quality is often referred to in terms of ground-level concentrations.
The West Los Angeles – VA Hospital monitoring station, located at 11301 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90073, is the nearest air quality monitoring station to the project area,
approximately 6.1 miles southwest of the project site. The data collected at this station are
considered representative of the air quality experienced in the project vicinity. Air quality data
from 2015 through 2017 for the West Los Angeles – VA Hospital monitoring station are provided
in Table 3.2-3, Ambient Air Quality Data. Because SO2, PM10, and, PM2.5, levels were not
monitored at the West Los Angeles – VA Hospital monitoring station, reported values were taken
from the Los Angeles - North Main Street location (1630 North Main Street, Los Angeles,
California 90012), located approximately 7.6 miles southeast of the project site or from the Los
Angeles – Westchester Parkway Monitoring Station (7201 West Westchester Parkway, Los
Angeles, California 90045), located approximately 10.3 miles southwest of the project site.
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Table 3.2-3
Local Ambient Air Quality Data

Monitoring Station

Unit

Averaging Time

West Los Angeles –
VA Hospital

ppm
ppm

Maximum 1-hour concentration
Maximum 8-hour concentration

West Los Angeles –
VA Hospital

ppm

Maximum 1-hour concentration

ppm

Annual concentration

ppm

Maximum 1-hour concentration

ppm

Maximum 8-hour concentration

ppm
ppm

Maximum 1-hour concentration
Maximum 24-hour
concentration
Annual concentration

West Los Angeles –
VA Hospital

Los Angeles –
Westchester Parkway

ppm
Los Angeles-North
Main Street

Ambient
Air
Agency/
Quality
Method
Standard
Ozone (O3)
California
0.09
California
0.070
National
0.070
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
California
0.18
National
0.100
California
0.030
National
0.053
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
California
20
National
35
California
9.0
National
9
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2)
National
0.075
National
0.14

Measured Concentration by Year
2015

2016

2017

2015

2016

2017

0.102
0.073
0.072

0.085
0.073
0.073

0.099
0.077
0.077

2
3
2

0
2
2

1
3
3

0.067
0.0676
0.011
0.012

0.054
0.0545
0.011
0.012

0.055
0.0557
ND
ND

0
0
N/A
N/A

0
0
N/A
N/A

0
0
N/A
N/A

ND
1.6
ND
1.4

ND
2.2
ND
1.1

ND
2.0
ND
1.2

ND
0
ND
0

ND
0
ND
0

ND
0
ND
0

0.015
0.002

0.010
0.002

0.010
0.003

0
0

0
0

0
0

0.0006

0.0007

N/A

N/A

N/A

74.6
64.0

96.2
64.6
ND

ND (21)
0.0
(0)
N/A

ND (40)
0.0 (0)

ND

ND (30)
0.0
(0)
N/A

µg/m3

Maximum 24-hour
concentration

National
0.030
0.0005
Coarse Particulate Matter (PM10)a
California
50
88.5
National
150
73.0

µg/m3

Annual concentration

California
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Table 3.2-3
Local Ambient Air Quality Data

Monitoring Station
Los Angeles-North
Main Street

Unit
µg/m3
µg/m3

Averaging Time
Maximum 24-hour
concentration
Annual concentration

Ambient
Measured Concentration by Year
Air
Agency/
Quality
Method
Standard
2015
2016
2017
Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5)a
National
35
56.4
44.3
54.9
California
National

12
12.0

12.6
12.3

12.0
11.7

16.3
12.0

Exceedances by Year
2015

2016

2017

8.4
(7)
N/A
N/A

2.1
(2)
N/A
N/A

6.1
(6)
N/A
N/A

Sources: CARB 2019b; EPA 2019 (for 1-hour CO).
Note:
O3 = ozone; NO2 = nitrogen dioxide; CO = carbon monoxide; SO2 = sulfur dioxide; PM10 = coarse particulate matter; PM2.5 = fine particulate matter; ppm = parts per million; g/m3 = micrograms
per cubic meter; N/A = not applicable; ND = insufficient data available to determine the value.
Data taken from CARB iADAM (2019b) or EPA AirData (2019) represent the highest concentrations experienced over a given year.
Exceedances of national and state standards are only shown for O3 and particulate matter. All other criteria pollutants did not exceed either national or state standards during the years shown.
An exceedance of a standard is not necessarily related to a violation of the standard.
a
Measurements of PM10 and PM2.5 are usually collected every 6 days and every 1 to 3 days, respectively. Number of days exceeding the standards is a mathematical estimate of the number of days
concentrations would have been greater than the level of the standard had each day been monitored. The numbers in parentheses are the measured number of samples that exceeded the standard.
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3.2.3

Thresholds of Significance

The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines. Based
on these thresholds, implementation of the proposed project would have a significant adverse
impact related to air quality if it would:
AQ-1

Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan

AQ-2

Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for which
the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state ambient air
quality standard

AQ-3

Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations

AQ-4

Result in other emissions (such as those leading to odors) adversely affecting a
substantial number of people

Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines indicates that, where available, the significance criteria
established by the applicable air quality management district or pollution control district may be relied
upon to determine whether the project would have a significant impact on air quality. The SCAQMD
CEQA Air Quality Handbook (SCAQMD 1993), as revised in March 2015, sets forth quantitative
emission significance thresholds below which a project would not have a significant impact on ambient
air quality (SCAQMD 2015). Project-related air quality impacts estimated in this environmental
analysis would be considered significant if any of the applicable significance thresholds presented in
Table 3.2-4, SCAQMD Air Quality Significance Thresholds, are exceeded.
Table 3.2-4
SCAQMD Air Quality Significance Thresholds

Pollutant
VOCs
NOx
CO
SOx
PM10
PM2.5
Leada
TACsb

Odor
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Criteria Pollutants Mass Daily Thresholds
Construction
Operation
(pounds per day)
(pounds per day)
75
55
100
55
550
550
150
150
150
150
55
55
3
3
TACs and Odor Thresholds
Maximum incremental cancer risk 10 in 1 million
Cancer Burden >0.5 excess cancer cases (in areas ≥1 in 1 million)
Chronic and acute hazard index 1.0 (project increment)
Project creates an odor nuisance pursuant to SCAQMD Rule 402
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Table 3.2-4
SCAQMD Air Quality Significance Thresholds

NO2 1-hour average
NO2 annual arithmetic mean

CO 1-hour average
CO 8-hour average

SO2 1-hour average
SO2 24-hour average
PM10 24-hour average
PM10 annual average
PM2.5 24-hour average

Criteria Pollutants Mass Daily Thresholds
Ambient Air Quality Standards for Criteria Pollutantsc
SCAQMD is in attainment; project is significant if it causes or contributes to an
exceedance of the following attainment standards:
0.18 ppm (state)
0.030 ppm (state) and 0.0534 ppm (federal)
SCAQMD is in attainment; project is significant if it causes or contributes to an
exceedance of the following attainment standards:
20 ppm (state) and 35 ppm (federal)
9.0 ppm (state/federal)
0.25 ppm (state) and 0.075 ppm (federal – 99th percentile)
0.04 ppm (state)
10.4 g/m3 (construction)d
2.5 g/m3 (operation)
1.0 g/m3
10.4 g/m3 (construction)d
2.5 g/m3 (operation)

Source: SCAQMD 2015.
Notes: SCAQMD = South Coast Air Quality Management District; VOC = volatile organic compounds; NO x = oxides of nitrogen; CO = carbon
monoxide; SOx = sulfur oxides; PM10 = coarse particulate matter; PM2.5 = fine particulate matter; TAC = toxic air contaminant; NO2 = nitrogen
dioxide; SO2 = sulfur dioxides; ppm = parts per million; g/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter.
a
The phase-out of leaded gasoline started in 1976. Since gasoline no longer contains lead, the proposed project is not anticipated to result
in impacts related to lead; therefore, it is not discussed in this analysis.
b
TACs include carcinogens and non-carcinogens.
c
Ambient air quality standards for criteria pollutants based on SCAQMD Rule 1303, Table A-2, unless otherwise stated.
d
Ambient air quality threshold based on SCAQMD Rule 403.

The evaluation of whether the project would conflict with or obstruct implementation of the
applicable air quality plan is based on the SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality Handbook (SCAQMD
1993), Chapter 12, Sections 12.2 and 12.3. The first criterion assesses if the project would result
in an increase in the frequency or severity of existing air quality violations or cause or contribute
to new violations, or delay the timely attainment of air quality standards of the interim emissions
reductions specified in the AQMP, which is addressed in detail under in Section 3.2.5. The second
criterion is if the project would exceed the assumptions in the AQMP or increments based on the
year of project buildout and phase.
To evaluate the potential for the project to result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any
criteria pollutant for which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state
ambient air quality standard, this analysis applies the SCAQMD’s construction and operational
criteria pollutants mass daily thresholds, as shown in Table 4.2-4. A project would potentially result
in a cumulatively considerable net increase in O3, which is a nonattainment pollutant, if the project’s
construction or operational emissions would exceed the SCAQMD VOC or NOx thresholds shown
in Table 3.2-4. These emissions-based thresholds for O3 precursors are intended to serve as a
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surrogate for an “ozone significance threshold” (i.e., the potential for adverse O3 impacts to occur).
This approach is used because O3 is not emitted directly, and the effects of an individual project’s
emissions of O3 precursors (VOC and NOx) on O3 levels in ambient air cannot be determined through
air quality models or other quantitative methods.
The assessment of the project’s potential to expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations includes a localized significance threshold (LST) analysis, as recommended by the
SCAQMD, to evaluate the potential of localized air quality impacts to sensitive receptors in the
immediate vicinity of the project from construction and operation. For project sites of 5 acres or less, the
SCAQMD LST Methodology (SCAQMD 2009) includes lookup tables that can be used to determine
the maximum allowable daily emissions that would satisfy the localized significance criteria (i.e., the
emissions would not cause an exceedance of the applicable concentration limits for NO2, CO, PM10, and
PM2.5) without performing project-specific dispersion modeling.
The LST significance thresholds for NO2 and CO represent the allowable increase in concentrations
above background levels in the vicinity of a project that would not cause or contribute to an exceedance
of the relevant ambient air quality standards, while the threshold for PM10 represents compliance with
Rule 403 (Fugitive Dust). The LST significance threshold for PM2.5 is intended to ensure that
construction emissions do not contribute substantially to existing exceedances of the PM2.5 ambient air
quality standards. The allowable emission rates depend on the following parameters:
a. Source-Receptor Area (SRA) in which the project is located;
b. Size of the project site; and
c. Distance between the project site and the nearest sensitive receptor (e.g., residences,
schools, hospitals).
The project site is located in Source–Receptor Area 2 (Northwest Coastal Los Angeles County). The
closest sensitive receptors are existing multi-family homes located directly north of and adjacent to the
project site, and east across North Ogden Drive, and the Fountain Day School located directly north and
adjacent to the project site. These potential receptors would be, respectively, less than 25 meters from the
project site and 25 meters from the project site (the shortest distance provided by the SCAQMD).3
Maximum daily emissions would be generated during the grading phase. The maximum number of acres
disturbed on the peak day was estimated using the Fact Sheet for Applying CalEEMod to Localized
Significance Thresholds (SCAQMD 2014), which provides estimated acres per 8-hour per day per
piece of earth-moving equipment. While the project site is less than one acre, based on the SCAQMD
guidance, it was estimated that the maximum acres on the project site that would be disturbed by off3

Although receptors could be closer to construction than 25 meters, the SCAQMD recommends that projects with
boundaries closer than 25 meters to the nearest receptors should use the LSTs for receptors located at 25 meters
(SCAQMD 2009).
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road equipment would be 1 acre per day for grading and site preparation; therefore, the 1-acre LST
thresholds are utilized in this analysis. The thresholds are shown in Table 3.2-5.
Table 3.2-5
Localized Significance Thresholds for Source-Receptor Area 2
(Northwest Coastal Los Angeles County)
Pollutant
NO2
CO
PM10
PM2.5

LST Threshold
(pounds/day)a
103
562
4
3

Source: SCAQMD 2009, Appendix B.
Notes: LST = localized significance threshold; NO2 = nitrogen dioxide; CO = carbon monoxide; PM10 = coarse particulate matter;
PM2.5 = fine particulate matter.
a
Interpolated thresholds for the project site grading activity based on a 1acre site for a receptor distance of 25 meters.

In addition to the construction LST assessment, the analysis of the potential for the project to
expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations also evaluates potential health
effects associated with CO hotspots, TACs, and criteria air pollutants.
The potential for the project to result in other emissions, specifically an odor impact (Section
4.2.4), is based on the project’s land use type and anticipated construction activity, and the
potential for the project to create an odor nuisance pursuant to SCAQMD Rule 402.

3.2.4

Methodology

The project includes a multi-use structure of approximately 214,483 square feet, which will include
an 86-room hotel, restaurant, 70 residential units, and an art gallery. The project would also include
a 75,483 square-foot subterranean parking garage with a total of 175 parking spaces. Construction
of the proposed project would involve demolition of 72 parking stalls and 13,718 square feet of
existing buildings.
Emissions from construction and operation of the proposed project were estimated using the
California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod) Version 2016.3.2.4

4

CalEEMod is a statewide computer model developed in cooperation with air districts throughout the state to quantify
criteria air pollutant emissions associated with the construction and operational activities from a variety of land use
projects, such as residential, commercial, and industrial facilities. CalEEMod input parameters, including the
proposed project land use type and size and construction schedule were based on information provided by the project
applicant, or default model assumptions if project specifics were unavailable.
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Construction
Construction emissions were calculated for the estimated worst-case day over the construction period.
Default CalEEMod values were used where detailed project information was not available.
It is anticipated that construction of the proposed project would commence in April 2020 and reach
completion in December 2021.5 For purposes of estimating project construction emissions, the analysis
contained herein is based on the following assumptions (duration of phases is approximate):


Phase 1 Demolition/ Shoring and Sound Wall – April 2020



Phase 2 Demolition / Disassembly – April 2020 – May 2020



Grading / Site Preparation – May 2020–September 2020



Parking / Foundation – September 2020 – January 2021



Superstructure / Framing – January 2021 – May 2021



Common Areas / Shell / Roofing – May 2021 – October 2021



Exterior Finishes / Interiors / Tenant Improvements / Landscaping – October 2021 –
December 2021

The construction equipment mix and estimated hours of operation per day for the criteria air
pollutant emissions modeling are based on information provided by the applicant (see Table 3.26). For this analysis, it was assumed that heavy construction equipment would be used 5 days per
week (22 days per month) during project construction. The Applicant has committed that all dieselpowered offroad equipment will meet the U.S. EPA Tier 4 Final emission standards for nonroad
engines, vehicles, and equipment.
Table 3.2-6 also presents estimated worker trips, vendor (delivery) truck trips, and haul truck trips
anticipated for each construction phase based on applicant provided information and using CalEEMod
default values. Demolition is anticipated to generate a total of 8,100 tons of demolition debris over the
two phases of demolition; however, all demolition material is anticipated to be exported off site during
Phase 2. Export of demolition material is anticipated to require 401 round haul truck trips (802 oneway trips). During the grading and site preparation phase, approximately 55,375 cubic yards of material
would be exported off site. Assuming a haul truck capacity of 15 cubic yards per truck, based on
information provided by the applicant, it is anticipated that 3,692 round haul truck trips (7,384 oneway trips) would be required to export excavated material off site. For haul truck trips during the
5

The analysis assumes a construction start date of April 2020, which represents the earliest date construction would
initiate. Assuming the earliest start date for construction represents the worst-case scenario for criteria air pollutant
emissions because equipment and vehicle emission factors for later years would be slightly less due to more
stringent standards for in-use off-road equipment and heavy-duty trucks, as well as fleet turnover replacing older
equipment and vehicles in later years.
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demolition and grading/site preparation phases, a one-way trip length of 29 miles was assumed to
reflect anticipated distance to the disposal site. Vendor trucks transporting concrete, steel, and other
building materials were assumed during building construction phases (i.e., superstructure/framing and
common areas/shell/roofing phases). Additional vendor trucks were assumed during the
parking/foundation phase and the exterior finishes/interiors/tenant improvements/landscaping phase to
capture potential material deliveries. Table 3.2-6 presents the construction scenario assumptions used
to estimate project-generated construction emissions.
Table 3.2-6
Construction Scenario Assumptions

Construction Phase
Phase 1 Demolition/
Shoring and Sound
Wall
Phase 2 Demolition/
Disassembly
Grading/Site
Preparation

Average Daily
Worker Trips
4

Parking/Foundation

Superstructure/
Framing

Common Areas/
Shell/Roofing

Exterior Finishes /
Interiors / Tenant
Improvements /
Landscaping

One-Way Vehicle Trips
Average Daily
Vendor Truck Trips
0

Equipment
Total Haul
Truck Trips
0

4

0

802

16

0

7,384

26

2

0

124

124

22

26

36

2

0

0

0

Equipment Type
Excavator
Tractors/Loaders/
Backhoes
Excavators
Bore/Drill Rigs
Forklifts
Tractors/Loaders/
Backhoes
Forklifts
Skid Steer
Loaders
Tractors/Loaders/
Backhoes
Welders
Forklifts
Skid Steer
Loaders
Tractors/Loaders/
Backhoes
Welders
Forklifts
Skid Steer
Loaders
Tractors/Loaders/
Backhoes
Welders
Air Compressors

Quantity

Usage
Hours

1

7

1

7

2
1
1
1

7
7
7
7

2
2

7
7

4

7

2
3
1

7
7
7

2

7

2
3
1

7
7
7

2

7

2
2

7
7

Notes: Appendix B.
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Operation
Emissions from the operational phase of the project were estimated using CalEEMod Version
2016.3.2. Operational year 2021 was assumed consistent with the traffic impact study (TIS)
prepared for the project (KOA 2019).
Emissions from the existing land uses were also estimated using CalEEMod to present the net
change in criteria air pollutant emissions. Operational year 2019 was assumed for existing
conditions. The estimation of operational emissions generated under existing conditions was
based on approximately 10,000 square feet of gym, 7 dwelling units in a low-rise complex, and
82 surface parking spots currently on site.
Area Sources
CalEEMod was used to estimate operational emissions from area sources, including emissions
from consumer product use, architectural coatings, and landscape maintenance equipment.
Emissions associated with natural gas usage in space heating, water heating, and stoves are
calculated in the building energy use module of CalEEMod, as described in the following text. The
project and existing scenario are assumed to not include woodstoves or fireplaces (wood or natural
gas). As such, area source emissions associated with hearths were not included.
Consumer products are chemically formulated products used by household and institutional
consumers, including detergents; cleaning compounds; polishes; floor finishes; cosmetics;
personal care products; home, lawn, and garden products; disinfectants; sanitizers; aerosol paints;
and automotive specialty products. Other paint products, furniture coatings, or architectural
coatings are not considered consumer products (CAPCOA 2017). Consumer product VOC
emissions are estimated in CalEEMod based on the floor area of nonresidential buildings and on
the default factor of pounds of VOC per building square foot per day. For the parking structure
land use assumed in the project and the parking lot land use for the existing scenario, CalEEMod
estimates VOC emissions associated with use of parking surface degreasers based on a square
footage of parking surface area and pounds of VOC per square foot per day.
VOC off-gassing emissions result from evaporation of solvents contained in surface coatings such as in
paints and primers using during building maintenance. CalEEMod calculates the VOC evaporative
emissions from application of nonresidential surface coatings based on the VOC emission factor, the
building square footage, the assumed fraction of surface area, and the reapplication rate. The VOC
emission factor is based on the VOC content of the surface coatings, and SCAQMD’s Rule 1113
(Architectural Coatings) governs the VOC content for interior and exterior coatings. The model default
reapplication rate of 10% of area per year is assumed. Consistent with CalEEMod defaults, it is assumed
that the residential surface area for painting equals 2.7 times the floor square footage, with 75% assumed
for interior coating and 25% assumed for exterior surface coating. For nonresidential land uses, surface
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area for painting equals 2.0 times the floor square footage, with 75% assumed for interior coating and
25% assumed for exterior surface coating. For the parking garage and other asphalt surfaces assumed in
the project and existing scenario, respectively, the architectural coating area is assumed to be 6% of the
total square footage, consistent with the supporting CalEEMod studies provided as an appendix to the
CalEEMod User’s Guide (CAPCOA 2017).
Landscape maintenance includes fuel combustion emissions from equipment such as lawn
mowers, rototillers, shredders/grinders, blowers, trimmers, chain saws, and hedge trimmers. The
emissions associated from landscape equipment use are estimated based on CalEEMod default
values for emission factors (grams per residential dwelling unit per day and grams per square foot
of nonresidential building space per day) and number of summer days (when landscape
maintenance would generally be performed) and winter days.
Energy Sources
As represented in CalEEMod, energy sources include emissions associated with building
electricity and natural gas usage. Electricity use would contribute indirectly to criteria air pollutant
emissions; however, the emissions from electricity use are only quantified for greenhouse gas
emissions in CalEEMod, since criteria pollutant emissions occur at the site of the power plant,
which is typically off site.
The energy use from residential land uses is calculated in CalEEMod based on the Residential
Appliance Saturation Study. For nonresidential buildings, CalEEMod energy intensity values
(natural gas usage per square foot per year) assumptions were based on the California Commercial
End-Use Survey database. CalEEMod default values for energy consumption, which assume
compliance with the 2016 Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards, were applied for the
project analysis. However, project energy use is anticipated to be less than assumed as the project
would be required to comply with the more stringent 2019 Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency
Standards at the time of building construction, which become effective January 1, 2020.
CalEEMod default values for energy source emissions modeling were also assumed for the
existing scenario; however, energy use is anticipated to be greater as the existing buildings were
built in compliance with less stringent building energy efficiency codes.
Mobile Sources
Mobile sources for the project would primarily be motor vehicles (automobiles and light-duty
trucks) traveling to and from the project site. Motor vehicles may be fueled with gasoline, diesel,
or alternative fuels. The default vehicle mix provided in CalEEMod 2016.3.2, which is based on
CARB’s Mobile Source Emissions Inventory model, EMFAC, version 2014, was applied for both
the project and existing scenario. Emission factors representing 2021 were used to estimate
emissions associated with buildout of the project consistent with the TIS.
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Trip generation rates for the project and existing scenario were based on the TIS prepared for the
project (KOA 2019). For the project and the existing scenario, the assumed Saturday and Sunday
trip rates were adjusted in proportion to the CalEEMod default weekday, Saturday and Sunday trip
rates and the TIS weekday trip rate, with the exception of the proposed project art gallery, which
assumed the same trip rate for weekday, Saturday, and Sunday.

3.2.5

Impact Analysis

Threshold AQ-1: Would the project conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable
air quality plan?
As previously discussed, the project site is located within the SCAB under the jurisdiction of the
SCAQMD, which is the local agency responsible for administration and enforcement of air quality
regulations for the area. The SCAQMD has established criteria for determining consistency with
the 2016 AQMP in Chapter 12, Sections 12.2 and 12.3 of the SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality
Handbook (SCAQMD 1993). The criteria are:


Consistency Criterion No. 1: The proposed project will not result in an increase in the
frequency or severity of existing air quality violations or cause or contribute to new
violations, or delay the timely attainment of air quality standards of the interim emissions
reductions specified in the AQMP.



Consistency Criterion No. 2: The proposed project will not exceed the assumptions in the
AQMP or increments based on the year of project buildout and phase.

Consistency Criterion No. 1
Discussed under Threshold AQ-2, as follows, the project would not result in an increase in the
frequency or severity of existing air quality violations or cause or contribute to new air quality
violations. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in a delay in attainment of the NAAQS
and CAAQS specified in the AQMP. As such, the project would not conflict with Consistency
Criterion No. 1 of the SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality Handbook.
Consistency Criterion No. 2
While striving to achieve the NAAQS for O3 and PM2.5 through a variety of air quality control
measures, the Final 2016 AQMP also accommodates planned growth in the SCAB. Projects are
considered consistent with, and would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of, the AQMP
if the growth in socioeconomic factors (e.g., population, employment) is consistent with the
underlying regional plans used to develop the AQMP (per Consistency Criterion No. 2 of the
SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality Handbook). The future emissions forecasts are primarily based on
demographic and economic growth projections provided by SCAG. Thus, demographic growth
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forecasts for various socioeconomic categories (e.g., population, housing, employment by
industry) developed by SCAG for their 2016 RTP/SCS were used to estimate future emissions in
the Final 2016 AQMP (SCAQMD 2017).
The project site is currently developed with one retail structure and seven dwelling units. The
project site is located within the R3B and CC2 zoning districts. The northeastern portion of the
site facing Ogden Drive, where a multifamily complex over three levels of subterranean parking
is planned is located in the R3B zoning district, and the remaining portion of the site is located
in the CC2 zoning district. Portions of the project site are also located within two overlay zones,
the Transit Overlay Zone and the Mixed-Use Incentive Overlay Zone. The project would require
a conditional use permit for the hotel, which would provide a modest increase in jobs. The project
would not require a rezone to accommodate permanent population growth.
According to the SCAG Growth Forecast (an appendix to the 2016–2040 RTP/SCS), estimates that
employment in the City would grow from 29,800 employees in 2012 to 37,300 employees in 2040, and
population would grow from 34,800 people in 2012 to 41,800 people in 2040. As such, the addition of
employees associated with the project would be minimal and would not exceed the growth projections
for 2040 and later years (SCAG 2016). The 70 residential units would result in an increase of 235 persons.
The additional residents would not result in an increase of persons above that anticipated in the RTP/SCS.
The proposed hotel use would temporarily allow visitors to stay on site in its proposed 86 guest rooms.
The temporary stay of hotel guests would be minimal in comparison to the anticipated population
increase of the SCAG Growth Forecast. Therefore, the proposed project would not stimulate population
growth or a population concentration or employment above what is assumed in local and regional land
use plans, or in projections made by regional planning authorities.
Summary
As previously described, the project would not result in an increase in the frequency or severity of
existing air quality violations or cause or contribute to new violations, and would not conflict with
Consistency Criterion No. 1. The project does not require either a general plan amendment or
rezone, and would not create additional jobs or residences beyond what is assumed in the SCAG
2016–2040 RTP/SCS. As such, the project would be consistent with the demographic growth
forecasts in the SCAG 2016–2040 RTP/SCS. Therefore, the project would also be consistent with
the SCAQMD 2016 AQMP and the project would not conflict with Consistency Criterion No. 2.
Based on these considerations, impacts related to the project’s potential to conflict with or obstruct
implementation of the applicable air quality plan would be less than significant.
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Threshold AQ-2: Would the project result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any
criteria pollutant for which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or
state ambient air quality standard?
Construction and operation of the proposed project would have the potential to result in emissions
of criteria air pollutants, which may result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any
criteria pollutant the SCAB is in nonattainment under an applicable NAAQS or CAAQS. The
following discussion identifies potential short-term construction impacts and operational impacts
that would result from implementation of the proposed project.
Construction Emissions
Construction of the proposed project would result in the addition of pollutants to the local airshed caused
by soil disturbance, fugitive dust emissions, and combustion pollutants from on-site construction
equipment and from worker vehicles and off-site vendor truck trips. Construction emissions can vary
substantially from day to day, depending on the level of activity, the specific type of operation, and for
dust, and the prevailing weather conditions. Therefore, such emission levels can only be approximately
estimated with a corresponding uncertainty in precise ambient air quality impacts.
As discussed under 3.2.4, criteria air pollutant emissions associated with construction activity were
quantified using the CalEEMod. Construction emissions were calculated for the estimated worst-case
day over the construction period associated with each phase and reported as the maximum daily
emissions estimated during each year of construction (2020–2021). Construction schedule assumptions,
including phase type, duration, and sequencing, were based on information provided by the applicant and
are intended to represent a reasonable scenario based on the best information available. The Applicant
will employ offroad equipment that meets the U.S. EPA’s Tier 4 Final emission standards for
nonroad engines. Default values provided in CalEEMod were used where detailed project information
was not available.
Implementation of the proposed project would generate air pollutant emissions from entrained dust,
off-road equipment, vehicle emissions, architectural coatings, and pavement application. Entrained
dust results from the exposure of earth surfaces to wind from the direct disturbance and movement of
soil, resulting in PM10 and PM2.5 emissions. The project would be required to comply with SCAQMD
Rule 403 to control dust emissions generated during the building construction and grading activities.
Standard construction practices that would be employed to reduce fugitive dust emissions include
watering of the active sites approximately two times daily depending on weather conditions. Internal
combustion engines used by construction equipment, haul trucks, vendor trucks (i.e., delivery trucks),
and worker vehicles would result in emissions of NOx, VOCs, CO, PM10, and PM2.5. The application
of architectural coatings, such as exterior application/interior paint and other finishes, and application
of asphalt pavement would also produce VOC emissions; however, the contractor is required to
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procure architectural coatings from a supplier in compliance with the requirements of SCAQMD’s
Rule 1113 (Architectural Coatings).
Table 3.2-7, Estimated Maximum Daily Construction Emissions, presents the estimated maximum
unmitigated daily construction emissions generated during construction of the proposed project in each
year. The values shown are the maximum summer or winter daily emissions (i.e., worst-case) results
from CalEEMod. Details of the emission calculations are provided in Appendix B.
Table 3.2-7
Estimated Maximum Daily Construction Emissions
VOC

NOx

1.48
21.63
21.63
75
No

34.63
7.17
34.63
100
No

Year
2020
2021
Maximum daily emissions
SCAQMD threshold
Threshold exceeded?

CO
SOx
pounds per day
25.18
0.13
17.05
0.04
25.18
0.12
550
150
No
No

PM10

PM2.5

3.58
1.66
3.58
150
No

0.81
0.47
0.81
55
No

Notes: VOC = volatile organic compound; NOx = oxides of nitrogen; CO = carbon monoxide; SOx = sulfur oxides; PM10 = coarse particulate
matter; PM2.5 = fine particulate matter; SCAQMD = South Coast Air Quality Management District.
See Appendix B for complete results.
The values shown are the maximum summer or winter daily emissions results from California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod). These estimates
reflect the “mitigated” CalEEMod results, which reflect control of fugitive dust required by South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule
403 assuming watering of the project site two times per day, compliance with SCAQMD Rule 1113 for architectural coatings, and that all diesel-powered
offroad equipment would meet Tier 4 Final emission standards.

As shown in Table 3.2-7, daily construction emissions would not exceed the SCAQMD
significance thresholds for VOC, NOx, CO, SOx, PM10, or PM2.5 during construction in any of
the construction years. Furthermore, construction-generated emissions would be temporary and
would not represent a long-term source of criteria air pollutant emissions.
Operational Emissions
Operation of the project would generate VOC, NOx, CO, SOx, PM10, and PM2.5 emissions from mobile
sources, including vehicle trips; area sources, including the use of consumer products, architectural
coatings for repainting, and landscape maintenance equipment; and energy sources, including
combustion of fuels used for space and water heating. As discussed in Section 3.2.4, pollutant
emissions associated with long-term operation of the project and operation of the existing land uses
were quantified using CalEEMod. Mobile source emissions were estimated in CalEEMod based on
project-specific trip rates. CalEEMod default values were used to estimate emissions from area and
energy sources for both the project and existing land uses.
Table 3.2-8 presents the net change maximum daily area, energy, and mobile source emissions
associated with operation of the project in 2021 and operation of the existing land uses in 2019,
and the estimated net change in emissions (project minus the existing scenario). The values shown
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are the maximum summer or winter daily emissions results from CalEEMod. Details of the
emission calculations are provided in Appendix B.
Table 3.2-8
Estimated Maximum Daily Operational Criteria Air Pollutant Emissions
VOC

NOx

Emission Source
Area
Energy
Mobile
Total
Area
Energy
Mobile
Total
Net Change (Proposed Project – Existing)
SCAQMD Threshold
Threshold Exceeded?

Proposed Project
3.14
0.07
0.09
0.81
2.43
11.09
5.66
11.97
Existing
0.33
0.01
0.01
0.07
0.64
2.83
0.98
2.91
Net Change in Emissions
4.68
9.06
55
55
No
No

CO
SOx
pounds per day

PM10

PM2.5

5.82
0.62
28.90
35.34

0.00
0.00
0.10
0.10

0.03
0.06
7.54
7.63

0.03
0.06
2.07
2.16

0.59
0.05
7.50
8.14

0.00
0.00
0.02
0.02

0.00
0.01
1.64
1.65

0.00
0.01
0.45
0.46

27.2
550
No

0.08
150
No

5.98
150
No

1.70
55
No

Notes: VOC = volatile organic compound; NOx = oxides of nitrogen; CO = carbon monoxide; SOx = sulfur oxides; PM10 = coarse particulate
matter; PM2.5 = fine particulate matter; SCAQMD = South Coast Air Quality Management District.
See Appendix B for complete results.
The values shown are the maximum summer or winter daily emissions results from CalEEMod.
The Proposed Project emissions reflect operational year 2021. The Existing emissions reflect operational year 2019.

As shown in Table 3.2-8, the net change in combined maximum daily area, energy, and mobile
source emissions would not exceed the SCAQMD operational thresholds for VOC, NOx, CO, SOx,
PM10, and PM2.5.
Air pollution is largely a cumulative impact. The nonattainment status of regional pollutants is a
result of past and present development, and the SCAQMD develops and implements plans for
future attainment of ambient air quality standards. Based on these considerations, project-level
thresholds of significance for criteria pollutants are relevant in the determination of whether a
project’s individual emissions would have a cumulatively significant impact on air quality.
In considering cumulative impacts from the proposed project, the analysis must specifically
evaluate a project’s contribution to the cumulative increase in pollutants for which the SCAB
is designated as nonattainment for the CAAQS and NAAQS. If a project’s emissions would
exceed the SCAQMD significance thresholds, it would be considered to have a cumulatively
considerable contribution to nonattainment status in the SCAB. Conversely, projects that do
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not exceed the project-specific thresholds are generally not considered to be cumulatively
significant (SCAQMD 2003).
The SCAB has been designated as a federal nonattainment area for O3 and PM2.5 and a state
nonattainment area for O3, PM10, and PM2.5. The nonattainment status is the result of cumulative
emissions from various sources of air pollutants and their precursors within the SCAB including
motor vehicles, off-road equipment, and commercial and industrial facilities. Construction and
operation of the project would generate VOC and NOx emissions (which are precursors to O3) and
emissions of PM10 and PM2.5. However, as indicated in Tables 3.2-7 and 3.2-8, project-generated
construction and operational emissions, respectively, would not exceed the SCAQMD emissionbased significance thresholds for VOC, NOx, PM10, or PM2.5, and therefore the project would not
cause a cumulatively significant impact.
Cumulative localized impacts would potentially occur if a construction project were to occur
concurrently with another off-site project. Construction schedules for potential future projects near
the project site are currently unknown; therefore, potential construction impacts associated with
two or more simultaneous projects would be considered speculative.6 However, future projects
would be subject to CEQA and would require air quality analysis and, where necessary, mitigation
if the project would exceed SCAQMD thresholds. Criteria air pollutant emissions associated with
construction activity of future projects would be reduced through implementation of control
measures required by the SCAQMD. Cumulative PM10 and PM2.5 emissions would be reduced
because all future projects would be subject to SCAQMD Rule 403 (Fugitive Dust), which sets
forth general and specific requirements for all construction sites in the SCAQMD. In addition,
cumulative VOC emissions would be reduced because all future projects would be subject to
SCAQMD Rule 1113 (Architectural Coating), which places limits on the VOC content of paint
and other coatings. Additional SCAQMD rules that future cumulative projects would be required
to comply with are discussed in Section 3.2.2 (Local).
Based on the previous considerations, the project would not result in a cumulatively considerable
increase in emissions of nonattainment pollutants. Impacts would be less than significant.
Threshold AQ-3: Would
pollutant concentrations?

the

project

expose

sensitive

receptors

to

substantial

Localized Significance Thresholds Analysis
Sensitive receptors are those more susceptible to the effects of air pollution than the population at
large. The SCAQMD considers that sensitive receptors may include residences, schools,
6

The CEQA Guidelines state that if a particular impact is too speculative for evaluation, the agency should note
its conclusion and terminate discussion of the impact (14 CCR 15145). This discussion is nonetheless provided
in an effort to show good-faith analysis and comply with CEQA’s information disclosure requirements.
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playgrounds, childcare centers, long-term healthcare facilities, rehabilitation centers, convalescent
centers, and retirement homes (SCAQMD 1993). The closest off-site sensitive receptors to the
project site include the Fountain Day School and private residences immediately north and
northeast of the project site.
Construction activities associated with the proposed project would result in temporary sources of onsite fugitive dust and construction equipment emissions. Off-site emissions from vendor trucks, haul
trucks, and worker vehicle trips are not included in the LST analysis, per SCAQMD guidance
(SCAQMD 2009). The maximum daily on-site construction emissions generated during project
construction are presented in Table 3.2-9 and compared to the maximum allowable daily emissions
that would satisfy the SCAQMD localized significance criteria for SRA 2.
Table 3.2-9
Localized Significance Thresholds Analysis for Project Construction
NO2
Maximum On-Site Emissions
Construction emissions
SCAQMD LST
LST exceeded?

CO

PM10

PM2.5

2.46
4
No

0.38
3
No

Pounds per Day
4.51
57
No

16.65
585
No

Source: SCAQMD 2009.
Notes:
NO2 = nitrogen dioxide; CO = carbon monoxide; PM10 = coarse particulate matter; PM2.5 = fine particulate matter; SCAQMD = South Coast Air Quality
Management District; LST = localized significance threshold.
See Appendix A for complete results.
Localized significance thresholds are shown for 1-acre project sites corresponding to a distance to a sensitive receptor of 25 meters.
These estimates include compliance with SCAQMD Rule 403 regarding fugitive dust control, including watering of an active site two times per day, and
that all diesel-powered offroad equipment would meet Tier 4 Final emission standards.

As shown in Table 3.2-9, construction activities would not generate emissions in excess of site-specific
LSTs; therefore, localized impacts during construction of the project would be less than significant.
Health Effects of Carbon Monoxide
To verify that the project would not cause or contribute to a violation of the CO standard, a
screening evaluation of the potential for CO hotspots was conducted based on the Transportation
Impact Study (KOA 2019) results and the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)
Institute of Transportation Studies Transportation Project-Level Carbon Monoxide Protocol (CO
Protocol) (Caltrans 1997).
The project’s TIS evaluated 9 intersections under existing and existing plus project conditions. As
determined by the TIS, all intersections under the existing and existing plus project conditions
operate at acceptable LOS (LOS D or better) during the AM and PM peak hour, with the exception
of two intersections: Ogden Drive and Fountain Avenue (LOS F during the PM peak hour) and
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Fairfax Avenue and Santa Monica Boulevard (LOS E during the PM peak hour). Under existing plus
project conditions, the project’s contribution to the Ogden Drive and Fountain Avenue intersection
and the Fairfax Avenue and Santa Monica Boulevard intersection was determined to not cause a
significant traffic impact (KOA 2019).
Based on these considerations, the project would not negatively affect the LOS of intersections in
the project vicinity and therefore, would not significantly contribute to a CO hotspot. As such,
potential project-generated impacts associated with CO hotspots would be less than significant.
Health Effects of Toxic Air Contaminants
Construction Health Risk
In addition to impacts from criteria pollutants, project impacts may include emissions of pollutants
identified by the state and federal government as TACs or HAPs. State law has established the
framework for California’s TAC identification and control program, which is generally more
stringent than the federal program and aimed at TACs that are a problem in California. The state
has formally identified more than 200 substances as TACs, including the federal HAPs, and is
adopting appropriate control measures for sources of these TACs. The following measures are
required by state law to reduce diesel particulate emissions:


Fleet owners of mobile construction equipment are subject to the CARB Regulation for InUse Off-road Diesel Vehicles (Title 13 California Code of Regulations, Chapter 9, Section
2449), the purpose of which is to reduce DPM and criteria pollutant emissions from in-use
(existing) off-road diesel-fueled vehicles.



All commercial diesel vehicles are subject to Title 13, Section 2485 of the California Code
of Regulations, limiting engine idling time. Idling of heavy-duty diesel construction
equipment and trucks during loading and unloading shall be limited to 5 minutes; electric
auxiliary power units should be used whenever possible.

The greatest potential for TAC emissions during construction would be DPM emissions from heavy
equipment operations and heavy-duty trucks during construction of the project and the associated health
impacts to sensitive receptors. The closest sensitive receptors are existing multi-family homes located
directly north of and adjacent to the project site, and east across North Ogden Drive, and the Fountain
Day School located directly north and adjacent to the project site. As shown in Table 3.2-8, maximum
daily particulate matter (PM10 or PM2.5) emissions generated by construction equipment operation and
from haul trucks (exhaust particulate matter, or DPM), combined with fugitive dust generated by
equipment operation and vehicle travel, would be well below the SCAQMD significance thresholds.
Moreover, total construction of the project would last approximately 19 months, after which projectrelated TAC emissions would cease. Therefore, the exposure of project-related TAC emission impacts
to sensitive receptors would be less than significant.
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Operational Health Risk
No residual TAC emissions and corresponding cancer risk are anticipated after construction
because construction TAC emissions associated with diesel-fueled equipment operation and diesel
truck travel would cease. In addition, no long-term sources of TAC emissions are anticipated
during operation of the project because the project does not entail operation of a stationary source
of TAC emissions or would otherwise generate TAC emissions. Thus, the project would not result
in a long-term (i.e., 9-year, 30-year, or 70-year) source of TAC emissions. Therefore, the exposure
of project-related TAC emission impacts to sensitive receptors would be less than significant.
Health Effects of Other Criteria Air Pollutants
Construction and operation of the project would not result in emissions that would exceed the
SCAQMD thresholds for VOC, NOx., CO, SOx, PM10, or PM2.5.
As discussed in Section 3.2.1, health effects associated with O3 include respiratory symptoms,
worsening of lung disease leading to premature death, and damage to lung tissue (CARB 2019c).
VOCs and NOx are precursors to O3, for which the SCAB is designated as nonattainment with respect
to the NAAQS and CAAQS. The health effects associated with O3 are generally associated with
reduced lung function. The contribution of VOCs and NOx to regional ambient O3 concentrations is
the result of complex photochemistry. The increases in O3 concentrations in the SCAB due to O3
precursor emissions tend to be found downwind from the source location to allow time for the
photochemical reactions to occur. However, the potential for exacerbating excessive O3
concentrations would also depend on the time of year that the VOC emissions would occur because
exceedances of the O3 CAAQS/NAAQS tend to occur between April and October when solar
radiation is highest. The holistic effect of a single project’s emissions of O3 precursors is speculative
due to the lack of quantitative methods to assess this impact. Because construction and operation of
the project would not exceed SCAQMD thresholds for VOC or NOx, implementation of the project
would not contribute to regional O3 concentrations or the associated health effects.
Health effects associated with NOx include lung irritation and enhanced allergic responses (see
Section 3.2.1; CARB 2019c). Because proposed project construction would not generate NOx
emissions that would exceed the SCAQMD mass daily thresholds and because the SCAB is
designated as in attainment of the NAAQS and CAAQS for NO2 and the existing NO2
concentrations in the area are well below the NAAQS and CAAQS standards, the proposed project
would not contribute to exceedances of the NAAQS and CAAQS for NO2 or result in potential
health effects associated with NO2 and NOx.
Health effects associated with CO include chest pain in patients with heart disease, headache, lightheadedness, and reduced mental alertness (see Section 3.2.1; CARB 2019c). CO tends to be a localized
impact associated with congested intersections. The associated potential for CO hotspots were
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discussed previously and are determined to be a less-than-significant impact. Thus, the project’s CO
emissions would not contribute to significant health effects associated with this pollutant.
Health effects associated with PM10 include premature death and hospitalization, primarily for
worsening of respiratory disease (see Section 3.2.1; CARB 2019c). Construction and operation of the
project would not exceed thresholds for PM10 or PM2.5 and would not contribute to exceedances of the
NAAQS and CAAQS for particulate matter or obstruct the SCAB from coming into attainment for
these pollutants. The project would also not result in substantial DPM emissions during construction
and operation, and therefore, would not result in significant health effects related to DPM exposure.
Additionally, the project would implement dust control strategies and be required to comply with
SCAQMD Rule 403, which limits the amount of fugitive dust generated during construction. Due to
the minimal contribution of particulate matter during construction and operation, the project would not
result in health effects associated with PM10 or PM2.5.
In summary, construction and operation of the project would not result in exceedances of the
SCAQMD significance thresholds for criteria pollutants and potential health impacts associated
with criteria air pollutants would be less than significant.

Threshold AQ-4: Would the project result in other emissions (such as those leading to
odors adversely affecting a substantial number of people)?
The occurrence and severity of potential odor impacts depends on numerous factors. The nature,
frequency, and intensity of the source; the wind speeds and direction; and the sensitivity of receiving
location each contribute to the intensity of the impact. Although offensive odors seldom cause physical
harm, they can be annoying and cause distress among the public and generate citizen complaints.
Odors would be generated from vehicles and/or equipment exhaust emissions during construction of
the project. Odors produced during construction would be attributable to concentrations of unburned
hydrocarbons from tailpipes of construction equipment and to architectural coatings. Construction
would occur over approximately 19 months, and therefore potential odors would be temporary.
Odors would only affect the immediately surrounding land uses, and would not affect a substantial
number of people. Therefore, impacts associated with odors during construction would be
considered less than significant.
Land uses and industrial operations that are associated with odor complaints include agricultural
uses, wastewater treatment plants, food processing plants, chemical plants, composting, refineries,
landfills, dairies, and fiberglass molding (SCAQMD 1993). The project entails construction of
residential, hotel, restaurant, and art gallery uses and would not result in the creation of a land use
that is commonly associated with odors. Therefore, project operations would result in an odor
impact that is less than significant.
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3.2.6

Mitigation Measures

Project impacts would be less than significant, and no mitigation is required.

3.2.7

Level of Significance After Mitigation

Impacts to air quality as a result of the proposed project would be less than significant. Therefore,
no mitigation is required.

3.2.8
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3.3

CULTURAL RESOURCES

This section describes the existing cultural resources of the project site, identifies associated
regulatory requirements, evaluates potential impacts, and identifies mitigation measures related to
implementation of The Bond Project (project or proposed project).

3.3.1

Existing Conditions

Californian Historical Resources Information System Records Search
Dudek requested a search of the California Historical Resources Information System (CHRIS) at
the South Central Coastal Information Center (SCCIC), located on the campus of California State
University, Fullerton. Dudek received the search results on December 29, 2016. The search
included any previously recorded cultural resources and investigations within a 0.5-mile radius of
the project site. The CHRIS search also included a review of the National Register of Historic
Places (NRHP), the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR), the California Points of
Historical Interest list, the Californian historical Landmarks list, the Archaeological
Determinations of Eligibility list, and the California State Historic Resources Inventory list. A
letter from the SCCIC summarizing the results of the records search, along with a bibliography of
prior cultural resources studies, is provided in Appendix A of the technical report, Cultural
Resources Technical Report for Santa Monica/Orange Grove Mixed-Use Development, 7811
Santa Monica Boulevard, which is included as Appendix C to this Draft EIR.
Previously Conducted Cultural Resources Studies
The SCCIC records indicate that 28 cultural resource investigations have been conducted within
the 0.5-mile search radius of the proposed project site. Of these, two studies overlap the project
site (LA-10568 and LA-11005). A brief summary of these two studies is provided as follows.
There are nine unmapped general overview studies that overlap the project site (LA-02816, LA03511, LA-03583, LA-03773, LA-03796, LA-04323, LA-07568, LA-11747, and LA-11748).
These reports include broad studies of the City of Los Angeles and the Los Angeles Basin and do
not specifically address the project site.
LA-10568
In 1987, Johnson Heumann Research Associates (consultants) conducted a broad built
environmental resources study throughout the City of West Hollywood (City) in support of the
City’s efforts to prepare a comprehensive historic preservation program for the City’s historic
resources. The consultant, along with a team of volunteers, conducted a windshield survey of the
entire 1.9 square miles of the City. The focus of the survey was on conducting inventories of
architecture from the pre-World War II era; however, outstanding examples of post-war
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architecture were also considered. While it is assumed that the area of the current proposed project
site was considered during this study, the subject properties within the project site were not among
the resources identified as being either listed in or potentially eligible for the NRHP. Additionally,
five potential conservation zones were identified as a result of the study. The proposed project site
is neither within nor in close proximity to any of the potential conservation zones.
LA-11005
In 2010, Cogstone Resource Management Inc. (Cogstone) conducted an historic property study in
support of the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority’s (Metro) Westside
Subway Extension Project. The project proposed new transit corridors and line extensions as part
of Metro’s expansion program throughout the Cities of Los Angeles, West Hollywood, Beverly
Hills, and Santa Monica, as well as within unincorporated portions of Los Angeles County near
the Veteran Affairs Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System (Cogstone 2010). A number of
alternatives were considered for the project. Alternatives 4 and 5 would include the Santa
Monica/Fairfax Station, which would extend from just east of Fairfax Avenue to just east of Ogden
Drive, essentially overlapping the current proposed project site. The Area of Potential Effect (APE)
for the Metro project extended one parcel past the limits of the aboveground project improvements.
As a result of the study, 91 historic-period properties were recorded and evaluated within the APE
which appear either eligible for listing in the NRHP and CRHR and/or contributing resources to
existing or potential historic districts. The study also noted 221 non-significant historic-period
properties within the APE. While it is assumed that the area of the current proposed project site
was included within the Metro project APE at Santa Monica/Fairfax Station, the subject properties
within the current proposed project site were not among the study’s documented significant and
non-significant resources.
Previously Recorded Cultural Resources
According to the SCCIC records, there are no previously recorded cultural resources located within
the project site. There are 17 previously recorded resources within 0.5 miles of the project site.
These resources consist entirely of historic-period built environment resources. Included among
these resources are six significant historic-period properties listed on the NRHP. These consist of
three multifamily residences, a community building, a designated historic district, and a patio
complex all constructed throughout the 1920s. Specifically, these resources are the El Greco
Apartment Complex (P-19-166804), the Mi Casa Apartment Complex (P-19-176746), the Ramona
Apartment Complex (P-19-190041), the Community Clubhouse building (P-19-190575), the
North Harper Avenue Historic District (P-19-180739), and the Patio del Moro courtyard complex
(P-19-176743) which is also a contributing element to an historic district. Five additional historicperiod properties appear individually eligible for listing to the NRHP, CRHR, and/or local
government. These resources consist of the Linick-Weisman House (P-19-003173), an unnamed
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1920s commercial building (P-19-171024); Plummer Park, site of the Plummer House, also
designated the “oldest house in Hollywood” (P-19-173142); an unnamed early twentieth century
residential property (P-19-176820); and a mid-twentieth century educational building (P-19186979). Two additional commercial buildings (P-19-187439 and P-19-188519), the Villa Rosa
Apartment building (P-19-188459), and the Fairfax Substation (P-19-191945), are not eligible for
the NRHP. The remaining two resources consist of commercial buildings from the 1920s;
however, neither has been evaluated for historical significance. These resources include an
unnamed commercial building (P-19-171022) and the Campbell building (P-19-171023).
There are an additional 107 unmapped built environment resources included in the Californian historic
Property Data file within 0.5 miles of the project site. Of these, 39 resources are on or eligible for state
or federal registers. There are also two unmapped built environment resources listed as Los Angeles
Historic-Cultural Monuments within the 0.5-mile search radius surrounding the project site.
Native American Coordination
NAHC Sacred Lands File Search
As part of the process of identifying cultural resources within or near the project site, Dudek
contacted the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) to request a review of the Sacred
Lands File (SLF) search on November 4, 2016. The NAHC emailed a response on November 9,
2016, which stated that the SLF search was completed with negative results. Because the SLF
search does not include an exhaustive list of Native American cultural resources, the NAHC
suggested contacting Native American individuals and/or tribal organizations who may have direct
knowledge of cultural resources in or near the project site. The NAHC provided the contact list
along with the SLF search results.
Dudek prepared and sent letters to each of the six persons and entities on the contact list requesting
information about cultural sites and resources on or near the project site. These letters, mailed on
November 15, 2016, contained a brief description of the proposed project, a summary of the SLF
search results, and reference maps. Recipients were asked to reply within 15 days of receipt of the
letter should they have any knowledge of cultural resources in the area.
Dudek received one response to the initial inquiry letters. Andrew Salas, Chairman of the
Gabrielen͂o Band of Mission Indians – Kizh Nation replied via email on December 14, 2016. Mr.
Salas identified the project site as within the ancestral and traditional territories of Kizh Gabrielen͂o
villages. Mr. Salas requested that his Tribe monitor ground-disturbing activities during project
implementation. Documents related to the NAHC SLF search and initial Native American outreach
efforts are included in Appendix B of the technical report, Cultural Resources Technical Report
for Santa Monica/Orange Grove Mixed-Use Development, 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard, which
is included as Appendix C of this Draft EIR.
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Assembly Bill 52
The proposed project is subject to compliance with Assembly Bill (AB) 52 (Public Resource Code
[PRC] 21074) which requires consideration of impacts to “tribal cultural resources” as part of the
CEQA process, and requires the City of West Hollywood, the CEQA lead agency for the proposed
project, to notify any groups (who have requested notification) of the proposed project who are
traditionally or culturally affiliated with the geographic area of the project. Because AB 52 is a
government-to-government process, all records of correspondence related to AB 52 notification
and any subsequent consultation are on file with the City of West Hollywood.
Pedestrian Survey
Dudek Architectural Historian Kara R. Dotter, MSHP, conducted an intensive pedestrian survey
of the project site on December 15, 2016. The purpose of the survey was to identify, record, and
evaluate any cultural resources located within the project site.
Because the entire project site is developed, intensive archaeological survey methods (i.e., parallel
transects) were not warranted. Ms. Dotter examined and photographed all built environment
resources (i.e., buildings, structures, and objects) located within the project site. Detailed notes and
photographs were taken to thoroughly document the condition of each property, including notes
regarding any observed alterations to the buildings and documentation of any character-defining
architectural features. Ms. Dotter compiled a detailed physical description of each property as part
of the process of recording the current condition and physical integrity of each building. All
buildings within the project site were formally recorded and evaluated for historic significance to
determine whether or not they should be considered historical resources for the purposes of CEQA
(see Appendix C).
Dudek documented the fieldwork using field notes, digital photography, close-scale field maps,
and aerial photographs. All field notes, photographs, and records related to this study are on file at
Dudek’s Encinitas, California, office.
No archaeological resources were identified as a result of the survey. A total of two buildings
constructed over 45 years ago were identified within the project site.
Building Development Research
On December 15, 2016, Ms. Dotter conducted research for building permits and property history at the
City of West Hollywood Planning Division. Documents perused included building permits, proposed
change of use applications, and architectural drawings. Additional research sources included the County
of Los Angeles Assessor’s Office, the University of Southern California Digital Photographs Collection,
the California Historical Society, Los Angeles City Directories, U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
topographic maps, Sanborn Fire Insurance maps, and historic aerial photographs.
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3.3.2

Relevant Plans, Policies, and Ordinances

State
The California Register of Historical Resources
In California, the term “historical resource” includes “any object, building, structure, site, area, place,
record, or manuscript which is historically or archaeologically significant, or is significant in the
architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social, political, military,
or cultural annals of California” (PRC Section 5020.1(j)). In 1992, the California legislature
established the CRHR “to be used by state and local agencies, private groups, and citizens to identify
the state's historical resources and to indicate what properties are to be protected, to the extent
prudent and feasible, from substantial adverse change.” (PRC, Section 5024.1(a).) A resource is
eligible for listing in the CRHR if the State Historical Resources Commission determines that it is a
significant resource and that it meets any of the following criteria:
1. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of
California’s history and cultural heritage
2. Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past
3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of
construction, or represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high
artistic values
4. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.
The CRHR protects cultural resources by requiring evaluations of the significance of prehistoric and
historic resources. The criteria for the CRHR are nearly identical to those for the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP), and properties listed or formally designated as eligible for listing on the
NRHP are automatically listed in the CRHR, as are the state landmarks and points of interest. The
CRHR also includes properties designated under local ordinances or identified through local historical
resource surveys.
California Environmental Quality Act
Described as follows, the following California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) statutes and
CEQA Guidelines are relevant to the analysis of archaeological and historical resources:


PRC Section 21083.2(g): Defines “unique archaeological resource.”



PRC Section 21084.1 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(a): Define historical resources.
In addition, CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(b) defines the phrase “substantial adverse
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change in the significance of an historical resource”; it also defines the circumstances when a
project would materially impair the significance of an historical resource.


PRC Section 21074(a), defines “tribal cultural resources.”



PRC Section 5097.98 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(e): Set forth standards and
steps to be employed following the accidental discovery of human remains in any location
other than a dedicated ceremony.



PRC Sections 21083.2(b)–(c) and CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4: Provide information
regarding the mitigation framework for archaeological and historical resources, including
examples of preservation-in-place mitigation measures; preservation-in-place is the
preferred manner of mitigating impacts to significant archaeological sites because it
maintains the relationship between artifacts and the archaeological context, and it may also
help avoid conflict with religious or cultural values of groups associated with the
archaeological site(s).

More specifically, under CEQA, a project may have a significant effect on the environment if it may
cause “a substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource” (PRC, Section 21084.1;
CEQA Guidelines, Section 15064.5(b)). If a site is either listed or eligible for listing in the CRHR, or if
it is included in a local register of historical resources, or identified as significant in an historical resources
survey (meeting the requirements of PRC Section 5024.1(q)), it is an “historical resource” and is
presumed to be historically or culturally significant for purposes of CEQA (PRC, Section 21084.1;
CEQA Guidelines, Section 15064.5(a)). The lead agency is not precluded from determining that a
resource is an historical resource even if it does not fall within this presumption (PRC, Section 21084.1;
CEQA Guidelines, Section 15064.5(a)).
A “substantial adverse change in the significance of an historical resource”
reflecting a significant effect under CEQA means “physical demolition,
destruction, relocation, or alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings
such that the significance of an historical resource would be materially impaired”
(CEQA Guidelines, Section 15064.5(b)(1); PRC, Section 5020.1(q)). In turn, the
significance of an historical resource is materially impaired when a project:
1. Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical
characteristics of an historical resource that convey its historical
significance and that justify its inclusion in, or eligibility for, inclusion in
the CRHR; or
2. Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical
characteristics that account for its inclusion in a local register of historical
resources pursuant to section 5020.1(k) of the PRC or its identification in
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an historical resources survey meeting the requirements of section
5024.1(g) of the PRC, unless the public agency reviewing the effects of the
project establishes by a preponderance of evidence that the resource is not
historically or culturally significant; or
3. Demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical
characteristics of an historical resource that convey its historical
significance and that justify its eligibility for inclusion in the CRHR as
determined by a lead agency for purposes of CEQA.
(CEQA Guidelines, Section 15064.5(b)(2))
Pursuant to these sections, the CEQA inquiry begins with evaluating whether a project site contains
any “historical resources,” then evaluates whether that project will cause a substantial adverse
change in the significance of an historical resource such that the resource’s historical significance
is materially impaired.
Under CEQA, an Environmental Impact Report is required to evaluate any impacts on unique
archaeological resources (PRC, Section 21083.2). A “unique archaeological resource” is defined as:
[A]n archaeological artifact, object, or site about which it can be clearly
demonstrated that, without merely adding to the current body of knowledge, there
is a high probability that it meets any of the following criteria:
1. Contains information needed to answer important scientific research questions
and that there is a demonstrable public interest in that information.
2. Has a special and particular quality such as being the oldest of its type or the
best available example of its type.
3. Is directly associated with a scientifically recognized important prehistoric
or historic event or person. (PRC, Section 21083.2(g))
An impact to a non-unique archaeological resource is not considered a significant environmental
impact, and such non-unique resources need not be further addressed in the Environmental Impact
Report (PRC, Section 21083.2(a); CEQA Guidelines, Section 15064.5(c)(4)).
CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5 assigns special importance to human remains and specifies
procedures to be used when Native American remains are discovered. Described as follows, these
procedures are detailed in PRC Section 5097.98.
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California Health and Safety Code
California law protects Native American burials, skeletal remains, and associated grave goods,
regardless of their antiquity, and provides for the sensitive treatment and disposition of those remains.
Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 requires that if human remains are discovered in any place
other than a dedicated cemetery, no further disturbance or excavation of the site or nearby area
reasonably suspected to contain human remains shall occur until the county coroner (i.e., the Los
Angeles County Coroner) has examined the remains (Section 7050.5b). If the coroner determines or
has reason to believe the remains are those of a Native American, the coroner must contact the NAHC
within 24 hours (Section 7050.5c). The NAHC will notify the most likely descendant. With the
permission of the landowner, the most likely descendant may inspect the site of discovery. The
inspection must be completed within 48 hours of notification of the most likely descendant by the
NAHC. The most likely descendant may recommend means of treating or disposing of, with
appropriate dignity, the human remains and items associated with Native Americans.
Local
City of West Hollywood Municipal Code
Chapter 19.58 of the City of West Hollywood’s Municipal Code describes the City’s Cultural Heritage
Preservation Ordinance, which was adopted based on the following findings of the Council:
A. Threatened Structures and Sites. The Council has determined that the character,
history, and spirit of the City, State, and nation are reflected in the historic
structures, improvements, natural features, objects, sites, and areas of
significance located within the City and that in the face of ever increasing
pressures of modernization and urbanization, cultural resources, cultural
resource sites, and historic districts located within the City are threatened with
alteration, demolition, or removal.
B. Preservation of Structures and Sites. The Council has further determined that
these threatened structures, representing the City’s unique cultural, historical,
and social foundations, should be preserved as a living part of community life
and development in order to build a greater understanding of the city’s past and
to give future generations the opportunity to appreciate, enjoy, and understand
the city’s rich heritage.
C. Methods of Preservation. Recognizing that the use of historic preservation
measures has become increasingly prevalent as a method for identifying and
preserving cultural resources, the city joins with private concerns, the state, and
the United States Congress to develop methods of preserving the city’s unique
aesthetic, architectural, cultural, and historical heritage, in compliance with the
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provisions of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, and
state law (Government Code Section 37361).
(Ord. 01-594 Section 2 (Exhibit A), 2001)
19.58.050 Criteria for Designation of Cultural Resources
The Historic Preservation Commission may approve a nomination application for and recommend
designation of, and the Council may designate a cultural resource, or any portion thereof (both
interior and exterior) or historic district in compliance with Sections 19.58.060 (Designation of
Historic Districts) and 19.58.070 (Review and Approval of Designations) below if it finds that the
cultural resource meets one or more of the following criteria.
A. Exemplifies Special Elements of the City. It exemplifies or reflects special elements
of the city’s aesthetic, architectural, cultural, economic, engineering, political,
natural, or social history and possesses an integrity of design, location, materials,
setting, workmanship feeling, and association in the following manner:
1. It embodies distinctive characteristics of a period, method, style, or type of
construction, or is a valuable example of the use of indigenous materials or
craftsmanship; or
2. It contributes to the significance of an historic area by being:
a. A geographically definable area possessing a concentration of historic
or scenic properties; or
b. A thematically related grouping of properties which contribute to each
other and are unified aesthetically by plan or physical development; or
3. It reflects significant geographical patterns, including those associated with
different eras of growth and settlement, particular transportation modes, or
distinctive examples of community or park planning; or
4. It embodies elements of architectural design, craftsmanship, detail, or
materials that represent a significant structural or architectural achievement
or innovation; or
5. It has a unique location or singular physical characteristic or is a view or
vista representing an established and familiar visual feature of a
neighborhood, community, or the city; or
B. Example of Distinguishing Characteristics. It is one of the few remaining
examples in the city, region, state or nation, possessing distinguishing
characteristics of an architectural or historical type or specimen; or
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C. Identified with Persons or Events. It is identified with persons or events
significant in local, state, or national history; or
D. Notable Work. It is representative of the work of a notable architect, builder,
or designer.
(Ord. 03-663 Section 4, 2003; Ord. 02-643 Section 48, 2003; Ord. 01-594 Section 2
(Exhibit A), 2001)
19.58.060 Designation of Historic Districts
Except as outlined as follows, the criteria and procedure for designating an historic district shall
be the same as for designating individual cultural resources as in Section 19.58.070 (Review and
Approval of Designations).
A. Historic Resources Survey. As part of the nomination for designating an historic
district, an historic resources survey shall be prepared identifying all
contributing resources and non-contributing resources. If not otherwise
designated, all cultural resources listed in a designated historical district will be
considered “contributing.” The survey may also identify contributing
landscaping, natural features or sites. The survey shall be reviewed in
accordance to the designation procedures listed below. The survey shall identify
the manner in which the proposed district possesses a significant concentration,
linkage, or continuity of sites, buildings, structures or objects united historically
or aesthetically by plan or physical development within the period of
significance and within the context of the district.
B. Finding of Contribution. Each cultural resource within a proposed historic
district must be identified as a contributing resource. If a resource is
individually designated, it is then automatically considered a contributing
resource within the district that includes it.
(Ord. 02-643 Section 49, 2003; Ord. 01-594 Section 2 (Exhibit A), 2001).

3.3.3

Thresholds of Significance

The significance criteria used to evaluate the project impacts to cultural resources are based on Appendix
G of the CEQA Guidelines. Since publication of the Initial Study, the CEQA Guidelines have undergone
a comprehensive update. Therefore, the analysis that follows relies on the updated thresholds in
Appendix G of the 2019 CEQA Guidelines. According to Appendix G of the 2019 CEQA Guidelines, a
significant impact related to cultural resources would occur if the project would:
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CUL-1

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource
pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5.

CUL-2

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological resource
pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5.

CUL-3

Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries.

In addition to addressing the above three thresholds, the October 2016 Initial Study identified the
potential for impacts to paleontological resources. As such, the following additional threshold is
included in the analysis below.
CUL-4

3.3.4

Would the project directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource
or site or unique geologic feature.

Impacts Analysis

Threshold CUL-1. Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of
a historical resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5?
No previously recorded historical resources were identified within the project area as a result of
the records search. However, two previously unrecorded built environment resources were
identified within the project area: the commercial building at 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard (built
in 1924), and a small multifamily residence (built in 1949) located at 1125–1127 North Ogden
Drive. Both resources were recorded and evaluated on the appropriate set of Department of Parks
and Recreation (DPR) 523 forms. These DPR forms are provided in Appendix C of this Draft EIR.
The evaluation considered CRHR and City of West Hollywood historic designation criteria and
integrity requirements.
7811 Santa Monica Boulevard
The property at 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard consists of two buildings and a parking lot. The
building fronting onto Santa Monica Boulevard is a one-story, load-bearing, red brick commercial
building oriented north-south. The roof has a low-sloped flat form surrounded by a brick parapet
with decorative angular features. The second building is attached to the north elevation of and
oriented perpendicular to the first building, and exhibits the same roof and parapet characteristics,
although it appears to be constructed with concrete masonry units. A portion of the north exterior
wall of the first building was removed to allow access to the second building, effectively turning
the two separate buildings into one space.
The south (main) elevation has three evenly distributed bays; the west and east bays each contain
three large fixed full-lite windows separated by narrow mullions, whereas the center bay contains
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two large fixed full-lite windows flanking a centered full-lite glass door with a large fixed full-lite
window flanking either side. The western window of the center bay is narrower than the other
windows, due to incorporation of a mail slot into the window which necessitated replacing a
vertical section of glass with wood. The front façade is capped with a parapet designed in a stairstep fashion, displaying a subtle nod to Art Deco.
The subject property has undergone numerous exterior alterations that have greatly impacted the
integrity of its original design and form, including a change of use from an industrial property to a
commercial property. Additionally, research failed to indicate any significant historical associations.
In consideration of CRHR and NRHP criteria, the subject property is not known to be associated
with any significant persons or events. Therefore, it does not appear eligible under Criteria A/1 or
B/2. The property is also not significant for its architectural merits since it has been substantially
altered over time. Therefore, the property does not appear eligible under Criteria C/3. Finally, the
subject property will not yield any information important in prehistory or history. Therefore, the
property does not appear eligible under Criteria D/4.
In consideration of City of West Hollywood designation criteria, the subject property does not
exemplify special elements of the City (City Criterion A), nor does it represent a rare example of an
architectural type or specimen (City Criterion B). Further, background research failed to reveal any
associations with the building and any significant persons or events (City Criterion C). Finally, the
building is not representative of the work of a notable architect, builder, or designer (City Criterion D).
1125–1127 North Ogden Drive
The subject property consists of a one-story single-family residence attached by a one-story room
to a two-story multifamily building housing six apartments. An asphalt driveway runs along the
south edge of the parcel, leading to a small resident parking area at the rear.
The single-family residence is at the front of the property, facing east onto North Ogden Drive.
Designed in the minimal traditional style, the building is roughly square in plan with stucco walls
and a complex low-sloped hipped roof covered in composition shingles. There’s also a subtle nod
to the streamline moderne style in the presence of a belt course located about one-third high on
each exterior wall; inclusion of a small octagonal window on the south elevation; and the
placement of windows at corners creating a wrap-around effect. All of the rectangular windows
are covered by security bars. The east (main) elevation contains a centered front door obscured by
a security door, and a one-over-one double-hung wood window at the extreme north and south
ends of the façade. A small concrete front stoop accessed by two steps leads to the front door,
which is sheltered by the roof corner. The roof corner is supported by two 4-inch by 4-inch wood
columns. The belt course is wood, and on the north half of the front façade it is topped by a band
of tiles (four rows of 1x1 in. tiles topped with a row of 1x6 in. rectangular tiles).
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The subject property has undergone exterior alterations that have greatly impacted the integrity of its
original design and form. Additionally, research failed to indicate any significant historical associations.
Summary
As a result of the evaluations, both resources were found not eligible for the CRHR and local landmark
designation due to a lack of important historical associations and architectural significance, and
compromised integrity. These buildings are not considered historical resources under CEQA and no
mitigation is required. Further, there are no adjacent resources that would be indirectly impacted by
the proposed project. Therefore, construction and operation of the proposed project would not cause a
substantial change in the significance of an historical resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5, and impacts are considered less than significant. No mitigation is required.
Threshold CUL-2. Would the project cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of
an archaeological resource pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5?
No previously recorded archaeological resources were identified within the project area as a result of
the records search. Nor were any archaeological resources identified in close proximity to the project
area. Further, no archaeological resources were identified within the project area as a result of the
pedestrian survey (the entire project area is developed and contains no exposed ground surface).
However, the potential exists for unknown archaeological resources to be inadvertently unearthed
during earth-moving activities associated with construction of the proposed project. In the unexpected
event that construction activities unearth intact cultural or archaeological materials, a potentially
significant impact could result, and as such, mitigation would be required. Mitigation Measure (MM)CUL-1, which requires halting all construction work occurring within 100 feet of a find until a qualified
archaeologist, meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards, evaluates
the significance of the find and determines whether or not additional study is warranted, would reduce
this potentially significant impact to a level of less than significant. Therefore, impacts to
archaeological resources would be less than significant with mitigation incorporated.

Threshold CUL-3. Would the project disturb any human remains, including those
interred outside of formal cemeteries?
No prehistoric or historic burials were identified within the project area as a result of the records
search. However, the possibility of encountering human remains within the proposed project area
exists. The discovery of human remains would require handling in accordance with Public
Resources Code 5097.98, which states that in the event that human remains are discovered during
construction, construction activity shall be halted and the area shall be protected until consultation
and treatment can occur as prescribed by law. In the unexpected event that human remains are
unearthed during construction activities, impacts would be potentially significant, and as such,
mitigation measures are required. Implementation of MM-CUL-2, which requires notification of
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the Los Angeles County Coroner if human remains are found, impacts would be less than
significant with mitigation incorporated.
Threshold CUL-4. Would the project directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological
resource or site or unique geologic feature?
The project area is located within the northern portion of the Los Angeles Basin, which primarily
consists of marine clastic and organic sedimentary strata of the middle Miocene to recent epoch
(14.5 to 1.7 million years ago). There also exists igneous rocks of the middle Miocene epoch. The
lower sequence typically consists of marine sandstone, siltstone, and minor amounts of
conglomerate that were deposited in a shallow marine environment. Specifically, the project area
contains two recorded geologic units: Quaternary older alluvium and Pleistocene non-marine
sediments, representing alluvial sediments between 5,000 to 10,000 years old that are derived from
the nearby Santa Monica Mountains. Underneath the alluvial sediments lies the Upper Pleistocene
Lakewood Formation, which consists of older alluvial deposits.
According to the records search results letter from the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles
County (LACM), past construction-related grading and trenching activities in the area surrounding
the project site encountered paleontological resources. Previously discovered fossils in the area
were in older Quaternary age sedimentary deposits known as the Palos Verdes Sand. The closest
localities are from the North Outfall Sewer project (LACM 2034 [=3261] and 3371). LACM 2034
[3261] is located south-southwest of the project site, near the intersection of Beverly Boulevard
and Kilkea Drive, and yielded specimens of mastodon (Mammuthus americanum) and mammoth
(Mammuthus) at an unknown depth. LACM 3371 is located south-southeast of the project site,
near the intersection of Sierra Bonita Avenue and Oakwood Avenue, and produced specimens of
prehistoric bison (Bison antiquus) at a depth of 12 feet below the ground surface (bgs).
Due south, during construction of The Grove, a Pleistocene age assemblage (LACM 7495)
consisting of micro vertebrates (e.g., turtle, snake, rabbit, and rodent) and megafaunal (horse,
bison, camel, and mammoth) remains was recovered at 10 feet bgs, with a second locality (LACM
7478) yielding additional rodent specimens (e.g., pocket gopher) at a depth of 46 feet bgs.
Localities LACM 7513-7516 from the Park La Brea to the south included fossil specimens of
snake, sloth, rabbit, rodent, skunk, horse, and camel at relatively shallow depths of 3 feet bgs. Near
the intersection of Third Street and Edinburgh Avenue, locality LACM 1268 yielded a specimen
of undetermined elephant (e.g., Proboscidea) at a depth of 20 feet bgs. A fossil horse specimen
was recovered at an unknown depth from locality LACM 7673 near the intersection of Rosewood
Avenue and Westbourne Drive west-southwest of the project site. Localities LACM 7671-7672
yielded fossil specimens of mastodon and deer, also from an unknown depth, along San Vicente
Avenue between Third Street and Colgate Avenue, southwest of the project site. Near the
intersection of La Cienega Boulevard and Oakwood Avenue, west-southwest of the project site,
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locality LACM 7966 yielded an assemblage containing fossil plant, invertebrate, and vertebrate
remains. It is likely that at least some fossilized remains will be encountered during grading within
the project site.
The project site is located within an area that has been previously developed and is likely underlain
by fill materials, at least in part. While the site has been heavily disturbed by urban development
over the years, intact paleontological resources may be present below the original layer of fill
material. Given the proximity of past fossil discoveries in the surrounding area and the underlying
alluvial fan deposits, the project site is moderately to highly sensitive for supporting
paleontological resources. In the event that intact paleontological resources are located on the
project site, ground-disturbing activities associated with construction of the proposed project, such
as grading during site preparation, have the potential to destroy a unique paleontological resource
or site. Without mitigation, the potential damage to paleontological resources during construction
would be a potentially significant impact. However, upon implementation of mitigation measure
MM-CUL-3, which requires that the Paleontology Monitor will temporarily halt and/or divert
grading activity to allow recovery of paleontological resources in the event of a find, impacts
would be reduced to below a level of significance. Therefore, impacts are considered less than
significant with mitigation incorporated during construction.

3.3.5

Mitigation Measures

The following mitigation measures would reduce potentially significant impacts to archaeological
resources, paleontological resources, and human remains to a less-than-significant level.
MM-CUL-1 Inadvertent Discovery of Archaeological Resources
In the event that archaeological resources (sites, features, or artifacts) are exposed
during construction activities for the proposed project, all construction work
occurring within 100 feet of the find shall immediately stop until a qualified
archaeologist, meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification
Standards, can evaluate the significance of the find and determine whether or not
additional study is warranted. Depending upon the significance of the find under
CEQA (14 CCR 15064.5(f); PRC Section 21082), the archaeologist may simply
record the find and allow work to continue. If the discovery proves significant under
CEQA, additional work, such as preparation of an archaeological treatment plan,
testing, or data recovery may be warranted.
MM-CUL-2 Inadvertent Discovery of Human Remains
In accordance with Section 7050.5 of the California Health and Safety Code, if
human remains are found, the County Coroner shall be immediately notified of the
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discovery. No further excavation or disturbance of the project site or any nearby
area reasonably suspected to overlie adjacent remains shall occur until the County
Coroner has determined, within two working days of notification of the discovery,
the appropriate treatment and disposition of the human remains. If the County
Coroner determines that the remains are, or are believed to be, Native American,
he or she shall notify the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) in
Sacramento within 24 hours. In accordance with California Public Resources Code,
Section 5097.98, the NAHC must immediately notify those persons it believes to
be the most likely descendant from the deceased Native American. The most likely
descendant shall complete their inspection within 48 hours of being granted access
to the site. The designated Native American representative would then determine,
in consultation with the property owner, the disposition of the human remains.
MM-CUL-3 Paleontological Mitigation Program
Prior to commencement of any grading activity on site, the applicant shall retain a
qualified paleontologist or their representative, subject to the review and approval
of the City’s Building Official or qualified designee, to serve as the Paleontological
Monitor. The qualified paleontologist shall attend the preconstruction meeting and
be on site during all rough grading and other significant ground-disturbing activities
in previously undisturbed older Quaternary alluvial deposits, if encountered. These
deposits may be encountered at depths of 5 to 10 feet below the ground surface. In
the event that paleontological resources (e.g., fossils) are unearthed during grading,
the Paleontology Monitor will temporarily halt and/or divert grading activity to
allow recovery of paleontological resources. The area of discovery will be roped
off with a 50-foot radius buffer. Once documentation and collection of the find is
completed, the Paleontological Monitor will remove the rope and allow grading to
recommence in the area of the find. The Paleontological Monitor shall prepare a
Paleontological Resources Impact Mitigation Program (PRIMP) for the proposed
project. The PRIMP shall be consistent with the guidelines of the Society of
Vertebrate Paleontology (SVP) (2010).

3.3.6

Level of Significance After Mitigation

Implementation of mitigation measures MM-CUL-1 through MM-CUL-3 would ensure that all
cultural resources impacts after mitigation are less than significant. Should any unanticipated
archaeological or paleontological discoveries be made during project construction, MM-CUL-1
through MM-CUL-3 provide adequate protection for the affected resources by ensuring that
construction work will halt, and professional resource specialists will be consulted to investigate the
discovery prior to any additional ground-disturbing work taking place in the vicinity of the find.
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3.4

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

This section describes existing climate change and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions issues,
identifies associated regulatory requirements, evaluates potentially adverse impacts related to
GHG emissions during construction and operation of the proposed project related to
implementation of The Bond Project (project or proposed project).

3.4.1

Environmental Setting

Climate Change Overview
Climate change refers to any significant change in measures of climate, such as temperature,
precipitation, or wind patterns, lasting for an extended period of time (decades or longer). The
Earth’s temperature depends on the balance between energy entering and leaving the planet’s
system. Many factors, both natural and human, can cause changes in Earth’s energy balance,
including variations in the sun's energy reaching Earth, changes in the reflectivity of Earth’s
atmosphere and surface, and changes in the greenhouse effect, which affects the amount of heat
retained by Earth’s atmosphere (EPA 2017a).
The greenhouse effect is the trapping and build-up of heat in the atmosphere (troposphere) near the
Earth’s surface. The greenhouse effect traps heat in the troposphere through a threefold process as
follows: Short-wave radiation emitted by the Sun is absorbed by the Earth, the Earth emits a portion
of this energy in the form of long-wave radiation, and GHGs in the upper atmosphere absorb this
long-wave radiation and emit it into space and toward the Earth. The greenhouse effect is a natural
process that contributes to regulating the Earth’s temperature and creates a pleasant, livable
environment on the Earth. Human activities that emit additional GHGs to the atmosphere increase
the amount of infrared radiation that gets absorbed before escaping into space, thus enhancing the
greenhouse effect and causing the Earth’s surface temperature to rise.
Greenhouse Gases
A GHG is any gas that absorbs infrared radiation in the atmosphere; in other words, GHGs trap
heat in the atmosphere. As defined in California Health and Safety Code section 38505(g), for
purposes of administering many of the state’s primary GHG emissions reduction programs, GHGs
include carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs),
perfluorocarbons (PFCs), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), and nitrogen trifluoride (NF3) (see also State
of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, Section 15364.5).1 Some GHGs,
such as CO2, CH4, and N2O, occur naturally and are emitted into the atmosphere through natural
1

Climate-forcing substances include GHGs and other substances such as black carbon and aerosols. This
discussion focuses on the three GHGs that are estimated in the California Emissions Estimator Model
(CalEEMod) as impacts associated with other climate-forcing substances are not evaluated herein.
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processes and human activities. Of these gases, CO2 and CH4 are emitted in the greatest quantities
from human activities. Manufactured GHGs, which have a much greater heat-absorption potential
than CO2, include fluorinated gases, such as HFCs, PFCs, and SF6, which are associated with
certain industrial products and processes. The following paragraphs provide a summary of the
GHGs and their sources that are evaluated in this analysis.2
Carbon Dioxide. CO2 is a naturally occurring gas and a by-product of human activities and is the
principal anthropogenic (human-caused) GHG that affects the Earth’s radiative balance. Natural
sources of CO2 include respiration of bacteria, plants, animals, and fungus; evaporation from oceans;
volcanic out-gassing; and decomposition of dead organic matter. Human activities that generate CO2
are from the combustion of fuels such as coal, oil, natural gas, and wood, and changes in land use.
Methane. CH4 is produced through both natural and human activities. CH4 is a flammable gas and
is the main component of natural gas. Methane is produced through anaerobic (without oxygen)
decomposition of waste in landfills, flooded rice fields, animal digestion, decomposition of animal
wastes, production and distribution of natural gas and petroleum, coal production, and incomplete
fossil fuel combustion.
Nitrous Oxide. N2O is produced through natural and human activities, mainly through
agricultural activities and natural biological processes, although fuel burning and other
processes also create N 2O. Sources of N2O include soil cultivation practices (microbial
processes in soil and water), especially the use of commercial and organic fertilizers, manure
management, industrial processes (such as in nitric acid production, nylon production, and
fossil-fuel-fired power plants), vehicle emissions, and using N 2O as a propellant (such as in
rockets, racecars, and aerosol sprays).
Global Warming Potential
Gases in the atmosphere can contribute to climate change both directly and indirectly. Direct
effects occur when the gas itself absorbs radiation. Indirect radiative forcing occurs when chemical
transformations of the substance produce other GHGs, when a gas influences the atmospheric
lifetimes of other gases, or when a gas affects atmospheric processes that alter the radiative balance
of the Earth (e.g., affect cloud formation or albedo) (EPA 2018). The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) developed the global warming potential (GWP) concept to compare the
ability of each GHG to trap heat in the atmosphere relative to another gas. The GWP of a GHG is
defined as the ratio of the time-integrated radiative forcing from the instantaneous release of 1
kilogram of a trace substance relative to that of 1 kilogram of a reference gas (IPCC 2014). The
2

The descriptions of GHGs are summarized from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Second
Assessment Report (IPCC 1995), IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC 2007), CARB’s “Glossary of Terms Used in
GHG Inventories” (CARB 2018a), and EPA’s “Glossary of Climate Change Terms” (EPA 2016).
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reference gas used is CO2; therefore, GWP-weighted emissions are measured in metric tons of CO2
equivalent (MT CO2e).
The current version of California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod) (version 2016.3.2) assumes
that the GWP for CH4 is 25 (so emissions of 1 MT of CH4 are equivalent to emissions of 25 MT of CO2),
and the GWP for N2O is 298, based on the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC 2007). While this
GHG analysis uses a spreadsheet model because CalEEMod is the industry standard emission estimator
model, the GWP values identified in CalEEMod were applied to the Project.
Sources of Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Per the EPA’s Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990–2016 (2018), total
United States GHG emissions were approximately 6,511.3 million metric tons (MMT) CO2e in
2016. The primary GHG emitted by human activities in the United States was CO2, which
represented approximately 81.6% of total GHG emissions (5,310.9 MMT CO2e). The largest
source of CO2, and of overall GHG emissions, was fossil-fuel combustion, which accounted for
approximately 93.5% of CO2 emissions in 2016 (4,966.0 MMT CO2e). Relative to 1990, gross
United States GHG emissions in 2016 are higher by 2.4%, down from a high of 15.7% above 1990
levels in 2007. GHG emissions decreased from 2015 to 2016 by 1.9% (126.8 MMT CO2e) and
overall, net emissions in 2016 were 11.1% below 2005 levels (EPA 2018).
According to California’s 2000–2016 GHG emissions inventory (2018 edition), California emitted
429.4 MMT CO2e in 2016, including emissions resulting from out-of-state electrical generation
(CARB 2018b). The sources of GHG emissions in California include transportation, industrial
uses, electric power production from both in-state and out-of-state sources, commercial and
residential uses, agriculture, high global-warming potential substances, and recycling and waste.
The California GHG emission source categories (as defined in CARB’s 2008 Scoping Plan) and
their relative contributions in 2016 are presented in Table 3.4-1.
Table 3.4-1
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Sources in California
Source Category
Transportation
Industrial
Electric powerb
Commercial and residential
Agriculture
High global-warming potential substances
Recycling and waste
Total

Annual GHG Emissions (MMT CO2e)
169.38
89.61
68.58
39.36
33.84
19.78
8.81
429.4

Percent of Totala
41%
23%
16%
12%
8%
4%
2%
100%

Source: CARB 2018b.
Notes: GHG = greenhouse gas; MMT CO2e = million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent.
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Emissions reflect the 2016 California GHG inventory.
a
Percentage of total has been rounded, and total may not sum due to rounding.
b
Includes emissions associated with imported electricity, which account for 26.28 MMT CO2e annually.

Table 3.4-2, presents the City’s 2008 GHG emissions and the percent contribution of each
emissions sector (transportation, commercial/industrial energy use, residential energy use,
wastewater treatment, solid waste, and water consumption).
Table 3.4-2
City of West Hollywood Baseline Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory (2008)
Emissions Sector
Transportation
Commercial/Industrial Energy Use
Residential Energy Use
Wastewater Treatment
Solid Waste
Water Consumption
Totala

Annual GHG Emissions
(MT CO2e/year)
361,350
116,197
70,378
20,981
8,543
5,764
583,213

Percent of Totala
62%
20%
12%
4%
1%
1%
100%

Source: City of West Hollywood 2011a.
Notes: GHG = greenhouse gas; MT CO2e = metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per year.
a
Total may not sum due to rounding.

As shown on Table 3.4-2, the primary generators of GHGs in the City were attributed to
transportation and commercial/industrial energy uses, accounting for 62% and 20% of the City’s
GHG emissions in 2008, respectively. Residential energy uses accounted for approximately 12%,
and wastewater treatment, solid waste, and water consumption accounted for the remaining 6% of
the City’s GHG emissions.
In May 2018, the City released a Climate Action Plan Annual Progress Report, which is a synopsis
of the City’s progress in implementing measures identified in the CAP and in meeting its GHG
reduction target of 20% to 25% below 2008 emission levels by 2035. The CAP Annual Progress
Report utilized a new CAP Implementation and Monitoring Tool, which is a calculation model
that better facilitates the collection and analysis of the City’s community and municipal emissions
data. Table 3.4-3 presents baseline (2008) and reporting year (2016) GHG emissions (MT CO2e)
for transportation, natural gas, electricity, solid waste, and water and wastewater sources, as well
as the total change in GHG emissions from the baseline to reporting year.
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Table 3.4-3
City of West Hollywood Changes in Community Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Source
(2008 and 2016)

Emissions Source
Transportation
Natural Gas
Electricity
Solid Waste
Water and Wastewater

2008 Annual GHG
Emissions
(MT CO2e/year)
361,350
90,130
96,445
8,543
26,745

2016 Annual GHG
Emissions
(MT CO2e/year)
N/A
54,002
70,878
8,619
3,903

Change
(MT CO2e/year)
N/A
(36,1258)
(25,567)
76
(22,842)

Change
(Percent Change)
N/A
(40.08%)
(26.51%)
0.89%
(85.41%)

Source: City of West Hollywood 2018.
Notes: GHG = greenhouse gas; MT CO2e = metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per year; N/A = not available.
Numbers in parenthesis represent a negative number.
An analysis of vehicle miles traveled and transportation emissions factors was not conducted as part of the 2016 update due to data unavailability,
and therefore, transportation emissions are currently reflected as unchanged from 2008.

Potential Effects of Climate Change
Globally, climate change has the potential to affect numerous environmental resources through
uncertain impacts related to future air temperatures and precipitation patterns. The 2014
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Synthesis Report indicated that warming of the
climate system is unequivocal, and since the 1950s, many of the observed changes are
unprecedented over decades to millennia. Signs that global climate change has occurred include
warming of the atmosphere and ocean, diminished amounts of snow and ice, rising sea levels, and
ocean acidification (IPCC 2014).
In California, climate change impacts have the potential to affect sea-level rise, agriculture,
snowpack and water supply, forestry, wildfire risk, public health, frequency of severe weather
events, and electricity demand and supply. The primary effect of global climate change has been a
rise in average global tropospheric temperature. Reflecting the long-term warming trend since preindustrial times, observed global mean surface temperature for the decade 2006–2015 was 0.87°C
(likely between 0.75°C and 0.99°C) higher than the average over the 1850–1900 period (IPCC 2018).
Scientific modeling predicts that continued emissions of GHGs at or above current rates would
induce more extreme climate changes during the twenty-first century than were observed during the
twentieth century. Human activities are estimated to have caused approximately 1.0°C (1.8°F) of
global warming above pre-industrial levels, with a likely range of 0.8°C to 1.2°C (1.4°F to 2.2°F)
(IPCC 2018). Global warming is likely to reach 1.5°C (2.7°F) between 2030 and 2052 if it continues
to increase at the current rate (IPCC 2018).
Although climate change is driven by global atmospheric conditions, climate change impacts are
felt locally. A scientific consensus confirms that climate change is already affecting California.
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The Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment identified various indicators of climate
change in California, which are scientifically-based measurements that track trends in various
aspects of climate change. Many indicators reveal discernable evidence that climate change is
occurring in California and is having significant, measurable impacts in the state. Changes in the
state’s climate have been observed including an increase in annual average air temperature with
record warmth from 2012 to 2016, more frequent extreme heat events, more extreme drought, a
decline in winter chill, an increase in cooling degree days and a decrease in heating degree days,
and an increase in variability of statewide precipitation (OEHHA 2018).
Warming temperatures and changing precipitation patterns have altered California’s physical
systems – the ocean, lakes, rivers and snowpack – upon which the state depends. Winter snowpack
and spring snowmelt runoff from the Sierra Nevada and southern Cascade Mountains provide
approximately one-third of the state’s annual water supply. Impacts of climate on physical systems
have been observed such as high variability of snow-water content (i.e., amount of water stored in
snowpack), decrease in snowmelt runoff, glacier change (loss in area), rise in sea levels, increase
in average lake water temperature and coastal ocean temperature, and a decrease in dissolved
oxygen in coastal waters (OEHHA 2018).
Impacts of climate change on biological systems, including humans, wildlife, and vegetation, have
also been observed including climate change impacts on terrestrial, marine, and freshwater
ecosystems. As with global observations, species responses include those consistent with
warming: elevational or latitudinal shifts in range, changes in the timing of key plant and animal
life cycle events, and changes in the abundance of species and in community composition. Humans
are better able to adapt to a changing climate than plants and animals in natural ecosystems.
Nevertheless, climate change poses a threat to public health as warming temperatures and changes
in precipitation can affect vector-borne pathogen transmission and disease patterns in California
as well as the variability of heat-related deaths and illnesses. In addition, since 1950, the area
burned by wildfires each year has been increasing.
The California Natural Resources Agency (CNRA) has released four California Climate Change
Assessments (2006, 2009, 2012, and 2018), which have addressed the following: acceleration of
warming across the state, more intense and frequent heat waves, greater riverine flows,
accelerating sea level rise, more intense and frequent drought, more severe and frequent wildfires,
more severe storms and extreme weather events, shrinking snowpack and less overall precipitation,
and ocean acidification, hypoxia, and warming. To address local and regional governments need
for information to support action in their communities, the Fourth Assessment (2018) includes
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reports for nine regions of the state, including the Los Angeles Region, where the project is located.
Key projected climate changes for the Los Angeles Region include the following (CNRA 2018):


Continued future warming over the Los Angeles region. Across the region, average
maximum temperatures are projected to increase around 4°F to 5°F by the mid-century,
and 5°F to 8°F by the late-century.



Extreme temperatures are also expected to increase. The hottest day of the year may be up
to 10°F warmer for many locations across the Los Angeles region by the late-century under
certain model scenarios. The number of extremely hot days is also expected to increase
across the region.



Despite small changes in average precipitation, dry and wet extremes are both expected to
increase. By the late 21st century, the wettest day of the year is expected to increase across
most of the Los Angeles region, with some locations experiencing 25% to 30% increases
under certain model scenarios. Increased frequency and severity of atmospheric river
events are also projected to occur for this region.



Sea levels are projected to continue to rise in the future, but there is a large range based on
emissions scenario and uncertainty in feedbacks in the climate system. Roughly 1 feet to 2
feet of sea level rise is projected by the mid-century, and the most extreme projections lead
to 8 feet to 10 feet of sea level rise by the end of the century.



Projections indicate that wildfire may increase over southern California, but there remains
uncertainty in quantifying future changes of burned area over the Los Angeles region.

Existing Site Conditions
Emissions from the existing land uses were estimated using CalEEMod to present the net change in
GHG emissions. The estimation of operational emissions generated under existing conditions was
based on approximately 10,000 square feet of gym, 7 dwelling units in a low-rise complex, and 82
surface parking spots currently on site. See Section 3.4.4, Methodology, for a description of the
methodology and assumptions applied to estimate GHG emissions from the existing use of the
project site.

3.4.2

Relevant Plan, Policies, and Ordinances

International

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, Kyoto Protocol, and
Paris Agreement
In 1992, numerous countries joined an international treaty, the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), as a framework for international cooperation to
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combat climate change by limiting average global temperature increases and the resulting climate
change, and coping with associated impacts. Currently, there are 197 Parties (196 States and 1
regional economic integration organization) in the UNFCCC (UNFCCC 2019).
By 1995, countries launched negotiations to strengthen the global response to climate change, and,
two years later, adopted the Kyoto Protocol, which was the first international agreement to regulate
GHG emissions. The Kyoto Protocol legally binds developed country Parties to emission reduction
targets. The Protocol’s first commitment period started in 2008 and ended in 2012. The second
commitment period began on January 1, 2013 and will end in 2020. More than 160 countries signed
the Kyoto Protocol (UNFCCC 2019). In 2001, President George W. Bush indicated that he would
not submit the treaty to the U.S. Senate for ratification, which effectively ended the United States
involvement in the Kyoto Protocol.
The 2015 Paris Agreement, adopted in Paris on December 12, 2015, marks the latest step in the
evolution of the UN climate change regime and builds on the work undertaken under the Convention.
The Paris Agreement charts a new course in the global effort to combat climate change. The Paris
Agreement central aim is to strengthen the global response to the threat of climate change by keeping
a global temperature rise this century well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts
to limit the temperature increase even further to 1.5°C (UNFCCC 2019). The Paris Agreement also
aims to strengthen the ability of countries to deal with the impacts of climate change. The Paris
Agreement requires all Parties to put forward their best efforts through nationally determined
contributions and to strengthen these efforts in the years ahead.
The Paris Agreement entered into force on November 4, 2016, 30 days after the date on which at
least 55 Parties to the Convention accounting in total for at least an estimated 55% of the total
global GHG emissions have deposited their instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or
accession with the Depositary (UNFCCC 2019). On June 2, 2017, President Donald Trump
announced his intention to withdraw from the Paris Agreement. However, under the terms of the
agreement, the United States cannot formally announce its resignation until November 4, 2019.
Subsequently, withdrawal would be effective one year after notification in 2020.
Federal
Massachusetts v. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
On April 2, 2007, in Massachusetts v. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that CO2 was a pollutant and directed the EPA administrator to determine whether
GHG emissions from new motor vehicles cause or contribute to air pollution that may reasonably
be anticipated to endanger public health or welfare, or whether the science is too uncertain to make
a reasoned decision. In making these decisions, the EPA administrator is required to follow the
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language of Section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act. On December 7, 2009, the administrator signed
a final rule with two distinct findings regarding GHGs under Section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act:


The elevated concentrations of GHGs—CO2, CH4, N2O, hydrofluorocarbons,
perfluorocarbons, and SF6—in the atmosphere threaten the public health and welfare of
current and future generations. This is referred to as the “endangerment finding.”



The combined emissions of GHGs—CO2, CH4, N2O, and hydrofluorocarbons—from new
motor vehicles and new motor vehicle engines contribute to the GHG air pollution that
endangers public health and welfare. This is referred to as the “cause or contribute finding.”

These two findings were necessary to establish the foundation for regulation of GHGs from new
motor vehicles as air pollutants under the Clean Air Act.
Energy Independence and Security Act
On December 19, 2007, President George W. Bush signed the Energy Independence and Security
Act of 2007. Among other key measures, the act would do the following to aid in the reduction of
national GHG emissions:
1. Increase the supply of alternative fuel sources by setting a mandatory Renewable Fuel
Standard requiring fuel producers to use at least 36 billion gallons of biofuel by 2022.
2. Set a target of 35 miles per gallon (mpg) for the combined fleet of cars and light trucks by
model year 2020 and direct the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
to establish a fuel economy program for medium- and heavy-duty trucks and create a
separate fuel economy standard for work trucks.
3. Prescribe or revise standards affecting regional efficiency for heating and cooling products
and procedures for new or amended standards, energy conservation, energy efficiency
labeling for consumer electronic products, residential boiler efficiency, electric motor
efficiency, and home appliances.

EPA and National Highway Traffic Safety Administration Joint Final Rule for
Vehicle Standards
In response to the U.S. Supreme Court ruling discussed above, the Bush Administration issued
Executive Order (EO) 13432 in 2007 directing the EPA, the Department of Transportation, and
the Department of Energy to establish regulations that reduce GHG emissions from motor vehicles,
non-road vehicles, and non-road engines by 2008. In 2009, the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) issued a final rule regulating fuel efficiency and GHG emissions from
cars and light-duty trucks for model year 2011; and, in 2010, the EPA and NHTSA issued a final
rule regulating cars and light-duty trucks for model years 2012–2016 (75 FR 25324–25728).
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In 2010, President Obama issued a memorandum directing the Department of Transportation,
Department of Energy, EPA, and NHTSA to establish additional standards regarding fuel
efficiency and GHG reduction, clean fuels, and advanced vehicle infrastructure. In response to this
directive, the EPA and NHTSA proposed stringent, coordinated federal GHG and fuel economy
standards for model years 2017–2025 light-duty vehicles. The proposed standards projected to
achieve 163 grams per mile of CO2 in model year 2025, on an average industry fleet-wide basis,
which is equivalent to 54.5 miles per gallon if this level were achieved solely through fuel
efficiency. The final rule was adopted in 2012 for model years 2017–2021 (77 FR 62624–63200).
On January 12, 2017, EPA finalized its decision to maintain the current GHG emissions standards
for model years 2022–2025 cars and light trucks (EPA 2017b).
In August 2016, the EPA and NHTSA announced the adoption of the phase two program related
to the fuel economy and GHG standards for medium- and heavy-duty trucks. The phase two
program will apply to vehicles with model year 2018 through 2027 for certain trailers, and model
years 2021 through 2027 for semi-trucks, large pickup trucks, vans, and all types and sizes of buses
and work trucks. The final standards are expected to lower CO2 emissions by approximately 1.1
billion MT and reduce oil consumption by up to 2 billion barrels over the lifetime of the vehicles
sold under the program (EPA and NHTSA 2016).
In August 2018, EPA and NHTSA proposed to amend certain fuel economy and GHG
standards for passenger cars and light trucks and establish new standards for model years 2021
through 2026. Compared to maintaining the post-2020 standards now in place, the 2018
proposal would increase U.S. fuel consumption by about half a million barrels per day (2% –
3% of total daily consumption, according to the Energy Information Administration) and
would impact the global climate by 3/1000th of one degree Celsius by 2100 (EPA and NHTSA
2018). California and other states have stated their intent to challenge federal actions that
would delay or eliminate GHG reduction measures and have committed to cooperating with
other countries to implement global climate change initiatives. Thus, the timing and
consequences of the 2018 federal proposal are speculative at this time.
State
The statewide GHG emissions regulatory framework is summarized as follows by category: state
climate change targets, building energy, renewable energy and energy procurement, mobile
sources, solid waste, water, and other state regulations and goals. The following text describes
executive orders (EOs), assembly bills (ABs), senate bills (SBs), and other regulations and plans
that would directly or indirectly reduce GHG emissions. The State’s adoption and implementation
of various legislation demonstrates California’s leadership in addressing the critical challenge of
addressing climate change. Of importance, the proposed project and/or users of the proposed
project would be required to comply with the various regulatory measures that would reduce GHG
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emissions, which would reduce the proposed project’s contribution to cumulative GHG emissions
and associated climate change impacts.
State Climate Change Targets
The state has taken a number of actions to address climate change. These include EOs, legislation,
and CARB plans and requirements. These are summarized as follows.
EO S-3-05. EO S-3-05 (June 2005) established California’s GHG emissions reduction targets and
laid out responsibilities among the state agencies for implementing the EO and for reporting on
progress toward the targets. This EO established the following targets:


By 2010, reduce GHG emissions to 2000 levels



By 2020, reduce GHG emissions to 1990 levels



By 2050, reduce GHG emissions to 80% below 1990 levels

AB 32. In furtherance of the goals established in EO S-3-05, the Legislature enacted AB 32 (Núñez
and Pavley). The bill is referred to as the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006
(September 27, 2006). AB 32 provided initial direction on creating a comprehensive multiyear
program to limit California’s GHG emissions at 1990 levels by 2020 and initiate the
transformations required to achieve the state’s long-range climate objectives.
SB 32 and AB 197. SB 32 and AB 197 (enacted in 2016) are companion bills. SB 32 codified the
2030 emissions reduction goal of EO B-30-15 by requiring CARB to ensure that statewide GHG
emissions are reduced to 40% below 1990 levels by 2030.
CARB’s Climate Change Scoping Plan. One specific requirement of AB 32 is for CARB to
prepare a “scoping plan” for achieving the maximum technologically feasible and cost effective GHG emission reductions by 2020 (Health and Safety Code, Section 38561(a)), and
to update the plan at least once every 5 years. In 2008, CARB approved the first scoping plan.
The Climate Change Scoping Plan: A Framework for Change (Scoping Plan) included a mix
of recommended strategies that combined direct regulations, market-based approaches,
voluntary measures, policies, and other emission reduction programs calculated to meet the
2020 statewide GHG emission limit and initiate the transformations needed to achieve the
state’s long-range climate objectives.
In 2014, CARB approved the first update to the Scoping Plan. The First Update to the Climate
Change Scoping Plan: Building on the Framework (First Update) defined the state’s GHG
emission reduction priorities for the next 5 years and laid the groundwork to start the transition to
the post-2020 goals set forth in EOs S-3-05 and B-16-2012. The First Update concluded that
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California is on track to meet the 2020 target but recommended a 2030 mid-term GHG reduction
target be established to ensure a continuum of action to reduce emissions (CARB 2014).
In 2015, as directed by EO B-30-15, CARB began working on an update to the Scoping Plan to
incorporate the 2030 target of 40% below 1990 levels by 2030 to keep California on its trajectory
toward meeting or exceeding the long-term goal of reducing GHG emissions to 80% below 1990
levels by 2050 as set forth in S-3-05.
In December 2017, CARB adopted the 2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan Update (2030 Scoping
Plan) (CARB 2017). The 2030 Scoping Plan builds on the successful framework established in
the initial Scoping Plan and First Update, while identifying new, technologically feasible and costeffective strategies that will serve as the framework to achieve the 2030 GHG target and define
the state’s climate change priorities to 2030 and beyond.
EO B-30-15. EO B-30-15 (April 2015) identified an interim GHG reduction target in support of
targets previously identified under S-3-05 and AB 32. EO B-30-15 set an interim target goal of
reducing GHG emissions to 40% below 1990 levels by 2030 to keep California on its trajectory
toward meeting or exceeding the long-term goal of reducing GHG emissions to 80% below 1990
levels by 2050 as set forth in S-3-05.
EO B-55-18. EO B-55-18 (September 2018) establishes a statewide policy for the state to achieve
carbon neutrality no later than 2045, and achieve and maintain net negative emissions thereafter.
Building Energy
Title 24, Part 6. Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations was established in 1978 and serves
to enhance and regulate California’s building standards. While not initially promulgated to reduce
GHG emissions, Part 6 of Title 24 specifically established Building Energy Efficiency Standards
that are designed to ensure new and existing buildings in California achieve energy efficiency and
preserve outdoor and indoor environmental quality. These regulations are carefully scrutinized and
analyzed for technological and economic feasibility (California Public Resources Code, Section
25402(d)) and cost effectiveness (California Public Resources Code, Sections 25402(b)(2) and
(b)(3)). As a result, these standards save energy, increase electricity supply reliability, increase
indoor comfort, avoid the need to construct new power plants, and help preserve the environment.
The current Title 24 standards are the 2016 Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards, which
became effective January 1, 2017. The 2019 Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards, which
will be effective January 1, 2020, will further reduce energy used and associated GHG emissions
compared to current standards. In general, single-family residences built to the 2019 standards are
anticipated to use approximately 7% less energy due to energy efficiency measures than those built
to the 2016 standards; once rooftop solar electricity generation is factored in, single-family
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residences built under the 2019 standards will use approximately 53% less energy than those under
the 2016 standards (CEC 2018). Nonresidential buildings built to the 2019 standards are
anticipated to use an estimated 30% less energy than those built to the 2016 standards (CEC 2018).
Title 24, Part 11. In addition to the CEC’s efforts, in 2008, the California Building Standards
Commission adopted the nation’s first green building standards. The California Green Building
Standards Code (Part 11 of Title 24) is commonly referred to as CALGreen, and establishes
minimum mandatory standards as well as voluntary standards pertaining to the planning and design
of sustainable site development, energy efficiency (in excess of the California Energy Code
requirements), water conservation, material conservation, and interior air quality.
Title 20. Title 20 of the California Code of Regulations requires manufacturers of appliances to
meet state and federal standards for energy and water efficiency. The CEC certifies an appliance
based on a manufacturer’s demonstration that the appliance meets the standards.
Renewable Energy and Energy Procurement
SB 1078, EO S-14-08, SBX1-2, SB 350, and SB 100. SB 1078 (Sher) (September 2002) established
the Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS) program, which required an annual increase in renewable
generation by the utilities equivalent to at least 1% of sales, with an aggregate goal of 20% by
2017. EO S-14-08 (November 2008) required that all retail suppliers of electricity in California
serve 33% of their load with renewable energy by 2020. SB X1 2 expanded the RPS by establishing
a renewable energy target of 20% of the total electricity sold to retail customers in California per
year by December 31, 2013, and 33% by December 31, 2020, and in subsequent years. SB 350
(October 2015) further expanded the RPS by establishing a goal of 50% of the total electricity sold
to retail customers in California per year by December 31, 2030. SB 100 (2018) increased the
standards set forth in SB 350 establishing that 44% of the total electricity sold to retail customers
in California per year by December 31, 2024, 52% by December 31, 2027, and 60% by December
31, 2030, be secured from qualifying renewable energy sources. SB 100 states that it is the policy
of the state that eligible renewable energy resources and zero-carbon resources supply 100% of
the retail sales of electricity to California.
Mobile Sources
AB 1493. AB 1493 (Pavley) (July 2002) was enacted in a response to the transportation sector
accounting for more than half of California’s CO2 emissions. AB 1493 required CARB to set GHG
emission standards for passenger vehicles, light-duty trucks, and other vehicles determined by the
state board to be vehicles that are primarily used for noncommercial personal transportation in the
state. The bill required that CARB set GHG emission standards for motor vehicles manufactured
in 2009 and all subsequent model years. CARB adopted the standards in September 2004. When
fully phased in, the near-term (2009–2012) standards will result in a reduction of about 22% in
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GHG emissions compared to the emissions from the 2002 fleet, while the mid-term (2013–2016)
standards will result in a reduction of about 30%.
EO S-1-07. EO S-1-07 (January 2007, implementing regulation adopted in April 2009) sets a
declining Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) for GHG emissions measured in CO2e grams per
unit of fuel energy sold in California. The target of the LCFS is to reduce the carbon intensity of
California passenger vehicle fuels by at least 10% by 2020 (17 CCR 95480 et seq.).
SB 375. SB 375 (Steinberg) (September 2008) addresses GHG emissions associated with the
transportation sector through regional transportation and sustainability plans. SB 375 requires CARB to
adopt regional GHG reduction targets for the automobile and light-truck sector for 2020 and 2035 and to
update those targets every 8 years. SB 375 requires the state’s 18 regional metropolitan planning
organizations (MPOs) to prepare a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) as part of their Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP) that will achieve the GHG reduction targets set by CARB.
In September 2010, CARB adopted the first SB 375 targets for the regional metropolitan planning
organizations. The targets for the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) are an 8%
reduction in emissions per capita by 2020 and a 13% reduction by 2035. Achieving these goals through
adoption of a SCS is the responsibility of the metropolitan planning organizations. On April 4, 2016, the
SCAG Regional Council adopted the 2016 RTP/SCS, which builds upon the progress made in the 2012
RTP/SCS. The updated RTP/SCS quantified an 8% reduction by 2020 and an 18% reduction by 2030
(SCAG 2016). In June 2016, CARB accepted SCAG’s quantification of GHG reductions and its
determination the SCS, if implemented, would achieve SCAG targets
Advanced Clean Cars Program and Zero-Emissions Vehicle Program. The Advanced Clean Cars
program (January 2012) is a new emissions-control program for model years 2015 through 2025. The
program combines the control of smog- and soot-causing pollutants and GHG emissions into a single
coordinated package. To improve air quality, CARB has implemented new emission standards to
reduce smog-forming emissions beginning with 2015 model year vehicles. It is estimated that in 2025
cars will emit 75% less smog-forming pollution than the average new car sold today. To reduce GHG
emissions, CARB, in conjunction with the EPA and the NHTSA, adopted new GHG standards for
model year 2017 to 2025 vehicles; the new standards are estimated to reduce GHG emissions by 34%
in 2025. The ZEV program will act as the focused technology of the Advanced Clean Cars program
by requiring manufacturers to produce increasing numbers of ZEVs and plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles in the 2018 to 2025 model years.
Water
EO B-29-15. In response to the ongoing drought in California, EO B-29-15 (April 2015) set a goal
of achieving a statewide reduction in potable urban water usage of 25% relative to water use in
2013. The term of the EO extended through February 28, 2016, although many of the directives
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have become permanent water-efficiency standards and requirements. The EO includes specific
directives that set strict limits on water usage in the state.
Solid Waste
AB 939 and AB 341. In 1989, AB 939, known as the Integrated Waste Management Act
(California Public Resources Code, Sections 40000 et seq.), was passed because of the increase in
waste stream and the decrease in landfill capacity. AB 939 mandated a reduction of waste being
disposed where jurisdictions were required to meet diversion goals of all solid waste through
source reduction, recycling, and composting activities of 25% by 1995 and 50% by the year 2000.
AB 341 (Chapter 476, Statutes of 2011) amended the California Integrated Waste Management
Act of 1989 to include a provision declaring that it is the policy goal of the state that not less than
75% of solid waste generated be source-reduced, recycled, or composted by the year 2020, and
annually thereafter.
Local
City of West Hollywood General Plan 2035 Infrastructure, Resources, and Conservation
The Infrastructure, Resources, and Conservation Element of the West Hollywood General Plan
2035 (City of West Hollywood 2011b) includes GHG policies intended to reduce the effects of
climate change in the City. Key policies include Policy IRC-4.2, which calls for promoting land
use patterns and mobility decisions that result in reduced vehicle trips and therefore reduced overall
energy use from the transportation sector, and Policy IRC-6.9, which encourages a shift in travel
from single-occupant autos to walking, biking, public transit, and ride-sharing.
City of West Hollywood Climate Action Plan
The City of West Hollywood’s Climate Action Plan (CAP) recommends a series of actions that
the City, residents, property owners, and businesses can take to reduce its contributions to global
climate change by reducing GHG emissions (City of West Hollywood 2011a). The City’s CAP
outlines a course of action to reduce municipal and communitywide GHG emissions that contribute
to climate change. The City’s CAP seeks to:


Provide clear guidance to City staff and decision makers regarding when and how to
implement key actions to reduce GHG emissions.



Place the City on a path to reduce annual communitywide GHG emissions by 20%–25%
below 2008 business-as-usual emission levels by 2035.



Inspire residents, property owners, and businesses to participate in community efforts to
reduce GHG emissions.
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Demonstrate West Hollywood’s ability to respond to and comply with California GHG
reduction legislation and guidelines.

City of West Hollywood’s Green Building Ordinance
On October 1, 2007, the City adopted one of the nation’s first mandatory green building ordinances.
A key component of the City’s Green Building Program was the Green Building Point System for new
construction, which offers incentives for projects that achieve exemplary status across a range of
sustainable measures. The City’s CAP includes actions which both strengthen and update the Green
Building Ordinance within the Energy Use and Efficiency section.

3.4.3

Thresholds of Significance

The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines. Based
on these thresholds, implementation of the proposed project would have a significant adverse
impact related to GHG emissions if it would:
GHG-1.

Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the environment

GHG-2.

Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose of
reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases

Global climate change is a cumulative impact; a project participates in this potential impact through its
incremental contribution combined with the cumulative increase of all other sources of GHGs. There are
currently no established thresholds for assessing whether the GHG emissions of a project, such as the
proposed project, would be considered a cumulatively considerable contribution to global climate
change; however, all reasonable efforts should be made to minimize a project’s contribution to global
climate change. In addition, while GHG impacts are recognized exclusively as cumulative impacts
(CAPCOA 2008), GHG emissions impacts must also be evaluated on a project-level under CEQA.
The CEQA Guidelines do not prescribe specific methodologies for performing an assessment, do not
establish specific thresholds of significance, and do not mandate specific mitigation measures. Rather,
the CEQA Guidelines emphasize the lead agency’s discretion to determine the appropriate
methodologies and thresholds of significance consistent with the manner in which other impact areas
are handled in CEQA (CNRA 2009a). The State of California has not adopted emission-based
thresholds for GHG emissions under CEQA. The Governor’s Office of Planning and Research’s
Technical Advisory titled “CEQA and Climate Change: Addressing Climate Change through
California Environmental Quality Act Review” states that “public agencies are encouraged but not
required to adopt thresholds of significance for environmental impacts. Even in the absence of clearly
defined thresholds for GHG emissions, the law requires that such emissions from CEQA projects must
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be disclosed and mitigated to the extent feasible whenever the lead agency determines that the project
contributes to a significant, cumulative climate change impact” (OPR 2008). Furthermore, the advisory
document indicates that “in the absence of regulatory standards for GHG emissions or other scientific
data to clearly define what constitutes a ‘significant impact,’ individual lead agencies may undertake a
project-by-project analysis, consistent with available guidance and current CEQA practice.” Section
15064.7(c) of the CEQA Guidelines specifies that “when adopting thresholds of significance, a lead
agency may consider thresholds of significance previously adopted or recommended by other public
agencies, or recommended by experts, provided the decision of the lead agency to adopt such
thresholds is supported by substantial evidence.”
To address Threshold GHG-1, this analysis uses the SCAQMD recommended (not adopted)
numeric CEQA significance thresholds for GHG emissions for lead agencies to use in assessing
GHG impacts of residential and commercial development projects.
In October 2008, the SCAQMD proposed recommended numeric CEQA significance thresholds
for GHG emissions for lead agencies to use in assessing GHG impacts of residential and
commercial development projects as presented in its Draft Guidance Document – Interim CEQA
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Significance Threshold (SCAQMD 2008). This guidance document,
which builds on the previous guidance prepared by the CAPCOA, explored various approaches
for establishing a significance threshold for GHG emissions. The draft interim CEQA thresholds
guidance document was not adopted or approved by the Governing Board. However, in December
2008, the SCAQMD adopted an interim 10,000 MT CO2e per-year screening level threshold for
stationary source/industrial projects for which the SCAQMD is the lead agency (see SCAQMD
Resolution No. 08-35, December 5, 2008).
The SCAQMD formed a GHG CEQA Significance Threshold Working Group to work with
SCAQMD staff on developing GHG CEQA significance thresholds until statewide significance
thresholds or guidelines are established. From December 2008 to September 2010, the SCAQMD
hosted working group meetings and revised the draft threshold proposal several times, although it
did not officially provide these proposals in a subsequent document. The SCAQMD has continued
to consider adoption of significance thresholds for residential and general land use development
projects. The most recent proposal, issued in September 2010, uses the following tiered approach to
evaluate potential GHG impacts from various uses (SCAQMD 2010):
Tier 1

Determine if CEQA categorical exemptions are applicable. If not, move to Tier 2.

Tier 2

Consider whether or not the proposed project is consistent with a locally adopted
GHG reduction plan that has gone through public hearing and CEQA review, that
has an approved inventory, includes monitoring, etc. If not, move to Tier 3.
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Tier 3

Consider whether the project generates GHG emissions in excess of screening thresholds
for individual land uses. The 10,000 MT CO2e per year threshold for industrial uses
would be recommended for use by all lead agencies. Under option 1, separate screening
thresholds are proposed for residential projects (3,500 MT CO2e per year), commercial
projects (1,400 MT CO2e per year), and mixed-use projects (3,000 MT CO2e per year).
Under option 2, a single numerical screening threshold of 3,000 MT CO2e per year would
be used for all non-industrial projects. If the project generates emissions in excess of the
applicable screening threshold, move to Tier 4.

Tier 4

Consider whether the project generates GHG emissions in excess of applicable
performance standards for the project service population (population plus
employment). The efficiency targets were established based on the goal of AB 32
to reduce statewide GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. The 2020 efficiency
targets are 4.8 MT CO2e per service population for project level analyses and 6.6
MT CO2e per service population for plan level analyses. If the project generates
emissions in excess of the applicable efficiency targets, move to Tier 5.

Tier 5

Consider the implementation of CEQA mitigation (including the purchase of GHG
offsets) to reduce the project efficiency target to Tier 4 levels.

Because the project consists of a mixed use development, this analysis applies the recommended
SCAQMD threshold of 3,000 MT CO2e per year. Per the SCAQMD guidance, construction
emissions should be amortized over the operational life of the project, which is assumed to be 30
years (SCAQMD 2008). This impact analysis, therefore, adds amortized construction emissions
to the estimated annual operational emissions and then compares operational emissions to the
proposed SCAQMD threshold of 3,000 MT CO2e per year in evaluating threshold GHG-1.
For the purpose of evaluating the GHG impacts associated with the proposed project under
threshold GHG-2, this analysis evaluates the consistency of the proposed project with the City’s
CAP and state GHG reduction goals as articulated in SB 350 and the 2030 Scoping Plan.

3.4.4

Methodology

Construction Emissions
CalEEMod Version 2016.3.2 was used to estimate project-generated GHG emissions during
construction. Construction of the project would result in GHG emissions primarily associated with
use of off-road construction equipment, on-road hauling and vendor (material delivery) trucks, and
worker vehicles. All details for construction criteria air pollutants discussed in Section 3.2.4,
Methodology (Construction Emissions), are also applicable for the estimation of constructionrelated GHG emissions. As such, see Section 3.2.4 for a discussion of construction emissions
calculation methodology and assumptions used in the GHG emissions analysis.
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Operational Emissions
Emissions from the operational phase of the project were estimated using CalEEMod Version
2016.3.2. Operational year 2021 was assumed consistent with the traffic impact study (TIS)
prepared for the project (KOA 2019).
Emissions from the existing land uses were also estimated using CalEEMod to present the net change
in criteria air pollutant emissions. Operational year 2019 was assumed for the existing scenario.
Potential project-generated and existing operational GHG emissions were estimated for area
sources (landscape maintenance), energy sources (natural gas and electricity), mobile sources,
solid waste, and water supply and wastewater treatment. Emissions from each category are
discussed in the following text. For additional details, see Section 3.2.4, Methodology (Operational
Emissions), for a discussion of operational emission calculation methodology and assumptions,
specifically for area, energy (natural gas), and mobile sources.
Area
CalEEMod was used to estimate GHG emissions from the project’s and existing scenario area
sources, which include operation of gasoline-powered landscape maintenance equipment, which
produce minimal GHG emissions. See Section 3.2.4 for a discussion of landscaping equipment
emissions calculations. Consumer product use and architectural coatings result in VOC emissions,
which are analyzed in air quality analysis only, and little to no GHG emissions.
Energy
The estimation of operational energy emissions was based on CalEEMod land use defaults and
units or total area (i.e., square footage) of the project’s land uses. The energy use from residential
land uses is calculated in CalEEMod based on the Residential Appliance Saturation Study. For
nonresidential buildings, CalEEMod energy intensity value (electricity or natural gas usage
per square foot per year) assumptions were based on the California Commercial End -Use
Survey database. Emissions are calculated by multiplying the energy use by the utility carbon
intensity (pounds of GHGs per kilowatt-hour for electricity or 1,000 British thermal units for
natural gas) for CO2 and other GHGs (CAPCOA 2017).
CalEEMod default energy intensity factors (CO2, CH4, and N2O mass emissions per kilowatt-hour)
for SCE is based on the value for SCE’s energy mix in 2012. As explained in Section 3.4.2, SB
X1 2 established a target of 33% from renewable energy sources for all electricity providers in
California by 2020 and SB 350 calls for further development of renewable energy, with a target of
50% by 2030. The CO2 emissions intensity factor for utility energy use in CalEEMod was adjusted
consistent with SCE’s 2017 Power Content Label, which reported that 29% of the power mix was
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generated by eligible renewable sources (SCE 2018).3 Because SCE is striving to meet the 33%
RPS by December 31, 2020, the CO2 emissions intensity factor is anticipated to be less than
assumed in CalEEMod at project operation (2021), which would reflect the increase in percentage
of renewable energy in SCE’s energy portfolio.4
Mobile Sources
All details for criteria air pollutants discussed in Section 3.2.4 are also applicable for the
estimation of operational mobile source GHG emissions. Regulatory measures related to
mobile sources include AB 1493 (Pavley) and related federal standards. AB 1493 required that
CARB establish GHG emission standards for automobiles, light-duty trucks, and other vehicles
determined by CARB to be vehicles that are primarily used for noncommercial personal
transportation in the state. In addition, the NHTSA and EPA have established corporate fuel
economy standards and GHG emission standards, respectively, for automobiles and light -,
medium-, and heavy-duty vehicles. Implementation of these standards and fleet turnover
(replacement of older vehicles with newer ones) will gradually reduce emissions from the
project’s motor vehicles. The effectiveness of fuel economy improvements was evaluated by
using the CalEEMod emission factors for motor vehicles in 2021 for the project to the extent
it was captured in EMFAC 2014. 5
Solid Waste
The project would generate solid waste, and therefore, result in CO2e emissions associated with
landfill off-gassing, as occurring under the existing scenario. CalEEMod default values for solid
waste generation were used to estimate GHG emissions associated with solid waste for the project
and existing land uses. It was assumed that the project and existing land uses would have a 50%
solid waste diversion rate, consistent with the solid waste diversion requirements of AB 939,
Integrated Waste Management Act. It should be noted that this is a conservative assumption, as
the goal for the state is 75% diversion by 2020 in accordance with AB 341.

3

4

5

The CalEEMod default CO2 intensity factor for SCE is 702.44 pounds per megawatt hour. The CO 2 intensity
factor was revised to 628.13 pounds per megawatt hour to reflect 29% of power provided by eligible renewable
sources, resulting in an approximately 11% reduction.
Assuming that eligible renewable sources would comprise 33% of SCE’s power mix by December 31, 2020, the
CO2 intensity factor is anticipated to be 592.74 pounds per megawatt hour, which would be a reduction of
approximately 6% compared to the SCE CO2 intensity factor assumed for 2017 and applied in this analysis.
The Low Carbon Fuel Standard calls for a 10% reduction in the “carbon intensity” of motor vehicle fuels by 2020, which
would further reduce GHG emissions. However, the carbon intensity reduction associated with the Low Carbon Fuel
Standard was not assumed in EMFAC 2014 and thus, was not included in CalEEMod 2016.3.2.
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Water and Wastewater Treatment
Supply, conveyance, treatment, and distribution of water for the project and existing land uses
require the use of electricity, which would result in associated indirect GHG emissions.
Similarly, wastewater generated by the project and existing land uses requires the use of
electricity for conveyance and treatment, along with GHG emissions generated during
wastewater treatment. The indoor and outdoor water use and electricity consumption from water
use and wastewater generation were estimated using CalEEMod default values for the project and
existing scenario, and it was assumed that wastewater treatment would be 100% aerobic.

3.4.5

Impact Analysis

Threshold GHG-1. Would the project generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or
indirectly, that may have a significant impact on the environment?
Construction Emissions
Construction of the proposed project would result in GHG emissions, which are primarily associated
with use of off-road construction equipment, on-road haul trucks, on-road vendor trucks, and worker
vehicles. The SCAQMD has not proposed or adopted relevant quantitative GHG thresholds for
construction-generated emissions. Nonetheless, GHG emissions generated during construction of
the proposed project are included in this assessment for disclosure purposes.
CalEEMod was used to calculate the annual GHG emissions based on the construction scenario
described in Section 3.2, Air Quality. It is anticipated that construction of the project would
commence in April 2020 and reach completion in December 2021.6 On-site sources of GHG
emissions include off-road equipment and off-site sources including haul trucks, vendor trucks and
worker vehicles. Table 3.4-4 presents construction emissions for the proposed project in 2020 and
2021 from on-site and off-site emission sources. Emissions of CO2, CH4, N2O, and CO2e are
presented consistent with the CalEEMod output. As discussed in Section 3.4.1, CO2e is a measure
used to compare the emissions from CO2, CH4, and N2O based upon their GWP.
Table 3.4-4
Estimated Annual Construction Greenhouse Gas Emissions
CO2
Year
2020

6

636.24

CH4
N2O
Metric Tons per Year
0.09
0.00

CO2e
638.36

The analysis assumes a construction start date of April 2020, which represents the earliest date construction would
initiate. Assuming the earliest start date for construction represents the worst-case scenario for GHG emissions
because equipment and vehicle emission factors for later years would be slightly less due to more stringent
standards for in-use off-road equipment and heavy-duty trucks, as well as fleet turnover replacing older equipment
and vehicles in later years.
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Table 3.4-4
Estimated Annual Construction Greenhouse Gas Emissions
CO2
Year
2021

371.96
1,008.20

Total
Amortized Emissions

CH4
N2O
Metric Tons per Year
0.05
0.00
0.14
0.00
33.72

CO2e
373.16
1,011.52

Notes: CO2 = carbon dioxide; CH4 = methane; N2O = nitrous oxide; CO2e = carbon dioxide equivalent.
See Appendix B for complete results.
Amortized construction GHG emissions represent total construction GHG emissions divided 30 years, which is the assumed project operational
lifetime consistent with SCAQMD guidance (SCAQMD 2008).

As shown in Table 3.4-4, the estimated total GHG emissions during construction would be
approximately 1,012 MT CO2e over the construction period.
Estimated project-generated construction emissions amortized over 30 years would be
approximately 34 MT CO2e per year. As with project-generated construction air pollutant emissions,
GHG emissions generated during construction of the proposed project would be short-term in nature,
lasting only for the duration of the construction period, and would not represent a long-term source
of GHG emissions. Because there is no separate GHG threshold for construction, the evaluation of
significance is discussed in the following operational emissions analysis.
Operational Emissions
Operation of the project and operation under the existing scenario would generate GHG emissions
through motor vehicle trips; landscape maintenance equipment operation (area source); energy use
(natural gas and electricity); solid waste disposal; and water supply, treatment, and distribution and
wastewater treatment. CalEEMod was used to calculate the annual GHG emissions based on the
operational assumptions described in Section 3.4.4, Methodology.
The estimated operational proposed project-generated and existing GHG emissions from area sources,
energy usage, motor vehicles, solid waste generation, and water usage and wastewater generation, and
the net change in emissions (Proposed Project minus Existing) are shown in Table 3.4-5. As with the
construction emission estimates, operational emissions of CO2, CH4, N2O, and CO2e are presented
consistent with the CalEEMod output.
Table 3.4-5
Estimated Annual Operational GHG Emissions
CO2
Emission Source
Area
Draft EIR for The Bond Project
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Table 3.4-5
Estimated Annual Operational GHG Emissions
CO2
Emission Source
Energy
Mobile
Solid waste
Water supply and wastewater

612.03
1,501.38
8.54
42.75
Total
2,165.89
Existing
Area
0.12
Energy
57.64
Mobile
326.06
Solid waste
6.11
Water supply and wastewater
5.94
Total
395.87
Net Change in Emissions
Net Change (Proposed Project – Existing)
1,770.02

CH4
N2O
Metric Tons per Year
0.02
0.00
0.08
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.61
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.36
0.00
0.38

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.23
0.00
Amortized construction emissions
Total net operational + amortized construction GHGs

CO2e
614.80
1,503.46
21.16
44.98
2,185.62
0.12
57.90
326.57
15.14
6.61
406.34
1,779.28
33.72
1,813.00

Notes: GHG = greenhouse gas; CO2 = carbon dioxide; CH4 = methane; N2O = nitrous oxide; CO2e = carbon dioxide equivalent.
See Appendix B for complete results.
Totals may not sum due to rounding.
The Proposed Project emissions reflect operational year 2021. The Existing emissions reflect operational year 2019.

As shown in Table 3.4-5, estimated net annual project-generated GHG emissions would be
approximately 1,779 MT CO2e per year as a result of project operation. Estimated net annual
project-generated operational emissions in 2021 and amortized project construction emissions
would be approximately 1,813 MT CO2e per year. As such, annual operational GHG emissions
with amortized construction emissions would not exceed the SCAQMD threshold of 3,000 MT
CO2e per year. Therefore, the proposed project’s GHG contribution would not be cumulatively
considerable and is less than significant.
Threshold GHG-2. Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation
adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases?
Project Consistency with the City’s Climate Action Plan
The City adopted its CAP on September 6, 2011, concurrent with the adoption of the City’s 2035
General Plan. The City’s CAP includes strategies and performance indicators to reduce GHG
emissions from municipal and communitywide activities within the City. The City’s CAP
strategies address seven major GHG sources and recommend actions to achieve GHG reductions
through: community leadership and engagement, land use and community design, transportation
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and mobility, energy use and efficiency, water use and efficiency, waste reduction and recycling,
and green space. For each strategy, the City’s CAP recommends measures and actions that
translate the CAP’s vision into on-the-ground action. Measures define the direction that the City
will take to accomplish its GHG reduction goals, while actions define the specific steps that City
staff and decision makers will take over time. Overall, the goal of the City’s CAP is to reduce the
City’s communitywide GHG emissions by 20%–25% below 2008 emission levels by 2035.
Table 3.4-6 describes the project’s consistency with the City’s applicable CAP measures. As stated
in the City’s CAP, projects that demonstrate consistency with the goals, strategies, actions, and
emission reduction targets contained in the City’s CAP would have a less-than-significant impact
on climate change.
Table 3.4-6
Project Consistency with Applicable City of West Hollywood’s
Climate Action Plan Reduction Measures
Reduction Measures

Project Consistency
Land Use and Community Design
LU-1.1: Facilitate the establishment of mixed-use,
Consistent. The proposed project is in a Transit Overlay Zone
pedestrian- and transit-oriented development along the
and Transit Priority Area. The proposed project is a
commercial corridors and in Transit Overlay Zones
pedestrian-oriented mixed-use hotel that provides hotel,
residential, restaurant, and other commercial uses on the
project site. The site is located in the Mixed-Use Incentive
Overlay Zone, and is consistent of the applicable goals and
standards of that designation. The site will enhance the
pedestrian experience on Santa Monica Boulevard by
providing both housing and commercial uses near transit
stations and other mixed-use development, which would
provide additional commercial and social activity. The project
area is served by bus transit lines the Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority, and the City of Los
Angeles Department of Transportation, including the 704 rapid
bus, which stops directly adjacent to the project on Santa
Monica Boulevard and Fairfax Avenue. In addition, because
the proposed project is an infill project, the project may reduce
vehicle trips and/or vehicle miles traveled (VMT) due to
proximity to complimentary land uses and employment
centers.
Transportation and Mobility
T-1.1: Increase the pedestrian mode share in West
Consistent. The proposed project will be designed to encourage
Hollywood with convenient and attractive pedestrian
pedestrian activity. Separation of pedestrians from vehicular traffic
infrastructure and facilities.
would be accomplished through several elements on site, such as
providing parking in a subterranean parking garage.
T-2.1: Increase the bicycle mode share by providing
Consistent. The project provides 38 bicycle parking spaces and
accessible, convenient, and attractive bicycle
does not impede existing or planning bicycle infrastructure.
infrastructure.
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Table 3.4-6
Project Consistency with Applicable City of West Hollywood’s
Climate Action Plan Reduction Measures
Reduction Measures
Project Consistency
T-2.2: Install bike racks and bike parking in the City
Consistent. The proposed project includes bicycle parking for
where bike parking infrastructure currently does not
employees and customers as well as showers on site pursuant to
exist.
the City’s Municipal Code requirements.
Energy Use and Efficiency
E-2.2: Require all new construction to achieve California Consistent. In addition to complying with the City’s Green
Building Code Tier II Energy Efficiency Standards
Building Ordinance (City of West Hollywood Municipal Code
(Section 503.1.2).
Section 19.20.060), the project would be required to achieve
California Building Code Tier II Energy Efficiency Standards which
states that new construction must exceed 2007 California Energy
Code requirements by 30% over 2007 Title 24 requirements.
E-3.2: Require the use of recycled materials for 20% of
Consistent. The proposed project includes recycled-content
construction materials in all new construction.
materials in the foundation, insulation, and landscaping. As stated in
this measure, the proposed project would be required to use a
minimum of 20% recycled materials as part of the proposed
construction. This is required of all new development projects in the
City.
Consistent. The proposed project would pre-plumb and provide
E‐3.3: Facilitate installation of solar hot water heating
conduit for solar water heating. In addition, the project would install a
systems on commercial and multifamily buildings.
solar water heating system for domestic hot water and pool heating.
Consistent. The proposed project would install a 0.5-kilowatt KW
E‐3.4: Facilitate the installation of solar photovoltaic
photovoltaic system.
systems on multifamily residential, commercial, and
industrial buildings, and parking lots.
Water Use and Efficiency
W-1.1: Reduce per capita water consumption by 30%
Consistent. To reduce water use, the proposed project would
include low-flow plumbing fixtures consistent with CALGreen
by 2035.
building standards and the City’s Green Building Ordinance.
W-1.2: Encourage all automated irrigation systems
Consistent. The irrigation systems installed on the project site
installed in the City to include a weather-based control
would also include a weather-based control system.
system.
Waste Reduction and Recycling
SW-1.1: Establish a waste reduction target not to
Consistent. The proposed project would include space for the
exceed 4.0 pounds per person per day.
collection and storage of recyclables. In addition, at least 80% of
construction and demolition waste would be diverted in accordance
with WHMC Section 19.20.060. The proposed project would be
subject to all applicable state and City requirements for solid waste
reduction.
Urban Forest
G-1.1: Increase and enhance the City’s urban forest to
Consistent. The proposed project includes landscaping on the
capture and store carbon and reduce building energy
street level, which includes 14 deciduous canopy trees in a
consumption.
minimum 36” box. The proposed project would also preserve two
existing trees along Santa Monica Boulevard over 6” in diameter.
Consistent. The project would also implement an extensive
G‐1.2: Establish a green roof and roof garden program
to standardize, promote, and incentivize green roofs and vegetated green roof (50% of roof not occupied by mechanical
equipment or access stairs).
roof gardens throughout the City.
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As presented in Table 3.4-6, the project is consistent with the applicable CAP reduction measures;
therefore, the project would be consistent with the City’s climate action reduction measures and would
not conflict with the adopted CAP. Additionally, the proposed project would be required to implement
Mitigation Measure 3.15-1 from the Final Program EIR for the City’s General Plan and CAP (City of
West Hollywood 2010). This measure states that to further reduce construction generated-GHG
emissions, the project applicant(s) of all project phases shall implement all feasible measures for
reducing GHG emissions associated with construction that are recommended by the City and/or
SCAQMD at the time individual portions of the site undergo construction.
Prior to releasing each request for bid to contractors for the construction of each development phases,
the project applicant(s) shall obtain the most current list of GHG reduction measures that are
recommended by the City and stipulate that these measures be implemented in the respective request
for bid as well as the subsequent construction contract with the selected primary contractor.
The project applicant(s) for any particular development phase may submit to the City a report
that substantiates why specific measures are considered infeasible for construction of that
particular development phase and/or at that point in time. The report, including the
substantiation for not implementing particular GHG reduction measures, shall be approved by
the City prior to the release of a request for bid by the project applicant(s) for seeking a primary
contractor to manage the construction of each development. By requiring that the list of
feasible measures be established prior to the selection of a primary contractor, this measure
requires that the ability of a contractor to effectively implement the selected GHG reduction
measures be inherent to the selection process.
The City’s recommended measures for reducing construction-related GHG emissions at the
time of writing this EIR (2019) are listed as follows. The list will be updated as new
technologies or methods become available. The project applicant(s) shall, at a minimum, be
required to implement the following to the extent feasible:


Improve fuel efficiency of construction equipment:
o Reduce unnecessary idling (modify work practices, install auxiliary power for
drive comfort);
o Perform equipment maintenance (inspections, detect failures early, correction);
o Train equipment operators in proper use of equipment;
o Use the proper size of equipment for the job; and
o Use equipment with new technologies (repowered engines, electric drive trains).



Use alternative fuels for electricity generators and welders at construction sites such as
propane or solar, or use electrical power.
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Use an ARB-approved low-carbon fuel, such as biodiesel, or renewable diesel for
construction equipment.



Encourage and provide carpools, shuttle vans, transit passes, and/or secure bicycle parking
for construction worker commutes.



Reduce electricity use in the construction office by using compact fluorescent bulbs, powering
off computers every day, and replacing heating and cooling units with more efficient ones.



Recycle or salvage nonhazardous construction and demolition debris (goal of at least 75%
by weight).



Use locally sourced or recycled materials for construction materials (goal of at least 20%
based on costs for building materials, and based on volume for roadway, parking lot,
sidewalk, and curb materials).



Minimize the amount of concrete used for paved surfaces or use a low carbon concrete option.



Produce concrete on site if determined to be less emissive than transporting ready mix.



Use EPA-certified SmartWay trucks for deliveries and equipment transport. Additional
information about the SmartWay Transport Partnership Program is available from ARB’s
Heavy-Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Measure and EPA.



Develop a plan to efficiently use water for adequate dust control. This may consist of the
use of nonpotable water from a local source.

The proposed project would be designed and constructed in accordance with the City’s Green
Building Ordinance, which would include implementing energy efficient systems and appliances,
installing energy efficient lighting, and using water-efficient landscaping, irrigation systems, and
water conserving plumbing and fixtures.
Project Consistency with SCAG’s 2016 RTP/SCS
SCAG’s 2016 RTP/SCS is a regional growth-management strategy that targets per capita GHG
reduction from passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks in the Southern California region pursuant
to SB 375. In addition to demonstrating the region’s ability to attain and exceed the GHG emissionreduction targets set forth by CARB, the 2016 RTP/SCS outlines a series of actions and strategies
for integrating the transportation network with an overall land use pattern that responds to
projected growth, housing needs, changing demographics, and transportation demands. Thus,
successful implementation of the 2016 RTP/SCS would result in more complete communities with
a variety of transportation and housing choices, while reducing automobile use. With regard to
individual developments, such as the project, the strategies and policies set forth in the 2016
RTP/SCS can be grouped into the following three categories: (1) reduction of vehicle trips and
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VMT; (2) increased use of alternative fuel vehicles; and (3) improved energy efficiency. The
project’s consistency with these three strategy categories is presented below.
1.

Consistency with VMT Reduction Strategies and Policies

The project’s consistency with this aspect of the 2016 RTP/SCS is demonstrated via the project’s
land use characteristics and features that would reduce vehicular trips and VMT, as well as the
project’s consistency with the regional growth forecast assumed in the 2016 RTP/SCS for the City.
As discussed in Section 3.2.5 (Threshold AQ-1), vehicle trip generation and planned development
for the project site are concluded to have been anticipated in the SCAG 2016 RTP/SCS growth
projections for the project site. Regarding VMT reduction characteristics, the project is an infill,
mixed-use development located within the Transit Overlay Zone and the Mixed-Use Incentive
Overlay Zone. The nature of the project’s land use mix and site location would reduce VMT and
associated GHG emissions by being in proximity to complimentary land uses and employment centers,
which could encourage use of alternative transportation methods such as transit, walking, or biking, or
would result in shorter vehicle trips. In addition, the increase in density compared to average residential
development density is associated with VMT reductions.
2.

Increased Use of Alternative Fueled Vehicles Policy Initiative

The second goal of the 2016 RTP/SCS, with regard to individual development projects such as the
project, is to increase alternative fueled vehicles to reduce per capita GHG emissions. This 2016
RTP/SCS policy initiative focuses on accelerating fleet conversion to electric or other near zeroemission technologies. The project would provide four EV charging spaces (2% of total parking
spaces) consistent with the City’s the EV charging station requirements in the West Hollywood
Municipal Code (WHMC). In addition, the project would designate additional spaces as EV
charging spaces capable of supporting future electric vehicle supply equipment in conformance
with the WHMC at the time of plan check submittal.
3.

Energy Efficiency Strategies and Policies

The third important focus within the 2016 RTP/SCS, for individual developments such as the
proposed project, involves improving energy efficiency (e.g., reducing energy consumption) to
reduce GHG emissions. The 2016 RTP/SCS goal is to actively encourage and create incentives for
energy efficiency, where possible. The project would implement green building design and
construction practices capable of achieving Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED™) Silver certification for the buildings within the project site. The project would promote
sustainability, including measures to increase the efficient use of water and energy and the use of
renewable resources while decreasing use of nonrenewable energy. As explained in Section 2.0,
Project Description, the proposed project is subject to the City’s green building program and has
completed the required green building checklist. Included in the green building checklist, the
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project would install photovoltaic panels, install Energy Star lighting, install Energy Star or cool
roofs, provide daylighting, and pre-plumb for solar water heating. In addition, as also explained in
Section 2.0, the project would be subject to various mandatory green building measures per City
code, including installing Energy Star appliances and providing tenants with a Green
Features/Benefits Manual.
Based on the analysis above, the proposed project would be consistent with the SCAG 2016
RTP/SCS.
Project Consistency with the CARB Scoping Plan, SB 32, and EO S-3-05
The Scoping Plan, approved by CARB on December 12, 2008, provides a framework for actions to
reduce California’s GHG emissions and requires CARB and other state agencies to adopt regulations
and other initiatives to reduce GHGs. As such, the Scoping Plan is not directly applicable to specific
projects. Relatedly, in the Final Statement of Reasons for the Amendments to the CEQA Guidelines,
the CNRA observed that “[t]he [Scoping Plan] may not be appropriate for use in determining the
significance of individual projects because it is conceptual at this stage and relies on the future
development of regulations to implement the strategies identified in the Scoping Plan” (CNRA
2009b). Under the Scoping Plan, however, there are several state regulatory measures aimed at the
identification and reduction of GHG emissions. CARB and other state agencies have adopted many
of the measures identified in the Scoping Plan. Most of these measures focus on area source
emissions (e.g., energy usage, high-GWP GHGs in consumer products) and changes to the vehicle
fleet (i.e., hybrid, electric, and more fuel-efficient vehicles) and associated fuels (e.g., LCFS), among
others. The proposed project will comply with all applicable regulations adopted in furtherance of
the Scoping Plan to the extent required by law.
As discussed in Section 3.5.2, EO S-3-05 established a goal to reduce statewide GHG emissions
to the 1990 level by 2020, and to reduce statewide GHG emissions to 80% below the 1990 level
by 2050.7 This goal was codified as the emissions targets in the 2017 Climate Change Scoping
Plan adopted by CARB in December 2017. The proposed project would support achievement of
the EO’s near-term 2020 goal (as codified in AB 32) and the long-term 2050 goal through the
project’s compliance with the City’s CAP (see Table 3.4-5 for a discussion of the project’s
consistency with the applicable CAP reduction measures).
Because the proposed project would be consistent with the City’s CAP, GHG impacts would
be less than significant.

7

In adopting AB 32, the legislature did not adopt the 2050 horizon-year goal from EO No. S-3-05, and in the last
legislative session (2013–2014), the legislature rejected bills proposing to enact the EO’s 2050 goal (Cleveland
National Forest Foundation v. SANDAG 2014; Professional Engineers in California Government et al. v.
Schwarzenegger and Chiang 2010; OPR 2004).
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3.4.6

Mitigation Measures

Impacts would be less than significant. Although no project-specific mitigation measures are
required, the proposed project would be required to implement mitigation measure 3.15-1 from the
Final Program EIR for the City’s General Plan and CAP. This measure states that to further reduce
construction-generated GHG emissions, the project applicant(s) of all project phases shall
implement all feasible measures for reducing GHG emissions associated with construction that are
recommended by the City and/or SCAQMD at the time individual portions of the site undergo
construction. The City’s recommended measures for reducing construction-related GHG
emissions at the time of writing this EIR (2019) are listed as follows. The list will be updated as
new technologies or methods become available. The project applicant(s) shall, at a minimum, be
required to implement the following to the extent feasible:


Improve fuel efficiency of construction equipment:
o Reduce unnecessary idling (modify work practices, install auxiliary power for
drive comfort);
o Perform equipment maintenance (inspections, detect failures early, correction);
o Train equipment operators in proper use of equipment;
o Use the proper size of equipment for the job; and
o Use equipment with new technologies (repowered engines, electric drive trains).



Use alternative fuels for electricity generators and welders at construction sites such as
propane or solar, or use electrical power.



Use a CARB-approved low-carbon fuel, such as biodiesel, or renewable diesel for
construction equipment.



Encourage and provide carpools, shuttle vans, transit passes, and/or secure bicycle parking
for construction worker commutes.



Reduce electricity use in the construction office by using compact fluorescent bulbs, powering
off computers every day, and replacing heating and cooling units with more efficient ones.



Recycle or salvage nonhazardous construction and demolition debris (goal of at least 75%
by weight).



Use locally sourced or recycled materials for construction materials (goal of at least 20%
based on costs for building materials, and based on volume for roadway, parking lot,
sidewalk, and curb materials).



Minimize the amount of concrete used for paved surfaces or use a low carbon concrete option.



Produce concrete on site if determined to be less emissive than transporting ready mix.
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Use EPA-certified SmartWay trucks for deliveries and equipment transport. Additional
information about the SmartWay Transport Partnership Program is available from CARB’s
Heavy-Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Measure and EPA.



Develop a plan to efficiently use water for adequate dust control. This may consist of the
use of nonpotable water from a local source.

3.4.7

Level of Significance After Mitigation

Impacts would be less than significant.

3.4.8
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3.5

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

This section describes the existing hazardous materials within the vicinity of the project site, identifies
associated regulatory requirements, evaluates potential impacts, and identifies mitigation measures
related to implementation of The Bond Project (project or proposed project).
In the evaluation of potential impacts, this section discusses the potential for the proposed project
to expose people to hazards and hazardous materials. The analysis contained within this section is
based on the California Environmental Geologists & Engineers Inc. (California Environmental),
Screening Soil Gas Evaluation – Phase II for Commercial Properties, 7811 Santa Monica Blvd &
1114 N Orange Grove Ave West Hollywood, CA 90046, dated November 2014, the California
Environmental Site Assessment – Phase I for Commercial Properties, APNs 5530-002-067 and 019, 7811 Santa Monica Blvd & 1114 N Orange Grove, West Hollywood, CA 90046 dated May
2014, and the AEI Consultants Environmental Site Assessment – Phase I for 1125 Ogden Drive,
West Hollywood, California 90046 dated March 2017. These reports are included as Appendix D
of this EIR.

3.5.1

Existing Conditions

The approximately 0.92-acre project site is currently developed with one commercial building
currently used as a gym, two surface parking lots, and one multifamily residential building with
seven residential units and surface parking. The existing building at 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard
was built in 1924. The surface parking lot located at 1114 North Orange Grove Avenue was
constructed at approximately the same time. The current multi-tenant residential structure located
at 1127 North Ogden Drive was constructed in 1949 and has been occupied by residential tenants
since that time.
In May 2014, a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) was conducted for the 7811 Santa
Monica Boulevard and 1114 North Orange Grove Avenue sites by California Environmental to
identify preliminary indications of hazardous material use, storage or disposal at the property.
During the preparation of the Phase I ESA, state and federal hazardous material databases were
searched to determine is project site contains/contained hazardous materials as a result of existing
or past uses. An environmental database records (EDR) report was prepared for the subject
properties as part of the Phase I ESA. In addition, California Environmental contacted several
agencies, including the California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC), the California
Regional Water Quality Control Board – Los Angeles Region (RWQCB), and the Los Angeles
County Health Department (LACHD) for records connected to the subject properties.
No evidence of use, storage, disposal or generation of hazardous substances were observed at the 7811
Santa Monica Boulevard and 1114 North Orange Grove Avenue site, in support of the California
Environmental Phase I ESA (Appendix D). The subject properties are not identified in the EDR US
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Historical Dry Cleaners databases. There are no underground storage tank files or industrial records
maintained at the Los Angeles County Department of Public Works Environmental Programs
Division. The nearest listed contaminated site to the subject property is the Los Angeles County Fire
Department Station No. 8, located approximately 1,000 feet to the east. The station is a former leaking
tank site that received case closure in October 2003. It is considered unlikely the proposed project site
has been impacted by this off-site cross-gradient source.
However, the California Environmental Phase I ESA does reveal evidence of recognized
environmental concerns (RECs) in connection with the proposed project site. The former presence
of a neon sign manufacturing facility, clothes cleaning/pressing facility and a cleaning/dyeing
facility are considered RECs in connection with the subject property. These facilities historically
utilized solvents. Former mercury use is also a potential issue in connection with the former neon
sign manufacturing facility. These RECs were evaluated through subsurface assessment consisting
of soil and soil gas sampling and analysis. In addition, one of the potential sources for indoor air
contamination is degassing of solvents and other compounds from underlying contaminated soil
or groundwater. Therefore, subsurface assessment activities were recommended for the proposed
project site to determine if the subsurface has been impacted by the historical on-site use of
solvents (Appendix D).
Due to the age of the subject property building, there is a potential that asbestos-containing materials
(ACMs) are present. All observed suspect ACMs at the subject property (possible roofing materials
and possible floor tiles) were in good condition at the time of the site reconnaissance. Additionally,
due to the age of the building, there is a potential that lead-based paint (LBP) is present. During the
site inspection, the paint coatings of the structures were in good condition at the time of the site
reconnaissance. The Phase I ESA recommends that the property owner consult with a certified
asbestos consultant and certified Lead Risk Assessor to determine options for control of possible
ACM and LBP hazards prior to renovation or demolition of the building.
In November 2014, as a result of the findings in the Phase I ESA, a Phase II ESA was conducted
for the properties at 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard and 1114 North Orange Grove Avenue by
California Environmental and implemented a screening soil gas evaluation at the subject property.
The assessment obtained and analyzed soil samples for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in
general accordance with the DTSC and RWQCB guidelines. In addition, a soil sample was
obtained and analyzed for heavy metals. The detections of VOCs and metals found were consistent
with regional background concentrations of metals in soil. California Environmental identified low
concentrations of tetrachloroethylene (TCE) in several of the soil gas samples obtained from the
property. However, all detected VOCs were below the action levels for commercial and residential
properties. As a result, future indoor air mitigation is not required (see Appendix D for details
regarding these measurements).
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Soil gas testing beneath the subject site revealed concentrations of TCE in four samples,
ethylbenzene in two samples, and xylenes in three samples. The levels detected documents that a
reportable release from the former on-site cleaning and dyeing facilities has not occurred. The
majority of the on-site soil gas concentrations are at or below the CalEPA-DTSC advisory riskbased concentrations (California Human Health Screening Levels) for VOCs in shallow soil gas
for commercial properties. As such, further assessment is not recommended in the Phase II ESA
(Appendix D).
In March 2017, a Phase I ESA was conducted by AEI Consultants for the remaining portion of the
proposed project site, located at 1125 North Ogden Drive, to identify the presence of any hazardous
materials at this subject property. During the preparation of this Phase I ESA reports, state, federal,
tribal, and local hazardous material databases were searched to determine if the project site
contains/contained hazardous materials as a result of existing or past uses. A Regulatory Database
report was prepared for the subject property at 1125 North Ogden Drive and is included in the
2017 Phase I ESA. Based on a review of available resources, AEI did not identify significant onsite concerns and/or regulated listings from nearby sites, which suggest that a vapor-phase
migration concern currently exists at the subject property.
Due to the age of the subject property building, there is a potential that asbestos-containing
materials (ACMs) are present. All observed suspect ACMs at the subject property were in good
condition at the time of the site reconnaissance. Additionally, due to the age of the multifamily
residential building, there is a potential that lead-based paint (LBP) is present. During the site
inspection, damaged and peeling paint was observed throughout the interior and exterior of the
subject property building. The Phase I ESA recommends that the property owner consult with a
certified asbestos consultant and certified Lead Risk Assessor to determine options for control of
possible ACM and LBP hazards prior to renovation or demolition of the building.

3.5.2

Relevant Plans, Policies, and Ordinances

Federal
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA),
commonly known as “Superfund,” were enacted by Congress on December 11, 1980. This law
provided broad federal authority to respond directly to releases or threatened releases of
hazardous substances that may endanger public health or the environment. CERCLA established
requirements concerning closed and abandoned hazardous waste sites, provided for liability of
persons responsible for releases of hazardous waste at these sites, and established a trust fund to
provide for cleanup when no responsible party could be identified. CERCLA also enabled the
revision of the National Contingency Plan. The National Contingency Plan provides the
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guidelines and procedures needed to respond to releases and threatened releases of hazardous
substances, pollutants, or contaminants. The National Contingency Plan also established the
National Priorities List, which is a list of contaminated sites warranting further investigation by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). CERCLA was amended by the Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) on October 17, 1986.
The Federal Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976 and Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act of 1976
The Federal Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976 and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) (1976) established a program administered by the EPA for the regulation of the
generation, transportation, treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous waste. RCRA was
amended in 1984 by the Hazardous and Solid Waste Act, which affirmed and extended the “cradleto-grave” system of regulating hazardous wastes. The use of certain techniques for the disposal of
some hazardous wastes was specifically prohibited by the Hazardous and Solid Waste Act.
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants
The EPA’s National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) requires that a
thorough asbestos survey be performed prior to demolition or renovation activities that may disturb
ACMs. This requirement may be enforced by federal, state, and local regulatory agencies, and
specifies that all suspect ACMs be sampled to determine the presence or absence of asbestos prior
to any renovation or demolition activities which may disturb them to prevent potential exposure
to workers, building occupants, and the environment.
State
Title 22 of the California Code of Regulations& Hazardous Waste Control Law,
Chapter 6.5
The Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) regulates the generation, transportation,
treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous waste under RCRA and the California Hazardous
Waste Control Law. Both laws impose “cradle to grave” regulatory systems for handling hazardous
waste in a manner that protects human health and the environment. CalEPA has delegated some of
its authority under the Hazardous Waste Control Law to county health departments and other
Certified Unified Program Agencies, including the San Diego County DEH.
California Safety and Health Code
In California, the handling and storage of hazardous materials is regulated by Division 20, Chapter
6.95 of the California Health and Safety Code. Under Sections 25500–25543.3, facilities handling
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hazardous materials are required to prepare a Hazardous Materials Business Plan. Hazardous
Materials Business Plans contain basic information on the location, type, quantity, and health risks
of hazardous materials stored, used, or disposed of in the state.
Chapter 6.95 of the Health and Safety Code establishes minimum statewide standards for
Hazardous Materials Business Plans. Each business shall prepare a Hazardous Materials
Business Plan if that business uses, handles, or stores a hazardous material (including
hazardous waste) or an extremely hazardous material in disclosable quantities greater than or
equal to the following:


500 pounds of a solid substance



55 gallons of a liquid



200 cubic feet of compressed gas



A hazardous compressed gas in any amount (highly toxic with a threshold limit value of
10 parts per million or less)



Extremely hazardous substances in threshold-planning quantities

In addition, in the event that a facility stores quantities of specific acutely hazardous materials
above the thresholds set forth by the California Health and Safety Code, facilities are also required
to prepare a Risk Management Plan and California Accidental Release Plan. The Risk
Management Plan and Accidental Release Plan provide information on the potential impact zone
of a worst-case release and require plans and programs designed to minimize the probability of a
release and to mitigate potential impacts.
California Occupational Safety and Health Act
The California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal/OSHA) is the primary agency
responsible for worker safety in the handling and use of chemicals in the workplace. Cal/OSHA
standards are generally more stringent than federal regulations. The employer is required to monitor
worker exposure to listed hazardous substances and notify workers of exposure (8 CCR 337–340).
The regulations specify requirements for employee training, availability of safety equipment,
accident prevention programs, and hazardous substance exposure warnings.
Local
City of West Hollywood General Plan – Safety and Noise Element
According to the Safety Element, West Hollywood is susceptible to fire, earthquakes, flooding,
landslides and mudslides, subsurface gas, as well as potential exposure to hazardous materials.
The City sits at the base of the Hollywood Hills where significant vegetation and brush drape the
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undeveloped areas between homes and neighborhoods and the City and surrounding Southland is
located in a seismically active area. Lastly, the Safety Element discloses that common hazardous
materials used in urbanized areas and prevalent throughout the City may include petroleum,
fertilizers, pesticides, motor oil and lubricants, cleaning products, high VOC paint and paint
thinners, old batteries and other chemicals and products (City of West Hollywood 2011).

3.5.3

Thresholds of Significance

The October 2016 Initial Study (Appendix A) for the proposed project included an analysis of the
following significance criteria based on Appendix G of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) Guidelines (14 CCR 15000 et seq.). It was concluded in the Initial Study, that there were
less than significant impacts for the following significance criteria. Therefore, the following
significance criteria are not included as part of this EIR:
1. Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites compiled
pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as result, would is create a significant
hazard to the public or the environment.
2. For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within 2 miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the project result in
a safety hazard or excessive noise for people residing or working in the project area.
3. Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency response plan
or emergency evacuation plan.
4. Expose people or structures, either directly or indirectly, to a significant risk of loss, injury
or death involving wildland fires.
The following significance criteria were determined to be potentially significant in the 2016 Initial
Study and are therefore evaluated in this EIR. Since publication of the Initial Study, the CEQA
Guidelines have undergone a comprehensive update. Therefore, the analysis that follows relies on the
updated thresholds in Appendix G of the 2019 CEQA Guidelines. According to Appendix G of the
2019 CEQA Guidelines, a significant impact related to hazards and hazardous material would
occur if the project would:
HAZ-1.

Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials.

HAZ-2.

Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment.
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HAZ-3.

3.5.4

Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school.

Impacts Analysis

Threshold HAZ-1. Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials?
The proposed project includes the development of a mixed-use structure consisting of a hotel, restaurant,
residential units, and an art gallery with two levels of subterranean parking. Construction of the proposed
project would involve demolition of the existing 10,000-square-foot commercial building located on the
existing 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard parcel, the parking lot adjacent to the commercial building, the
parking lot leased by the City and located along Orange Grove Avenue, and one multifamily residential
building located along Ogden Drive.
During construction, hazardous materials such as fuels and lubricants would be transported to and
used on site in construction vehicles and equipment; however, the potential for use of these
materials to result in significant hazards to the public or environment would be low. The project
contractor and construction crews would be required to comply with all applicable regulations
governing the use of hazardous materials. In addition, compliance with existing environmental
regulations would ensure that the public and environment are protected through sound construction
training programs and practices and through the installation of environmental protective
measures/best management practices (BMPs) on the construction site.
During operations, the proposed project would involve very little transport, storage, use, or
disposal of hazardous materials associated with janitorial, maintenance, and repair activities (i.e.,
commercial cleaners, lubricants, or paints), and household cleaning supplies. Use of these
materials would be limited, and transport, storage, use, and disposal of these materials would be
subject to federal, state, and local health and safety requirements. Therefore, impacts associated
with the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials during construction and
operation of the proposed project would be less than significant.
Threshold HAZ-2. Would the project create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials into the environment?
As previously discussed under Threshold HAZ-1, construction and operation of the proposed
project would not create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into the
environment. Compliance with existing environmental regulations would ensure that the public
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and environment are protected through sound construction training programs and practices and
through the installation of environmental protective measures/BMPs on the construction site.
As described in Section 3.5.1, on-site soils at the 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard and 1114 North Orange
Grove Avenue properties on the project site were evaluated for the potential presence of contamination
from former uses at the site. While low concentrations of TCE and several types of VOCs were present,
they were below the action level for commercial and residential properties and were not detected in
concentrations that exceed state health standards. As such, excavation activities on the project site are not
anticipated to result in releases of hazardous materials into the environment. In the unlikely event that
unexpected contaminated soils are encountered during excavation at the project site, soils would be
tested, removed, and disposed of in accordance with applicable local, state, and federal regulations for
proper treatment of contaminated soils.
For the multifamily residential building located along Ogden Drive, due to the age of the building,
there is the potential to encounter ACMs and LBPs during demolition activities. A preconstruction
survey would be required to determine the presence or absence of ACM and LBP. All ACM and LBP
would be removed prior to the start of demolition and renovation activities in accordance with EPA
requirements for LBP and the SCAQMD requirements for ACM (Rule 1403). Per state law, the
applicant must obtain proof of satisfaction of state and regional requirements prior to the start of
demolition and renovation activities. As such, this impact would be less than significant.
During project operation, use of commercial cleaners, lubricants, or paints associated with
janitorial, maintenance, and repair activities during hotel operations as well as household cleaning
supplies associated with the residential component of the project, would be relatively limited and
would be subject to federal, state, and local health and safety requirements. As such, during
operations, by adhering to existing requirements and regulations, impacts associated with
reasonably foreseeable upset and accidental conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment would be less than significant.
Threshold HAZ-3. Would the project emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or
acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or
proposed school?
The project site is immediately adjacent to Fountain Day School. This preschool is located
immediately north of the project site along Orange Grove Avenue. Other schools in the
surrounding vicinity, but greater than 0.25 miles from the project site, include Laurel Span
Elementary School, Beverly Hills Montessori School, ABC Little School, Larchmont Charter
School, and Fairfax Senior High School. As previously discussed in Threshold HAZ-2, the
proposed project would adhere to all existing requirements and regulations during construction
and operations. Additionally, prior to demolition of the multifamily residential building located
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along Ogden Drive, a preconstruction survey shall be completed to determine the presence or absence
of ACM and LBP. In the event that ACM and/or LBP are found to be present in the residential building,
all ACM and LBP would be removed prior to the start of demolition and renovation activities in
accordance with EPA requirements for LBP and the SCAQMD requirements for ACM (Rule 1403).
EPA requires that a state-certified lead professional complete an assessment, and if LBP is found,
a certified professional shall complete the LBP abatement to ensure that LBP is property handled
and disposed of in order to prevent exposure to surrounding uses. Similarly, for the removal of
ACM, SCAQMD Rule 1403 outlines requirements for ACM surveying, notification, ACM
removal procedures, and ACM handling and disposal procedures. Per state law, the applicant must
obtain proof of satisfaction of state and regional requirements prior to the start of demolition
activities (SCAQMD 2007).
Operation of the proposed project would involve limited use of commercial cleaners, lubricants,
or paints associated with janitorial, maintenance, and repair activities during hotel operations as
well as household cleaning supplies associated with the residential and commercial components
of the project. These uses are normal, non-hazardous, would be relatively limited, and would be
subject to federal, state, and local health and safety requirements. By adhering to existing
requirements and regulations, impacts associated to hazardous emissions within 0.25 miles of a
school would be less than significant.

3.5.5

Mitigation Measures

Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation measures are required.

3.5.6

Level of Significance After Mitigation

Impacts related to the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials as well as use of
hazardous materials in proximity of a school would be less than significant.

3.5.7
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3.6

NOISE

This section describes the existing noise conditions in the project vicinity for The Bond Project
(project or proposed project) identifies associated regulatory requirements, evaluates potential noise
impacts, and identifies mitigation measures related to implementation of the proposed project.

3.6.1

Environmental Setting

The project site is located in an urbanized environment and is subject to typical urban noises, such
as noise generated by traffic, machinery, and other outdoor activities. The predominant noise
sources at the project site include transportation activities and stationary sources. “Transportation
noise” typically refers to noise from automobile use, trucking, aircraft, and rail operations.
“Stationary noise” typically refers to noise from sources such as heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems, compressors, landscape maintenance equipment, on-site
construction activities or machinery associated with local industrial or commercial activities. Sitespecific ambient noise measurements are discussed later in this section.
Noise Characteristics
Sound can be described in terms of level or amplitude (measured in decibels (dB)), frequency or
pitch (measured in hertz (Hz) or cycles per second), and duration (measured in seconds or
minutes). The standard unit of measurement of the amplitude of sound is the decibel. Because the
human ear is not equally sensitive to sound at all frequencies, a special frequency-dependent rating
scale is used to relate noise to human sensitivity. The A-weighted decibel scale (dBA) performs
this compensation by discriminating against low and very high frequencies in a manner
approximating the sensitivity of the human ear. Table 3.6-1 provides examples of A-weighted
noise levels from common sounds.
Table 3.6-1
Typical Sound Levels in the Environment and Industry
Common Outdoor Activities
—
Jet flyover at 300 meters (1,000 feet)
Gas lawn mower at 1 meter (3 feet)
Diesel truck at 15 meters (50 feet), at
80 kph (50 mph)

Noise Level (dB)
110
100
90
80

Noisy urban area, daytime gas lawn
mower at 30 meters (100 feet)
Commercial area, heavy traffic at 90
meters (300 feet)
Quiet urban daytime

70

Common Indoor Activities
Rock band
—
—
Food blender at 1 meter (3 feet)
Garbage disposal at 1 meter (3 feet)
Vacuum cleaner at 3 meters (10 feet)

60

Normal speech at 1 meter (3 feet)

50

Large business office
Dishwasher, next room
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Table 3.6-1
Typical Sound Levels in the Environment and Industry
Common Outdoor Activities
Quiet urban nighttime

Noise Level (dB)
40

Quiet suburban nighttime
Quiet rural night time

30
20

—
Lowest threshold of human hearing

10
0

Common Indoor Activities
Theater, large conference room
(background)
Library
Bedroom at night, concert hall
(background)
Broadcast/recording studio
Lowest threshold of human hearing

Source: Caltrans 2013.
Notes: kph = kilometers per hour; mph = miles per hour

Noise is defined as unwanted sound and is known to have several adverse effects on people,
including hearing loss, speech interference, sleep interference, physiological responses, and
annoyance. Based on these known adverse effects of noise, the federal government, the State of
California, and local agencies have established criteria to protect public health and safety, to
prevent disruption of certain human activities, and to minimize annoyance.
Several descriptors of noise (noise metrics) exist to help predict average community reactions to
the adverse effects of environmental noise, including traffic-generated noise, on a community.
These descriptors include the equivalent noise level over a given period (Leq), the statistical sound
level (Ln), the day–night average noise level (Ldn), and the community noise equivalent level
(CNEL). Each of these descriptors uses units of dBA.
Leq is a sound energy level averaged over a specified time period. Leq is a single numerical value
that represents the amount of variable sound energy received by a receptor during a time interval.
For example, a 1-hour Leq measurement would represent the average amount of energy contained
in all the noise that occurred in that 1 hour. Leq is an effective noise descriptor because of its ability
to assess the total time-varying effects of noise on sensitive receptors. Lmax is the greatest sound
level measured during a designated time interval or event. Ln is a statistical description of the sound
level that is exceeded over some fraction of a given period of time. For example, the L50 noise level
represents the noise level that is exceeded 50% of the time. L90 noise level represents the noise
level that is exceeded 90% of the time and for environmental noise is representative of the
background ambient noise level.
Unlike the Leq and Ln metrics, Ldn and CNEL metrics always represent 24-hour periods, usually
on an annualized basis. Ldn and CNEL also differ from Leq and Ln because they apply a timeweighted factor designed to emphasize noise events that occur during the evening and nighttime
hours (when speech and sleep disturbance is of more concern). “Time weighted” refers to the fact
that Ldn and CNEL penalize noise that occurs during certain sensitive periods. In the case of CNEL,
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noise occurring during the daytime (7:00 a.m.–7:00 p.m.) receives no penalty. Noise during the
evening (7:00 p.m.–10:00 p.m.) is penalized by adding 5 dB, while nighttime (10:00 p.m.–7:00
a.m.) noise is penalized by adding 10 dB. Ldn differs from CNEL in that the daytime period is
defined as 7:00 a.m.–10:00 p.m., thus eliminating the evening period. Ldn and CNEL are the
predominant criteria used to measure roadway noise affecting residential receptors. These two
metrics generally differ from one another by no more than 0.5 to 1 dBA.
In the context of community noise (i.e., outside of a listening laboratory or other controlled
conditions), it is generally accepted that the average healthy listener can barely perceive a noise
level change of 3 dBA (Caltrans 2013). A change of 5 dBA is readily perceptible, and a change of
10 dBA is perceived as twice or half as loud. A doubling of sound energy results in a 3 dBA
increase in sound, which means that a doubling of sound energy (e.g., doubling the average daily
numbers of traffic on a road) would result in a barely perceptible change in sound level.
Some guidance regarding the determination of a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise
levels in the project vicinity above existing levels is provided by the 1992 findings of the Federal
Interagency Committee on Noise (FICON), which assessed the annoyance effects of changes in
ambient noise levels resulting from aircraft operations (FICON 1992). The FICON
recommendations are based upon studies that relate aircraft and traffic noise levels to the
percentage of persons highly annoyed by the noise. Annoyance is a qualitative measure of the
adverse reaction of people to noise that generates speech interference, sleep disturbance, or
interference with the desire for a tranquil environment.
The rationale for the FICON recommendations is that it is possible to consistently describe the
annoyance of people exposed to transportation noise in terms of Ldn. The changes in noise exposure
that are shown in Table 3.6-2 are expected to result in equal changes in annoyance at sensitive land
uses. Although the FICON recommendations were specifically developed to address aircraft noise
impacts, they are used in this analysis to define a substantial increase in community noise levels
related to all transportation noise sources and permanent non-transportation noise sources.
Table 3.6-2
Measures of Substantial Increase for Community Noise Sources
Ambient Noise Level Without Project (Ldn)
<60 dBA
60-65 dBA
>65 dBA

Significant Impact Assumed to Occur if the Project
Increases Ambient Noise Levels by:
+ 5 dBA or more
+ 3 dBA or more
+ 2 dBA or more

Source: FICON Vibration Characteristics
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Vibration Characteristics
Vibration is an oscillatory motion through a solid medium in which the motion’s amplitude can be
described in terms of displacement, velocity, or acceleration. Vibration can be a serious concern,
causing buildings to shake and rumbling sounds to be heard. In contrast to noise, vibration is not
a common environmental problem. It is unusual for vibration from sources such as buses and trucks
to be perceptible, even in locations close to major roads. Some common sources of vibration are
trains, buses on rough roads, and construction activities, such as blasting, pile driving, and heavy
earth-moving equipment.
Several different methods are used to quantify vibration. The peak particle velocity (PPV) is
defined as the maximum instantaneous peak of the vibration signal. The PPV is most frequently
used to describe vibration impacts to buildings and is usually measured in inches per second. The
root mean square amplitude is most frequently used to describe the effect of vibration on the human
body and is defined as the average of the squared amplitude of the signal. Decibel notation
(vibration decibel (VdB)) is commonly used to measure root mean square. The decibel notation acts
to compress the range of numbers required to describe vibration.
High levels of vibration may cause physical personal injury or damage to buildings. However,
vibration levels rarely affect human health. Instead, most people consider vibration to be an
annoyance that can affect concentration or disturb sleep. In addition, high levels of vibration can
damage fragile buildings or interfere with equipment that is highly sensitive to vibration (e.g.,
electron microscopes). Most perceptible indoor vibration is caused by sources within buildings,
such as operation of mechanical equipment, movement of people, or slamming of doors. Typical
outdoor sources of perceptible vibration are construction equipment, steel-wheeled trains, and
traffic on rough roads. If the roadway is smooth, the vibration from traffic is rarely perceptible.
Sensitive Receptors
Noise- and vibration-sensitive land uses are locations where people reside or where the presence
of unwanted sound could adversely affect the use of the land. Residences, schools, hospitals, guest
lodging, libraries, and some passive recreation areas would be considered noise- and vibrationsensitive and may warrant unique measures for protection from intruding noise. Sensitive receptors
near the project site include the following:


Multifamily homes located directly north of and adjacent to the project site, and east across
North Ogden Drive



Fountain Day School located directly north and adjacent to the project site
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The above sensitive receptors represent the closest residential and educational land uses with the
potential to be impacted by the proposed project. Additional sensitive receptors are located farther
from the project site in the surrounding community and would be less impacted by noise and
vibration levels than the above-listed sensitive receptors. In addition to the off-site receptors listed
above, the residential units and hotel rooms to be constructed as part of the proposed project are
considered sensitive receptors.
Existing Noise Conditions
Currently, the project site generates noise associated with existing commercial, multifamily
residential, and parking lot operations. Additionally, the project site is primarily subject to traffic
noise associated with adjacent roadways including Santa Monica Boulevard to the south, North
Orange Grove Avenue to the west, and North Ogden Drive to the east.
Noise measurements were conducted on and near the project site in March 2017 to characterize
the existing noise environment. Table 3.6-3 provides the locations, date, and time the noise
measurements were taken, and the field noise measurement data sheets are included in Appendix
F. The noise measurements were made using a Rion NL-52 sound level meter equipped with a 0.5inch, pre-polarized condenser microphone with pre-amplifier. The sound level meter meets the
current American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard for a Type 1 (Precision) sound
level meter. The sound level meter was calibrated before and after the measurements, and the
measurements were conducted with the microphone positioned approximately 5 feet above the
ground and covered with a foam windscreen.
Six noise measurement locations that represented key potential sensitive receptors or sensitive land
uses at or near the project site; these locations are depicted as Receptors 1–6 (ST1–ST6) on Figure
3.6-1. Locations ST1, ST2, ST3, and ST5 were at the project site or immediately adjacent to the
project site. ST1 was along Santa Monica Boulevard approximately 10 feet from the edge of the
sidewalk. ST2 was located 10 feet from the centerline of the alleyway. ST3 and ST4 were off
North Orange Grove Avenue. ST5 was located on the west side of North Ogden Drive. ST6 was
located on the east side of North Ogden Drive.
Table 3.6-3
Measured Noise Levels – March 2017
Measurement
Location
ST1

Location
10 feet from Santa Monica
Boulevard between North
Orange Grove Avenue
and
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Time
8:47 a.m. –
8:57 a.m.

Description of Noise Sources
Traffic on Santa Monica
Boulevard, Distant
Conversations/Yelling, Distant
Traffic

Leq
(dBA)
67

Lmax
(dBA)
82.2

L90
(dBA)
58.3
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Table 3.6-3
Measured Noise Levels – March 2017
Measurement
Location
ST2
ST3

ST4

ST5

ST6

Location
10 feet from alleyway
center line
10 feet from the edge of
pavement of North
Orange Grove Avenue
near parking lot
10 feet from the edge of
pavement of North
Orange Grove Avenue
near school
20 feet from the edge of
pavement of North Ogden
Drive
8 feet from the centerline
of North Ogden Drive

Leq
(dBA)
57.9

Lmax
(dBA)
75.1

L90
(dBA)
50.1

Traffic on North Orange Grove
Avenue, Distant Conversation,
Distant Traffic

60.4

74.6

55

Traffic on North Orange Grove
Avenue, Distant Conversation,
Distant Traffic, Fountain at
School, Truck Docking
Traffic, Birds, Distant Traffic

60.1

69.6

55.1

54.3

68

47.9

Traffic, Birds, Rustling Leaves

57

73.8

46.7

Time
9:00 a.m. –
9:10 a.m.
8:21 a.m. –
8:31 a.m.

Description of Noise Sources
Traffic, Birds, Distant Traffic

8:33 a.m. –
8:43 a.m.
9:12 a.m. –
9:22 a.m.
9:24 a.m. –
9:34 a.m.

Source: Appendix F (noise appendix).
Notes: Leq = equivalent continuous sound level (time-averaged sound level); Lmax = maximum sound level during the measurement interval

3.6.2

Relevant Plan, Policies, and Ordinances

State
Government Code Section 65302(g)
California Government Code Section 65302(g) requires the preparation of a Noise Element in a
general plan, which must identify and appraise the noise problems in the community. The Noise
Element must recognize the guidelines adopted by the Office of Noise Control in the State
Department of Health Services and must quantify, to the extent practicable, current and projected
noise levels for the following sources:


Highways and freeways



Primary arterials and major local streets



Passenger and freight on-line railroad operations and ground rapid transit systems



Aviation and airport-related operations



Local industrial plants



Other ground stationary noise sources contributing to the community noise environment.
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California Code of Regulations Title 24
The State of California has adopted noise standards in areas of regulation not preempted by the
federal government. State standards regulate noise levels of motor vehicles, sound transmission
through buildings, occupational noise control, and noise insulation. State regulations governing
noise levels generated by individual motor vehicles and occupational noise control are not
applicable to planning efforts, nor are these areas typically subject to CEQA analysis. State noise
regulations and policies applicable to the proposed project include Title 24 requirements and noise
exposure limits for various land use categories.
In 1974, the California Commission on Housing and Community Development adopted noise
insulation standards for residential buildings (24 CCR, Part 2, Chapter 12, Section 1207.11.2). Title
24 establishes standards for interior room noise attributable to outside noise sources. Title 24 also
specifies acoustical studies should be prepared whenever a residential building or structure is
proposed to be located in areas with exterior noise levels 60 dB Ldn or greater. The acoustical analysis
must show the building has been designed to limit intruding noise to an interior level not exceeding
45 dB Ldn for any habitable room.
Local
City of West Hollywood Noise Control Ordinance
The City’s Noise Control Ordinance (Chapter 9.08 of the City’s Municipal Code) serves to protect
people from non-transportation noise sources such as construction activities, commercial
operations, machinery, and nightlife (City of West Hollywood 1985). The City’s Noise Control
Ordinance outlines factors to be considered when determining whether a noise, sound or vibration
is a prohibited noise source within the City (Chapter 9.08.040); provides examples of prohibited
noises (Chapter 9.08.050); and discusses noise exemptions (Chapter 9.08.060).
The City’s Noise Control Ordinance includes general noise regulations (Chapter 9.08.050f) that
regulate noise from construction activities. Construction noise deemed to be disturbing is
prohibited between the hours of 7:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. Monday through Friday, or at any time on
Saturdays (except between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m., interior construction is
permissible); or at any time on Sundays or holidays. Section 9.08.060 allows the City Manager to
exempt projects from these limits if necessary to protect or promote public safety or welfare.
In addition, as part of the City’s Noise Control Ordinance examples of prohibited noises (Chapter
9.08.050), the City’s Noise Control Ordinance regulates noise between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 8:00
a.m. The City’s Noise Control Ordinance prohibits between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. using,
operating or permitting to be played, used or operated any radio, musical instrument, phonograph,
television set, instrument or any similar device at a volume sufficiently loud as to be plainly audible at a
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distance of fifty feet or more (Chapter 9.08.050a). The City’s Noise Control Ordinance also prohibits
continuous, repeated or sustained noise from the premises of any commercial establishment which is
adjacent to residential dwelling units, that is plainly audible from the residential dwelling units between
the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. (Chapter 9.08.050k).
City of West Hollywood General Plan 2035 Safety and Noise Element
The Safety and Noise Element of the West Hollywood General Plan 2035 (City of West
Hollywood 2011) identifies noise standards that have been adopted by the City for the purpose of
establishing standards for noise exposure. Figure 10-4 and Figure 10-5 in the West Hollywood
General Plan 2035 depicts the 2010 traffic noise contours and future traffic noise contours for the
City, respectively. Transportation noise impacted areas are those areas that fall within the 60 dBA
CNEL or greater noise contours.
Table 10-1 of the West Hollywood General Plan 2035 (City of West Hollywood 2011) summarizes
compatibility guidelines for non-transportation source noise1 affecting noise-sensitive land uses
(notably, residential properties). A project should not cause noise-sensitive land uses to be exposed
to noise levels that exceed 55 dBA Leq during daytime hours (8 a.m. to 10 p.m.) or 50 dBA Leq for
nighttime hours (10 p.m. to 8 a.m.).
Table 3.6-4 shows the land use compatibility guidelines based on the City’s noise level guidance for
residential properties. A project is considered to be compatible with the noise environment if the noise
level generated by the project falls within Zone A (normally acceptable) or Zone B (conditionally
acceptable). If the noise level of a project falls into Zone A, typically no mitigation is needed and if it
falls into Zone B, noise reduction mitigation measures may be required to meet City and State Title 24
noise standards. If the noise level of a project falls within Zone C, mitigation is likely needed to meet
City noise standards. Mitigation may include, but is not limited to, construction of noise barriers, and/or
the inclusion of substantial building sound insulation. If noise levels of a project falls within Zone D, the
project is incompatible with the noise environment. The City’s conditionally acceptable noise level for
residential land uses is 55-65 dBA CNEL, and for transient lodging (hotels and motels) is 60-70 dBA
CNEL; therefore, the more conservative threshold of 55 – 65 dBA CNEL is utilized for this analysis, for
the habitable spaces within the project site.

1

Not including noise from construction activities, which is addressed in the City’s Noise Control Ordinance.
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Table 3.6-4
Noise/Land Use Compatibility Matrix

Land Use

Community Noise Exposure (Ldn or
CNEL)
50
55
60
65
70
75
80

Residential

Transient Lodging – Motel, Hotel

Schools, Libraries, Churches, Hospitals, Nursing Homes

Auditoriums, Concert Halls, Amphitheaters
Sports Arena, Outdoor Spectator Sports
Playgrounds, Parks

Golf Course, Riding Stables, Water Recreation, Cemeteries

Office Buildings, Business Commercial, and Professional

Industrial, Manufacturing, Utilities, Agriculture

Source: City of West Hollywood 2011.
ZONE A - Normally Acceptable: Specified land use is satisfactory, based upon the assumption that any buildings involved meet
conventional Title 24 construction standards. No special noise insulation requirements.
ZONE B - Conditionally Acceptable: New construction or development shall be undertaken only after a detailed noise analysis is made
and noise reduction measures are identified and included in the project design.
ZONE C- Normally Unacceptable: New construction or development is discouraged. If new construction is proposed, a detailed analysis
is required, noise reduction measures must be identified, and noise insulation features included in the design.
ZONE D- Clearly Unacceptable: New construction or development should not be undertaken.
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The West Hollywood General Plan 2035 (City of West Hollywood 2011) includes goals and
policies that will be applied to the proposed project related to noise. The Safety and Noise Element
identifies significant noise issues in the City that include the following:


Residential neighborhoods are located adjacent to heavily traveled arterials, some of which
are exposed to high ambient noise levels;



Traffic congestion occurs during the evening hours in and around areas containing
concentrations of entertainment uses. The associated parking and noise spillover causes
disturbances to residential areas;



Noise generated by customers and operations of night clubs, restaurants, bars, and other
similar uses during evening hours often impacts adjacent residences;



The nighttime use of surface parking lots and unenclosed garages often causes noise
impacts on adjacent residences;



Increases in traffic volumes increase noise levels throughout the City;



Commercial and residential uses are located in proximity to one another, creating potential
noise conflicts between these uses; and



Mixed-use buildings, which integrate residences above ground floor commercial uses,
present potential noise conflicts from traffic noise generated from the commercial frontage
street and noise generated from ground floor commercial activity.

City of West Hollywood General Plan 2035 Environmental Impact Report
The City’s General Plan EIR identifies thresholds specific to individual projects constructed
throughout the City. Mitigation measure 3.9-1 in the General Plan EIR states the City shall use the
following thresholds and procedures for CEQA analysis of projects, consistent with policies
adopted within the General Plan:


The City shall apply the noise standards specified in Table 10-1 and Table 10-2 of the
Safety and Noise Element to projects analyzed under CEQA.



In addition to the foregoing, an increase in ambient noise levels is assumed to be a significant
noise concern if a project would cause ambient noise levels to exceed the following:
o Where the existing ambient noise level is less than 60 dB, a project-related permanent
increase in ambient noise levels of 5 dB Ldn or greater.
o Where the existing ambient noise level is greater than 60 dB, a project-related
permanent increase in ambient noise levels of 3 dB Ldn or greater.
o A project-related temporary increase in ambient noise levels of 10 dB Leq or greater.
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Vibration Standards
CEQA requires the potential for any excessive groundborne noise and vibration levels to be
analyzed; however, it does not define the term “excessive” vibration. Numerous public and private
organizations and governing bodies have provided guidelines to assist in the analysis of
groundborne noise and vibration. To date, the City has not adopted a threshold for ground-borne
vibration impacts. However, the Department of Transportation (Caltrans) has adopted the vibration
standards to evaluate potential impacts related to construction activities. Information from Caltrans
indicates that continuous vibrations with a peak particle velocity (PPV) of approximately 0.1
inches/second begin to cause annoyance to humans. The threshold at which vibration becomes
“unpleasant” for humans is from 0.4–0.5 inches/second PPV (Caltrans 2004). For standard
construction buildings that do not include plaster walls, Caltrans identifies a threshold of 0.5
inches/second PPV as the lower limit where building damage is possible. For the purposes of this
analysis, 0.5 inches/second PPV is used as the significance threshold for building damage and
annoyance to building occupants.

3.6.3

Thresholds of Significance

As part of the October 2016 Initial Study, it was determined the proposed project would have no
impact relative to the exposure of people residing or working in the project area to excessive
aviation-related noise (i.e., Thresholds E and F). Accordingly, these issues and thresholds are not
further analyzed in the EIR.
Since publication of the Initial Study, the CEQA Guidelines have undergone a comprehensive
update. Therefore, the analysis that follows relies on the updated thresholds in Appendix G of the
2019 CEQA Guidelines. The following thresholds of significance are based on Appendix G of the
2019 CEQA Guidelines. Based on these thresholds, implementation of the proposed project would
have a significant adverse impact related to noise if it would result in:
NOI-1

The generation of a substantial temporary or permanent increase in ambient noise
levels in the vicinity of the project in excess of standards established in the local
general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other agencies.

NOI-2

The generation of excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels.

Quantitative thresholds of significance have been established for the purposes of this analysis
based on the local polices and regulations described in Section 3.6.2 and are listed below.


During construction activities, a project-related temporary increase in ambient noise levels of 10
dBA Leq or greater would be considered a significant noise impact, based on the West Hollywood
General Plan Environmental Impact Report (City of West Hollywood 2011).
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For operational stationary sources, the exterior noise standard during daytime hours (8 a.m. to
10 p.m.) is 55 dBA Leq and for nighttime hours (10 p.m. to 8 a.m.) is 50 dBA Leq. Exceedance
of these standards at sensitive receptors would be considered a significant noise impact, based
on the West Hollywood General Plan 2035 Safety and Noise Element (City of West
Hollywood 2011).



The City’s conditionally acceptable noise level for hotels and businesses is 60 to 70 dBA
CNEL. The City’s conditionally acceptable noise level for residential land uses is 55 to 65 dBA
CNEL. Operational noise generated by the proposed project in excess of 55 to 60 dBA CNEL
would be considered a significant noise impact, based on the West Hollywood General Plan
2035 Safety and Noise Element (City of West Hollywood 2011).



Title 24 of the California Building Code requires that interior noise levels attributable to
exterior sources shall not exceed 45 dB Ldn in any residential unit or hotel guest room.
Exceedance of this standard within the proposed hotel rooms would be considered a
significant noise impact.



Off-site noise impacts due to project-generated traffic would be considered significant if
the project-generated traffic would cause an increase of 5 dB from existing noise levels,
based on the FICON recommendations for areas with ambient noise levels of less than 60
dBA without the project.

The City does not have quantitative noise limits as applied to people gathering or outdoor amplified
sound systems. However, as noted above, the City’s Noise Control Ordinance includes regulations
on noise between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. Therefore, to ensure compliance with the
City’s Noise Control Ordinance’s restrictions on noise that is “plainly audible” between the hours
of 10:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. (Chapter 9.08.050a), the significance threshold for the people
gathering in the proposed project’s outdoor areas or from the project’s outdoor amplified sound
system between 10:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. would be 5 dBA below the lowest measured background
sound level (L90) at the property line of the affected noise sensitive receptor during the nighttime
hours. This should reduce the noise to less than “plainly audible.” The L90 noise level is generally
considered to represent the true background or ambient level, as it excludes intermittent peak noise
sources such as a truck passing by or dog barking. Further, the significance threshold of 5 dBA
below the lowest background sound levels measured in L90 is a more conservative threshold than
the operational stationary sources threshold listed above.
Therefore, for purposes of analyzing people gathering in the project’s outdoor areas and the use of
amplified sound systems in those outdoor areas, the proposed project would result in a significant
noise impact from people gathering or from outdoor amplified sound system if:


The noise level generated at the outdoor uses, including people gathering and amplified
sound systems, would increase the existing ambient noise level (Leq) at noise sensitive uses
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by 5 dBA (where the existing ambient noise level is less than 60 dBA Leq) or 3 dBA (where
the existing ambient noise level is 60 dBA Leq or greater), during the daytime hours
between 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.; or


The noise level generated from the outdoor uses, including people gathering and amplified
sound systems, at the property line of a noise sensitive use is greater than the lowest
background noise level (L90) minus 5 dBA, during the nighttime hours between 10:00 p.m.
and 8:00 a.m.

Finally, groundborne vibration during construction or operation of the proposed project would be
considered significant if the proposed project would result in vibration levels of 0.5 inches/second or
greater peak particle velocity at adjacent buildings, following the Caltrans threshold.

3.6.4

Methodology

Ambient noise measurements were conducted to quantify the existing daytime noise environment
at six sites in Leq and Lmax. Noise levels resulting from the proposed construction activities have
been calculated using data from reports prepared by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA
2006) and other field data. The noise impact assessment utilized criteria established in the West
Hollywood General Plan 2035 (City of West Hollywood 2011) and the West Hollywood Noise
Control Ordinance (Chapter 9.08 of the City’s Municipal Code).
The noise level associated with selected roadways was determined based on ambient noise
measurements and using the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) TNM 2.5 Traffic Noise
Model (FHWA 2004). Information used in the model included the Existing (Year 2015), Existingplus-Project, Cumulative-without-Project, and Cumulative-with-Project traffic volumes. Traffic
volumes for each of the previously mentioned scenarios were obtained from the traffic study
(Appendix G) conducted for the proposed project area. This traffic data was used to model noise
levels under those scenarios. Noise levels were modeled at representative noise-sensitive receivers.
The receivers were modeled to be 5 feet above the local ground elevation.
The Federal Highway Administration’s Roadway Construction Noise Model (RCNM) (FHWA
2008) was used to estimate construction noise levels at the nearest occupied noise-sensitive land
use. Although the model was funded and promulgated by the FHWA, the RCNM is often used
for non-roadway projects because the same types of construction equipment used for roadway
projects are also used for other project types. Input variables for the RCNM consist of the
receiver/land use types, the equipment type and number of each (e.g., two graders, a loader, a
tractor), the duty cycle for each piece of equipment (e.g., percentage of hours the equipment
typically works per day), and the distance from the noise-sensitive receiver. The RCNM has
default duty-cycle values for the various pieces of equipment, which were derived from an
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extensive study of typical construction activity patterns. Those default duty-cycle values were
used for this noise analysis.

3.6.5

Impact Analysis

Threshold NOI-1: Would the project result in generation of a substantial temporary or permanent
increase in ambient noise levels in the vicinity of the project in excess of standards established in
the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards of other agencies?
On-site noise-generating activities associated with the proposed project would include:


Short-term construction



Long-term operational noise associated with the mixed-use operations,
o hotel,
o restaurant,
o residential units,
o art gallery,
o proposed subterranean garage,
o conversations from people gathering in the project’s outdoor areas (pool, outdoor
dining, etc.),
o the use of amplified sound systems in the project’s outdoor areas, and
o other on-site noise sources (e.g., HVAC equipment).

The proposed project also would generate off-site traffic noise along various roadways in the
area. In addition, the proposed uses on site would be subject to traffic noise from Santa Monica
Boulevard, North Orange Grove Avenue, and North Ogden Drive. The short-term constructionrelated noise impacts of the proposed project are analyzed below, followed by a discussion of
the long-term operational noise impacts of the proposed project.
Construction Noise (Short-Term Impacts)
Proposed project construction would begin in Fall 2019 and end in Winter 2021. Construction
activities for the project site would involve the following sequence: (1) demolition, (2) site
preparation (clearing and grubbing), (3) grading and excavation, (4) building construction, (5)
paving, and (6) architectural coating. The following are typical types of construction equipment
that would be expected:


Excavators

Draft EIR for The Bond Project
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Dozers



Backhoes



Forklifts



Paving equipment



Materials delivery trucks



Augers



Cranes



Concrete trucks

The types of equipment that would be used to construct the proposed project include standard
equipment that would be employed for any routine construction project of this scale; however,
construction equipment with substantially higher noise-generation characteristics (such as pile
drivers, rock drills, blasting equipment) would not be necessary for construction of the multi-use
hotel building, subterranean parking, and related project components.
Construction noise is difficult to quantify because of the many variables involved, including the
specific equipment types, size of equipment used, percentage of time each piece is in operation,
condition of each piece of equipment, and number of pieces that would operate on the site. The
range of maximum noise levels for various types of construction equipment at a distance of 50 feet
is depicted in Table 3.6-5. The noise values represent maximum noise generation, or full-power
operation of the equipment.
As one increases the distance between equipment, or separation of areas with simultaneous
construction activity, dispersion and distance attenuation reduce the effects of separate noise
sources added together. In addition, typical operating cycles may involve two minutes of fullpower operation, followed by three or four minutes at lower levels. The average noise level during
construction activities is generally lower, since maximum noise generation may only occur up to
50% of the time.
Table 3.6-5
Typical Construction Equipment Noise Emission Levels and Usage Factors

Equipment Description
All Other Equipment > 5 HP
Auger Drill Rig
Backhoe

Draft EIR for The Bond Project
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Impact
Device?
No
No
No

Acoustical
Use Factor
(%)
50
20
40

Spec 721.560
Lmax @ 50ft
(dBA, slow)
85
85
80

Actual Measured Lmax
@50ft (dBA, slow)
samples averaged*
-- N/A -84
78

Number of
Actual Data
Samples
(Count)
0
36
372
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Table 3.6-5
Typical Construction Equipment Noise Emission Levels and Usage Factors

Equipment Description
Bar Bender
Blasting
Boring Jack Power Unit
Chain Saw
Clam Shovel (dropping)
Compactor (ground)
Compressor (air)
Concrete Batch Plant
Concrete Mixer Truck
Concrete Pump Truck
Concrete Saw
Crane
Dozer
Drill Rig Truck
Drum Mixer
Dump Truck
Excavator
Flat Bed Truck
Front End Loader
Generator
Generator (<25KVA, VMS signs)
Gradall
Grader
Grapple (on backhoe)
Horizontal Boring Hydr. Jack
Hydra Break Ram
Impact Pile Driver
Jackhammer
Man Lift
Mounted Impact Hammer (hoe ram)
Pavement Scarafier
Paver
Pickup Truck
Pneumatic Tools
Pumps
Refrigerator Unit
Rivit Buster/chipping gun
Rock Drill
Draft EIR for The Bond Project
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Impact
Device?
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

Acoustical
Use Factor
(%)
20
-- N/A -50
20
20
20
40
15
40
20
20
16
40
20
50
40
40
40
40
50
50
40
40
40
25
10
20
20
20
20
20
50
40
50
50
100
20
20

Spec 721.560
Lmax @ 50ft
(dBA, slow)
80
94
80
85
93
80
80
83
85
82
90
85
85
84
80
84
85
84
80
82
70
85
85
85
80
90
95
85
85
90
85
85
55
85
77
82
85
85

Actual Measured Lmax
@50ft (dBA, slow)
samples averaged*
-- N/A --- N/A -83
84
87
83
78
-- N/A -79
81
90
81
82
79
80
76
81
74
79
81
73
83
-- N/A -87
82
-- N/A -101
89
75
90
90
77
75
85
81
73
79
81

Number of
Actual Data
Samples
(Count)
0
0
1
46
4
57
18
0
40
30
55
405
55
22
1
31
170
4
96
19
74
70
0
1
6
0
11
133
23
212
2
9
1
90
17
3
19
3
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Table 3.6-5
Typical Construction Equipment Noise Emission Levels and Usage Factors

Equipment Description
Roller
Sand Blasting (Single Nozzle)
Scraper
Shears (on backhoe)
Slurry Plant
Slurry Trenching Machine
Soil Mix Drill Rig
Tractor
Vacuum Excavator (Vac-truck)
Vacuum Street Sweeper
Ventilation Fan
Vibrating Hopper
Vibratory Concrete Mixer
Vibratory Pile Driver
Warning Horn
Welder/Torch

Impact
Device?
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Acoustical
Use Factor
(%)
20
20
40
40
100
50
50
40
40
10
100
50
20
20
5
40

Spec 721.560
Lmax @ 50ft
(dBA, slow)
85
85
85
85
78
82
80
84
85
80
85
85
80
95
85
73

Actual Measured Lmax
@50ft (dBA, slow)
samples averaged*
80
96
84
96
78
80
-- N/A --- N/A -85
82
79
87
80
101
83
74

Number of
Actual Data
Samples
(Count)
16
9
12
5
1
75
0
0
149
19
13
1
1
44
12
5

Source: FHWA 2008.

The nearest noise-sensitive receptor to the construction site would be the residences located to the north
and northeast along Ogden Drive and the Fountain Day School, located adjacent to the northern portion
of the project site. The nearest residence is represented by receiver ST 2 and the Fountain Day School is
represented by receiver ST4 in the measurements section. Construction activities would occur both close
to and far from nearby noise-sensitive uses. Noise levels from construction typically decrease at a rate of
approximately 6 dB per doubling of distance from the source.
The estimated construction noise levels at nearby noise-sensitive land uses and the resulting noise
level increase relative to measured ambient noise levels are summarized in Table 3.6-6, and the
RCNM input / output data files are included in Appendix F. At a distance of 50 feet (the distance
from the closest receptor to the project site’s acoustic center2), construction noise levels would
range from approximately 75 to 84 dBA.

2

The acoustic center represents the idealized point from which the energy sum of all construction activity noise,
near and far, would be centered. The acoustic center is derived by taking the square root of the product of the
nearest and the farthest distances.
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Table 3.6-6
Short-Term (Construction) Noise Levels

Construction Phase
Demolition
Site Preparation
Grading
Paving
Building Construction

Measured Ambient Noise
Estimated Construction
Levels
Noise Level
(dBA Leq)1
(dBA Leq)
Receptor 50 feet from Acoustic Center of Project Site
58
83
58
75
58
84
58
83
58
81

Resulting Noise Level
Increase During Construction
(dBA Leq)
25
17
26
25
23

Source: Appendix F (noise appendix).
Note: Per Chapter 9.08.050(f) of the City’s Municipal Code, construction noise deemed to be disturbing is prohibited between the hours of 7 p.m.
to 8 a.m. Monday through Friday, or at any time on Saturdays (except, between the hours of 8 a.m. and 7 p.m., interior construction is permissible);
or at any time on Sundays or holidays.
1
Refer to Table 3.6-2 for measured ambient noise levels representative of noise-sensitive land uses. ST2 is used as the representative
measurement location. Documented level for nearest residential land use is 57.9 dBA Leq. That number has been rounded to 58 dBA for
comparison to the construction noise levels.

As shown in Table 3.6-6, adjacent residences and Fountain Day School would experience shortterm noise level increases in the range of 17 to 26 dBA Leq above ambient levels. Thus, the project
would exceed the 10 dBA temporary noise increase threshold, constituting a potentially
significant impact. Given the proximity to sensitive receptors, the applicant has proposed to the
City a number of noise control methods during construction, described below, as Project Design
Features to reduce the impact of construction noise on nearby sensitive receptors.
Applicant’s Project Design Features During Construction (Mitigation Measure MM-NOI-1)

3



The Applicant will install an enhanced noise/dust barrier around the perimeter of the site,
with shoring piles extending 15’ above street level3, pursuant to the document entitled
Phase 1 Demolition / Shoring & Sound Wall in the Construction Schedule (refer to the
noise appendix). The noise barrier includes sound blankets (STC 29) which can be installed
in multiple layers for improved insulation from noise for neighboring receptors.



The Phase 1 Demolition / Shoring & Sound Wall process has been divided into four subphases to further reduce impacts upon neighboring receptors. The Applicant will
coordinate with Fountain Day School so the Phase 1 Demolition / Shoring & Sound Wall
construction occurs while the school is closed.

Based upon noise barrier calculations (Appendix F), the 15-foot high temporary noise barrier would result in a
noise level reduction of approximately 19 decibels.
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The Applicant will use a backhoe instead of an excavator until the sound wall is in place;
the Applicant will also limit use of heavy equipment such as excavator/forklift/loader so
no duplicative units are operating concurrently.

The erection of the sound barrier early in the construction process, and limiting the number of heavy
equipment operating simultaneously, would reduce construction noise at adjacent land uses to less than
the levels illustrated in Table 3.6-6. Because construction noise could still be annoying, disruptive, and
exceed the 10 dBA temporary noise increase threshold, further mitigation is required.
The Municipal Code requires limited construction hours, so construction does not happen during
sleeping hours. Mitigation measure MM-NOI-2 requires construction noise control efforts such as
ensuring that equipment is fitted with effective mufflers, shutting off idling equipment, placing
stationary equipment and staging areas as far as practical from noise sensitive receptors, and using
temporary barriers around individual equipment generating particularly high noise levels. These
were required under the General Plan 2035 EIR as a program-level mitigation to address general
construction noise for projects within the City, and will be applicable to the proposed project. The
General Plan EIR concluded construction noise would be reduced to less than significant through
incorporation of the mitigation measures required therein, but that additional controls could be
necessary for construction immediately adjacent to noise-sensitive land uses. Beyond the mitigation
required under the General Plan EIR, MM-NOI-3 and MM-NOI-4 further capture and refine the
construction noise controls proposed by the Applicant by carefully outlining how construction would
be done to reduce impacts to adjacent noise-sensitive receptors. For example, under MM-NOI-3,
temporary noise barriers with a minimum height of 15 feet above street level are required to be
installed along the Fountain Day School property line and along the entire northern and western
property boundary of the multi-family residences immediately adjacent to the south of the project
site (on North Ogden Drive) prior to initiation of any demolition. In addition, as soon as sufficient
framing is completed on each upper floor of the proposed building, sound blankets or exterior
sheathing shall be installed on the north façade of the building to reduce transmission of construction
activity noise on upper floors to the adjacent Fountain Day School property. Under MM-NOI-4, the
construction contractor is limited to using a backhoe instead of an excavator until the soundwalls are
in place, and shall also limit use of heavy equipment such as excavator/forklift/loader such that no
duplicative units are operating concurrently. MM-NOI-5, also requires the Applicant to reduce
potentially significant noise impacts, and provides further requirements for noise reduction in regard
to stationary construction equipment. Finally, MM-NOI-6 requires construction noise level
verification reporting. Considering Municipal Code restrictions, the Applicant’s Project Design
Features, which include the erection and maintenance of property-line temporary noise barriers
during demolition and constriction and also regulate the timing and location of construction activities
on site in a manner that accounts for the sensitive receptors, and with implementation of MM-NOI1 through MM-NOI-6, temporary construction-related noise impacts would be reduced to less than
significant with mitigation. Refer to Table 3.6-7.
Draft EIR for The Bond Project
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Table 3.6-7
Short-Term (Construction) Noise Levels – Mitigated

Construction Phase
Demolition
Site Preparation
Grading
Paving
Building Construction
1

2

Construction
Construction
Noise Level
Measured
Construction
Noise Level
(dBA Leq)
Ambient Noise
Noise Level
(dBA Leq)
With PDFs
Levels
(dBA Leq)
With PDFs and and MMs plus
(dBA Leq)1
Before MM’s
MMs2
Ambient
Receptor 50 feet from Acoustic Center of Project Site
54
83
61
62
54
75
53
57
54
84
62
63
54
83
61
62
54
81
59
60

Resulting Noise Level
Increase During
Construction (dBA Leq)
with PDFs and MMs
8
3
9
8
6

Refer to Table 3.6-2 for measured ambient noise levels representative of noise-sensitive land uses. ST5 is used as the representative
measurement location. Documented level for nearest residential land use is 54.3 dBA Leq. That number has been rounded to 54 dBA for
comparison to the construction noise levels
Estimated construction noise reduction based upon combined noise barrier performance of approximately 19 dB plus an additional 3 dB
reduction from the other measures listed in Section 3.6.6 (Mitigation Measures).

Long-term operational noise associated with the mixed-use project would include noise from
residences, hotel operations, retail uses (art gallery), dining, proposed subterranean garage,
conversations from people gathering in the proposed project’s outdoor areas, the use of outdoor
amplified sound systems in the proposed project’s outdoor areas, and other on-site noise sources
(e.g., HVAC equipment). Long-term operational noise also would include project-generated traffic
and overall traffic noise at the site.
Residences, Hotel Operations, Retail Uses, and Dining
Exterior
The proposed residential, hotel, retail, and dining uses would generate noise typical of these types
of uses, such as conversations, music, restaurant noise, and noise from loading and unloading
activities. The proposed project includes loading spaces on ground level. All outdoor loading dock
and trash/recycling areas would be partially or fully enclosed. The planned loading dock area is
located approximately 90 feet from existing residences. Some shielding may be provided by other
project elements.
Table 3.6-8 shows sound levels for specific events that are part of loading dock operations, based on a
loading dock noise study conducted by Charles M. Salter Associates (2014).
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Table 3.6-8
Loading Dock Event Noise
Event
Truck Passby (arrival, departure)
Truck Air Breaks
Truck Backup Alarm
Brief Idle Before Engine Shutoff
Truck Engine Ignition and Air Breaks
Truck Accelerating From Stop

Sound Levels (dB)
65
72
79
70
71
74

At Reference Distance (feet)
@ 30 feet
@ 25 feet
@ 30 feet
@ 25 feet
@ 25 feet
@ 25 feet

Source: Midpoint at 237, San Jose, CA Loading Dock Noise Study Prepared by Charles M. Salter Associates for Trammell Crow Company. 27
March 2014.

According to the Salter study, the truck backup alarm is the source of the highest sound levels. As
a warning device, this is a critical noise source. Based on the noise levels in Table 3.6-8, the loudest
loading dock noise experienced at the nearest adjacent residences is expected to be approximately 42
dBA, accounting for the acoustical shielding provided by the proposed hotel structure. Loading dock
operations may occasionally be heard outdoors in the residential area adjacent to the project site, though
the noise would be substantially less than the typical ambient noise levels. Assuming loading dock
noise levels of 42 dBA for not more than 30 minutes and a background Leq of 54 dBA (as measured
at location ST5), the hourly Leq would be approximately 54.1 dBA4 at the adjacent residences.
Thus, daytime noise levels due to loading dock operations would be less than significant. However,
nighttime hours (10:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m.) have a lower noise level standard and nighttime ambient
noise levels would be lower than daytime noise levels, and thus loading dock operations should be
limited during these hours in order to avoid potentially significant nighttime noise impacts. As
such, mitigation measure MM-NOI-7 is provided to limit the hours for loading dock operations.
With implementation of this mitigation, daytime and nighttime noise impacts would be less than
significant with mitigation.
In addition, the proposed project would include people gathering in the project’s outdoor areas (pool,
outdoor dining, etc.) and the use of amplified sound systems in those outdoor areas. The amplified
sound system in those areas would be employed primarily to broadcast background music.
The outdoor spaces would generally be shielded to the off-site uses by parapet walls and other
structural parts of the proposed project. Additionally, the outdoor speaker system is expected
to be designed so speakers aim toward the audience/guest area and away from the off-site noise
sensitive receptors.
Noise levels associated with people gathering at outdoor areas were assumed to be 62 to 65 dBA at
a distance of 3.3 feet (1 meter), for women and men speaking, respectively. To represent a typical
4

Exterior on-site noise calculations are provided in Appendix F.
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scenario, the noise analysis assumed that up to 50% of the people (half female and half male) would
be talking at the same time. The ground level outdoor portion of the restaurant is approximately
150 feet from the nearest residential receptors. Crowd noise levels were calculated to be
approximately 44 dBA at the nearest residences due to crowd noise from this location. For the
courtyard on Level 4, calculated crowd noise would be approximately 45 dBA at the nearest
residences. Finally, for the pool deck, noise levels would be approximately 43 dBA at the nearest
residences. Based on these results, the crowd noise levels at off-site noise-sensitive receptors
would be below the significance threshold.
Outdoor sound systems would likely be part of the outdoor uses for these areas. At this time, the
details and extent of the outdoor sound system are not known, and therefore there is the potential
for the amplified sound to result in potentially significant noise impacts. MM-NOI-8, which
requires that the sound system be calibrated for the outdoor uses so as to not exceed the noise level
standards and be measured, verified, and documented by a qualified acoustical engineer, is
provided to ensure that noise levels generated by the amplified sound systems remain below the
applicable significance threshold. When this study is performed, it is recommended that crowd
noise be analyzed with any updated data.
In addition to the project’s outdoor use areas, the proposed residential, hotel, retail, and restaurant uses
would be designed with materials appropriate to ensure that noise is limited within the interior of
structures or otherwise complies with the City’s Noise Control Ordinance (the City’s conditionally
acceptable noise level for residences is 55-65 dBA CNEL and hotels and businesses is 60–70 dBA
CNEL). As such, noise generated by the operational activities from the proposed project would not
exceed applicable standards. Therefore, based on the analysis above, the project’s exterior operational
noise impacts would be less than significant with mitigation.
Hotel Room and Residential Interiors
Title 24 of the California Building Code requires that interior noise levels attributable to exterior
sources shall not exceed 45 dB Ldn in the habitable rooms of residential units or hotel guest rooms.
Title 24 also requires that an acoustical analysis be carried out that shows that the maximum
interior limit is achieved where exterior noise levels are above 60 dB Ldn. Noise levels at the project
site may exceed 60 dB Ldn due to nearby traffic noise and surrounding activities. As such,
operational noise within habitable rooms would potentially exceed applicable standards, resulting
in a potentially significant impact. Mitigation measure MM-NOI-9, which requires a review of the
construction plans to ensure interior noise levels are less than 45 dBA CNEL, is required to reduce
potentially significant noise impacts on the proposed habitable rooms. With implementation of this
mitigation, the proposed project would comply with applicable noise standards. As such,
operational impacts to interior noise levels of the proposed hotel rooms would be less than
significant with mitigation.
Draft EIR for The Bond Project
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Subterranean Parking Garage
Traffic associated with the subterranean parking garage would not be of sufficient volume to exceed
community noise standards based on a time-averaged scale such as CNEL or Leq (Mestre Greve
Associates 2011). The instantaneous maximum sound levels generated by a car door slamming, an
engine starting up, or cars going in and out of the subterranean garage (including any tire squeal) is not
expected to cause annoyance to people at the closest sensitive receptors because the garage would be
underground and therefore shielded from noise-sensitive uses. Thus, the majority of the noise would
be contained within the garage and would not represent a significant impact at nearby noise-sensitive
land uses. Operational noise impacts related to the proposed subterranean garage would therefore be
less than significant.
Mechanical Noise Generators
The proposed project would require building mechanical equipment (e.g., air handlers, exhaust fans,
and pool equipment). On-site stationary mechanical equipment, including HVAC, kitchen, and pool
equipment, would be located on the roof tops. The equipment would be enclosed; thus, noisesensitive receivers (including residences and hotel guests) would not have a direct view of the units.
The specific details (sizes, manufacturers, and models) of the mechanical equipment have not yet
been determined. Typically, the noise levels generated by this equipment would vary from
approximately 50 dBA to 65 dBA at a distance of 50 feet (City of Santa Ana 2010). The City of
Santa Ana zoning code is referenced because of the typical levels contained therein. Assuming the
enclosures/barriers around the equipment provide at least 10 dB of attenuation, the resulting noise
levels from the mechanical equipment are expected to be approximately 52 dBA.
The noise levels from mechanical equipment would potentially exceed the City’s noise standards.
As such, to reduce potentially significant noise impacts from stationary source equipment, MMNOI-10, which requires an assessment of mechanical noise systems and the incorporation of noise
control measures if necessary, would be required as part of the proposed project to ensure that
equipment meets City noise standards. Operational noise impacts related to mechanical noise
generators would therefore be less than significant with mitigation.
To summarize with regard to on-site operational noise, mitigation measures are provided to ensure that
operation of the proposed project would not exceed applicable noise standards or otherwise result in a
substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels. Upon implementation of MM-NOI-7 through
MM-NOI-10, operational noise impacts would be less than significant with mitigation.
Off-Site Traffic Noise Levels
The proposed project would generate traffic along adjacent roads including Santa Monica
Boulevard, North Ogden Drive, North Fairfax Avenue, North Genesee Avenue and North
Draft EIR for The Bond Project
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Orange Grove Avenue. The City does not have specific noise criterion for evaluating off-site
noise impacts to residences or noise-sensitive areas from project-related traffic. For the
purposes of this noise analysis, such impacts are considered significant when they cause an
increase of 5 dBA from existing noise levels. An increase or decrease in noise level of at least
5 dBA is required before a noticeable change in community response would be expected
(Caltrans 2013). Therefore, a clearly perceptible increase (+5 dBA) in noise exposure of
sensitive receptors would be considered significant.
Based on the anticipated trip generation rates and trip distribution patterns, the existing- plusproject traffic noise would generate a noise level increase of 1 dBA CNEL or less (rounded to
whole numbers) along the studied roads in the vicinity of the site. The noise level increases
associated with the additional traffic volumes are depicted in Table 3.6-9, and the TNM noise
model input/output files are included in Appendix F. Increases would be below the significance
threshold of 5 dBA. The additional traffic volume along the adjacent roads would not
substantially increase the existing noise level in the project vicinity, and operational trafficrelated noise impacts would be less than significant.
Table 3.6-9
Traffic Noise (Existing and Cumulative-Plus-Project Noise Levels)

Modeled Receptor
R1 / ST1 Project Site on Santa Monica Blvd
R2 /ST2 Residences north of Project Site
R3 / ST3 Project Site on North Orange
Grove Blvd
R4 / ST4 Child care facility on North Orange
Grove Blvd
R5 / ST5 Residences on North Ogden Drive
north of Santa Monica Blvd
R6 / ST6 Residences on North Ogden Drive
north of Santa Monica Blvd
R7 Residences on North Fairfax Avenue
north of Santa Monica Blvd
R8 Residences on North Fairfax Avenue
south of Santa Monica Blvd
R9 Residences on North Orange Grove
Blvd south of Santa Monica Blvd
R10 Residences on North Ogden Drive
south of Santa Monica Blvd
R11 Residences on North Genesee Avenue
north of Santa Monica Blvd
R12 Residences on North Genesee Avenue
south of Santa Monica Blvd
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Existing
68
43
57

Existing
with
Project
68
44
57

Cumulative
69
45
57

Cumulative
with
Project
69
45
58

Difference
0
1
0

Difference
0
0
1

54

55

1

55

55

0

55

55

0

55

56

1

58

58

0

59

59

0

63

63

0

64

64

0

66

66

0

67

67

0

54

54

0

54

54

0

56

56

0

56

56

0

57

57

0

58

58

0

56

56

0

57

57

0
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Threshold NOI-2: Would the project result in generation of excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels?
Construction activity may generate vibration that could either damage nearby buildings or annoy
people in the project vicinity. Construction activities can generate varying degrees of ground-borne
vibration, depending on the construction procedures and the type of construction equipment operated.
Construction equipment generates vibrations that spread through the ground and diminish with
distance from the source. The effects on buildings (i.e., building damage) are dependent on the location
of the buildings to the source and the characteristic of the building structure.
During construction, heavier pieces of construction equipment used at the project site would include
dozers, graders, augers, cranes, loaded trucks, water trucks, and pavers. Ground-borne vibration is
typically attenuated over short distances. Assuming a 10-foot distance between the project construction
area and the nearest noise- and vibration-sensitive receptors, the PPV is estimated to be up to 0.352
inches/second, which would fall below the threshold of significance of 0.5 inches/second for building
damage; it would also fall below the limit of 0.4 inches/second PPV where vibration begins to be
unpleasant for building occupants. Consequently, temporary vibration from construction would be less
than significant at the closest existing structures to the project site.
Noise- and vibration-sensitive receptors located 25 feet from the construction equipment would
experience vibration levels of 0.089 inches/second, well below the limit for building damage or
annoyance for building occupants. The heavy construction equipment would not be in operation
during the entire work day, nor would equipment operate continuously for long periods of time
immediately adjacent to the noise- and vibration-sensitive receptors and thus vibration levels
would not be continuous in nature.
Therefore, temporary groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels from construction
equipment would be less than significant.

3.6.6

Mitigation Measures

The following mitigation measures would reduce construction and operation-related noise levels
to less than significant.
Construction
MM-NOI-1

Applicant’s Project Design Features
The Applicant will install an enhanced noise/dust barrier around the perimeter of
the site, with shoring piles extending 15 feet above street level, pursuant to the
document entitled Phase 1 Demolition/Shoring & Sound Wall in the Construction
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Schedule (refer to the noise appendix). The noise barrier includes sound blankets
(STC 29), which can be installed in multiple layers for improved insulation from
noise for neighboring receptors.
The Phase 1 Demolition/Shoring & Sound Wall process has been divided into four
sub-phases to further reduce impacts upon neighboring receptors. The details of the
construction noise wall implementation process are provided in MM-NOI-3. The
Applicant will coordinate with Fountain Day School so the Phase 1
Demolition/Shoring & Sound Wall construction occurs while the school is closed.
The Applicant will use a backhoe instead of an excavator until the sound wall is
in place; the Applicant will also limit use of heavy equipment such as
excavator/forklift/loader so no duplicative units are operating concurrently.
MM-NOI-2

Construction Activity Conditions
The City of West Hollywood shall require the Applicant’s construction contractor
to implement the following measures as a condition of approving the project (West
Hollywood General Plan EIR MM 3.9-2):


Construction equipment shall be properly maintained per manufacturers’
specifications and fitted with the best available noise suppression devices (i.e.
mufflers, silencers, wraps, etc.).



Shroud or shield all impact tools, and muffle or shield all intake and exhaust
ports on power equipment.



Construction operations and related activities associated with the proposed
project shall comply with the operational hours outlined in the West Hollywood
Municipal Code (WHMC) Noise Ordinance, or mitigate noise at sensitive land
uses to below WHMC standards.



Construction equipment should not be idled for extended periods of time in the
vicinity of noise-sensitive receptors.



Locate fixed and/or stationary equipment as far as possible from noise-sensitive
receptors (e.g., generators, compressors, rock crushers, cement mixers). Shroud
or shield all impact tools, and muffle or shield all intake and exhaust ports on
powered construction equipment.



Where feasible, temporary barriers shall be placed as close to the noise source or as
close to the receptor as possible and break the line of sight between the source and
receptor where modeled levels exceed applicable standards. Acoustical barriers shall
be constructed of material having a minimum surface weight of 2 pounds per square
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foot or greater, and a demonstrated Sound Transmission Class (STC) rating of 25 or
greater as defined by American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Test
Method E90. Placement, orientation, size, and density of acoustical barriers shall be
specified by a qualified acoustical consultant.

MM-NOI-3

Music from a construction site shall not be audible at off-site locations.

Construction Noise Barriers
The City of West Hollywood shall require the Applicant’s construction contractor
to adhere to the following measures as a condition of approving the project:


Prior to commencing demolition activities, a noise barrier shall be erected along
the entire southern property boundary of the Fountain Day School property. The
noise barrier shall be a minimum height of 15 feet above street level, and shall
consist of at least two layers of sound blankets possessing a minimum acoustic
rating of STC 29 (apiece). The layers shall be installed with joints staggered
between the layers, to avoid gaps in the sound blanket coverage. A single augerstyle drill rig may be used for installation of the piles necessary to support the
sound barrier. The construction contractor shall coordinate with Fountain Day
School so, if possible, this sound wall construction occurs while the school is
closed. This sound barrier shall be maintained for the duration of project
construction, and be removed only to allow landscape installation when all
other project construction is complete.



Prior to commencing demolition activities, a noise barrier shall be erected along
the entire northern and western property boundary of the multifamily residences
immediately adjacent to the south of the project site (on North Ogden Drive).
The noise barrier shall be a minimum height of 15 feet above street level, and
shall consist of at least two layers of sound blankets possessing a minimum
acoustic rating of STC 29 (apiece). The layers shall be installed with joints
staggered between the layers, to avoid gaps in the sound blanket coverage. A
single auger-style drill rig may be used for installation of the piles necessary to
support the sound barrier. This sound barrier shall be maintained for the
duration of project construction, and be removed only to allow landscape
installation when all other project construction is complete.



As soon as the minimum amount of demolition has occurred to allow access of
a drill rig for pile installation, a noise barrier shall be erected along the entire
remaining northern property boundary of the subject property. The noise barrier
shall be a minimum height of 15 feet above street level, and shall consist of at
least two layers of sound blankets possessing a minimum acoustic rating of STC
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29 (apiece). The layers shall be installed with joints staggered between the
layers, to avoid gaps in the sound blanket coverage. A single auger-style drill
rig may be used for installation of the piles necessary to support the sound
barrier. This sound barrier shall be maintained for the duration of project
construction, and may be removed only to allow landscape installation when all
other project construction is complete.


MM-NOI-4

As soon as exterior wall framing allows at each individual level of the structure,
northern building facades (i.e., those facing the Fountain Day School), and
portions of the eastern and southern building facades (i.e., those facing the
North Ogden Drive residences) shall either be covered with temporary sound
blankets possessing a minimum acoustic rating of STC 29, or the exterior
sheathing of the building shall be installed on the framing.

Construction Equipment Restrictions
The City of West Hollywood shall require the Applicant’s construction contractor
to adhere to the following measures as a condition of approving the project:


MM-NOI-5

The construction contractor shall use a backhoe instead of an excavator until
the sound walls are in place; the construction contractor shall also limit use of
heavy equipment such as excavator/forklift/loader such that no duplicative units
are operating concurrently.

Stationary Construction Equipment Location/Shielding
The City of West Hollywood shall require the Applicant’s construction contractor
to adhere to the following measures as a condition of approving the project:


Temporary electricity generators used for construction shall be located as far as
possible from the Fountain Day School and North Ogden Drive residences, and
temporary electrical power connections to the electrical utility provider shall be
established at the earliest feasible point in the construction to prelude the further
need for or use of generators.



Within the second and higher building levels, until the sound blankets or
exterior cladding is installed on the building facades facing the Fountain Day
School and North Ogden Drive residences, stationary construction equipment
(e.g., compressors, welders, etc.) that generates noise that exceeds 58 dB(A) at
the property boundaries shall be individually shielded with a barrier that meets
a STC rating of 29.
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MM-NOI-6

Construction Noise Compliance Verification Reports
The City of West Hollywood shall require the Applicant’s construction contractor
to adhere to the following measures as a condition of approving the project:


8-hour noise measurements shall be conducted at the Fountain Day School and
North Ogden Drive residences, at the ground level and behind the temporary
noise barrier, not less frequently than one construction day per month. The
measurement results will be presented each month to the City in a brief
memorandum that compares measured noise levels to the threshold of not
greater than 10 dBA Leq over ambient noise levels.



Should the verification report in any month indicate construction noise levels
in excess of the allowable limit, an acoustical consultant shall be retained by
the contractor to devise additional noise control methods, such methods shall
be implemented, and the noise measurements shall be performed again to verify
the new controls are effective.

Effectiveness of these mitigation measures would vary from several decibels
(which in general is a relatively small change) to ten or more decibels (which
subjectively would be perceived as a substantial change), depending upon the
specific equipment and the original condition of that equipment, the specific
locations of the noise sources and the receivers, etc. Installation of a noise barrier,
for example, would vary in effectiveness depending upon the degree to which the
line-of-sight between the source and receiver is broken, but for the nearest receivers
is estimated to provide as much as 19 decibels of noise reduction. Installation of
more effective silencers could range from several decibels to well over 10 decibels.
Reduction of idling equipment could reduce overall noise levels from barely any
reduction to several decibels. Cumulatively, however, these measures would result
in substantial decreases in the noise from construction. With implementation of
these measures, short-term construction impacts associated with exposure of
persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of established standards would be
less than significant.
Operation
MM-NOI-7

Loading Dock Hours
Loading dock activities shall be limited to between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m.
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MM-NOI-8

Outdoor Amplification System
Prior to certificate of occupancy, the restaurant and pool deck sound systems shall be
calibrated for the outdoor uses so as to not exceed the noise level standards. The
amplified sound system sound output shall be measured, verified, and documented by
a qualified acoustical engineer to meet the exterior noise standard during daytime hours
(8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.) of 55 dBA Leq based on the West Hollywood General Plan
2035 Safety and Noise Element (City of West Hollywood 2011).
In addition, the project’s outdoor amplified sound system shall be calibrated such
that between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. the sound levels shall be 5 dBA
below the lowest measured background sound level (L90) at the property line of the
affected noise sensitive receptor.

MM-NOI-9

Noise Level Analysis for Habitable Rooms
Prior to certificate of occupancy, noise measurements shall be conducted to be
reviewed and approved by City staff, to demonstrate that the habitable areas (hotel
rooms) have been designed to reduce interior noise to 45 dBA or lower (community
noise equivalent level (CNEL) or day–night average noise level (Ldn)).

MM-NOI-10 Mechanical Equipment
Prior to approval of the plans and specifications for the project, City staff shall review
and approve the proposed heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC), outdoor
mechanical equipment, and kitchen mechanical equipment unit specifications to ensure
that the on-site stationary equipment does not exceed 55 dBA at 50 feet, or otherwise
exceed any established noise thresholds for stationary sources.

3.6.7

Level of Significance after Mitigation

Upon implementation of MM-NOI-1 through MM-NOI-10, the noise and vibration impacts of the
proposed project would be reduced to less than significant.

3.6.8
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3.7

PUBLIC SERVICES

This section describes the existing setting of the project site, identifies associated regulatory
requirements, evaluates potential impacts, and identifies mitigation measures related to
implementation of The Bond Project (project or proposed project).

3.7.1

Existing Conditions

Fire Protection
Fire services in the City are provided by the Los Angeles County Fire Department (LACFD), also
known as the Consolidated Fire Protection District of Los Angeles County. Fire protection services
provided to the City include fire, emergency medical, urban search and rescue, hazardous materials
prevention and response, air operations, and other emergency response resources. Two LACFD
fire stations are located within the City: Fire Station No. 7, located at 864 North San Vicente
Boulevard, approximately 1.8 miles from the project site and Fire Station No. 8, located at 7643
Santa Monica Boulevard, approximately 0.2 miles from the project site (City of West Hollywood
2011). The two stations within the City are staffed by 19 firefighters and a battalion chief who
work 24-hour shifts. Fire Station No. 7 is staffed with a four-person paramedic engine company
(one captain, one firefighter specialist, and two firefighter/paramedics) and a two-person
paramedic squad (two firefighter/paramedics). Fire Station No. 8 is staffed with a four-person
engine company (one captain, one firefighter specialist, one firefighter/paramedic, and one
firefighter), a two-person paramedic squad (two firefighter/paramedics), and a seven-person light
force (one captain, two firefighter specialists, and four firefighters). A light force consists of an
engine and a truck responding as a unit. There are three shifts with a total staffing of 60 personnel.
The engine and squad at Fire Station No. 7 are estimated to have an emergency response time of
1:30 minutes. There are no current plans to expand facilities, staffing, or equipment at Fire Station
No. 7 or No. 8 (Appendix A). LACFD is responsible for emergency medical calls, fire response,
and inspection and plan check services.
Police Protection
Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department (Sherriff’s Department) provides police protection
services to the City of West Hollywood. The West Hollywood’s Sheriff’s station is located at 729
North San Vincente Boulevard, approximately 1.6 miles east of the project site. The West
Hollywood Sheriff’s station performs various law enforcement activities, including, community
policing, traffic enforcement, entertainment district management, special event management,
investigative functions, and various administrative duties. The Sheriff’s Department has mutual
aid agreements with the City of Los Angeles and the City of Beverly Hills Police Departments.
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Schools
The Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) provides public school services to West
Hollywood. Many students attend schools that are outside of the City West Hollywood city limits but
in close proximity, and some students from outside of West Hollywood attend schools in the City. Two
public schools are located within City limits: one elementary school (West Hollywood Elementary)
and one alternative high school (West Hollywood Community Day School). LAUSD provides a prekindergarten family literacy program and several early education and daycare programs. There are also
a number of private schools in West Hollywood and the surrounding area. Because the schools used
by West Hollywood are operated by LAUSD, the City does not control school programming or
facilities (City of West Hollywood 2011).
The City is within LAUSD’s Local District 4. The proposed project is within the service area of
Gardner Street Elementary (grades K–6), Hubert Howe Bancroft Middle School (grades 6–8), and
Fairfax Senior High (grades 9–12) (LAUSD 2015).

3.7.2

Relevant Plans, Policies, and Ordinances

State
Fire Protection
California Fire Code
The California Fire Code is Chapter 9 of Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations. The
California Fire Code provides regulations for safeguarding life and property from fire and
explosion hazards derived from the storage, handling, and use of hazardous substances, materials,
and devices. The provisions of this code apply to construction, alteration, movement, enlargement,
replacement, repair, equipment, use and occupancy, location, maintenance, removal, and
demolition of every building or structure or any appurtenance connected or attached to such
building structures throughout the state.
Uniform Fire Code
The Uniform Fire Code contains regulations relating to construction, maintenance, and use of buildings.
Topics addressed in the code include fire department access, fire hydrants, automatic storage and use,
provisions intended to protect and assist fire responders, industrial processes, and many other general and
specialized fire-safety requirements for new and existing buildings and the surrounding premises. The
code contains specialized technical regulations related to fire and life safety.
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California Health and Safety Code
State fire regulations are set forth in Section 13000 et seq. of the California Health and Safety Code,
including regulations for building standards (also set forth in the California Building Code), and fire
protection and notification systems, fire protection devices such as extinguishers and smoke alarms,
high-rise building and childcare facility standards, and fire suppression training. The State Fire Marshal
enforces these regulations and building standards in all state-owned buildings, state-occupied
buildings, and state institutions throughout California. The City enforces those portions of the health
and safety code which it has adopted into its Municipal Code.
California Occupational Safety and Health Administration
In accordance with California Code of Regulations, Title 8, Sections 1270, Fire Prevention, and
6773, Fire Protection and Fire Equipment, the California Occupational Safety and Health
Administration has established minimum standards for fire suppression and emergency medical
services. The standards include, but are not limited to, guidelines on the handling of highly
combustible materials; fire hose size requirements; restrictions on the use of compressed air;
requirements for access roads; and guidelines for testing, maintaining, and using all firefighting
and emergency medical equipment.
Mutual Aid Agreements
The California Disaster and Civil Defense Master Mutual Air Agreement, as provided by the
California Emergency Services Act, provides statewide mutual aid between and among local
jurisdictions and the state. The statewide mutual aid system exists to ensure that adequate
resources, facilities, and other supports are provided to jurisdictions whenever resources prove to
be inadequate for a given situation. Each jurisdiction controls its own personnel and facilities but
can give and receive help whenever needed.
Schools
California State Assembly Bill 2926 – School Facilities Act of 1986
In 1986, Assembly Bill 2926 was enacted by the State of California authorizing entities to levy
statutory fees on new residential and commercial/industrial development in order to pay for
school facilities.
Proposition 1A/Senate Bill 50
Senate Bill (SB) 50, or the Leroy F. Greene School Facilities Act of 1998, imposes new limitations on
the power of cities and counties to require mitigation of school facilities impacts as a condition of
approving new development. SB 50 amends Section 17620 of the Education Code to authorize school
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districts to levy statutory developer fees at levels that may be significantly higher than those previously
permitted, but also provides new and stricter standards for school districts to follow when levying fees.
School Districts would continue to be authorized to charge development fees (also known as Level 1
fees) of $1.93 per square foot on residential buildings and $0.31 per square foot on commercial or
industrial buildings. However, pursuant to Government Code Sections 65995.5 and 65995.7, SB 50
authorizes school districts to charge additional Level 2 development fees to match 50% of school
construction costs of state funds, and Level 3 development fees to fund 100% of school construction
costs if state funds are not available.
Government Code Section 65996
Section 65996 designates Section 17620 of the Education Code (the mitigation fees authorized by
SB 50) and Section 65970 of the Government Code to be the exclusive method for considering
and mitigating development impacts on school facilities.
Local
City of West Hollywood General Plan
The Safety and Noise element of the General Plan (City of West Hollywood 2011) addresses fire
protection and police protection, the Human Services element addresses schools and library services.
Safety and Noise Element (Police, Fire, and Emergency Services)
The Police, Fire, and Emergency Services section of this element characterizes the emergency
services available in the City (City of West Hollywood 2011). Relevant General Plan goals and
policies are listed as follows:


Goal SN-6: Maintain adequate levels of law enforcement, fire protection, and emergency
medical services.



SN-6.1: Provide sufficient law enforcement, fire protection, and emergency medical
services to meet the needs of a changing population.



SN-6.2: Cooperate and collaborate with neighboring jurisdictions, social services, and
internal departments to maximize public safety and emergency services.



SN-6.3: Continue to support the County’s existing mutual aid and automatic aid agreements
for additional fire and police resources needed during an emergency, as feasible.



Goal SN-7: Utilize law enforcement, fire protection, and emergency medical services in a
proactive and preventative way.
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SN-7.1: As appropriate, utilize urban design features to enhance public safety, to facilitate
“eyes on the street” and to create defensible space in project design. As appropriate, utilize
best practices in lighting, vegetation, active public spaces, and visual transparency in the
urban landscape to achieve improved public safety in project design.



SN-7.5: As feasible, require new development to incorporate appropriate safety
monitoring features.

Human Services Element (Schools and Library Services)
Because the public schools used by West Hollywood are operated by LAUSD, the City does not
control school programming or facilities. However, the General Plan specifies that the City
supports educational programming through regular collaborative meetings, grant making, a
youth scholarship program, afterschool homework clubs, arts programming, school gardens, and
support for school libraries (City of West Hollywood 2011). The City also has opportunities to
coordinate with school operators on joint use of facilities. General Plan goals and policies related
to public schools include collaborating with LAUSD to maximize educational quality and
working with LAUSD to provide donated materials and technical expertise from the West
Hollywood community.

3.7.3

Thresholds of Significance

The October 2016 Initial Study (Appendix A) for the proposed project included an analysis of the
following significance criteria based on Appendix G of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) Guidelines (14 CCR 15000 et seq.). It was concluded in the Initial Study that there were
less-than-significant impacts for the following significance criteria. Therefore, the following
significance criteria are not included as part of this EIR.
1. Result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of new or
physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered governmental
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order
to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance objectives for
any of the public services:
a. Parks
b. Other public facilities
The significance criteria used to evaluate the project impacts to public services are based on
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines. Since publication of the Initial Study, the CEQA
Guidelines have undergone a comprehensive update. Therefore, the analysis that follows
relies on the updated thresholds in Appendix G of the 2019 CEQA Guidelines. According to
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Appendix G of the 2019 CEQA Guidelines, a significant impact related to public services
would occur if the project would:
PUB-1

Result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of new
or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered
governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response
times or other performance objectives for any of the public services:
a. Fire protection
b. Police protection
c. Schools

3.7.4

Impacts Analysis

Threshold PUB-1: Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated
with the provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, or the need for new or
physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times, or other
performance objectives for any of the public services:
a. Fire protection
LACFD currently provides fire protection services to the project site and surrounding area.
Each additional development that provides net new square footage creates greater demand
on existing resources. With project implementation, the more intense use of the project site
would be expected to increase the frequency of emergency response calls. The proposed
project would provide emergency access to the site in accordance with the applicable fire
code, which includes requirements for adequate fire flows, width of emergency access
routes, turning radii, automatic sprinkler systems, fire alarms, and floor to sky height limits
along emergency access routes. In their response to the Notice of Preparation (Appendix
A), the LACFD indicated a number of specific fire and life safety requirements, including:


Fire Hydrants. Fire hydrant spacing shall be 300 feet. No portion of lot frontage
shall be more than 200 feet via vehicular access from a public fire hydrant. No
portion of a building shall exceed 400 feet via vehicular access from a properly
spaced public fire hydrant. Additional hydrants will be required if hydrant spacing
exceeds specified distances.



Fire flows. The development may require fire flows up to 8,000 gallons per minute at
20 per square inch residual pressure for up to a four-hour duration, as outlined in the
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2014 County of Los Angeles Fire Code Appendix B. Final fire flows will be based on
the size of buildings, its relationship to other structures, property lines, and types of
construction used.


Access. Every building constructed shall be accessible to Fire Department apparatus
by way of access roadways, with an all-weather surface of not less than the prescribed
width. The roadway shall be extended to within 150 feet of all portions of the exterior
walls when measured by an unobstructed route around the exterior of the building.

The project site is currently served by two of LACFD’s fire stations. No expansion of these
facilities is currently contemplated and would not be required as a result of project
implementation. Compliance with fire code standards (including those listed above) would
be ensured through the plan check process and fire review prior to the issuance of building
permits. Payment of development fees by the project applicant would be used to offset the
costs of increased personnel or equipment in order to maintain acceptable service ratios,
response times, and other performance objectives. As such, the project would not result in
significant effects on service demands, as determined by the LACFD (Appendix A). The
construction or expansion of existing fire facilities would not be required as a result of the
proposed project. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in substantial adverse
physical impacts associated with the provision of new or physically altered facilities, and
impacts would be less than significant.
b. Police protection
As with fire services, increased net square footage within the Sheriff’s Department service
area would generate a higher demand on existing police protection resources. The increased
density of development on the project site would be expected to increase the frequency of
emergency and non-emergency calls to the Sherriff’s Department. However, in an effort to
minimize the increased demand for police protection services, the project has been
designed to improve public safety for future residents and visiting guests, as well as the
residents and other businesses in the surrounding neighborhood. Additionally, security
gates would be implemented to separate ground level parking available for commercial
users from basement parking utilized by hotel guests and building residents below. During
construction, the applicant would implement temporary security measures, including
security fencing, lighting, and locked entry.
Police units are continuously mobile, and service calls are responded to by the nearest
available mobile unit. As such, the location of the proposed project relative to the nearest
station would not affect police protection. While new development places increased
demand on police protection services, it is not anticipated that the proposed project would
result in the need for construction or expansion of existing police facilities. Therefore, the
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proposed project would not result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with
the provision of new or physically altered facilities. Impacts resulting from the proposed
project would be less than significant.
c. Schools
As discussed above, the City of West Hollywood and the project site are served by LAUSD.
The need for new school facilities is typically associated with a population increase that
generates an increase in enrollment large enough to cause new schools to be constructed.
The proposed project would involve construction of 70 new residential units in the City.
LAUSD utilizes the state’s Student Yield Factor for Unified School Districts, when
determining the number of students associated with development projects. This factor is
0.7 students per dwelling unit (Office of Public School Construction 2009). Using this
factor, the proposed project would generate approximately 49 new students.
The City of West Hollywood 2035 General Plan EIR, utilizes a different approach when
determining the number of students in a multifamily residential project. As shown in Table
3.7-1, using the methodology within the West Hollywood General Plan, the project would
generate approximately 29 new students.
Table 3.7-1
West Hollywood Student Generation Rates
Type of Use
Multifamily Residential

Quantity
70 units

Generation Factor
0.19665 Elementary School Students Per Unit
0.0935 Middle School Students Per Unit
0.1106 High School Students Per Unit
Total Students

Students Generated
14
7
8
29

Source: City of West Hollywood 2010.

The proposed project would be served by Gardner Street Elementary (grades K–6), Hubert
Howe Bancroft Middle School (grades 6–8), and Fairfax Senior High (grades 9–12) (LAUSD
2015). As shown in Table 3.7-2, regardless whether the state’s Student Yield Factor for
Unified School Districts or the West Hollywood General Plan EIR Generate Factor is used,
the new students generated by the proposed project could be accommodated within the
existing assigned public schools.
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Table 3.7-2
School Capacity and Enrollment
School
Gardner Street Elementary School
Hubert Howe Bancroft Middle School
Fairfax Senior High

Maximum Capacitya
618
1,601
3,600

2015–16 Enrollmentb
440
811
2,047

Remaining Capacity
178
790
1,553

Sources:
a
City of West Hollywood 2010.
b
California Department of Education 2013.

While the proposed project would increase the number of students, the number of students would
not exceed the capacity for any of the schools to the extent that new school facilities would be
required. Furthermore, per California Code Section 65995, developer fees paid to the LAUSD
would offset all project-related impacts to schools from increased student enrollment. As such,
impacts resulting from the proposed project would be less than significant.

3.7.5

Mitigation Measures

Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation measures are required.

3.7.6

Level of Significance After Mitigation

Impacts would be less than significant.

3.7.7
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3.8

TRANSPORTATION

This section describes the existing traffic/circulation setting of The Bond Project (proposed
project), identifies associated regulatory requirements, evaluates potential impacts, and
identifies mitigation measures related to implementation of the proposed project.
The analysis in this section is based on the Traffic Impact Study for The Bond Project (previously
7811 Santa Monica Boulevard-Orange Grove Mixed Use Project), West Hollywood prepared by
KOA Corporation (July 26, 2019). A complete copy of the traffic impact study is included in
Appendix F of this EIR. The traffic analysis evaluates the operating conditions at eight key study
intersections and two roadway segments within the project vicinity and the potential projectgenerated traffic to include an analysis of the Existing (Year 2016), Existing Plus Project, Future
(Year 2021) without Project, and Future (Year 2021) with Proposed Project conditions.

3.8.1

Analysis Methodology

The general methodology and approach utilized in the traffic study is consistent with the traffic
impact study guidelines of the City of West Hollywood and the City of Los Angeles.
The traffic analysis for the study locations within the City of West Hollywood was conducted
during the following peak periods:


Weekday morning (7:00 a.m.–10:00 a.m.)



Weekday mid-day (11:00 a.m.–1:00 p.m.)



Weekday afternoon/evening (4:00 p.m.–7:00 p.m.)

The traffic analysis for the study locations within the City of Los Angeles was conducted for the
following periods:


Weekday morning



Weekday afternoon/evening

Weekday morning, mid-day (for the eight intersections within the City of West Hollywood) and
afternoon peak hour traffic operations were evaluated at the study intersections and daily traffic
assessed at two street segments for each of the following traffic scenarios:


Existing (Year 2016)



Existing Plus Project



Future (Year 2021) without Project



Future (Year 2021) with Proposed Project
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Level of Service Methodology
For analysis of level of service (LOS) at signalized intersections, the City of West Hollywood
has designated the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) methodology as the desired analysis tool.
The HCM method takes into account existing signal timing, minimum green times, vehicle
volumes, pedestrian and bike movements, user defined saturation flow rates, and storage bay
lengths. The resulting intersection delay (seconds) is then utilized for identification of a level of
service value for that particular peak hour period. The output for this method is a delay (in
seconds) value and a level of service for the intersection as a whole.
The City of Los Angeles has designated the Circular 212 – Critical Movement Analysis (CMA)
Planning methodology as the desired analysis tool. The CMA method is a procedure that
incorporates the effects of geometry and traffic signal operation and develops a volume-tocapacity ratio (V/C) for each separate movement. The resulting V/C of the critical movements
are then utilized for identification of level of service for that particular peak hour period.
At stop-controlled intersections, the HCM methodology has been designated to determine level
of service by the City of West Hollywood. For this methodology, conditions are based upon
intersection delay, defined as the worst-case approach delay experienced by users of the
intersection who must stop or yield to free-flow through traffic. This method uses a “gap
acceptance” technique to predict driver delay. This methodology is applicable to unsignalized
and partially controlled intersections on major streets where there is potential for crossing
difficulty from the minor approaches due to heavy traffic volumes on the major approaches.
The City of Los Angeles does not require an impact analysis of stop-controlled intersections.
LOS values range from LOS A to LOS F. LOS A indicates excellent operating conditions with
little delay to motorists, whereas LOS F represents congested conditions with excessive vehicle
delay. LOS E is typically defined as the operating “capacity” of a roadway.
Table 3.8-1 summarizes the LOS definitions for West Hollywood. Table 3.8-2 summarizes the
LOS definitions for Los Angeles.
Table 3.8-1
LOS Definitions (City of West Hollywood)

LOS
A

Interpretation
Free-flow operations. Vehicles are completely unimpeded in
their ability to maneuver within the traffic stream. Control
delay at the boundary intersections is minimal. The travel
speed exceeds 85% of the base free-flow speed.
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Signalized
Intersection Delay
(in seconds)
≤ 10

Stop-Controlled
Intersection Delay
(in seconds)
0–10
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Table 3.8-1
LOS Definitions (City of West Hollywood)

LOS
B

C

D

E

F

Interpretation
Reasonably unimpeded operation. The ability to
maneuver within the traffic stream is only slightly restricted
and control delay at the boundary intersections is not
significant. The travel speed is between 67% and 85% of
the base free-flow speed.
Stable operation. The ability to maneuver and change lanes
at mid-segment locations may be more restricted than at LOS
B. Longer queues at the boundary intersections may
contribute to lower travel speeds. The travel speed is
between 50% and 67% of the base free-flow speed.
Less stable condition in which small increases in flow may
cause substantial increases in delay and decreases in
travel speed. This operation may be due to adverse signal
progression, high volume, or inappropriate signal timing at
the boundary intersections. The travel speed is between
40% and 50% of the base free-flow speed.
Unstable operation and significant delay. Such operations
may be due to some combination of adverse progression,
high volume, and inappropriate signal timing at the
boundary intersections. The travel speed is between 30%
and 40% of the base free-flow speed.
Flow at extremely low speed. Congestion is likely
occurring at the boundary intersections, as indicated by
high delay and extensive queuing. The travel speed is
30% or less of the base free-flow speed. Also, LOS F is
assigned to the subject direction of travel if the through
movement at one or more boundary intersections has a
volume-to-capacity ratio greater than 1.0.

Signalized
Intersection Delay
(in seconds)
> 10–20

Stop-Controlled
Intersection Delay
(in seconds)
> 10–15

> 20–35

> 15–25

> 35–55

> 25–35

> 55–60

> 35–50

> 80

> 50

Source: KOA Corporation 2019.

Table 3.8-2
LOS Definitions (City of Los Angeles)
LOS
A

B

Definition
LOS A describes primarily free-flow operation.
Vehicles are completely unimpeded in their ability to
maneuver within the traffic stream. Control delay at the
boundary intersections is minimal. The travel speed
exceeds 85% of the base free-flow speed.
LOS B describes reasonably unimpeded operation.
The ability to maneuver within the traffic stream is only
slightly restricted and control delay at the boundary
intersections is not significant. The travel speed is
between 67% and 85% of the base free-flow speed.
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Volume to Capacity Ratio
0.000–0.600

0.601–0.700
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Table 3.8-2
LOS Definitions (City of Los Angeles)
LOS
C

D

E

F

Definition
LOS C describes stable operation. The ability to
maneuver and change lanes at mid-segment locations
may be more restricted than at LOS B. Longer queues
at the boundary intersections may contribute to lower
travel speeds. The travel speed is between 50% and
67% of the base free-flow speed.
LOS D indicates a less stable condition in which small
increases in flow may cause substantial increases in
delay and decreases in travel speed. This operation
may be due to adverse signal progression, high
volume, or inappropriate signal timing at the boundary
intersections. The travel speed is between 40% and
50% of the base free-flow speed.
LOS E is characterized by unstable operation and
significant delay. Such operations may be due to some
combination of adverse progression, high volume, and
inappropriate signal timing at the boundary
intersections. The travel speed is between 30% and
40% of the base free-flow speed.
LOS F is characterized by flow at extremely low
speed. Congestion is likely occurring at the boundary
intersections, as indicated by high delay and extensive
queuing. The travel speed is 30% or less of the base
free-flow speed. Also, LOS F is assigned to the
subject direction of travel if the through movement at
one or more boundary intersections has a volume-tocapacity ratio greater than 1.0.

Volume to Capacity Ratio
0.701–0.800

0.801–0.900

0.901–1.000

Greater than 1.000

Source: KOA Corporation 2019.

SB-743 Application and Status
On September 27, 2013, California Governor Jerry Brown signed Senate Bill (SB) 743 into law,
which creates a process to change the way that transportation impacts are analyzed under CEQA.
SB 743 requires that the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR) amend the CEQA
guidelines to provide an alternative to LOS for evaluating transportation impacts. Measurements
of transportation impacts may include “vehicle miles traveled, vehicle miles traveled per capita,
automobile trip generation rates, or automobile trips generated” (PRC 21099(b)(1)).
Under the guideline changes, LOS will no longer be considered as a basis for determining
significant impacts in many parts of California. Furthermore, parking impacts will also not be
considered significant impacts under CEQA for select development projects within infill areas
nearby frequent transit service.
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As of February 2016, OPR has incorporated comments received by stakeholders on their first draft
of the updated guidelines. The second set of guidelines was released on January 20, 2016, which
recommends that transportation impacts under CEQA will be evaluated using vehicle miles traveled
(VMT). Local jurisdictions will still be allowed to assess impacts using methodologies in addition
to VMT. Once the guidelines are officially adopted, jurisdictions will have a 2-year opt-in period to
incorporate VMT thresholds into their CEQA-related transportation impact review for projects.
In December 2018, the California Natural Resources Agency certified and adopted the CEQA
Guidelines update package, implementing SB 743. Beginning on July 1, 2020, these provisions
will be applied statewide, although agencies can elect to apply the VMT metric immediately.
The City of West Hollywood has not adopted new traffic study guidelines in accordance with SB
743.As such, this analysis is based on their current traffic study guidelines, which use LOS and
delay as a measure for significant transportation impacts under CEQA.

3.8.2

Existing Conditions

Project Location and Description
The project site is located at 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard, between Orange Grove Avenue and
Ogden Drive within the City of West Hollywood. Figure 3.8-1 illustrates the study area and the
site location in relation to the surrounding street system. Three driveways would provide access to
the site: one full-movement driveway on Orange Grove Avenue (with restricted outbound rightturns), one full-movement, residential-only driveway on Ogden Drive (with restricted outbound
left-turns), and ingress-only driveway on Santa Monica Boulevard. Northbound/Outbound
movements would be restricted at both Orange Grove and Ogden driveways – vehicles exiting the
site would be required to travel southbound. This northbound/outbound movement restriction of
project traffic along Orange Grove Avenue driveway and Ogden Drive driveway has been included
as Project Design Features PDF-TRANS-1 and PDF-TRANS-2, as detailed in Section 3.8.6.
Figure 3.8-1 illustrates the study area and the site location, and Figure 3.8-2 shows the preliminary
site plan.
The proposed project would involve the construction and operation of a 214,400 square-foot
mixed-use building on a 0.92-acre site located within the City of West Hollywood. The project
would consist of an 86-room hotel, 3,756 square feet of restaurant space, 1,381 square feet of art
gallery space, and 70 apartment units.
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Study Area
The study area includes eight intersections and two street segments listed below and illustrated in Figure
3.8-2. Figure 3.8-3 depicts the lane configurations and traffic control at the study intersections.
Intersections
1. Fairfax Avenue & Fountain Avenue [signalized]
2. Orange Grove Avenue & Fountain Avenue [stop-controlled]
3. Ogden Drive & Fountain Avenue [stop-controlled]
4. Fairfax Avenue & Santa Monica Boulevard [signalized]
5. Orange Grove Avenue & Santa Monica Boulevard [stop-controlled]
6. Ogden Drive & Santa Monica Boulevard [stop-controlled] – this intersection was split as
it functions as two separate intersections (6a and 6b)
7. Genesee Avenue & Santa Monica Boulevard [signalized]
8. Fairfax Avenue & Romaine Street [stop-controlled]
Roadway Segments


Orange Grove Avenue, between the Project Site and Fountain Avenue



Ogden Drive, between the Project Site and Fountain Avenue

Roadway System
Table 3.8-3 summarizes the characteristics of the major roadways within the study area.
Table 3.8-3
Study Area Roadway Descriptions
No. of Lanes
Roadway

Classification

NB/B

SB/WB

Fairfax
Avenue

Arterial Street

2/3

2/3
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Parking Restrictions
Median
North Side/
Type
East Side
North-South Streets
TL/RM
1 hour 8 AM - 6
PM (N. of SMB),
2
Hour 8 AM - 6
PM (S. of SMB)

South Side/
West Side
1 hour 8 AM - 6
PM (N. of SMB),
2
Hour 8 AM - 6
PM (S. of SMB)

Posted
Speed
Limit
(mph)
35

General
Land Use
Commercial/
Residential
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Table 3.8-3
Study Area Roadway Descriptions
No. of Lanes
Roadway
Orange
Grove
Avenue
Ogden
Drive
Genesee
Avenue

NB/B
1

SB/WB
1

Median
Type
NS

North Side/
East Side
No Limit

South Side/
West Side
No Limit

Posted
Speed
Limit
(mph)
25

Local Street

1

1

NS

No Limit

No Limit

25

Residential

Local Street

1

1

NS

No Limit

No Limit

25

Residential

No Limit

35

Residential

2 Hour 8 AM 12 AM (M-F); 11
AM - 8 PM (Sat)
No Limit

35

Commercial

25

Residential

Classification
Local Street

Parking Restrictions

Fountain
Avenue
Santa
Monica
Boulevard

Collector
Street
Arterial Street

2

2

East-West Streets
ST
No Limit

2

2

TL

Romaine
Street

Collector
Street

1

1

NS

2 Hour 8 AM 12 AM (M-F); 11
AM - 8 PM (Sat)
No Limit

General
Land Use
Residential

Notes: DY - Double Yellow; ST – Striped; RM - Raised Median, NSAT - No Stopping Any Time, TL - Center Turn Lane, NS - No Stopping
Source: KOA Corporation 2019.

Transit Service
As summarized in Table 3.8-4, the project study area is served by bus transit lines operated by the
City of West Hollywood and the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
(Metro). Figure 3.8-4 illustrates the routes of the transit services that serve the project study area.
Table 3.8-4
Bus Transit Service
Agency
Metro

4

Line

Metro

217

Metro

704

Metro

780
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From
Downtown Los
Angeles
Fox Hills/Culver
City

To
Santa Monica

Downtown Los
Angeles
Washington/Fairf
ax

Santa Monica

East
Hollywood

Pasadena

Via
Santa Monica
Boulevard
La Cienega
Boulevard/Fairfax
Avenue/Hollywood
Boulevard
Santa Monica
Boulevard
Fairfax Avenue/
Hollywood
Boulevard

Peak Frequency
9–12 Minutes
12–20 Minutes

10–15 Minutes
10–12 Minutes
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Table 3.8-4
Bus Transit Service
Agency
West
Hollywood

Line
The Pickup

West
Hollywood

CityLine
Blue/Orange

From
Robertson
Boulevard/ Santa
Monica Boulevard

To
La Brea
Avenue /
Santa Monica
Boulevard
Neighborhood Shuttle

Via
Santa Monica
Boulevard

Peak Frequency
15 minutes–Friday &
Saturday: 8:00pm–3:00am;
Sunday 2:00pm–10:00pm

Santa Monica
Boulevard / San
Vicente Boulevard

30 Minutes

Source: KOA Corporation 2019.

Traffic Volumes
As part of the traffic study, new manual intersection turn movement and machine roadway segment
counts were conducted. These counts were collected on Wednesday, May 11, 2016. The turning
movement counts were collected during the morning (7:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.), mid-day (11:00 a.m.
– 1:00 p.m.) and evening (4:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.) periods. The machine counts were collected for
24 hours on the same day.
Intersection Level of Service
Based on the traffic count data conducted at the study area intersections, a V/C ratio or average
vehicle delay and corresponding LOS was determined for all of the study area intersections under
weekday morning, mid-day and evening peak hours. The V/C or delay and LOS were determined
per the jurisdiction intersection methodology.
The analysis of the study intersection under the jurisdiction of the Los Angeles Department of
Transportation included an overall volume-to-capacity reduction of 0.1 to reflect the Automated
Traffic Surveillance and Control and Advanced Traffic Control System enhancements.
Table 3.8-5 provides the volume/capacity ratios or delay and LOS values for existing conditions.
Table 3.8-5
Existing - Level of Service Summary

1
2

AM Peak Hour
V/C
or
Study Intersections
Delay
LOS
City of West Hollywood
Fairfax Avenue/Fountain Avenue (A)
28.8
C
Orange Grove Avenue/Fountain Avenue (A)*
18.7
C
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Mid-Day Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

V/C or
Delay

LOS

V/C or
Delay

LOS

28.0
1.8

C
A

61.5
9.6

E
A
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Table 3.8-5
Existing - Level of Service Summary

3
4
5
6(a)
6(b)
7
8
1

AM Peak Hour
V/C
or
Delay
LOS
8.7
A
49.8
D
1.0
A
1.4
A

Study Intersections
Ogden Drive/Fountain Avenue (A)*
Fairfax Avenue/Santa Monica Boulevard
Orange Grove Avenue/Santa Monica Boulevard*
Ogden Drive/Santa Monica Boulevard
(North Leg)*
Ogden Drive/Santa Monica Boulevard
1.5
(South Leg)*
Genesee Avenue/Santa Monica Boulevard
8.9
Fairfax Avenue/Romaine Street*
35.3
City of Los Angeles
Fairfax Avenue/Fountain Avenue (A)
0.644

Mid-Day Peak Hour

PM Peak Hour

V/C or
Delay
2.2
36.9
0.5
1.2

LOS
A
D
A
A

V/C or
Delay
130.4
59.6
0.7
3.7

LOS
F
E
A
A

A

0.7

A

1.9

A

A
E

7.2
2.9

A
A

9.5
46.2

A
E

B

-

-

0.840

D

Notes: LOS = Level of Service; V/C = volume-to-capacity Ratio.
Bold = operates at poor LOS.
*
Unsignalized Intersection, (A) Shared Intersection
Source: KOA Corporation 2019

The following intersections operate at poor LOS values of E or F during at least one of the peak hours:


Fairfax Avenue & Fountain Avenue (PM peak hour)



Ogden Drive and Fountain Avenue (PM peak hour)



Fairfax Avenue & Santa Monica Boulevard (PM peak hour)



Fairfax Avenue & Romaine Street (AM and PM peak hour)

The existing 2016 AM, mid-day, and PM peak-hour turn movement volumes at the study
intersections are provided in Figures 3.8-5, 3.8-6, and 3.8-7, respectively.
Street Segment Volumes
Table 3.8-6 summarizes the five street segments where 24-hour automatic (machine) traffic counts
were conducted. These streets were chosen for specific review as they primarily serve the
residential areas surrounding the project site. Figure 3.8-8 illustrates the locations of the study
street segments and existing weekday daily traffic volumes on these facilities.
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Table 3.8-6
Existing Daily Traffic Volumes on Study Street Segments
1
2

Orange Grove
Avenue
Ogden Drive

Segment
Between Fountain Avenue
and Santa Monica Boulevard
Between Fountain Avenue
and Santa Monica Boulevard

No. of Lanes
2

Existing Daily Traffic Volumes
2,022

2

1,976

Source: KOA Corporation 2019

Future 2021 Conditions – Ambient Growth and Related Projects
The Year 2021 was selected for analysis of future conditions based on the anticipated completion
date of the project. For the analysis of background traffic during the project opening year, an annual
traffic growth rate of 1% was utilized to account for increase in area-wide traffic. The annual
growth rate was confirmed with City staff. To apply this ambient growth rate to existing (Year
2016) volumes, a growth factor of 1.05 was utilized. This factor provides a compounded 1% annual
increase over the five-year period between existing conditions and future (Year 2021) conditions.
Based on data provided by West Hollywood and the surrounding cities, a list of area/related
projects was compiled. These projects were considered to potentially contribute measurable
traffic volumes to the study area during the future analysis period. The total number of related
projects included within this traffic analysis was 132 projects (95 projects – City of West
Hollywood and 37 projects – City of Los Angeles). These projects are all located within an
approximate 1.5-mile radius from the project site. The related projects trip generation estimates
were developed using trip generation rates from the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE)
Trip Generation, 10th Edition published in 2017, or defined by the project traffic studies.
Figure 3.8-9 illustrates the locations of the related projects, and Table 3.8-7 provides the related
project trip generation calculations.
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Table 3.8-7
Area/Cumulative Projects Trip Generation
Map ID

Location

Land Use

ITE Code
Intensity
City of West Hollywood
221
5
231
6
820
0.93
932
2.32

1
2

1048 North Curson Avenue
900 Fairfax Avenue

Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Mid-Rise Residential with 1st-Floor Commercial
Shopping Center
High Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

511 Flores Street
1216 Flores Street
1264 Harper Avenue
1041 Formosa Avenue
1123 Formosa Avenue
947 Genesee Avenue
1003 Hancock Avenue
8583 Melrose Avenue
8650 Melrose Avenue

Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
General Office Building
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Shopping Center
Shopping Center
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)

220
221
221
710
220
220
220
820
820
220

10
14
14
100
5
10
3
9.545
14.571
7

12
13
14

829 Larrabee Street
7914 Norton Avenue
8550 Santa Monica Boulevard5

Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Supermarket
General Office Building
High Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant
Health/Fitness Club

221
220
850
710
932
492

13
8
25
11.998
1.319
4

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1001 Ogden Drive
1153 Ogden Drive
1150 Orange Grove
507 Orlando Avenue
923 Palm Avenue6
1016 Martel Avenue
8497 Sunset Boulevard7

Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Senior Housing - Attached
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Quality Restaurant
General Office Building

220
220
220
220
252
221
931
710

5
6
7
9
49
11
9.775
11.52

22

7965-7985 Santa Monica Boulevard8

Shopping Center
High Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant
General Office Building
Drinking Place

820
932
710
925

1.345
14.252
54.645
2.746
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Units

Daily
Total

AM Peak Hour
Total
In
Out

Mid-Day Peak Hour1
Total
In
Out

Total

PM Peak Hour
In

Out

d.u.2
d.u.
k.s.f.2,3
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
k.s.f.4
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
d.u.
Total
d.u.
d.u.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
Total
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
Total

27
21
35
260
316
73
76
76
974
37
73
22
360
550
51
601
71
59
1,834
37
44
51
66
181
60
800
586

2
2
1
23
26
5
5
5
116
2
5
1
9
14
3
17
5
4
71
2
3
3
4
10
4
10
-23

2
3
4
40
47
7
6
6
116
3
7
2
36
56
5
61
5
5
146
3
4
5
6
15
5
81
13
94
28

2
2
4
23
29
6
6
6
115
3
6
2
36
56
4
60
6
4
167
3
3
4
5
13
5
71
105

1
1
2
14
17
4
4
4
18
2
4
1
17
27
3
30
4
3
85
2
2
3
3
7
3
40
40

1
1
2
9
12
2
2
2
97
1
2
1
19
29
1
30
2
1
82
1
1
1
2
6
2
31
65

1
1
1
13
15
1
1
1
100
0
1
0
6
9
1
10
1
1
44
0
1
1
1
4
1
17
7

1
1
0
10
11
4
4
4
16
2
4
1
3
5
2
7
4
3
27
2
2
2
3
7
3
-7
-30

1
2
2
21
25
4
4
4
100
2
4
1
17
27
3
30
3
3
77
2
2
3
4
8
3
49
11
60
63

1
1
2
19
22
3
2
2
16
1
3
1
19
29
2
31
2
2
69
1
2
2
2
7
2
32
2
34
-35
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Table 3.8-7
Area/Cumulative Projects Trip Generation
Map ID
23

Location
8430 Sunset Boulevard9

Land Use
Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Shopping Center

ITE Code
222
820

Intensity
125
35

24
25

1253 Sweetzer Avenue
1040 N La Brea Avenue

Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
High Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant
Hotel

220
220
932
310

8
8
5.24
91

26

600 N La Cienega Boulevard

Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Shopping Center
High Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant
Museum

220
820
932
580

5
5.355
7.094
15.727

27

624 N La Cienega Boulevard

Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Shopping Center

220
820

6
54.209

28
29
30

1136 N La Cienega Boulevard
7401 Santa Monica Boulevard
7617 Santa Monica Boulevard

Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center
Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Shopping Center
High Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant

221
820
222
820
932

23
0.92
71
4.821
4.419

31

8445 Santa Monica Boulevard

Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Shopping Center
High Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant
Hotel
Drinking Place

222
820
932
310
925

79
5.102
9.441
88
3.078

32

8555 Santa Monica

33
34
35
36

1236 N Fairfax Avenue
1250 N Fairfax Avenue
1301 N Fairfax Avenue
8465 Melrose Avenue
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Boulevard10

Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center
High Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant
General Office Building
Hair Salon

220
221
826
932
710
918

97
12
15.68
282
6.08
3.72

Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Shopping Center

220
222
220
820

7
53
10
4.122

Units
d.u.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
d.u.
k.s.f.
r.m
Total
d.u.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
k.s.f.
d.u.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
r.m
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
d.u.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
k.s.f.

1,035
44
2,046
2,090
125
35
316
182
496
994
352
193
1,059
736

AM Peak Hour
Total
In
122
67
4
1
4
1
52
29
43
25
99
55
2
0
5
3
71
39
4
3
82
45
3
1
51
32
54
33
8
2
1
1
22
5
5
3
44
24
71
32
24
6
5
3
94
52
41
24

Out
55
3
3
23
18
44
2
2
32
1
37
2
19
21
6
0
17
2
20
39
18
2
42
17

2,340
809
51
236
73
156

164
51
3
16
5
4

79
40
2
12
4
2

Daily
Total
2,430
59
59
588
761
1,408
37
202
796

85
11
1
4
1
2

Mid-Day Peak Hour1
Total
In
Out
176
99
77
5
3
2
5
3
2
91
47
44
56
32
24
152
82
70
3
2
1
20
10
10
124
64
60
6
2
4
153
78
75
4
2
2
207
99
108
211
101
110
9
5
4
4
2
2
28
17
11
18
9
9
77
40
37
123
66
57
31
19
12
19
9
10
164
85
79
54
31
23
48
33
15
316
177
139
89
30
59
5
3
2
21
13
8
7
4
3
16
8
8

Total
216
4
4
51
55
110
3
20
69
3
95
3
207
210
10
4
26
18
43
87
28
19
92
53
35
227
66
4
19
6
16

PM Peak Hour
In
131
3
3
32
28
63
2
10
43
0
55
2
99
101
6
2
16
9
27
52
17
9
57
27
23
133
42
3
12
4
8

Out
85
1
1
19
27
47
1
10
26
3
40
1
108
109
4
2
10
9
16
35
11
10
35
26
12
94
24
1
7
2
8
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Table 3.8-7
Area/Cumulative Projects Trip Generation
Map ID
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

Location
1027 N Gardner Street
1150 N Clark Street
1011 N Crescent Heights Boulevard
1317 N Crescent Heights Boulevard
1139 N Detroit Street
1141 N Detroit Street
1138 N Detroit Street
1201 N Detroit Street
1221 N Detroit Street
1251 N Detroit Street
1006 N Edinburg Avenue
528 N Flores Street
1159 N Formosa Avenue
1227 N Formosa Avenue
800 Fountain Avenue
8210 Foutain Avenue
1250 N Fuller Avenue
938 N Genessee Avenue
1005 N Genessee Avenue
1046 N Genessee Avenue
1006 Hancock Avenue
1223 N Hayworth Avenue
621 Huntley Drive
634 Huntley Drive
649 Huntley Drive
812 Huntley Drive
933 Huntley Drive
621 N Kings Road
1220 Larrabee Street
1041 N Martel Avenue
1052 N Martel Avenue
8008 Norton Avenue
8017 Norton Avenue
8116 Norton Avenue
901 N Ogden Drive
950 N Ogden Drive
1008 N Ogden Drive
1019 N Orange Grove Avenue

Draft EIR for The Bond Project
August 2019

Land Use
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)

ITE Code
220
220
221
222
220
220
220
220
220
220
220
220
220
220
221
220
220
220
220
220
220
221
220
220
220
220
220
220
221
221
220
220
222
220
220
220
220
220

Intensity
5
7
12
75
5
5
10
10
10
5
10
4
5
5
30
9
3
5
5
5
6
12
3
3
3
5
5
4
22
25
5
8
34
8
4
10
7
9

Units
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.
d.u.

Daily
Total
37
51
65
334
37
37
73
73
73
37
73
29
37
37
163
66
22
37
37
37
44
65
22
22
22
37
37
29
120
136
37
59
151
59
29
73
51
66

AM Peak Hour
Total
In
2
0
3
1
4
1
23
6
2
0
2
0
5
1
5
1
5
1
2
0
5
1
2
0
2
0
2
0
11
3
4
1
1
0
2
0
2
0
2
0
3
1
4
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
2
0
2
0
2
0
8
2
9
2
2
0
4
1
11
3
4
1
2
0
5
1
3
1
4
1

Out
2
2
3
17
2
2
4
4
4
2
4
2
2
2
8
3
1
2
2
2
2
3
1
1
1
2
2
2
6
7
2
3
8
3
2
4
2
3

Mid-Day Peak Hour1
Total
In
Out
3
2
1
5
3
2
5
3
2
29
18
11
3
2
1
3
2
1
7
4
3
7
4
3
7
4
3
3
2
1
7
4
3
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
12
7
5
6
4
2
2
1
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
4
2
2
5
3
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
9
5
4
10
6
4
3
2
1
5
3
2
13
8
5
5
3
2
3
2
1
7
4
3
5
3
2
6
4
2

Total
3
4
5
27
3
3
6
6
6
3
6
2
3
3
13
5
2
3
3
3
3
5
2
2
2
3
3
2
10
11
3
4
12
4
2
6
4
5

PM Peak Hour
In
2
3
3
16
2
2
4
4
4
2
4
1
2
2
8
3
1
2
2
2
2
3
1
1
1
2
2
1
6
7
2
3
7
3
1
4
3
3

Out
1
1
2
11
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
5
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
1
1
5
1
1
2
1
2
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Table 3.8-7
Area/Cumulative Projects Trip Generation
Map ID
75

Location
7905 Romaine Street

Land Use
Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Shopping Center
General Office Building

76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

948 N San Vicente Boulevard
972 N San Vicente Boulevard
8760 Shoreham Drive
1011 N Sierra Bonita Avenue
1017 N Sierra Bonita Avenue
1030 N Sierra Bonita Avenue
939 N Spaulding Avenue
1013 N Spaulding Avenue
1041 N Spaulding Avenue
1236 N Spaulding Avenue
943 N Stanley Avenue
545 N Sweetzer Avenue
1257 N Sweetzer Avenue
1280 N Sweetzer Avenue
1035 N Vista Street
852 West Knoll Drive
8553 West Knoll Drive
8557 West Knoll Drive
629 Westbourne Drive
916 Westbourne Drive

Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Day Care Center
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)

221
565
221
220
220
220
221
220
221
220
220
220
221
220
220
220
220
220
220
220

96
97

1502 N Gardner Street
1118 N McCadden Place

Supermarket
Senior Housing - Attached
Senior Housing - Attached
General Office Building
Shopping Center

850
252
252
710
820

98

7000 Melrose Avenue

Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center

221
820

99

320 N Fairfax Avenue

General Office Building

710

Draft EIR for The Bond Project
August 2019

ITE Code
222
820
710

Intensity
35
0.9
0.9

Units
d.u.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
Total
18
d.u.
72
Students
11
d.u.
5
d.u.
5
d.u.
5
d.u.
22
d.u.
5
d.u.
14
d.u.
3
d.u.
5
d.u.
9
d.u.
12
d.u.
9
d.u.
4
d.u.
6
d.u.
5
d.u.
6
d.u.
3
d.u.
8
d.u.
City of West Hollywood Subtotal
City of Los Angeles11
32.435
k.s.f.3
100
d.u.
92
d.u.
17.040
k.s.f.
29.650
k.s.f.
Total
40
d.u.
7.565
k.s.f.
Total
28.341
k.s.f.

Daily
Total
156
34
9
199
98
294
60
37
37
37
120
37
76
22
37
66
65
66
29
44
37
44
22
59
22,165
1,522
1,346
334
276

AM Peak Hour
Total
In
11
3
1
1
1
1
13
5
6
2
56
30
4
1
2
0
2
0
2
0
8
2
2
0
5
1
1
0
2
0
4
1
4
1
4
1
2
0
3
1
2
0
3
1
1
0
4
1
1,254
631
49
80
21
37

30
49
4
28

Out
8
0
0
8
4
26
3
2
2
2
6
2
4
1
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
3
624
19
31
17
9

Mid-Day Peak Hour1
Total
In
Out
14
9
5
3
1
2
1
1
0
18
11
7
7
4
3
58
27
31
5
3
2
3
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
9
5
4
3
2
1
6
4
2
2
1
1
3
2
1
6
4
2
5
3
2
6
4
2
3
2
1
4
2
2
3
2
1
4
2
2
2
1
1
5
3
2
2,261
1,305
956
300
31
29
20
113
193
16
29
45
33

153
16
15
17
54
102
10
14
24
28

147
15
14
3
59
91
6
15
21
5

Total
13
3
1
17
8
57
5
3
3
3
10
3
6
2
3
5
5
5
2
3
3
3
2
4
2,075

PM Peak Hour
In
8
1
0
9
5
27
3
2
2
2
6
2
4
1
2
3
3
3
1
2
2
2
1
3
1,115

Out
5
2
1
8
3
30
2
1
1
1
4
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
960

142
109
32
25

74
53
20
4

68
56
12
21
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Table 3.8-7
Area/Cumulative Projects Trip Generation
Map ID
100

Location
6901 Santa Monica Boulevard

Land Use
Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
High Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant
Shopping Center

ITE Code
222
932
820

Intensity
231
5
10

101

7107 W Hollywood Boulevard

Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Shopping Center
High Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant

222
820
932

410
5
5

102

1233 N Highland Avenue

Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center

221
820

72
17.830

103

904 N La Brea Avenue

Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Shopping Center

222
820

169
40

104

925 N La Brea Avenue

Shopping Center
General Office Building

820
710

15.265
46.527

105

8150 W Sunset Boulevard

Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Shopping Center

222
820

249
110

106

7120 W Sunset Boulevard

Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center

221
820

44
2.9

107
108
109

927 Highland Avenue
859 Highland Avenue
6677 W Santa Monica Boulevard

Elementary School
Coffee/Donut Shop with Drive-Through Window
Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
High Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant
Coffee/Donut Shop without Drive-Through Window
Shopping Center

520
937
222
932
936
820

100
0.806
695
4
5.5
15.4

110

1411 N Highland Avenue

Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Shopping Center

222
820

76
2.5

111

316 N La Cienega Boulevard

Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center
Coffee/Donut Shop without Drive-Through Window

221
820
936

45
3.8
0.800

Draft EIR for The Bond Project
August 2019

Units
d.u.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
k.s.f.
Total
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
k.s.f.
Total
Students
k.s.f.
d.u.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.66
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.6
Total

Daily
Total
1,010
2,637
714
2,072
735
1,077
397
155
330
1,420
823
602

AM Peak Hour
Total
In
78
0
206
49
38
11
93
25
69
58
-82
-92
14
0
3
4
41
21
289
123
66
23
94
41

Out
78
157
27
68
11
10
14
-1
20
166
43
53

Mid-Day Peak Hour1
Total
In
Out
90
56
34
87
45
42
38
18
20
215
119
96
160
99
61
19
9
10
87
45
42
266
153
113
30
18
12
68
33
35
98
51
47
66
41
25
152
73
79
218
114
104
58
28
30
54
46
8
112
74
38
97
60
37
419
201
218
516
261
255
18
11
7
11
5
6
29
16
13
34
15
19
79
39
40
271
168
103
70
36
34
440
224
216
59
28
31
840
456
384
30
19
11
10
5
5
40
24
16
18
11
7
14
7
7
64
33
31
96
51
45

Total
105
253
66
186
85
216
29
40
18
261
71
53

PM Peak Hour
In
86
167
38
83
24
158
25
23
9
153
45
31

Out
19
86
28
103
61
58
4
17
9
108
26
22
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Table 3.8-7
Area/Cumulative Projects Trip Generation
Map ID
112

Location
375 N La Cienega Boulevard

Land Use
Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Shopping Center

ITE Code
222
820

Intensity
125
17.4

113

915 N La Brea Avenue

Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Supermarket

222
850

179
33.5

114

7901 W Beverly Boulevard

Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Shopping Center

222
820

71
11.454

115

7002 W Clinton Street

Day Care Center
Elementary School

565
520

120
60

116

936 N La Brea Avenue

General Office Building
Shopping Center

710
820

33.19
19.923

117

8418 Sunset Boulevard

Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Shopping Center

222
820

138
75

118

6701 W Sunset Boulevard

Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Hotel
Shopping Center
Quality Restaurant
High Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant

222
310
820
931
932

950
308
120
35
35

119

7219 W Sunset Boulevard

Hotel
Shopping Center

310
820

93
2.8

120

7500 W Sunset Boulevard

Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Shopping Center
High Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant

222
820
932

219
20
10

121
122
123

7300 W Hollywood Boulevard3
7900 W Hollywood Boulevard
8052 W Beverly Boulevard

Synagogue
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
General Office Building
Shopping Center
Synagogue

561
221
222
710
820
561

50
102
15
1
5

Draft EIR for The Bond Project
August 2019

Units
d.u.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
k.s.f.
Total
Students
Students
Total
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
Rm
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
Total
Rm
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
Total
d.u.
d.u.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
Total

Daily
Total
168
2,615
493
155
911
0
14,833
761
2,049
294
251
725

AM Peak Hour
Total
In
55
8
91
5
36
7
38
20
29
24
121
46
879
381
45
27
188
63
80
48
19
3
45
19

Out
47
86
29
18
5
75
498
18
125
32
16
26

Mid-Day Peak Hour1
Total
In
Out
49
30
19
66
32
34
115
62
53
70
43
27
310
158
152
380
201
179
28
17
11
44
21
23
72
38
34
97
46
51
20
9
11
117
55
62
39
34
5
76
36
40
115
70
45
54
33
21
286
137
149
340
170
170
371
230
141
188
109
79
457
219
238
290
177
113
609
317
292
1,915
1,052
863
57
33
24
11
5
6
68
38
30
85
53
32
76
36
40
174
90
84
335
179
156
21
13
8
40
25
15
17
15
2
4
2
2
15
9
6
76
51
25

Total
45
248
46
23
51
296
1,281
56
178
29
22
70

PM Peak Hour
In
34
158
30
11
14
162
733
27
117
9
14
21

Out
11
90
16
12
37
134
548
29
61
20
8
49
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Table 3.8-7
Area/Cumulative Projects Trip Generation
Map ID
124

Location
8000 W Beverly Boulevard

Land Use
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center

ITE Code
221
820

125

8001 W Beverly Boulevard

High Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant
General Office Building

932
710

126
127

431 N La Cienega Boulevard
1610 N Highland Avenue

Multifamily Housing (Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing (High-Rise)
Shopping Center

220
222
820

128
129
130

1403 N Gardner Street
750 Edinburgh Avenue
8000 W 3rd Street

Assisted Living
Single Family Residential
Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Affordable Housing (Family)
Shopping Center

254
210
221
820

131

7007 W Romaine Street

General Office Building
High Turnover Sit-Down Restaurant

710
932

132

6753 W Selma Avenue

Multifamily Housing (Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center

221
820

Intensity
48
7.4

Units
d.u.
k.s.f.
Total
22.6
k.s.f.
11.358
Total
Total
72
d.u.
248
d.u.
12.785
k.s.f.
Total
44
Beds
8
d.u.
45
d.u.
5
d.u.
6.252
k.s.f.
Total
28.486
k.s.f.
4.694
k.s.f.
Total
51
d.u.
0.438
k.s.f.
Total
City of Los Angeles Total Subtotal
Grand Total

Daily
Total
774
3,248
-409
1,805
56
23
428
598
286
45,514
67,679

AM Peak Hour
Total
In
Out
57
21
36
260
142
118
1
-9
10
112
22
90
6
3
3
2
1
1
26
9
17
60
42
18
18
5
13
3,264
1,261
2,003
4,518
1,892
2,627

Mid-Day Peak Hour1
Total
In
Out
20
12
8
28
13
15
48
25
23
393
204
189
13
11
2
406
215
191
48
28
20
97
60
37
49
24
25
146
84
62
15
7
8
8
5
3
18
11
7
2
1
1
24
12
12
44
24
20
33
28
5
82
43
39
115
71
44
21
13
8
2
1
1
23
14
9
7,521
4,082
3,439
9,782
5,387
4,395

Total
59
263
-34
150
7
3
36
60
24
4,604
6,679

PM Peak Hour
In
Out
42
17
157
106
-12
-22
96
54
4
3
2
1
23
13
24
36
14
10
2,673
1,931
3,788
2,891

Trip generation rates based on ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2017, unless otherwise noted. Slight discrepancy in AM Peak Hour total is due to rounding.
1
Mid-Day rates calculated using "PM Peak Hour Generator" estimates. ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2012, unless otherwise noted.
2
d.u. = dwelling units, k.s.f. = 1,000 square feet of floor area.
3
Mid-Day rates for this land use are calculated using "PM Adjacent Street" estimates. ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2017.
4
Mid-Day rates for this land use are calculated using "AM Adjacent Street" estimates. ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2017.
5
Trip generation estimates from traffic study for "8550 Santa Monica Boulevard," City of West Hollywood.
6
Mid-Day rates for this land use are calculated using "AM Peak Hour Generator" estimates. ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2017.
7
Trip generation AM/PM Peak "Total" from traffic study for "8497 Sunset Boulevard," City of West Hollywood.
8
Trip generation estimates from traffic study for "7965-7985 Santa Monica Boulevard," City of West Hollywood.
9
Trip generation estimates from traffic study for "8430 Sunset Boulevard," City of West Hollywood.
10
Trip generation estimates from traffic study for "8555 Santa Monica Boulevard," City of West Hollywood.
11
Trip Generation AM/PM Peak "Total" Rates Source: Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) Case Logging and Tracking System (CLATS), 11/9/2018. Mid-day peak period trips calculated using ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition.
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The future traffic volumes were estimated from the cumulative projects listed above and utilizing an
annual traffic growth rate of 1% per year for a factor of 1.05 for ambient growth over existing traffic
volumes. Figures 3.8-10, 3.8-11, and 3.8-12 illustrate the future 2021 without-project traffic volumes
for each study scenario. Figure 3.8-13 illustrates the daily estimated volumes of the study street
segments under future conditions without the proposed project. The future 2021 traffic volumes were
assigned to the study area intersections and street segments to provide a level of service analysis. The
results of the future 2021 without project peak hour intersection level of service and street segment
analysis are provided in the Section 3.8.5.

3.8.3

Relevant Plans, Policies, and Ordinances

Federal
There are no federal laws or regulations related to transportation and traffic that are applicable to
the proposed project.
State
SB 743
SB 743 has been formally adopted by the State of California at the time of this analysis. The
provisions of the law have not yet been fully implemented and the California Office of Planning
and Research (OPR) has adopted Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) as their method of assessing a
development Project’s significant impact thresholds under CEQA by 2020. VMT was calculated
for the proposed project using the methodology adopted by the California Emission Estimator
Model (CalEEMod). A summary of VMT analysis is provided in the traffic study in Appendix F
and under analysis of threshold TRANS-2.
Local
Congestion Management Program
The Congestion Management Program (CMP) was created statewide because of Proposition 111
and was implemented locally by the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
(Metro). The CMP for Los Angeles County requires that the traffic impact of individual
development projects of potentially regional significance be analyzed (Metro 2010). A specific
system of arterial roadways plus all freeways comprises the CMP system. Per CMP Transportation
Impact Analysis (TIA) Guidelines, a traffic impact analysis is conducted where:


At CMP arterial monitoring intersections, including freeway on-ramps or off-ramps, where
the proposed project will add 50 or more vehicle trips during either AM or PM weekday
peak hours.
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At CMP mainline freeway-monitoring locations, where the project will add 150 or more
trips, in either direction, during the either the AM or PM weekday peak hours.

Since the threshold related to CMP has been removed from the 2019 CEQA guidelines, the
proposed project was analyzed for its potential to trigger the CMP thresholds, only for
informational purposes.
The nearest CMP arterial monitoring intersections located approximately within 1 mile from the
project site is:


CMP ID #161 Santa Monica Boulevard and La Cienega Boulevard.

Based on the project trip generation, distribution and total number of project trips assigned along
Santa Monica Boulevard from the project site, it is not expected that 50 or more new trips per hour
would be added at CMP location #161, therefore no further analysis is needed.
The nearest CMP mainline freeway-monitoring locations to the project site are:


CMP ID #1011 I-10, east of Overland Avenue



CMP ID #1012 I-10, east of La Brea Avenue

Based on the project trip generation, distribution and traffic assignment, the proposed project is
expected to add less than 150 new trips per hour to the freeway segments near the project site.
Therefore, no further analysis of CMP freeway monitoring stations is required.
City of West Hollywood General Plan
The Mobility Element of the General Plan sets forth goals and policies to address congestion and
lack of parking in the City. As described in this element, the City has high levels of traffic
congestion. However, much of this traffic comes from non-City residents passing through the
City on their way to outside areas. The City has several major east-west roadways (Santa Monica
Boulevard, Sunset Boulevard, Beverly Boulevard, Fountain Avenue, and Melrose Avenue) that
carry a large volume of traffic through the City to reach points to the east and west. The most
severe traffic congestion problems occur during morning and evening commuting hours. The
Mobility Element describes ways of addressing traffic and parking issues that are within the
City’s control.
A conventional way of addressing traffic congestion is to improve intersections through
widening. However, these conventional methods, as explained in the Mobility Element, are
often not feasible in the City as they could “negatively impact the character of the City’s streets
and sidewalks, which are one of the community’s most important assets and serve as meeting
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and gathering places,” and due to the built-out nature of the City. As such, the City has adopted
a mobility strategy of creating a balanced and multi-modal transportation system. The Mobility
Element sets forth strategies for many different components of the multi-modal transportation
system, such as enhancements to the pedestrian and bicycle network, improvements to public
transit, land use strategies to improve transit use, transportation demand management (TDM),
and innovative parking solutions. Together, these strategies are intended to reduce traffic
congestion by discouraging the use of single occupancy vehicles on city streets while creati ng
a more efficient and healthy transportation system (City of West Hollywood 2011).
While many of the policies in the Mobility Element primarily involve City-wide actions or
coordination on regional transportation solutions and collaboration with transit agencies, there are
several policies that apply to new development in the City:


Policy M-1.3: Consider requiring development projects to include transit amenities and
transit incentive programs.



Policy M-3.9: Require new commercial development to provide for the construction of
pedestrian rights of way to allow convenient and unimpeded circulation to, through, and
within the property being developed.



Policy M-3.10: Require design measures as appropriate to accommodate access by
pedestrians, bicycles, and transit within new development and to provide connections to
adjacent development.



Policy M-4.2: As feasible, ensure that new development of commercial and multi-family
residential uses enhance the City’s bicycle network and facilities.



Policy M-5.8: Allow for the collection of fees from developers to undertake the following
infrastructure projects to support new development: sidewalk improvements, landscaping,
bicycle infrastructure, traffic calming devices, traffic signals, and other improvements that
promote/maintain the pedestrian-oriented character of the community (i.e., traffic calming
devices and TDM programs).



Policy M-5.9: Require new development to pay its share of transportation improvements
necessitated by that development.



Policy M-8.3: Encourage, promote, and allow shared and off-site parking arrangements in
all commercial areas.



Policy M-8.7: Encourage shared parking and seek to create a program to pool shared
public and private parking spaces in key commercial districts to help create “park once”
environments.



Policy M-8.8: Consider requiring new commercial developments to place their parking
spaces in shared parking pools.
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Policy M-8.9: Require all new development to provide adequate parking whether on-site,
off-site, through shared parking or park-once strategies, or other methods.



Policy M-8.14: Maintain demand-responsive pricing of all public on- and off-street
parking in commercial corridors.



Policy M-8.15: Require private parking operators in commercial areas to post information
about parking prices, time restrictions, and availability in a consistent manner for all
commercial parking.



Policy M-8.16: Encourage building owners and/or managers of new multi-family and
commercial buildings to make parking spaces available to qualified car-share operators,
and to allow public access to the car-share vehicles.

2017 Pedestrian and Bicycle Mobility Plan
The West Hollywood Pedestrian and Bicycle Mobility Plan provides a vision and set of
prioritized strategies and tools to enhance the City’s streets to be more comfortable, safe, and
inviting to pedestrians and bicyclists of all ages and abilities. The Plan offers a ba lanced
strategy for providing transportation alternatives (walking, bicycling, transit riding, driving,
etc.) in the public realm, by using a “Complete Network Approach.” The goal of this plan is
to enhance the City’s street network to be comfortable, safe, and inviting to pedestrians and
bicycles of all ages and abilities (City of West Hollywood 2017).
City of West Hollywood Municipal Code (Parking)
The City of West Hollywood provides standards within the Municipal Code for parking
requirements. Parking requirements are set forth based on land use type in Section 19.28.040.
Based on these requirements, the proposed project would be required to have 130 spaces and 2
loading spaces. The proposed project would be required to have 16 bicycle parking spaces and five
electric vehicle parking spaces.

3.8.4

Thresholds of Significance

The significance criteria used to evaluate the project impacts to traffic and circulation are based on
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines. According to Appendix G of the 2019 CEQA Guidelines, a
significant impact related to traffic and circulation would occur if the project would:
TRANS-1

Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy addressing the circulation
system, including transit, roadway, bicycle and pedestrian facilities?

TRANS -2

Would the project conflict or be inconsistent with CEQA Guidelines section
15064.3, subdivision (b)?
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TRANS -3

Substantially increase hazards due to a geometric design feature (e.g., sharp curves,
or dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment).

TRANS -4

Result in inadequate emergency access.

As part of the Initial Study (see Appendix A), it was determined that the proposed project would have
a less than significant effect on air traffic patterns and would have a less than significant effect on
emergency access. Accordingly, these issues and thresholds are not analyzed in the EIR. Per 2019
CEQA Guidelines, thresholds related to congestion management program and air traffic impacts have
been removed. The threshold related to conflict with adopted policies, plans or programs regarding
public transit, bicycles, or pedestrian facilities has been included in threshold TRANS-1. Further, since
the City has not adopted VMT as a metric for transportation impact analysis, threshold TRANS-2 is
provided only for informational purposes. Therefore, based on project’s Initial Study and 2019 CEQA
Guidelines, analysis for thresholds TRANS-1, TRANS-2 and TRANS-3 is provided below.
City of West Hollywood Significant Impact Criteria
The City of West Hollywood has established specific thresholds for project related increases in the
delay of signalized study intersections, made up by two commercial corridors, other signalized
intersections and four-way stop-controlled intersections, and unsignalized intersections. Table 3.88 provides the increases in peak hour delay that are considered significant impacts.
Table 3.8-8
City of West Hollywood Significant Impact Criteria
City of West Hollywood Significant Impact Criteria
Level of Service (without project)
Final Delay (without project)
Project Related Delay Increase
Signalized Intersections made up by Two Commercial Corridors
D
35 – 55 seconds
12 seconds or greater
E and F
55 seconds or more
8 seconds or greater
Other Signalized Intersections and 4-way Stop-Controlled Intersections
D
25 – 35 seconds
8 seconds or greater
E and F
35 seconds or more
5 seconds or greater
Unsignalized Intersections (one- or two-way stops)
D, E, or F
25 seconds or more
5 seconds or greater
Note: Final delay is the delay at an intersection, considering impacts from the project, ambient and related project growth, and without proposed
traffic impact mitigations.
Source: KOA Corporation 2019

City of Los Angeles Significant Impact Criteria
Table 3.8-9 provides the increases in peak hour V/C ratios that are considered significant impacts
based on City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation guidelines.
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Table 3.8-9
City of Los Angeles Significant Impact Criteria
Level of Service
C
D
E and F

Final V/C
< 0.700–0.800
< 0.800–0.900
0.901 or more

Project Related V/C Increase
Equal to or greater than 0.040
Equal to or greater than 0.020
Equal to or greater than 0.010

Note: Final V/C is the V/C ratio at an intersection, considering impacts from the project, ambient and related project growth, and without proposed
traffic impact mitigations.
Source: KOA Corporation 2019

Determination of Traffic Impacts on Residential Streets
The City of West Hollywood has established specific thresholds for determining the significance
of traffic impact on neighborhood streets based on a combination of the Cities of Los Angeles and
Beverly Hills standards. The methodology and thresholds for average daily traffic (ADT) volumes
for residential streets are as follows:


Baseline (no project) ADT is less than 2,000 and the project will increase the ADT by 12%



Baseline (no project) ADT is 2,001 or greater but less than or equal to 3,000 and the project
will increase the ADT by 10%



Baseline (no project) ADT is 3,001 or greater but less than or equal to 6,749 and the project
will increase the ADT by 8%



Baseline (no project) ADT is 6,750 or greater and the project will increase the ADT by 6.25%

For CMP facilities, a significant impact would occur if the proposed project increases traffic
demand on a CMP facility by 2% of capacity (V/C ≥ 0.02), causing LOS F (V/C > 1.00); if the
facility is already at LOS F, a significant impact occurs when the proposed project increases traffic
demand on a CMP facility by 2% of capacity (V/C ≥ 0.02) (Metro 2010).
Vehicle Miles Traveled Significance Thresholds
A key provision of SB 743, passed in September 2013, is the elimination of vehicle delay and LOS
as a CEQA significance criterion in urban areas. The basic reason for this change at the State level
is the recognition that there can be conflicts between improvements that benefit automobiles versus
those that benefit other modes of transportation in urban areas (e.g., widening streets to improve
automobile LOS can often be to the detriment of pedestrians), that continued reliance on
automobiles is at odds with State objectives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions (through
reductions in vehicle miles of travel), and that mitigation for increased vehicle delay often involves
measures which may increase auto use and discourage alternative forms of transportation. When
employed in isolation, LOS can lead to ad hoc roadway expansions that deteriorate conditions on
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the network as a whole, or discourage transportation improvements that improve street function
overall, by providing better service for transit pedestrians or bicycles, but decreasing level of
service for vehicles. Among the issues with vehicle LOS identified by the Governor’s Office of
Planning and Research (OPR) are the following:


LOS is biased against “last in” development;



LOS scale of analysis is too small;



LOS mitigation is problematic (e.g., physical constraints limit roadway capacity upgrades);



LOS mischaracterizes transit, bicycle and pedestrian improvements as detrimental to
transportation (i.e., improvements for pedestrians may result in degraded vehicle LOS);



Use of LOS thresholds implies false precision; and,



As a measurement of delay, LOS measures motorist convenience, but not a physical impact
to the environment.

According to the legislative intent contained in SB 743, changes to the current practice of using
LOS are necessary to, “More appropriately balance the needs of congestion management with
statewide goals related to infill development, promotion of public health th rough active
transportation, and reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.” Pursuant to SB743, the focus of
transportation analysis changes from vehicle delay to vehicle miles traveled (VMT). OPR
released two rounds of draft proposals for updating the CEQA Guidelines related to evaluating
transportation impacts and, after further study and consideration of public comment, submitted
a final set of revisions to the Natural Resources Agency in November 2017. This was followed
by a rulemaking process that would implement the requirements of the legislation. The updates
to the CEQA Guidelines required under SB 743 were approved on December 28, 2018. OPR’s
regulatory text indicates that a public agency may immediately commence implementation of
the new transportation impact guidelines, and that the guidelines must be implemented
statewide by January 1, 2020.
Based on OPR’s review of the applicable research, and an assessment by the California Air
Resources Board, OPR recommends that a per capita or per employee VMT that is 15% below
that of the existing development may be a reasonable threshold.
The City of West Hollywood has not yet adopted local VMT criteria therefore this section is based on
traffic impact study that provides a delay based level of service analysis for the proposed project.
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3.8.5

Impact Analysis

Threshold TRANS-1. Would the project conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or
policy addressing the circulation system, including transit, roadway, bicycle and
pedestrian facilities?
Project Traffic
Project Trip Generation
Traffic volumes that are expected to be generated by the project during the weekday AM, midday, and PM peak hours and daily periods were estimated based on trip rates defined in the Institute
of Transportation Engineers Trip Generation (10th Edition). Vehicle trips generated by existing
uses that are currently active were applied to the gross trip generation estimates as trip credits. The
trip rates and the traffic generation forecast for the proposed project are provided in Table 3.8-10.
The project is estimated to gross 1,424 weekday daily trips, including 69 weekday AM peak-hour
trips, 92 weekday mid-day peak-hour trips, and 113 weekday PM peak-hour trips. Taking into
consideration existing uses that would be removed and internal trip capture credits, the project is
estimated to generate a net total of 1,019 weekday daily trips including 52 weekday AM peak-hour
trips, 71 weekday mid-day peak-hour trips and 67 weekday PM peak-hour trips.
Project Trip Distribution and Assignment
Project trip distribution was based on the general geographic distribution of population and
employment from which the project trips would originate or terminate as well as development
trends in the area, local and sub-regional traffic routes, and regional traffic flows. Figures 3.8-14A,
3.8-14B, 3.8-14C, and 3.8-14D illustrate the intersection trip distribution percentages by
residential and commercial use, respectively, and in/out direction for the proposed project during
the peak hour study periods.
The final product is the trip assignment process, which takes a full accounting of project trips
by direction and turning movement at the study intersections. Figures 3.8-15, 3.8-16, and 3.817 illustrate the project trip assignment to the study intersections for the weekday AM, midday and PM peak hours, respectively. Figure 3.8-18 provides the project trip assignment on
the study street segments.
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Table 3.8-10
Project Trip Generation Estimates
AM Peak Hour
Total
In
Out
Trip Generation Rates
0.73
80%
20%

Mid-Day Peak Hour
Total
In
Out

PM Peak Hour
Total
In
Out

4.47

80%

20%

7.80

67%

33%

0.66
0.61
0.32

71%
58%
27%

29%
42%
73%

0.18
0.60
0.44

16%
51%
61%

84%
49%
39%

1.40

46%

54%

3.45

57%

43%

17

14

3

29

19

10

0
16
18

1
52
22

1
30
6

0
22
16

1
52
31

0
27
19

1
25
12

35

92

51

41

113

65

48

0
35

-5
87

-4
47

-1
40

-8
105

-5
60

-3
45

-6
-2

-14
-2

-6
-1

-8
-1

-35
-3

-20
-2

-15
-1

-8
27

-16
71

-7
40

-9
31

-38
67

-22
38

-16
29

ITE
Code

Intensity

Units

Daily
Total

Quality
Restaurant1
Museum
Hotel
Multifamily (MidRise)
Gym

931

-

-

83.84

580
310
221

-

-

6.60
8.36
5.44

492

-

-

Quality
Restaurant
Art Gallery
Hotel
Multifamily (MidRise)

931

3.756

ksf

28.82
1.31
51%
49%
Proposed Project Trip Generation Estimates
315
3
2
1

580
310
221

1.381
86
70

ksf
rms
units

Land Use

Proposed Project Subtotal
Restaurant (25%)
External Project Trips
Gym
Multifamily (MidRise)

9
719
381
1,424
-79
1,345

492
221

10.000
7

ksf
units

Former Use Trip Credit
Total

-288
-38
-326
1,019

0.28
0.47
0.36

1
40
25

86%
59%
26%

1
24
7

69
34
Internal Capture
-1
-1
68
33
Former Use Trip Credit
-13
-7
-3
-1
-16
52

-8
25

14%
41%
74%

Trip generation rates based on ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2017, unless otherwise noted. Mid-day Peak rates from Peak Hour of Generator.
1
Quality Restaurant AM In/Out ratio from AM Peak Hour of Generator.
Source: KOA Corporation 2019.
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Project Traffic Impacts – Existing Plus Project
Traffic impacts created by the project are calculated by comparing Existing conditions to Existing
Plus Project conditions. Table 3.8-11 provides a comparison of Existing and Existing Plus Project
conditions under the weekday AM, mid-day, and PM peak hours, respectively. Figure 3.8-19,
Figure 3.8-20, and Figure 3.8-21 provides the Existing Plus Project weekday AM, mid-day and
PM peak hour traffic volumes
Table 3.8-11
Existing Plus Project Peak Hour Impact Summary
Existing
Peak
V/C or
Study Intersections
Hour
Delay
LOS
City of West Hollywood
1
Fairfax Avenue &
AM
28.8
C
Fountain Avenue (A)
Noon
28.0
C
PM
61.5
E
2
Orange Grove
AM
18.7
C
Avenue & Fountain
Noon
1.8
A
Avenue (A)*
PM
9.6
A
3
Ogden Drive and
AM
8.7
A
Fountain Avenue (A)*
Noon
2.2
A
PM
130.4
F
4
Fairfax Avenue &
AM
49.8
D
Santa Monica
Noon
36.9
D
Boulevard
PM
59.6
E
5
Orange Grove
AM
1.0
A
Avenue & Santa
Noon
0.5
A
Monica Boulevard*
PM
0.7
A
6(a) Ogden Drive and
AM
1.4
A
Santa Monica
Noon
1.2
A
Boulevard (North
PM
3.7
A
Leg)*
6(b) Ogden Drive and
AM
1.5
A
Santa Monica
Noon
0.7
A
Boulevard (South
PM
1.9
A
Leg)*
7
Genesee Avenue &
AM
8.9
A
Santa Monica
Noon
7.2
A
Boulevard
PM
9.5
A
8
Fairfax Avenue &
AM
35.3
E
Romaine Street*
Noon
2.9
A
PM
46.2
E
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Existing Plus
Project
V/C or
Delay
LOS

Sig.
Threshold

Change
in
V/C or
Delay

Sig.
Impact?

29.0
28.3
62.8
19.3
1.8
10.3
9.2
2.2
130.4
50.8
37.2
62.4
1.2
0.7
0.9
1.9
1.6

C
C
E
C
A
B
A
A
F
D
D
E
A
A
A
A
A

5.0
5.0
12.0
12.0
8.0
-

0.2
0.3
1.3
0.6
0.0
0.7
0.5
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.3
2.8
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.5
0.4

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

3.8

A

-

0.1

No

1.5
0.7

A
A

-

0.0
0.0

No
No

1.9

A

-

0.0

No

9.0
7.3
9.6
36.9
3.0
49.8

A
A
A
E
A
E

5.0
5.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
1.6
0.1
3.6

No
No
No
No
No
No
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Table 3.8-11
Existing Plus Project Peak Hour Impact Summary

Study Intersections
1

Fairfax Avenue &
Fountain Avenue (A)

Existing
Peak
V/C or
Hour
Delay
LOS
City of Los Angeles
AM
0.644
B
PM
0.840
D

Existing Plus
Project
V/C or
Delay
LOS
0.645
0.847

B
D

Sig.
Threshold

Change
in
V/C or
Delay

Sig.
Impact?

0.020

0.001
0.007

No
No

Source: KOA Corporation 2019.
Notes:
Sig. – Significance/Significant
Bold = operates at poor LOS
*
Unsignalized Intersection, (A) Shared Intersection

Under Existing plus Project conditions, the following intersections operate at poor LOS values of E or F
during at least one of the peak hours:
1

Fairfax Avenue/Fountain Avenue (LOS E during PM peak hour): Project causes
less than 5 seconds of change in delay or less than 0.02 V/C increase per applicable
significance criteria.

3

Ogden Drive/ Fountain Avenue (LOS F during PM peak hour): Project causes less
than 5 seconds of change in delay per applicable significance criteria.

4

Fairfax Avenue/ Santa Monica Boulevard (LOS E during PM peak hour): Project
causes less than 8 seconds of change in delay per applicable significance criteria.

8

Fairfax Avenue/ Romaine Street (LOS E during AM and PM peak hour): Project
causes less than 5 seconds of change in delay per applicable significance criteria.

As indicated in Table 3.8-11 and discussed above, based on the traffic forecasts, the level of
service analysis, and significant impact thresholds set forth by the respective cities, the project
would not create a significant traffic impact at any of the study intersections, thus mitigation
measures are not recommended.
Figure 3.8-22 illustrates Existing Plus Project street segment traffic volumes, and Table 3.8-12
provides a comparison of the Existing and Existing Plus Project daily traffic for the study roadway
segments. Traffic impacts created by the project are calculated by comparing the increase in
percentage of project traffic against the existing traffic volumes. As indicated in Table 3.8-12, per
City of West Hollywood’s applicable significance thresholds, the project would not create a
significant traffic impact at any residential roadway segment; no mitigation measures are required.
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Table 3.8-12
Existing Plus Project Roadway Segment Impact Summary

1

2

Segment
Orange
Between Fountain
Grove
Avenue and Santa
Avenue
Monica Boulevard
Ogden
Between Fountain
Drive
Avenue and Santa
Monica Boulevard

Existing
ADT
2,022

Project
Only
157

Existing w/
Project ADT
2,179

Sig.
Threshold
10%

Inc.
(%)
7.8%

Sig.
Impact?
No

1,976

14

1,990

12%

0.7%

No

Source: KOA Corporation 2019.
Note: Sig. – Significance/Significant.

Project Traffic Impacts – Future 2021 with Project
Traffic impacts created by the project are calculated by comparing “Future 2021 Without-Project”
conditions to “Future 2021 With-Project” conditions. Figures 3.8-23, 3.8-24, and 3.8-25 illustrate
the 2021 with project traffic volumes for the weekday AM, weekday mid-day, and weekday PM
peak hour intersection traffic volumes, respectively.
Under Future 2021 with Project conditions, the following intersections operate at poor LOS values of E
or F during at least one of the peak hours:
1

Fairfax Avenue/ Fountain Avenue (LOS E during PM peak hour): Project causes less
than 5 seconds of change in delay or less than 0.02 V/C increase per applicable
significance criteria.

2

Orange Grove Avenue/ Fountain Avenue (LOS F during AM peak hour and LOS E
during PM peak hour): Project causes less than 5 seconds of change in delay per
applicable significance criteria.

3

Ogden Drive/ Fountain Avenue (LOS F during PM peak hour): Project causes less than
5 seconds of change in delay per applicable significance criteria.

4

Fairfax Avenue/Santa Monica Boulevard (LOS F during AM, noon and PM peak hour):
Project causes less than 8 seconds of change in delay per applicable significance criteria.

8

Fairfax Avenue/ Romaine Street (LOS F during AM and PM peak hour): Project causes
less than 5 seconds of change in delay per applicable significance criteria.

As indicated in Table 3.8-13 and discussed above, based on the traffic forecasts, the level of
service analysis, and significant impact thresholds set forth by the respective cities, the project
would not create a significant traffic impact at any of the study intersections, thus mitigation
measures are not recommended.
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It should be noted that the intersection of Fairfax Avenue and Santa Monica Boulevard is located at
the intersection of two commercial corridors. Per City of West Hollywood thresholds, for project
related increases at signalized study intersections made up by two commercial corridors, results in
LOS E or F and is an increase in delay of 8 seconds or greater. The Fairfax Avenue/Santa Monica
Boulevard intersection operates at LOS F during all the peak hours, under both future and future plus
project conditions and the increase in delay is less than 8 seconds during all the peak hours. Therefore,
per City of West Hollywood’s threshold, the project would not have a significant impact at the Fairfax
Avenue/Santa Monica Boulevard intersection.
Table 3.8-13
Future 2021 Plus Project Peak Hour Impact Summary

Study Intersections
1

Fairfax Avenue
& Fountain
Avenue (A)

2

Orange Grove
Avenue &
Fountain
Avenue (A)*
Ogden Drive
and Fountain
Avenue (A)*

3

4

5

6(a)

6(b)

Fairfax Avenue
& Santa
Monica
Boulevard
Orange Grove
Avenue &
Santa Monica
Boulevard*
Ogden Drive
and Santa
Monica
Boulevard
(North Leg)*
Ogden Drive
and Santa
Monica
Boulevard
(South Leg)*
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Peak Hour
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM**

Future
Future plus Project
V/C or
V/C or
Delay
LOS
Delay
LOS
City of West Hollywood
32.0
C
32.2
C
31.8
C
32.4
C
75.6
E
77.0
E
51.3
F
54.9
F
3.0
A
3.2
A

Sig.
Threshol
d

Change
in V/C or
Delay

Sig
Impact?

5.0
5.0
-

0.2
0.6
1.4
3.6
0.2

No
No
No
No
No

46.3

E

46.5

E

5.0

0.2

No

AM
Noon
PM**
AM
Noon
PM

9.3
2.9
415.1
92.8
147.2

A
A
F
F
F

12.3
2.9
415.1
95.4
150.9

B
A
F
F
F

5.0
8.0
8.0

3.0
0.0
0.0
2.6
3.7

No
No
No
No
No

167.7

F

173.2

F

8.0

5.5

No

AM
Noon
PM

1.1
0.6

A
A

1.4
0.8

A
A

-

0.3
0.2

No
No

0.8

A

1.0

A

-

0.2

No

AM
Noon
PM

2.8
3.6

A
A

5.8
8.2

A
A

-

3.0
4.6

No
No

3.5

A

6.6

A

-

3.1

No

AM
Noon
PM

3.6
0.8

A
A

3.7
0.8

A
A

-

0.1
0.0

No
No

5.5

A

5.6

A

-

0.1

No
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Table 3.8-13
Future 2021 Plus Project Peak Hour Impact Summary

Study Intersections
7
Genesee
Avenue &
Santa Monica
Boulevard
8
Fairfax Avenue
& Romaine
Street*
1

Peak Hour
AM
Noon
PM

Fairfax Avenue
& Fountain
Avenue (A)

AM
Noon
PM

Future
V/C or
Delay
LOS
11.3
B
20.7
C
21.9

C

Future plus Project
V/C or
Delay
LOS
11.4
B
21.5
C

Change
in V/C or
Delay
0.1
0.8

Sig
Impact?
No
No

22.5

C

-

0.6

No

F
72.8
B
11.9
F
133.4
City of Los Angeles
0.690
B
0.691

F
B
F

5.0
5.0

4.7
0.9
4.9

No
No
No

B

-

0.001

No

0.907

E

0.010

0.007

No

68.1
11.0
128.5

AM
PM

Sig.
Threshol
d
-

E

0.914

Notes: LOS = Level of Service, V/C = volume-to-capacity Ratio.
Sig. – Significance/Significant
Bold = operates at poor LOS.
*
Unsignalized Intersections
** Due to methodology limitations under Future PM peak hour conditions, east-west volumes were adjusted in order to yield delays and
corresponding level-of-service results
(A) Shared Intersection
Source: KOA Corporation 2019.

Table 3.8-14 provides a comparison of the future without-project and future with-project daily
traffic for the study roadway segments. Figure 3.8-26 illustrates the ADT volumes along the study
street segments under future conditions with the addition of the proposed project. Traffic impacts
created by the project are calculated by comparing the increase in percentage of project traffic
against the future base traffic volumes with the threshold mentioned above. As indicated in Table
3.8-14, the project would not create a significant traffic impact at any residential roadway segment;
no mitigation measures are required.
Table 3.8-14
Future Plus Project Roadway Segment Impact Summary

1

2

Segment
Orange Between Fountain
Grove
Avenue and Santa
Avenue Monica Boulevard
Ogden
Between Fountain
Drive
Avenue and Santa
Monica Boulevard

Existin
g ADT
2,022

Future w/o
Project
ADT
2,146

Project
Only
157

Future w/
Project ADT
2,303

Sig.
Threshold
10%

Inc.
(%)
7.3%

Sig.
Impact?
No

1,976

2,098

14

2,112

10%

0.7%

No

Source: KOA Corporation 2019.
Note: Sig. – Significance/Significant.
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Construction Traffic Impact
Potential traffic impacts that could be created by project construction trips, generated by both
haul/delivery trucks and construction employee vehicle trips, during the peak period of
construction were analyzed using both existing and future baseline conditions.
The following assumptions were applied to the project construction period trip generation analysis.
This information was provided by the City and project applicant:


Construction workers would total 40 persons



Passenger vehicles traveling to and from the site on a daily basis would be 40



48 trucks per day are anticipated during peak construction

Table 3.8-15 provides the trip generation calculations that served as input to the impact analysis
within this report section. Truck trips were multiplied by a passenger car equivalent factor of 2.5,
consistent with truck studies in the region.
During the peak of project construction activities, employee and truck trips would total 320 trips
on a daily basis, with 60 of those trips occurring during both the AM peak hour and the PM peak
hour, and 30 occurring during the mid-day peak hour.
Truck trips were distributed to the U.S. Highway 101 and I-10 freeways along major arterial
roadways connecting to the project site. Employee trips were distributed mainly to the north
(towards U.S. Highway 101), south, and east.
The analysis of construction impacts with existing baseline conditions is provided in Table 3.8-16.
The analysis of construction impacts with future baseline (Year 2021) conditions is provided in
Table 3.8-17.
As indicated in Table 3.8-16 and Table 3.8-17, based on the traffic forecasts, the level of service
analysis, and significant impact thresholds set forth by the respective cities, the project would not
create a significant traffic impact at any of the study intersections, under either scenario.
No construction-related traffic is expected to enter residential roadway segments.
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Table 3.8-15
Construction Trip Generation Total

Trip
Generation
Field Personnel
Construction
Truck
Total Trips

Average Daily Trips
Trucks* Emp Total
0
80
80
240
0
240
240

80

320

Truck
Trips*
In
Out
0
0
15
15
15

15

AM Peak Hour
Emp.
Total
Trips
Trips
In
Out
In
Out
30
0
30
0
0
0
15
15
30

0

45

15

Mid-day Peak Hour
Truck
Emp.
Total
Trips*
Trips
Trips
In
Out In Out
In
Out
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
15
0
0
15
15

Truck
Trips*
In
Out
0
0
15
15

15

15

15

0

0

15

15

15

PM Peak Hour
Emp.
Trips
Total Trips
In Out
In
Out
0
30
0
30
0
0
15
15
0

30

15

45

Source: KOA Corporation 2019.
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Table 3.8-16
Construction Impacts - Existing Plus Project

Study Intersections
1

Fairfax Avenue &
Fountain Avenue (A)

2

Orange Grove Avenue &
Fountain Avenue (A)*

3

Ogden Drive and
Fountain Avenue (A)*

4

Fairfax Avenue & Santa
Monica Boulevard

5

Orange Grove Avenue &
Santa Monica Boulevard*

6(a)

Ogden Drive and Santa
Monica Boulevard (North
Leg)*

6(b)

Ogden Drive and Santa
Monica Boulevard (South
Leg)*

7

Genesee Avenue & Santa
Monica Boulevard

8

Fairfax Avenue &
Romaine Street*

1

Fairfax Avenue &
Fountain Avenue (A)

Peak
Hour
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
PM

Existing (2016)
Existing (2016)
with
Conditions
Construction
V/C or
V/C or
Delay
LOS
Delay
LOS
City of West Hollywood
28.8
C
29.0
C
28.0
C
28.0
C
61.5
E
61.5
E
18.7
C
19.0
C
1.8
A
1.8
A
9.6
A
9.6
A
8.7
A
9.1
A
2.2
A
2.2
A
130.4
F
133.9
F
49.8
E
50.3
F
36.9
E
36.9
E
59.6
F
60.9
F
1.0
A
1.0
A
0.5
A
0.5
A
0.7
A
0.8
A
1.4
A
1.5
A
1.2
A
1.2
A
3.7
A
3.7
A
1.5
A
1.5
A
0.7
A
0.7
A
1.9
A
1.9
A
8.9
A
8.9
A
7.2
A
7.2
A
9.5
A
9.7
A
35.3
E
35.3
E
2.9
A
2.9
A
46.2
E
48.6
E
City of Los Angeles
0.644
B
0.644
B
0.840
D
0.841
D

Sig.
Threshold

Change
in V/C
or
Delay

Sig
Impact?

5.0
5.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
5.0
5.0

0.2
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.0
3.5
0.5
0.0
1.3
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
2.4

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

0.020

0.000
0.001

No
No

Notes: LOS = Level of Service, V/C = volume-to-capacity Ratio
Sig. – Significance/Significant
Bold = operates at poor LOS.
*
Unsignalized Intersections (A) Shared Intersection
Source: KOA Corporation 2019
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Table 3.8-17
Construction Impacts - Future With Project

Study Intersections
1

Fairfax Avenue &
Fountain Avenue (A)

2

Orange Grove Avenue
& Fountain Avenue (A)*

3

Ogden Drive and
Fountain Avenue (A)*

4

Fairfax Avenue & Santa
Monica Boulevard

5

Orange Grove Avenue
& Santa Monica
Boulevard*

6(a)

Ogden Drive and Santa
Monica Boulevard
(North Leg)*

6(b)

Ogden Drive and Santa
Monica Boulevard
(South Leg)*

7

Genesee Avenue &
Santa Monica
Boulevard

8

Fairfax Avenue &
Romaine Street*

1

Fairfax Avenue &
Fountain Avenue (A)

Peak
Hour
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM**
AM
Noon
PM**
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
PM

Future (2020)
Future (2020)
With Project
No Project
Construction
V/C or
V/C or
Delay
LOS
Delay
LOS
City of West Hollywood
31.5
C
31.5
C
31.3
C
31.3
C
73.5
E
73.5
E
47.1
E
47.1
E
3.0
A
3.0
A
47.7
E
47.7
E
6.8
A
7.8
A
2.6
A
2.6
A
411.6
F
411.6
F
90.5
F
91.5
F
144.6
F
145.4
F
164.8
F
167.3
F
1.1
A
1.1
A
0.6
A
0.6
A
0.8
A
0.8
A
2.8
A
3.0
A
3.1
A
3.6
A
3.5
A
11.3
B
3.6
A
3.6
A
0.8
A
0.8
A
5.4
A
5.4
A
11.8
B
12.0
B
22.2
C
22.6
C
20.4
C
20.4
C
68.8
F
68.8
F
10.3
B
10.3
B
119.5
F
119.5
F
City of Los Angeles
0.682
B
0.682
B
0.897
D
0.897
D

Sig.
Threshold

Change
in V/C
or
Delay

Sig
Impact?

5.0
5.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
5.0
5.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.8
2.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.5
7.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

0.020

0.000
0.000

No
No

Notes: LOS = Level of Service, V/C = volume-to-capacity Ratio
Sig. – Significance/Significant
Bold = operates at poor LOS.
*
Unsignalized Intersections
** Due to methodology limitations under Future PM peak hour conditions, east-west volumes were adjusted in order to yield delays and
corresponding level-of-service results
(A) Shared Intersection
Source: KOA Corporation 2019.
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Parking
The proposed project would be required by Section 19.28.040 of the Zoning Code of the City of
West Hollywood to have 130 parking spaces, as calculated based on the land uses proposed for
the project site. (See Parking Code Requirements and the associated calculations for required
parking spaces in the traffic study provided in Appendix F). The proposed project would provide
175 parking spaces, resulting in a surplus of 45 spaces. The proposed project would also provide
2 loading spaces, which is in compliance with City parking code. The proposed project would
include 16 bicycle parking spaces and five electric vehicle parking spaces.
Summary of Impacts to Roadways
Construction activities associated with the proposed project would result in a less than significant
impact to study area intersections. Specifically, construction-related vehicle traffic would not
conflict with measures of effectiveness for the vehicular circulation system in the City of West
Hollywood or the City of Los Angeles under of construction impacts with future baseline (Year
2021) conditions. Construction impacts would be less than significant.
Operation of the proposed project would not result in any potentially significant impacts to
intersections and residential street segments, as determined using City of West Hollywood or
the City of Los Angeles significance thresholds for impacts. As such, impacts would be less
than significant.
Summary of Impacts to Transit, Bicycles and Pedestrians
The City’s mobility strategy per the West Hollywood General Plan 2035 Mobility Element is to
create a balanced and multi-modal transportation system and make public transit the dominant
form of travel for longer distances within and through West Hollywood. The project site is located
in an area served by public transit. As shown in Table 3.8-4, Metro operates four bus lines and the
City of West Hollywood operates citywide bus service near the project site. The proposed project
would add vehicle trips to existing roads, some of which contain existing transit routes. However,
impacts to all road segments and intersections analyzed in the study area would be less than
significant and no mitigation is required. Further, for the purposes of transit system operations, the
addition of trips associated with the proposed project would not lead to an appreciable decrease in
the effectiveness of the transit system relative to existing conditions.
As mentioned in Section 3.8.3, the 2017 Bicycle and Mobility Plan provides a vision and set of
prioritized strategies and tools to enhance the City’s streets to be more comfortable, safe, and inviting
to pedestrians and bicyclists. Currently, a signed bike route exists along Santa Monica Boulevard
along project frontage and a bike route along Fountain in the vicinity of the site. The proposed project
would not interfere with any of the City’s goals for enhancing the bicycle network or promoting use
Draft EIR for The Bond Project
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of bicycles. The proposed project would provide bicycle parking on site pursuant to the City’s
Municipal Code requirements. The nearby unsignalized intersections of Santa Monica
Boulevard/Orange Grove Avenue and Santa Monica Boulevard/Ogden Drive both have striped
crosswalks that provide for safe pedestrian movements across the intersections. The signalized
intersection of Santa Monica Boulevard/Fairfax Avenue also provides crosswalks and pedestrianphasing that allows for safe pedestrian movements. The project will also not be adding any additional
curb-cuts or driveways along Santa Monica Boulevard. Overall, the existing sidewalk network,
traffic signals at major intersections, and the pedestrian-oriented nature of the project provide a safe
local pedestrian travel network. As such, the proposed project would not substantially exacerbate
existing pedestrian safety issues. The existing sidewalk network, traffic signals at major
intersections, and the pedestrian-oriented nature of the project were determined to provide a safe
local pedestrian travel network.
For the reasons described above, the proposed project would not conflict with adopted policies,
plans, or programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities. Impacts would be
less than significant.
Threshold TRANS-2. Would the project conflict or be inconsistent with CEQA Guidelines
section 15064.3, subdivision (b)?
CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.3, subdivision (b), focuses on newly adopted criteria (vehicle
miles traveled) for determining the significance of transportation impacts. It is further divided
into four subdivisions: (1) land use projects, (2) transportation projects, (3) qualitative
analysis, and (4) methodology.
Section 15064.3, subdivision (b)(1) for land use projects would apply to the proposed project,
and states that “generally, projects within one-half mile of an existing major transit stop or an
existing stop along a high quality transit corridor should be presumed to have a less -thansignificant impact on VMT.”
Per the Technical Advisory, this presumption would not apply, however, if project-specific or
location-specific information indicates that the project will still generate significant levels of VMT.
For example, the presumption might not be appropriate if the project:


Has a floor area ratio less than 0.75



Includes more parking for use by residents, customers, or employees of the project than
required by the jurisdiction (if the jurisdiction requires the project to supply parking)



Is inconsistent with the applicable Sustainable Communities Strategy (as determined by
the lead agency, with input from the Metropolitan Planning Organization)
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As discussed in Section 2.4.3 (Land Use Designations) the project is within one-tenth of one mile
of a major transit stop and would be developed with FAR greater than 0.75. Further, per Section
3.2.5 (Threshold AQ-1), vehicle trip generation and planned development for the project site are
concluded to have been anticipated in the SCAG 2016 RTP/SCS growth projections for the project
site. The project is an infill, mixed-use development located within the Transit Overlay Zone and
the Mixed-Use Incentive Overlay Zone. The nature of the project’s land use mix and site location
would reduce VMT by being in proximity to complimentary land uses and employment centers,
which could encourage use of alternative transportation methods such as transit, walking, or
biking, or would result in shorter vehicle trips. Therefore, the project can be presumed to not
conflict with CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.3 and would have a less than significant impact.
For informational purposes, VMT was calculated for this project using the methodology adopted
by the California Emission Estimator Model (CalEEMod). CalEEMod was released by California
Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA) in 2011 and was most recently updated in
2013. The model is one of the VMT calculating tools recommended by the Office of Planning and
Research in their Updating Transportation Impact Analysis in the CEQA Guidelines publication.
The CalEEMod method utilized the ITE trip generation rates with average trip length by trip type
from the 1999 Caltrans Statewide Travel Survey. For this project, the ITE trip generation rates and
the average trip length in Los Angeles County were applied. There is currently no immediately
available and more accurate average trip length source by trip type for the project’s specific
location in the more recent household survey or the regional models in Southern California.
Therefore, the 1999 survey average trip length was still applied for the project.
For details of the CalEEMod VMT estimation method, please refer to Appendix A of the traffic
study - Calculation Details for CalEEMod, of the CalEEMod v.2013.2 documentation. Based on
the analysis provided in the traffic study (Table 19), the project’s anticipated annual VMT would
be 3,266,577, which translates to VMT of 8,950 per day.
The City of West Hollywood has not yet adopted local VMT criteria therefore this section is
based on traffic impact study that provides a delay based level of service an alysis for the
proposed project. Therefore, the project would not conflict or be inconsistent with CEQA
Guidelines Section 15064.3(b).

Threshold TRANS-3. Would the project substantially increase hazards due to a
geometric design feature (e.g., sharp curves, or dangerous intersections) or incompatible
uses (e.g., farm equipment)?
As mentioned previously, three driveways would provide access to the site: one full-movement
driveway on Orange Grove Avenue (with restricted outbound right-turns), one full-movement,
residential-only driveway on Ogden Drive (with restricted outbound left-turns), and ingress-only
driveway on Santa Monica Boulevard. Northbound/Outbound movements would be restricted at
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both Orange Grove and Ogden driveways – vehicles exiting the site would be required to travel
southbound. This outbound movement restriction of project traffic along Orange Grove Avenue
driveway and Ogden Drive driveway have been included as PDF-TRANS-1 and PDF-TRANS-2.
The Orange Grove Avenue driveway would be located approximately 250 feet north from the
intersection of Santa Monica Boulevard and Orange Grove Avenue. The driveway would be
located on the western side of the project site. The roadway would continue to provide one traffic
lane in each direction with on-street parking on both sides.
The Ogden Drive driveway would be located approximately 330 feet north from the intersection
of Santa Monica Boulevard and Ogden Drive. The driveway would be located on the eastern side
of the project site. The roadway would continue to provide one lane of traffic in each direction
with on-street parking on both sides.
The Santa Monica Boulevard, ingress-only driveway would be located in the approximate center
of the site, equidistant from both Orange Grove Avenue and Ogden Drive. The driveway would
be located on the southern side of the project site, and no new striped left-turn pocket is proposed
on Santa Monica Boulevard Drive for vehicles entering the project site; the travel lanes would
remain in their pre-project configuration. The roadway would continue to provide two lanes of
traffic in each direction with on-street parking on both sides.
The three driveways would be designed per City standards and the project would not add
incompatible uses to the project area. The project’s impact due to a design feature or incompatible
use would be less than significant.
An analysis of vehicle queuing was conducted to measure roadway hazards that could occur due
to vehicle delay and queuing at the proposed ingress/egress from the project site. The quantitative
results of this study are shown in Appendix F and are summarized below.
Vehicle Delays and Queuing
Based on the vehicle delay and queuing analysis shown in the traffic study, all the driveways are
expected to operate well and with minimal delays under Existing Plus Project conditions. Under
future with project conditions, the vehicle delay for each movement would be similar for the
Orange Grove and Ogden Driveways. However, left-turning vehicles at the Santa Monica
Boulevard driveway would experience an increase in delay given traffic on Santa Monica
Boulevard (due to ambient growth and area projects). However, the level of service for the Santa
Monica Boulevard left-turn movement would be LOS C at the worst.
On-street and driveway vehicle queuing was also analyzed. As shown in Table 3.8-18, the
vehicle queues due to project trips at all approaches are expected to be under one vehicle during
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the peak hours. The project-related queues are not expected to cause any severe vehicle backups on either street or project driveways. As such, no major queuing issues are anticipated due
to project traffic.
Table 3.8-18
Project Related Vehicle Delays and Queuing at Driveways
Left Turn
Movement

Driveway
Orange Grove Avenue
Ogden Drive
Santa Monica Boulevard
Orange Grove Avenue
Ogden Drive
Santa Monica Boulevard
Orange Grove Avenue
Ogden Drive
Santa Monica Boulevard

Outbound (WB) LT
Inbound (SB) LT
Inbound (NB) LT
Inbound (EB) LT
Outbound (WB) LT
Inbound (SB) LT
Inbound (NB) LT
Inbound (EB) LT
Outbound (WB) LT
Inbound (SB) LT
Inbound (NB) LT
Inbound (EB) LT

Delay (sec.) LOS
Existing +
Future With
Project
Project
AM Peak Hour
9.8 / A
9.9 / A
7.4 / A
7.4 / A
7.5 / A
7.5 / A
12.4 / B
15.5 / C
Mid-day Peak Hour
9.4 / A
9.5 / A
7.4 / A
7.4 / A
7.3 / A
7.3 / A
11.1 / B
18.2 / C
PM Peak Hour
9.8 / A
9.8 / A
7.4 / A
7.4 / A
7.3 / A
7.4 / A
11.2 / B
15.6 / C

Queuing (Vehicles)
Existing +
Future With
Project
Project
<1
0
0
0

<1
0
0
<1

<1
0
0
<1

<1
0
0
<1

<1
0
0
<1

<1
0
0
<1

Note: Delay and Vehicle Queue values are for each movement, not for the intersection as a whole. Proposed Project will restrict
northbound/outbound movements from both Ogden Drive and Orange Grove Driveways.
Source: KOA Corporation 2019

The contribution of the project to roadway hazards associated with delay and queuing at the
project driveways would therefore be less than significant.

3.8.6

Mitigation Measures and Project Design Features

The project would not result in a significant impact with regards to transportation; no
mitigation is required. The following project design feature is proposed to reduce project traffic
along Fountain Avenue.
PDF-TRANS-1

The proposed project will implement restriction of northbound/outbound rightturn movement of project traffic along Orange Grove Avenue driveway such
that vehicles exiting the site will be required to travel southbound during the
AM and PM peak hours. This feature can be implemented by using a sign at
the project driveway and would help reduce project traffic at the unsignalized
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intersections along Fountain Avenue and thereby not cause significant delay to
some of the poorly operating movements.
PDF-TRANS-2

3.8.7

The proposed project will implement restriction of northbound/outbound
left-turn movement of project traffic along Ogden Drive driveway such that
vehicles exiting the site will be required to travel southbound during the PM
peak hour. This feature can be implemented by using a sign at the project
driveway and would help reduce project traffic at the unsignalized
intersections along Fountain Avenue and thereby not cause significant delay
to some of the poorly operating movements.

Level of Significance After Mitigation

Impacts to transportation would be less than significant, and no mitigation is required.

3.8.8
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3.9 – UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS

3.9

UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS

This section describes the existing setting of the project site relative to utilities and service systems,
identifies associated regulatory requirements, evaluates potential impacts, and identifies mitigation
measures related to implementation of The Bond Project (project or proposed project). Utilities
include the provision and disposition of water, wastewater (sewer), electric power, natural gas,
telecommunications or solid waste disposal needs.

3.9.1

Existing Conditions

Water
Water service throughout the east side of the City of West Hollywood, including the project site,
is provided by City of Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (City of West Hollywood
2014a). The Los Angeles Aqueduct, local groundwater, and supplemental water purchased from
the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD) are the primary sources of water
supply for the City of Los Angeles and thus the City of West Hollywood (City). The water
purchased from MWD is delivered through the Colorado River Aqueduct and the State Water
Project’s California Aqueduct. An additional water source, recycled water, is becoming a larger
part of the overall water supply portfolio (LADWP 2015).
The Los Angeles Aqueduct (LAA) system extends approximately 340 miles from the Mono Basin
in central eastern California, to Los Angeles. There are six reservoirs in the system with a
combined storage capacity of 300,246 acre-feet (AF). During very wet years, the LAA can provide
more than 400,000 AF annually, while very dry years can produce significantly less. In 2014, LAA
deliveries reached a new low of 53,500 AF (LADWP 2015).
Local groundwater provides approximately 13% of the total water supply for the Los Angeles
water service area and has provided nearly 23% of the total supply in drought years when imported
supplies become less reliable. The City of Los Angeles owns water rights in three Upper Los
Angeles River Area (ULARA) groundwater basins: San Fernando, Sylmar, and Eagle Rock, as
well as the Central and West Coast basins. On average, about 89% (59,621 acre-feet per year
[AFY]) of the water service areas’ groundwater supply is extracted from ULARA groundwater
basins, while the Central Basin provides 11% (7,514 AFY). The City of Los Angeles also owns
1,503 AFY of West Coast Basin groundwater rights. Groundwater entitlements amount to 109,809
AFY (LADWP 2015).
LADWP receives much of its water supplies from the MWD, which imports water from the State
Water Project and the Colorado River. MWD’s basic apportionment of Colorado River water is
550,000 AFY. Current programs are expected to result in an average delivery of 1.571 million
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AFY. In addition, MWD projects that under a multiple-dry years period and single-dry year
conditions to receive 566,000 AFY and 701,000 AFY, respectively (LADWP 2015).
In addition, 46,540 AF of wastewater is projected to be recycled for 2019. Projected recycled
water used by municipal and industrial (M&I) purposes is projected to be 19,800 AFY. The City
of Los Angeles delivers approximately 38,300 AFY of secondary-treated wastewater sold from
the Hyperion Treatment Plant (HTP) to West Basin Municipal Water District, which then provides
further treatment to meet demands within its service area (LADWP 2015).
Existing water demanding uses at the project site consist of one commercial building occupied by
Brick Fitness (a gym), and one multifamily residential building. Existing water use levels for the
project site are estimated in Table 3.9-1.
Table 3.9-1
Existing Water Use
Existing Land Use
Gym
Residential Units

Square Feet
10,000

Land Use Sub Type
Health Club

3,718

Apartments Low Rise

Indoor Water
Generation Factor
59,143 gallons per 1,000
square feet per year
65,154 gallons per 1,000
square feet per year
Total

Water Use in
gallons per day
1,620
664
2,284

Source: California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod), Appendix B, Table 9.1, Water Use Rates (CAPCOA 2013).

Wastewater
The City of West Hollywood collects wastewater generated within its boundaries and transmits it
through the City of Los Angeles sewer system. Sewer infrastructure within West Hollywood is
made up of City-owned local sewers and County sewer lines. The City of West Hollywood is under
contract with the County of Los Angeles to provide routine and emergency sewer maintenance
services. The sewer system within the City consists of approximately 39 miles of gravity piping.
This gravity sewer system includes over 880 pipe reaches and manholes, providing local sewer
service to every parcel within the City (City of West Hollywood 2013; Appendix G).
The City of Los Angeles has a contract with Sanitation District No. 4 of Los Angeles County
(Sanitation Districts) to receive sewage generated in West Hollywood and transport that sewage
to the City of Los Angeles Sanitation Bureau’s trunk, interceptor, and outfall sewer system, which
convey wastewater to the City of Los Angeles HTP in the Playa Del Rey area of the City of Los
Angeles. The Sanitation Districts own, operate, and maintain the large trunk sewers that connect
to the City of Los Angeles’ regional wastewater conveyance system (City of West Hollywood
2010). The HTP is operated by the City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works, Bureau of
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Sanitation and is designed to process up to 450 million gallons per day (mgd) of sewage (LADWP
2015). The City of West Hollywood does not have a specific wastewater discharge entitlement
with HTP (City of West Hollywood 2010).
Sewers serving the project site include the following:


An 8-inch public sewer main that runs south on North Orange Grove Avenue; and



A 12-inch public sewer main that runs east to west on Santa Monica Boulevard. (Appendix G).

Sewer manholes on Orange Grove Avenue were examined in 2014 to determine the existing capacity of
the sewer main that serves the project site. In addition, flow monitoring data was further collected for a
manhole further downstream on Santa Monica Blvd in 2019 (Appendix G). Existing sewer loads and
capacity were estimated based on City of West Hollywood requirements. Table 3.9-2 summarizes the
sewer capacity study results:
Table 3.9-2
Existing Sewer Capacity Study Results
Analysis
Pipe Diameter
Slope
Manning N
50% Full Capacity
Monitored Daily Flow
Existing Peak Flow
Existing % Pipe Full

North Orange Grove Ave
8 inches
3.32%
0.013
1.10 cfs
0.020 mgd/0.031 cfs
0.077 cfs
12.80%

Santa Monica Boulevard
12 inches
0.32%
0.013
1.00 cfs
0.150 mgd/0.232 cfs
0.580 cfs
36.70%

Source: KPFF Consulting Engineers, Sewer Capacity Study (Appendix G).
Notes: mgd = million gallons per day; cfs = cubic feet per second.

The City of West Hollywood requires developers to pay a wastewater mitigation fee to offset any
net increase in wastewater flow from new construction. The fee is based on net sewage unit of
proposed land use for projects with new construction (Sanitation Districts 2016). The fee is used
by the City to either upgrade or augment the system, thereby mitigating for any potential impacts
of new development on the sewer system.
Solid Waste/Landfill
The collection, transport, and disposal of solid waste and recyclables from all business and
residential uses in the City are provided by Athens Services. Athens Services collects
nonrecyclable solid waste, and is required to provide containers for the separation of newspaper
and mixed paper, commingled recyclables, and yard and wood waste under the City’s recycling
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program. Under the City’s Solid Waste Franchise Agreement, the service provider guarantees
sufficient disposal capacity in a permitted solid waste facility.
Solid waste generated in the City is driven to a materials recovery facility near the City of Industry.
From there, solid waste is transferred by rail to the Mesquite Regional Landfill in Imperial County
which is located on 4,245 acres of land (City of West Hollywood 2010). As of March 2011, the
Mesquite Regional Landfill had an estimated remaining capacity of 1,100,000,000 cubic yards,
had a maximum allowance of 20,000 tons/day of municipal waste, and had an approximate cease
operation date of January 2122 (CalRecycle 2011).
Table 3.9-3 shows the estimated solid waste currently generated at the project site.
Table 3.9-3
Existing Solid Waste Generation
Existing Land Use
Gym

Square Feet
10,000

Land Use Sub Type
Health Club

3,718

Apartments Low Rise

Residential Units

Solid Waste
Generation Factor
5.70 tons per 1,000 square
feet per year
0.46 tons per 1,000 square
feet per year
Total

Solid Waste Generation
(pounds per day)
312
9
322

Source: CalEEMod, Appendix B, Table 10.1 – Solid Waste Disposal Rates (CAPCOA 2013).

Electric Service
Electric service is already provided to the project site by Southern California Edison (SCE). SCE
provides electricity services in accordance with requirements of the California Public Utilities
Commission (CPUC) and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
Natural Gas
Natural gas service is already provided to the project site by Southern California Gas Company
(SoCalGas). SoCalGas provides natural gas services in accordance with SoCalGas’ policies and
extension rules on file with the CPUC.
Telecommunications
Telecommunication services (cable, internet, and phone) in West Hollywood include a variety of
providers, including but not limited to Direct TV, Dish TV, AT&T and Spectrum Cable.
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3.9.2

Relevant Plans, Policies, and Ordinances

Federal
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (Code Fed. Regs., Title 40, Section 268,
Subpart D), contains regulations for municipal solid waste landfills and requires states to
implement their own permitting programs that include federal landfill criteria. The federal
regulations address the location, operation, design, and closure of landfills, as well as groundwater
monitoring requirements.
State
Assembly Bills 939 and 341: Solid Waste Reduction
The California Integrated Waste Management (CIWM) Act of 1989 (Assembly Bill [AB] 939)
was enacted as a result of a national crisis in landfill capacity, as well as a broad acceptance of a
desired approach to solid waste management of reducing, reusing, and recycling. AB 939
mandated local jurisdictions to meet waste diversion goals of 25% by 1995 and 50% by 2000 and
established an integrated framework for program implementation, solid waste planning, and solid
waste facility and landfill compliance. AB 939 requires cities and counties to prepare, adopt, and
submit to the California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle) a source
reduction and recycling element to demonstrate how the jurisdiction will meet the diversion goals.
Other elements included encouraging resource conservation and considering the effects of waste
management operations. The diversion goals and program requirements are implemented through
a disposal-based reporting system by local jurisdictions under California Integrated Waste
Management Board regulatory oversight. Since the adoption of AB 939, landfill capacity is no
longer considered the statewide crisis it once was. AB 939 has achieved substantial progress in
waste diversion, program implementation, solid waste planning, and protection of public health,
safety, and the environment from landfills operations and solid waste facilities.
In 2011, AB 341 was passed, requiring CalRecycle to require that local agencies adopt strategies
that will enable 75% diversion of all solid waste by 2020.
Assembly Bill 1327: California Solid Waste Reuse and Recycling Access Act of 1991
AB 1327, which was established in 1991, required CalRecycle to develop a model ordinance for
the use of recyclable materials in development projects. Local agencies were then required to adopt
the model ordinance, or an ordinance of their own, governing adequate areas for collection and
loading of recyclable materials in development projects.
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Assembly Bill 1826: Mandatory Commercial Organics Recycling
In October 2014, Governor Brown signed AB 1826 Chesbro (Chapter 727, Statutes of 2014),
requiring businesses to recycle their organic waste on and after April 1, 2016, depending on the
amount of waste generated per week. (Organic waste is defined as food waste, green waste,
landscape and pruning waste, nonhazardous wood waste, and food-soiled paper waste that is mixed
in with food waste.) This law also requires local jurisdictions across the state to implement an
organic waste recycling program to divert organic waste generated by businesses, including
multifamily residential dwellings that consists of five or more units. This law phases in the
mandatory recycling of commercial organics over time. In particular, the minimum threshold of
organic waste generation by businesses decreases over time, which means an increasingly greater
proportion of the commercial sector will be required to recycle organic waste.
Sustainable Groundwater Management Act
On September 16, 2014, Governor Jerry Brown signed into law a three-bill legislative package—
AB 1739 (Dickinson), SB 1168 (Pavley), and SB 1319 (Pavley)—collectively known as the
Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA). SGMA requires governments and water
agencies of high- and medium-priority basins to halt overdraft and bring groundwater basins into
balanced levels of pumping and recharge. Under SGMA, these basins should reach sustainability
within 20 years of implementing their sustainability plans. For critically over-drafted basins,
sustainability should be achieved by 2040. For the remaining high- and medium-priority basins,
2042 is the deadline. Through SGMA, the California Department of Water Resources provides
ongoing support to local agencies through guidance, financial assistance, and technical assistance.
SGMA empowers local agencies to form Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) to manage
basins sustainably, and requires those GSAs to adopt Groundwater Sustainability Plans for crucial
groundwater basins in California.
Urban Water Management Plans
Urban water purveyors are required to prepare and update an urban water management plan
(UWMP) every 5 years and are based upon city growth projections included within general plans.
The City of Beverly Hills and LADWP, which provide water service to West Hollywood, updated
their UWMPs in 2015, drawing upon the City of West Hollywood’s growth projections. UWMPs
are required to provide a framework for long term water planning and to inform the public of the
supplier’s plans to ensure adequate water supplies for existing and future demands. UWMPs are
required to assess the reliability of the agency’s water supplies over a 20-year planning horizon
and report its progress on 20% reduction in per-capita urban water consumption by the year 2020
as required in the Water Conservation Bill of 2009. The California Department of Water Resources
reviews agencies’ UWMPs to make sure they have completed UWMP requirements.
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Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery
CalRecycle is the home of California’s recycling and waste reduction efforts. Officially known as
the Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery, CalRecycle is a department within the
California Natural Resources Agency and administers programs formerly managed by the state’s
Integrated Waste Management Board and Division of Recycling.
California Code of Regulations Title 24, Part 11
In 2008, the California Building Standards Commission adopted the nation’s first green building
standards. The California Green Building Standards Code, Part 11 of Title 24, is commonly
referred to as CALGreen, and establishes minimum mandatory standards as well as voluntary
standards pertaining to the planning and design of sustainable site development, energy efficiency,
water conservation, material conservation, and interior air quality. The CALGreen standards took
effect in January 2011 and instituted mandatory minimum environmental performance standards
for all new construction of residential and non-residential buildings. CALGreen standards are
updated periodically. The latest version (CALGreen 2016) became effective on January 1, 2017.
Mandatory CALGreen standards pertaining to water, wastewater, and solid waste include the
following (24 CCR Part 11):


Mandatory reduction in indoor water use through compliance with specified flow rates for
plumbing fixtures and fittings.



Mandatory reduction in outdoor water use through compliance with a local water efficient
landscaping ordinance or the California Department of Water Resources’ Model Water
Efficient Landscape Ordinance.



Diversion of 65% of construction and demolition waste from landfills.

Local
City of West Hollywood Climate Action Plan
In 2011, the City adopted a waste reduction measure within the Climate Action Plan (CAP). This
measure aims at reducing solid waste to less than 4 pounds per person per day for residents and
employees of businesses in the City. This reduction would equate to a 23% reduction in residential
waste sent to landfills and 35% reduction in commercial waste streams. In addition, the CAP states
that the City is working with the County, neighboring cities, and other organizations to develop a lowwaste plan and provide public education on low-waste strategies and implementation.
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City of West Hollywood Development Conditions
A demolition and construction debris recycling plan must be approved by the City prior to issuance
of any demolition permits. The City requires a minimum of 80% of all construction debris and
waste to be recycled (City of West Hollywood 2014b).
City of West Hollywood General Plan
The Infrastructure, Resources, and Conservation (IRC) Element of the City General Plan states the
following goals, which are applicable to the proposed project:


IRC-2: Provide citywide access to high-quality water, gas, electricity and
telecommunication services.
o IRC-2.2 Require development projects to provide a “will serve” letter or similar proof
of the availability of necessary infrastructure and services by outside service providers
during the permit review process.
o IRC-2.3 Require that development projects pay for their share of the costs of
improvements to water, gas, power and other utilities.



IRC-3: Reduce water use and ensure a long term water supply
o IRC-3.1 Allow for construction of new development only when there is sufficient water
to supply that development, as determined by the service provider.
o RC-3.2 Require development projects with the water-use equivalent of 10 dwelling
units or more to conduct a long-term water supply analysis as part of the development
approval process.
o IRC-3.3 Regularly update water conservation regulations to ensure that current best
practices are utilized.
o IRC-3.6 Require all new buildings to meet the following standards:
• Achieve a reduction of water use of 40% less than baseline for buildings as calculated
by the Energy Policy Act of 1992. Single-family homes are exempted from this
requirement but must still meet the other standards of the Green Building Ordinance.





Reduce water consumption for outdoor landscape irrigation, consistent with the
most recent City policy.



Comply with all prevailing state laws and City regulations regarding indoor and
outdoor water conservation and efficiency in new construction.

IRC-5: Administer an active and robust green building program
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IRC-8: Provide a wastewater system that protects the health, safety, ecology, and welfare
of the community.
o IRC-8.1 Regularly inspect, maintain, and rehabilitate the City’s sewer system.
o IRC-8.2 Require development projects to pay for their share of wastewater system
improvements necessitated by that development.
o IRC-8.3 Require development projects with a net increase of sewage flow
equivalent of 10 dwelling units to prepare a sewer capacity analysis to demonstrate
available capacity.
o IRC-8.5 Maintain an updated Sewer Master Plan.



IRC-10: Use Best Practices to reduce and manage solid waste.
o IRC-10.1 Aggressively seek to reduce West Hollywood’s rate of waste disposal per capita.
o IRC-10.2 Provide services for recycling and composting and expand these services
over time, where appropriate.
o IRC-10.3 Encourage all construction projects (regardless of size) to divert 80% of the
construction waste debris away from landfills.



3.9.3

IRC-11: Provide high quality, safe, well-maintained, and sustainable facilities for
City operations.

Thresholds of Significance

The October 2016 Initial Study (Appendix A) for the proposed project included an analysis of the
following significance criteria based on Appendix G of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) Guidelines (14 CCR 15000 et seq.). The Initial Study concluded that there would be lessthan-significant impacts for the significance criteria listed as follows. Therefore, the following
significance criteria are not included as part of this EIR:
1. Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water Quality
Control Board.
2. Require or result in the construction of new stormwater drainage facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction or which could cause significant environmental effects.
The significance criteria used to evaluate the project impacts to utilities and service systems are
based on Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines. Since publication of the Initial Study, the CEQA
Guidelines have undergone a comprehensive update. Therefore, the analysis that follows relies on
the updated thresholds in Appendix G of the 2019 CEQA Guidelines. According to Appendix G
of the 2019 CEQA Guidelines, a significant impact related to utilities and service systems would
occur if the project would:
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UTL-1

Require or result in the relocation or construction of new or expanded water,
wastewater conveyance, electric power, natural gas, or telecommunications
facilities the construction or relocation of which could cause significant
environmental effects.

UTL-2

Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project and reasonably
foreseeable future development during normal, dry and multiple dry years?

UTL-3

Generate solid waste in excess of State or local standards, or in excess of the
capacity of local infrastructure, or otherwise impair the attainment of solid waste
reduction goals.

UTL-4

Comply with federal, state, and local management and reduction statutes and
regulations related to solid waste.

3.9.4

Impacts Analysis

Threshold UTL-1 – Would the project require or result in the relocation or construction of new
or expanded water, wastewater, electric power, natural gas, or telecommunications facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction or relocation of which could cause significant
environmental effects?
The proposed project represents an increase in the intensity of uses on the project site and would
therefore be expected to increase the demand for water, wastewater conveyance, electric power,
natural gas, and telecommunication facilities at the project site.
Water
During operation, the proposed project would increase water consumption compared to the
existing uses on site. As shown in Table 3.9-1, the existing uses are estimated to use approximately
2,284 gallons of water per day. According to the August 7 2019, KPFF Civil Engineering Initial
Study Data (Appendix G), the proposed project would require approximately 28,049 gallons of
water per day to serve proposed land uses. For this analysis, is it anticipated that the total water
usage per day would be equal to the total sewage discharge per day for the project. As such, the
proposed project would increase water use on the site by approximately 25, 765 gallons per day.
According to the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) Urban Water
Management Plan, the total annual water demand in LADWP’s Service Area in 2015 was over
500,000 AF. This equates to approximately 162 billion gallons per year, or 446 million gallons per
day. Thus, the proposed project’s water demand would equate to approximately 0.0063% of the
total annual demand generated in LADWP’s service area. As such, the increased water use would
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be minor and incremental in the context of the total water portfolio managed by the LADWP.
While the proposed project would involve an intensification of uses on the site, the site is already
developed with commercial uses under existing conditions. An existing 12-inch water main on
Santa Monica Boulevard, which is owned and operated by LADWP, serves the project site. In
addition, a 6-inch fire water service and a 6-inch domestic water service would be constructed as
part of the proposed project to connect to the existing 12-inch water main (Appendix G). A letter
was sent to the LADWP to inquire about water availability for proposed project. LAWDP
confirmed that the proposed project can be sufficiently supplied with water from the municipal
system. As such, the proposed project would not require or result in the construction of new water
supply facilities. Analysis of sufficiency of water supplies (as opposed to infrastructure) is
discussed under Threshold UTL-2.
Wastewater
Once operational, the proposed project would generate conventional sanitary sewer discharges
from the hotel, residential, and restaurant uses. Table 3.9-4 shows the anticipated sewer demand
associated with the proposed project (Appendix G).
Table 3.9-4
Anticipated Sewer Demand
Facility Description
Restaurant (Indoor)
Restaurant (Outdoor)
Hotel Amenity Space
Art Gallery
Residential Lobby
Studio Apartments
1-Bedroom Apartments
2-Bedroom Apartments
Hotel Lobby
Hotel Rooms
Hotel Back-of-House
Fitness Area

Building
Program
230
21
2,066
1,381
1850
38
23
9
1,567
86
6,211
650

Units
Seat
Seat
SF
SF
SF
Unit
Unit
Unit
SF
Room
SF
SF

Flow (GPD)
per unit
30
18
0.05
0.02
0.08
80
120
160
0.08
130
0.08
0.8
Totals

Average Load,
Qaf (GPD)
6,900
378
1,033
28
148
3,040
2,760
1,440
125
11,180
497
520
28,049

Average Load,
Qaf (cfs)
0.011
0.001
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.005
0.004
0.002
0.000
0.017
0.001
0.001
0.043

Peak Flow
Qpf (cfs)
0.0267
0.0015
0.0040
0.0001
0.0006
0.0118
0.0107
0.0056
0.0005
0.0432
.0019
0.0020
0.108

Source: KPFF Consulting Engineers (Appendix G).
Notes: GPD = gallons per day; Qaf = average daily flow; Qpf = peak flow; cfs = cubic feet per second; SF = single family.

Flow monitoring radars were installed in a manhole in North Orange Grove Avenue and data was
collected over a one-week period, from October 25, 2014 to November 2, 2014, the results of
which are included in Table 3.9-2. Flow monitoring data was further collected in a manhole on
Santa Monica Boulevard over a 1-week period from March 20, 2019, to March 28, 2019, data from
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which also appears in Table 3.9-2. Based on the results of existing flows, with implementation of
the proposed project, Table 3.9-5 provides a summary of future condition hydraulics upon
implementation of the proposed project.
Table 3.9-5
Sewer Analysis Summary
Analysis
Pipe Diameter
Slope
Manning N
50% Full Capacity
Monitored Daily Flow
Existing Peak Flow
Existing % Pipe Full
Additional Generated Peak Flowa
Total Proposed Peak Flowa
Proposed % fulla

North Orange Grove Ave
8 inches
3.32%
0.013
1.10 cfs
0.020 mgd/0.031 cfs
0.077 cfs
12.80%
0.108 cfs
0.186 cfs
19.60%

Santa Monica Boulevard
12 inches
0.32%
0.013
1.00 cfs
0.150 mgd/ 0.232 cfs
0.580 cfs
36.70%
0.108 cfs
0.689 cfs
40.30%

Source: KPFF Consulting Engineers, Sewer Capacity Study (Appendix G).
Notes: cfs = cubic feet per second; mgd = million gallons per day.
a
Assuming entire project sewer load connects to a single sewer.

Adding the complete estimated peak flow generated from the proposed project to the 8-inch sewer
line on North Orange Grove Avenue would result in an estimated peak flow below the 50% full
capacity, as required by the City of West Hollywood. The 8-inch main leads into a 12-inch main
located in Santa Monica Boulevard. Adding the complete estimated peak flow from the proposed
project to the 12-inch sewer line in Santa Monica Boulevard would result in an estimated peak
flow of 40.30%, which is also below the 50% full capacity. As such, the existing sewer lines have
the capacity to serve the estimated peak flow from the proposed project. Therefore, the proposed
project would not exceed the capacity of the existing sewer lines that serve the project site.
The proposed project represents an increase in the intensity of development on the project site and
would therefore be expected to increase the amount of wastewater generated at the project site and
treated at HTP. HTP has a capacity of 450 million gallons per day (mgd) for dry weather and 800
mgd for wet weather. On average, 275 mgd of wastewater enters the HTP on a dry weather day
(City of Los Angeles Bureau of Sanitation 2019). Thus, the HTP has a remaining capacity of
approximately 175 million gallons per day during dry-weather conditions. As shown in Table 3.94, the proposed project would generate an average wastewater load of 28,049 GDP or 0.043 cubic
feet per second (cfs). Thus, the increase in wastewater attributed to the proposed project would
account for 0.016% of HTP’s remaining capacity. As such, the proposed project would not produce
wastewater that would exceed the remaining treatment capacity of the HTP. Nor would the project
require or result in the construction, expansion, or relocation of wastewater infrastructure.
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Electric Service
SCE provided a will-serve letter on August 6, 2019 (Appendix G) that acknowledged that that the
project site is within their service territory and the process by which electricity services are provided.
Specific electrical requirements for the project would be arranged in coordination with SCE’s
representatives and would tie into existing infrastructure available at and adjacent to the site.
Natural Gas
SoCalGas provided a will-serve letter on July 25, 2019 (Appendix G) that acknowledged that that
the project site is within their service territory (facilities in the area) and the process by which
natural gas services are provided. Specific natural gas requirements for the project would be
arranged in coordination with SoCalGas’ representatives and would tie into existing infrastructure
available at and adjacent to the site.
Telecommunications
There are a variety of telecommunications providers in West Hollywood that could provide cable,
internet, and phone connection to the project site. It is anticipated that demand for
telecommunications will be arranged in coordination with the developer and individual occupants,
using existing infrastructure available at the site.
In conclusion, the project would either provide or tie into existing infrastructure for water,
wastewater (sewage), electric service, natural gas, and telecommunication services; therefore
impacts would be less than significant.

Threshold UTL-2 – Would the project have sufficient water supplies available to serve
the project and reasonably foreseeable future development during normal, dry and
multiple dry years?
As previously discussed under Threshold UTL-1, the project would not require or result in the
need to construct new potable water facilities because the project would connect into the existing
water service system. To the extent that the project increases demands on the regional water
system, it could indirectly contribute to the need to construct or expand water facilities. The
UWMP for the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power outlines a Water Shortage
Contingency Plan, developed to provide for a sufficient and continuous supply of water in case of
water supply shortage in the LADWP service area, including the project site. Over the last 10
years, groundwater contamination has impacted LADWP’s ability to fully utilize its entitlements.
Expanding urbanization, increasing impervious hardscape, and channelization of stormwater
runoff have reduced natural replenishment. Aging well fields and distribution infrastructure have
also inhibited the full utilization of the City’s groundwater resources. In response to these issues,
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LADWP has renewed its focus on protecting and rehabilitating its local groundwater basins,
including expanding the remediation efforts for the San Fernando Basin. LADWP continues to
invest in stormwater and recharge projects by enhancing and enlarging existing stormwater
planning facilities and investing in advanced treatment systems to produce purified recycled water
for groundwater replenishment. These investments will augment the City’s groundwater and help
ensure that basin water levels remain sustainable in the future. In addition, LADWP is involved in
many programs and employs multiple technologies to achieve its water conservation goals, which
are implemented with state and local ordinances and plumbing code modifications. Further, in
response to dry conditions affecting LADWP’s imported water supplies, the City of Los Angeles
prepared the Sustainable City Plan (pLAn), calling for a 20% reduction in water use by 2017 and
25% by 2035 (LADWP 2015). While this plan was prepared by the City of Los Angeles, water
usage reduction requirements are applicable to the City of West Hollywood, because the City
utilizes LADWP water supplies.
The proposed project would increase water consumption compared to the existing uses on site. As
shown in Table 3.9-1, the existing site land uses are estimated to use approximately 2,284 gallons
of water per day. The estimated daily water demand of the proposed project is 28,049 GPD
(Appendix G). As such, the proposed project would increase water use on site by approximately
25,765 gallons per day.
While the proposed project would involve an intensification of uses on the site, the site is already
developed with commercial and residential uses under existing conditions. According to the
LADWP Urban Water Management Plan, which is based on growth projections included in the
City’s General Plan, the total water demand in LADWP’s Service Area in 2015 was over 500,000
AF. This equates to approximately 162 billion gallons per year, or 446 million gallons per day.
Thus, the proposed project’s water demand would equate to approximately 0. 0063% of the total
annual demand generated in LADWP’s service area. As such, the increased water use would be
minor and incremental in the context of the total water portfolio managed by the LADWP. The
LADWP’s integrated water resources management approach includes development of additional
local supplies to reduce dependence on purchased imported supplies based on recommendations
from prior program-level planning initiatives. This includes consideration of recycled water,
groundwater system improvements, stormwater capture, and studies of conservation potential. As
previously described, the Water Shortage Contingency Plan (which includes a consecutive 3-year
dry supply scenario [refer to Exhibit 11K], earthquakes, power outages) was developed to ensure
a sufficient and continuous supply of water in case of a water supply shortage in the service area due to a severe hydrologic dry period or catastrophic event. In addition to the circumstances
already considered in the UWMP, the proposed project would implement sustainable design
features that would reduce water use during operation compared to traditional building and
operational practices. The proposed project would utilize water efficient plumbing fixtures, install
low-flow showerheads (<2.5 gallons per minute), water efficient kitchen and bathroom faucets
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(<2.5 gallons per minute), water efficient toilets (dual-flush or <1.3 gallons per flush), and tankless
water heaters. For these reasons, no new water entitlements would be required, and the project
would make only a minor and incremental increase in demand for water supplies. Thus the project
would not have an impact on provision for water during normal, dry, and multiple dry years, and
as such, impacts would be less than significant.

Threshold UTL-3 – Would the project generate solid waste in excess of State or local standards,
or in excess of the capacity of local infrastructure, or otherwise impair the attainment of solid waste
reduction goals?
Construction of the proposed project would result in the generation of solid waste such as scrap
lumber, concrete, residual wastes, packing materials, and plastics. In accordance with City
requirements, 80% of all demolition and construction materials would be recycled, and the
applicant would prepare a Construction and Demolition Solid Waste and Recycling Plan to
demonstrate compliance with this requirement (City of West Hollywood 2014b). Compliance with
this requirement would reduce the effect of the proposed construction activities on regional
landfills. The remaining 20% of construction and demolition material that is not required to be
recycled would either be disposed of or voluntarily recycled at a solid waste facility with available
capacity. Operation of the proposed project would represent an increase in intensity of uses on the
project site which would likely be associated with increased generation of solid waste. Solid waste
services would be provided by Athens Services, which has a Solid Waste Franchise Agreement
with the City (City of West Hollywood 2015). Athens services is required to provide for recycling
services, in compliance with Section 15.20.090 – Collection of Recyclables, set forth in the City’s
Municipal Code.
As shown in Table 3.9-6, the proposed project would increase solid waste generation by approximately
344 pounds per day compared to existing conditions. Assembly Bills 939 and 341 require state
agencies, such as the City to divert at least 50% of solid waste from landfills currently and 75% of
solid waste from landfills by 2020. In addition, Assembly Bill 1826 requires businesses to recycle their
organic waste depending on the amount of organic waste generated. As such, it is expected that a
substantial portion of the waste generated during operation of the proposed project would be recycled.
The remaining non-recyclable waste would be disposed of by Athens Services and transported by rail
to the Mesquite Regional Landfill in Imperial County.
Table 3.9-6
Solid Waste Generated by the Proposed Project
Proposed Land
Use
Residential Units

Size Metric
62,750 square feet
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Land Use Sub Type
Apartments Mid Rise

Solid Waste
Generation Factor
0.91 tons per 1,000
square feet per year

Solid Waste Generation
(pounds per day)
260
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Table 3.9-6
Solid Waste Generated by the Proposed Project
Proposed Land
Use
Hotel

Size Metric
86 rooms

Land Use Sub Type
Hotel

Art Gallery

1,381 square feet

Strip Mall

Swimming Pool

570 square feet

Fitness Area

650 square feet

Recreational
Swimming Pool
Health Club

Hotel Back of
House
Restaurants

1,376 square feet

Hotel

3,446 square feet

Quality Restaurant

Landscaping and
Open Space

20,392 sf/0.47 acres

City Park

Solid Waste
Generation Factor
0.55 tons per room per
year
1.05 tons per 1,000
square feet per year
5.70 tons per 1,000
square feet
5.70 tons per 1,000
square feet
10.95 tons per 1,000
square feet per year
0.91 tons per 1,000
square feet per year
0.09 tons per 1 acre
Total1
Net Increase

Solid Waste Generation
(pounds per day)
259
8
18
20
83
18
0.3
666.3
344.3

Source: CalEEMod, Table 10.1 – Solid Waste Disposal Rates (CAPCOA 2013).
Note:
1
Totals may not add due to rounding.

While landfill capacity within Los Angeles County is generally limited, the incremental increase
in solid waste produced during operation of the proposed project would comprise approximately
.0009% of the total daily allotment of waste allowed to be transferred to the Mesquite Regional
Landfill. As such, the increase in waste would be negligible in a regional context. Furthermore,
project operations would not generate solid waste in excess of State or local standards, or in excess
of the capacity of local infrastructure, or otherwise impair the attainment of solid waste reduction
goals. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.

Threshold UTL-4 – Would the project comply with federal, state, and local management
and reduction statutes and regulations related to solid waste?
As described above, solid waste from commercial uses in the City are brought to a waste transfer
station in the City of Industry. From there, waste is taken by rail to the Mesquite Landfill in
Imperial County. These facilities are regulated under federal, state, and local laws. Additionally,
the City is required to comply with the solid waste reduction and diversion requirements set forth
in AB 939, AB 341, AB 1327, and AB 1826.
Prior to issuance of the demolition permit, the applicant would submit to the City’s Environmental
Services Specialist a Construction and Demolition Solid Waste and Recycling Plan. Demolition
and construction waste would be hauled away only by a hauler permitted to operate in the City, in
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accordance with City requirements. Prior to issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy, the applicant
would be required to submit to the City’s Environmental Services Division all recycling manifests
from the disposal sites, recycling sites, and landfills that accepted the demolition, excavation,
and/or general construction waste and recycling materials from the project.
In addition, waste diversion and reduction during project construction and operations would be
completed in accordance with CALGreen standards, CalRecycle standards, CAP standards, and
City General Plan ordinances. As a result, the project would comply with federal, state, and local
management and reduction statues and regulations related to solid waste. Impacts are considered
less than significant, and no mitigation is required.

3.9.5

Mitigation Measures

The proposed project would not result in significant adverse impacts on utilities, and no
mitigation is required.

3.9.6

Level of Significance After Mitigation

No mitigation measures are required. Impacts would remain less than significant.

3.9.7
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3.10

ENERGY

This section describes existing setting related to energy, identifies associated regulatory
requirements, and evaluates energy impacts related to implementation of The Bond Project (project
or proposed project). This analysis is based on emission calculations and California Emissions
Estimator Model (CalEEMod) outputs provided as Appendix B to this EIR.

3.10.1

Environmental Setting

Electricity
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), California used approximately 257,268
gigawatt hours of electricity in 2017 (EIA 2019a). By sector in 2017, commercial uses utilized 46% of
the state’s electricity, followed by 35% for residential uses, and 19% for industrial uses (EIA 2019a).
Electricity usage in California for different land uses varies substantially by the types of uses in a building,
type of construction materials used in a building, and the efficiency of all electricity-consuming devices
within a building. Due to the state’s energy efficiency building standards and efficiency and conservation
programs, California’s electricity use per capita in the residential sector is lower than any other state
except Hawaii (EIA 2018a).
Southern California Edison (SCE) provides electricity to West Hollywood residents and
businesses, including those located on the project site. SCE, a subsidiary of Edison International,
serves approximately 180 cities in 11 counties across central and Southern California. SCE
administers various energy efficiency and conservation programs that may be available to
residents, businesses, and other organizations in West Hollywood (City of West Hollywood
2011a). According to the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), approximately 84
billion kilowatt-hours (kWh) of electricity were used in SCE’s service area in 2017. Demand
forecasts anticipate that approximately 75 billion kWh of electricity will be used in SCE’s service
area in 2020 (CPUC 2018).
SCE receives electric power from a variety of sources. According to CPUC’s 2018 California
Renewables Portfolio Standard Annual Report, 32% of SCE’s power came from eligible renewables,
such as biomass/waste, geothermal, small hydroelectric, solar, and wind sources (CPUC 2018). SCE
maintains a lower percentage of renewable energy procurement when compared with California’s two
other large investor-owned utilities – Pacific Gas and Energy Company and San Diego Gas & Electric
Company, both of which procured 33% and 44% of their electric power, respectively, from eligible
renewables (CPUC 2018). SCE also maintains a slightly lower percentage of renewables relative to
statewide procurement. The California Energy Commission (CEC) estimates that about 29% of the
state’s electricity retail sales in 2017 came from renewable energy (CEC 2018). The California
Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS) Program establishes a goal for California to increase the amount
of electricity generated from renewable energy resources to 20% by 2010 and to 33% by 2020. Recent
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legislation revised the current RPS target for California to obtain 50% of total retail electricity sales
from renewable sources by 2030, with interim targets of 40% by 2024, and 45% by 2027 (CPUC
2016). In September 2017, the City joined the Clean Power Alliance, which includes more than 30
member jurisdictions in Los Angeles and Ventura Counties. Through the Alliance, all power
customers in the City have the opportunity to obtain cleaner power from renewable energy sources at
a competitive price. Community Choice Aggregation (also known as Community Choice Energy) is a
way for government agencies to buy and/or generate cleaner electricity for residents and businesses
(City of West Hollywood 2019). Community Choice Aggregation creates a partnership between the
municipality and the existing utility provider, giving local governments the option to purchase up to
100% renewable electricity – such as solar, wind, bioenergy, geothermal, and hydroelectric – at
competitive rates and helping communities achieve their climate action goals. The participating
municipality can buy power from cleaner sources than offered by the existing utility (e.g., SCE), while
still working with SCE to deliver energy to customers.
Within Los Angeles County, annual non-residential electricity use is approximately 48 billion kWh
per year, while residential electricity use is approximately 19 billion kWh per year, as reported by
the state’s Energy Consumption Data Management System for 2017 (ECDMS 2016). More
specifically, within the City of West Hollywood (City), annual electricity consumption
(encompassing both residential and non-residential) is approximately 335,380,279 kWh (City of
West Hollywood 2010). Existing electricity use at the project site is estimated to be approximately
149,907 kWh per year (Appendix B).
Natural Gas
According to the EIA, California used approximately 2,110,829 million cubic feet of natural gas
in 2017 (EIA 2019b). Natural gas is used for cooking, space heating, generating electricity, and
as an alternative transportation fuel. The majority of California’s natural gas customers are
residential and small commercial customers (core customers). These customers accounted for
approximately 30% of the natural gas delivered by California utilities in 2017. Large consumers,
such as electric generators and industrial customers (noncore customers), accounted for
approximately 70% of the natural gas delivered by California utilities in 2017 (EIA 2019b).
The Southern California Gas Company (SoCalGas) provides the City of West Hollywood with natural
gas service. SoCalGas’ service territory encompasses approximately 20,000 square miles and more than
500 communities. A SoCalGas service yard is located within the City limits, adjacent to the West
Hollywood Gateway Center (City of West Hollywood 2011a). In the California Energy Demand midenergy demand scenario, natural gas demand is projected to have an annual growth rate of 0.03% in
SoCalGas’ service territory. As of 2017, approximately 7,206 million therms1 were used in SoCalGas’
service area per year. The proposed project is expected to begin construction in 2020. By 2020, natural
1

One Therm is equal to 100,000 Btu or 100 kBtu.
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gas demand is anticipated to be approximately 7,876 million therms per year in SoCalGas’ service area
(CEC 2017). The total capacity of natural gas available to SoCalGas in 2016 was estimated to be 3.9
billion cubic feet per day. In 2020, the total capacity available is also estimated to be 3.9 billion cubic
feet per day2 (California Gas and Electric Utilities 2016). This amount is approximately equivalent to
3.98 billion thousand British thermal units (kBTU) per day or 39.8 million therms per day. Over the
course of a year, the available capacity would therefore be 14.5 billion therms per year, which is well
above the existing and future anticipated natural gas demand in SoCalGas’ service area. Within the City
of West Hollywood, annual natural gas consumption is approximately 16,940,221 therms (SoCalGas
2009, as cited in City of West Hollywood 2010). Existing natural gas use at the project site is estimated
to be 279,813 kBTU per year (Appendix B). This is approximately equal to 2,799 therms per year.
Petroleum
According to the CEC, California used approximately 18.6 billion gallons of petroleum in 2017
(EIA 2019c). This equates to a daily use of approximately 51 million gallons of petroleum. By
sector, transportation uses utilize approximately 85.5% of the state’s petroleum, followed by
11.1% from industrial, 2.5% from commercial, 0.9% from residential, and 0.01% from electric
power uses (EIA 2018b). Petroleum usage in California includes petroleum products such as motor
gasoline, distillate fuel, liquefied petroleum gases, and jet fuel. California has implemented
policies to improve vehicle efficiency and to support use of alternative transportation, which are
described in Section 3.10.2, below. As such, the CEC anticipates an overall decrease of gasoline
demand in the state over the next decade.
Existing Site Conditions
Operational energy use from the existing land uses were estimated to present the net change in energy
consumption. The estimation of operational energy consumption generated under existing
conditions was based on approximately 10,000 square feet of gym, 7 dwelling units in a low-rise
complex, and 82 surface parking spots currently on site. See Section 3.10.4, Methodology, for a
description of the methodology and assumptions applied to estimate energy use from the existing use
of the project site.

3.10.2

Relevant Plan, Policies, and Ordinances

Federal
Federal Energy Policy and Conservation Act
In 1975, Congress enacted the Federal Energy Policy and Conservation Act, which established the first
fuel economy standards for on-road motor vehicles in the United States. Pursuant to the act, the National
2

One cubic foot of natural gas has approximately 1,020 BTUs of natural gas or 1.02 kBTUs of natural gas.
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Highway Traffic Safety Administration is responsible for establishing additional vehicle standards. In
2012, new fuel economy standards for passenger cars and light trucks were approved for model years
2017 through 2021 (77 FR 62624–63200). Fuel economy is determined based on each manufacturer’s
average fuel economy for the fleet of vehicles available for sale in the United States.
Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007
On December 19, 2007, the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA) was signed
into law. In addition to setting increased corporate average fuel economy standards for motor
vehicles, the EISA includes the following other provisions related to energy efficiency:


Renewable fuel standard (RFS) (Section 202)



Appliance and lighting efficiency standards (Sections 301–325)



Building energy efficiency (Sections 411–441)

This federal legislation (the RFS) requires ever-increasing levels of renewable fuels to replace
petroleum (EPA 2017). The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is responsible for developing
and implementing regulations to ensure that transportation fuel sold in the United States contains
a minimum volume of renewable fuel. The RFS program regulations were developed in
collaboration with refiners, renewable fuel producers, and many other stakeholders.
The RFS program was created under the Energy Policy Act of 2005 and established the first renewable
fuel volume mandate in the United States. As required under the act, the original RFS program (RFS1)
required 7.5 billion gallons of renewable fuel to be blended into gasoline by 2012. Under the EISA, the
RFS program was expanded in several key ways that laid the foundation for achieving significant
reductions of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions through the use of renewable fuels, for reducing imported
petroleum, and for encouraging the development and expansion of our nation’s renewable fuels sector.
The updated program (“RFS2”) includes the following:


EISA expanded the RFS program to include diesel, in addition to gasoline.



EISA increased the volume of renewable fuel required to be blended into transportation
fuel from 9 billion gallons in 2008 to 36 billion gallons by 2022.



EISA established new categories of renewable fuel and set separate volume requirements
for each one.



EISA required the EPA to apply lifecycle GHG performance threshold standards to ensure
that each category of renewable fuel emits fewer GHGs than the petroleum fuel it replaces.
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Additional provisions of the EISA address energy savings in government and public institutions,
promoting research for alternative energy, additional research in carbon capture, international
energy programs, and the creation of “green jobs.”
State
Warren–Alquist Act
The California Legislature passed the Warren–Alquist Act in 1974, which created the CEC. The
legislation also incorporated the following three key provisions designed to address the demand
side of the energy equation:


It directed the CEC to formulate and adopt the nation’s first energy conservation standards
for both buildings constructed and appliances sold in California.



The act removed the responsibility of electricity demand forecasting from the utilities,
which had a financial interest in high-demand projections, and transferred it to a more
impartial CEC.



The CEC was directed to embark on an ambitious research and development program, with a
particular focus on fostering what were characterized as non-conventional energy sources.

State of California Energy Action Plan
The CEC and CPUC approved the first State of California Energy Action Plan in 2003. The plan
established shared goals and specific actions to ensure the provision of adequate, reliable, and
reasonably priced electrical power and natural gas supplies; it also identified cost-effective and
environmentally sound energy policies, strategies, and actions for California’s consumers and
taxpayers. In 2005, the CEC and CPUC adopted a second Energy Action Plan to reflect various
policy changes and actions of the prior 2 years.
At the beginning of 2008, the CEC and CPUC determined that it was not necessary or productive
to prepare a new energy action plan. This determination was based, in part, on a finding that the
state’s energy policies have been significantly influenced by the passage of Assembly Bill (AB)
32, the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (discussed below). Rather than produce
a new energy action plan, the CEC and CPUC prepared an “update” that examines the state’s
ongoing actions in the context of global climate change.
Assembly Bill 32 (2006) and Senate Bill 32 (2016)
In 2006, the State Legislature enacted AB 32, the California Global Warming Solutions Act of
2006. AB 32 requires California to reduce its GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. In 2016,
the Legislature enacted Senate Bill (SB) 32, which extended the horizon year of the state’s
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codified GHG reduction planning targets from 2020 to 2030, requiring California to reduce its
GHG emissions to 40% below 1990 levels by 2030. In accordance with AB 32 and SB 32, the
California Air Resources Board (CARB) prepares scoping plans to guide the development of
statewide policies and regulations for the reduction of GHG emissions. Many of the policy and
regulatory concepts identified in the scoping plans focused on increasing energy efficiencies,
using renewable resources, and reducing the consumption of petroleum-based fuels (such as
gasoline and diesel). As such, the state’s GHG emissions reduction planning framework creates
co-benefits for energy-related resources.
California Building Standards
Part 6 of Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations was established in 1978 and serves to
enhance and regulate California’s building standards. Part 6 establishes energy efficiency
standards for residential and non-residential buildings constructed in California to reduce energy
demand and consumption. Part 6 is updated periodically to incorporate and consider new energy
efficiency technologies and methodologies. The current Title 24 standards are the 2016 Title 24
Building Energy Efficiency Standards, which became effective January 1, 2017. The 2019 Title
24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards, which will be effective January 1, 2020, will further
reduce energy used and associated GHG emissions compared to current standards. In general,
single-family residences built to the 2019 standards are anticipated to use approximately 7% less
energy due to energy efficiency measures than those built to the 2016 standards; once rooftop solar
electricity generation is factored in, single-family residences built under the 2019 standards will
use approximately 53% less energy than those under the 2016 standards (CEC 2018).
Nonresidential buildings built to the 2019 standards are anticipated to use an estimated 30% less
energy than those built to the 2016 standards (CEC 2018).
Title 24 also includes Part 11, the California Green Building Standards (CALGreen). The
CALGreen standards took effect in January 2011, and instituted mandatory minimum
environmental performance standards for all ground-up, new construction of commercial, low-rise
residential, and state-owned buildings, as well as schools and hospitals. The 2016 CALGreen
standards became effective on January 1, 2017. The mandatory standards require the following:


20% mandatory reduction in indoor water use



50% diversion of construction and demolition waste from landfills



Mandatory inspections of energy systems to ensure optimal working efficiency

Senate Bill 1368
On September 29, 2006, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signed into law SB 1368 (Perata,
Chapter 598, Statutes of 2006). The law limits long-term investments in baseload generation by
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the state’s utilities to those power plants that meet an emissions performance standard jointly
established by the CEC and the CPUC.
The CEC has designed regulations that:


Establish a standard for baseload generation owned by, or under long-term contract to
publicly owned utilities, of 1,100 pounds carbon dioxide (CO2) per megawatt-hour. This
would encourage the development of power plants that meet California’s growing energy
needs while minimizing their emissions of GHGs;



Require posting of notices of public deliberations by publicly owned utilities on long-term
investments on the CEC website. This would facilitate public awareness of utility efforts
to meet customer needs for energy over the long-term while meeting the state’s standards
for environmental impact; and



Establish a public process for determining the compliance of proposed investments with
the emissions performance standard (EPS) (Perata, Chapter 598, Statutes of 2006).

Assembly Bill 1493
Adopted in 2002 by the state legislature, Assembly Bill (AB) 1493 (“Pavley” regulations) required
that the CARB develop and adopt, no later than January 1, 2005, regulations to achieve the
maximum feasible and cost-effective reduction of GHG emissions from motor vehicles.
The first California request to implement GHG standards for passenger vehicles, known as a
waiver request, was made in December 2005 and was denied by the EPA in March 2008. That
decision was based on a finding that California’s request to reduce GHG emissions from passenger
vehicles did not meet the Clean Air Act requirement of showing that the waiver was needed to
meet “compelling and extraordinary conditions.”
The EPA granted California the authority to implement GHG emission reduction standards for new
passenger cars, pickup trucks, and sport utility vehicles on June 30, 2009. On September 24, 2009,
CARB adopted amendments to the Pavley regulations that reduce GHG emissions in new passenger
vehicles from 2009 through 2016. These amendments are part of California’s commitment to a
nationwide program to reduce new passenger vehicle GHGs from 2012 through 2016. CARB’s
September 2009 amendments will allow for California’s enforcement of the Pavley rule while
providing vehicle manufacturers with new compliance flexibility. The amendments also prepare
California to harmonize its rules with the federal rules for passenger vehicles.
It is expected that the Pavley regulations will reduce GHG emissions from California passenger
vehicles by about 22% in 2012 and about 30% in 2016, all while improving fuel efficiency and
reducing motorists’ costs.
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Executive Order S-1-07
Issued on January 18, 2007, Executive Order (EO) S-1-07 sets a declining Low Carbon Fuel
Standard for GHG emissions measured in CO2-equivalent (CO2e) grams per unit of fuel energy
sold in California. The target of the Low Carbon Fuel Standard is to reduce the carbon intensity of
California passenger vehicle fuels by at least 10% by 2020. The carbon intensity measures the
amount of GHG emissions in the lifecycle of a fuel, including extraction/feedstock production,
processing, transportation, and final consumption, per unit of energy delivered. CARB adopted the
implementing regulation in April 2009. The regulation is expected to increase the production of
biofuels, including those from alternative sources, such as algae, wood, and agricultural waste. In
addition, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard would drive the availability of plug-in hybrid, battery
electric, and fuel-cell power motor vehicles. The Low Carbon Fuel Standard is anticipated to lead
to the replacement of 20% of the fuel used in motor vehicles with alternative fuels by 2020.
Senate Bill 375
In August 2008, the legislature passed, and on September 30, 2008, Governor Schwarzenegger
signed, SB 375 (Steinberg), which addresses GHG emissions associated with the transportation
sector through regional transportation and sustainability plans. Regional GHG reduction targets
for the automobile and light-truck sector for 2020 and 2035, as determined by CARB, are required
to consider the emission reductions associated with vehicle emission standards (see SB 1493), the
composition of fuels (see EO S-1-07), and other CARB-approved measures to reduce GHG
emissions. Regional metropolitan planning organizations will be responsible for preparing a
Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) within their Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). The
goal of the SCS is to establish a development plan for the region, which, after considering
transportation measures and policies, will achieve, if feasible, the GHG reduction targets. If an
SCS is unable to achieve the GHG reduction target, a metropolitan planning organization must
prepare an alternative planning strategy demonstrating how the GHG reduction target would be
achieved through alternative development patterns, infrastructure, or additional transportation
measures or policies. SB 375 provides incentives for streamlining CEQA requirements by
substantially reducing the requirements for “transit priority projects,” as specified in SB 375, and
eliminating the analysis of the impacts of certain residential projects on global warming and the
growth-inducing impacts of those projects when the projects are consistent with the SCS or
alternative planning strategy.
In September 2010, CARB adopted the SB 375 targets for the regional metropolitan planning
organizations. The targets for the SCAG are an 8% reduction in emissions per capita by 2020 and
a 13% reduction by 2035. Achieving these goals through adoption of a SCS is the responsibility
of the metropolitan planning organizations. SCAG prepared its RTP/SCS, which was adopted by
the SCAG Regional Council on April 4, 2012. The plan quantified a 9% reduction by 2020 and a
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16% reduction by 2035. On June 4, 2012, the CARB executive officer issued an executive order
accepting SCAG’s quantification of GHG reductions and the determination that the SCS would
achieve the GHG emission reduction targets established by CARB. On April 7, 2016, SCAG
adopted the 2016–2040 RTP/SCS which looks to build on the success of the 2012–2035 RTP/SCS.
Targets for SCAG region in the updated plan includes an 8% per capita reduction in GHG
emissions from automobiles and light trucks by 2020, an 18% reduction by 2035, and a 21%
reduction by 2040 compared with 2005 levels (SCAG 2016).
Truck and Bus Regulation, On-Road Heavy-Duty Diesel Vehicles (In-Use) Regulation
On December 12, 2008, CARB approved the Truck and Bus Regulation to significantly reduce
PM, and NOx emissions from existing diesel vehicles operating in California. Amendments to this
regulation were approved by CARB on April 25, 2014.
The regulation applies to nearly all diesel fueled, dual-fueled, or alternative diesel-fueled trucks and
buses with a gross vehicle weight rating greater than 14,000 pounds that are privately or federally
owned and for privately and publicly owned school buses. The purpose of this regulation is to reduce
emissions of diesel PM, NOx, and other criteria pollutants from in-use diesel-fueled vehicles.
After January 1, 2012, heavier trucks and buses with a gross vehicle weight rating greater than
26,000 pounds must comply with a schedule by engine model year or owners can report to
show compliance with more flexible options. . Fleets that comply with the schedule must install
the best available PM filter on 1996 model year and newer engines and replace the vehicle 8
years later. Trucks with 1995 model year and older engines must be replaced starting in 2015.
Replacements with a 2010 model year or newer engines meet the final requirements, but
owners can also replace with used trucks that have a future compliance date on the schedule.
For example, a replacement with a 2007 model year engine complies until 2023. By 2023, all
trucks and buses must have 2010 model year engines with few exceptions. No reporting is
required if complying with this schedule (CARB 2014).
Advanced Clean Cars Program
In January 2012, CARB approved the Advanced Clean Cars program, a new emissions-control
program for model years 2015 through 2025. The program combines the control of smog- and sootcausing pollutants and GHG emissions into a single coordinated package. The package includes
elements to reduce smog-forming pollution, reduce GHG emissions, promote clean cars, and provide
the fuels for clean cars (CARB 2011). To improve air quality, CARB will propose new emission
standards to reduce smog-forming emissions beginning with 2015 model year vehicles. It is estimated
that in 2025 cars will emit 75% less smog-forming pollution than the average new car sold today. To
reduce GHG emissions, CARB, in conjunction with the EPA and the NHTSA, has adopted new GHG
standards for model year 2017 to 2025 vehicles; the new standards are estimated to reduce GHG
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emissions by 34% in 2025. The zero-emissions vehicles (ZEV) program will act as the focused
technology of the Advanced Clean Cars program by requiring manufacturers to produce increasing
numbers of ZEVs and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles in the 2018 to 2025 model years. The Clean
Fuels Outlet regulation will ensure that fuels such as electricity and hydrogen are available to meet the
fueling needs of the new advanced technology vehicles as they come to the market.
Executive Order B-16-12
Governor Brown issued EO S-16-12 on March 23, 2012. The EO requires that state entities under
the governor’s direction and control support and facilitate the rapid commercialization of ZEVs.
It orders CARB, the CEC, the CPUC, and other relevant agencies work with the Plug-in Electric
Vehicle Collaborative and the California Fuel Cell Partnership to establish benchmarks to help
achieve the following by 2015:


The state’s major metropolitan areas will be able to accommodate ZEVs, each with
infrastructure plans and streamlined permitting



The state’s manufacturing sector will be expanding ZEV and component manufacturing



The private sector’s investment in ZEV infrastructure will be growing



The state’s academic and research institutions will be contributing to ZEV research,
innovation and education.

CARB, the CEC, and CPUC, are also directed to establish benchmarks to help achieve the
following goals by 2020:


The state’s ZEV infrastructure will be able to support up to one million vehicles



The costs of ZEV will be competitive with conventional combustion vehicles



ZEVs will be accessible to mainstream consumers



There will be widespread use of ZEVs for public transportation and freight transport



Transportation sector GHG emissions will be falling as a result of the switch to ZEVs



Electric vehicle charging will be integrated into the electricity grid



The private sector’s role in the supply chain for ZEV component development and
manufacturing will be expanding.

Benchmarks are also to be established to help achieve the following goals by 2025:


Over 1.5 million ZEVs will be on California roads and their market share will be expanding



Californians will have easy access to ZEV infrastructure
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The ZEV industry will be a strong and sustainable part of California’s economy



California’s clean, efficient vehicles will annually displace at least 1.5 billion gallons of
petroleum fuels.

On a statewide basis, the EO establishes a target reduction of GHG emissions from the
transportation sector equaling 80% less than 1990 levels by 2050.
Cap-and-Trade Program
To achieve the goals of AB 32, the Climate Change Scoping Plan: A Framework for Change
included an early action to develop a California cap-and-trade program that links with other
Western Climate Initiative partner programs to create a regional market system. The cap-and-trade
regulation, which is a key element of California’s climate plan, took effect in January 2012 and
compliance obligation began in January 2013. The cap-and-trade program sets a statewide limit
on sources responsible for 85% of California’s GHG emissions and establishes a price signal
needed to drive long-term investment in cleaner fuels and more efficient use of energy. The
program is designed to provide covered entities the flexibility to seek out and implement the
lowest-cost options to reduce emissions. The first phase of the cap-and-trade regulation included
electricity generated in and imported into California, large combustion sources (i.e., generally
those emitting more than 25,000 MT CO2e per year), and certain industrial sectors. The second
phase added providers of transportation fuels and other combustion fuels (e.g., natural gas,
propane) to the cap-and-trade program. The regulation requires that emissions generated by these
facilities and combustion of fuels be reduced over time under a declining “cap.”
Renewable Energy Sources
Established in 2002 under SB 1078, and accelerated by SB 107 (2006) and SB 2 (2011),
California’s Renewables Portfolio Standard obligates investor-owned utilities, energy service
providers, and community choice aggregators to procure 33% of their electricity from renewable
energy sources by 2020. Eligible renewable resources are defined in the 2013 RPS to include
biodiesel; biomass; hydroelectric and small hydro (30 megawatts or less); Los Angeles Aqueduct
hydro power plants; digester gas; fuel cells; geothermal, landfill gas; municipal solid waste;
ocean thermal, ocean wave, and tidal current technologies; renewable derived biogas; multi-fuel
facilities using renewable fuels; solar photovoltaic; solar thermal electric; wind; and other
renewables that may be defined later. Governor Jerry Brown signed SB 350 on October 7, 2015,
which expands the RPS by establishing a goal of 50% of the total electricity sold to retail
customers in California per year by December 31, 2030. In addition, SB 350 includes the goal
to double the energy efficiency savings in electricity and natural gas final end uses (such as
heating, cooling, lighting, or class of energy uses upon which an energy efficiency program is
focused) of retail customers through energy conservation and efficiency. The bill also requires
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the CPUC, in consultation with the CEC, to establish efficiency targets for electrical and gas
corporations consistent with this goal. SB 350 also provides for the transformation of the
California Independent System Operator into a regional organization to promote the
development of regional electricity transmission markets in the western states and to improve
the access of consumers served by the California Independent System Operator to those markets,
pursuant to a specified process.
According to CPUC’s 2016 Biennial RPS Program Update, 23.2% of SCE’s power came from
eligible renewables during the 2014–2016 compliance period (CPUC 2016). By 2020, SCE is
required to produce 33% of its electricity from renewable sources. This represents the off-site
renewable sources available to the project through electricity provided by SCE.
Assembly Bill 1007 (2005)
AB 1007 (2005) required the CEC to prepare a statewide plan to increase the use of alternative
fuels in California (State Alternative Fuels Plan). The CEC prepared the plan in partnership with
the California Air Resources Board (CARB) and in consultation with other state agencies, plus
federal and local agencies. The State Alternative Fuels Plan assessed various alternative fuels and
developed fuel portfolios to meet California’s goals to reduce petroleum consumption, increase
alternative fuels use, reduce GHG emissions, and increase in-state production of biofuels without
causing a significant degradation of public health and environmental quality.
Local
City of West Hollywood General Plan 2035 Infrastructure, Resources, and Conservation
The Infrastructure, Resources, and Conservation Element of the West Hollywood General Plan
2035 (City of West Hollywood 2011a) addresses topics pertinent to this section of the EIR,
including energy supply and conservation, green building, water supply and conservation,
recycling and solid waste, and transportation infrastructure. The element establishes policies
intended to foster energy conservation and efficiency. Policies from this element that are relevant
to the proposed project are listed below. While some of these policies primarily address City-wide
actions or actions that would be taken by the City as opposed to the developer or owner of a specific
project, the collection of these policies as a whole encourages and facilitates an environment in
which energy conservation is a priority.


Policy IRC-2.3: Require that development projects pay for their share of the costs of
improvements to water, gas, power and other utilities that they necessitate.
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Policy IRC-2.4: On an ongoing basis, share information on projected growth in jobs and
housing with service providers and regional agencies to ensure that there is sufficient
infrastructure capacity to support future population growth in the City.



Policy IRC-3.1: Allow for construction of new development only when there is sufficient
water to supply that development, as determined by the service provider.



Policy IRC-3.6: Require all new buildings to meet the following standards:
o Achieve a reduction of water use of 40% less than baseline for buildings as calculated
by the Energy Policy Act of 1992.
o Reduce water consumption for outdoor landscape irrigation, consistent with the most
recent City policy (see Chapter 15.52, Water Conservation Plan, in the City’s
Municipal Code).
o Comply with all prevailing state laws and City regulations regarding indoor and
outdoor water conservation and efficiency in new construction.



Policy IRC-3.7: Encourage existing residential and non-residential buildings to pursue
strategies for water conservation, including:
o Drought-tolerant landscaping
o Drip irrigation systems for landscaping where appropriate
o Low-flow fixtures in bathrooms and kitchens



Policy IRC-4.1: Promote building energy efficiency improvements through strategies that
may include the following:
o Retrofits of existing buildings with energy efficiency technology
o Expanded public outreach in partnership with Southern California Edison on energy
efficiency upgrades
o A voluntary energy audit program for residents and businesses
o Diverse incentives for energy efficiency



Policy IRC-4.2: Promote land use patterns and mobility decisions that result in reduced
vehicle trips and therefore reduced overall energy use from the transportation sector.



Policy IRC-4.3: Maximize the use of renewable energy in the City through strategies that
may include the following:
o A comprehensive renewable energy program that provides incentives, outreach,
financing, or similar forms of assistance to residents and businesses in the City
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o Incentives to encourage commercial properties to develop solar energy production
systems on private property and sell the energy to the public utility system


Policy IRC-4.4: As feasible, coordinate with available energy efficiency and conservation
programs – such as those administered by Southern California Edison, the United States
Department of Energy, or other organizations – to reduce energy use.



Policy IRC-5.1: As appropriate, update West Hollywood’s green building regulations
regularly and continue to administer a Green Building Program and/or enforce green
building requirements within the City.



Policy IRC-5.3: Offer incentives for buildings to exceed the minimum Green Building
Program requirements.



Policy IRC-6.9: In conjunction with policies in the Mobility Chapter of this General Plan,
encourage a shift in travel from single-occupant autos to walking, biking, public transit,
and ride-sharing, with a focus on policies that promote the following:
o Increase walking within the City
o Increase transit use and reduce barriers to transit ridership
o Increase ride-sharing
o Promote alternatives to automobile ownership



Policy IRC-6.10: Implement policies in the Infrastructure, Resources, and Conservation
Chapter that reduce greenhouse gas emissions related to water and wastewater, energy,
green building, recycling, and solid waste, and facilities for City operations, including
policies that accomplish the following:
o Reduce energy associated with the use, treatment, and conveyance of water and wastewater
o Improve energy efficiency in existing buildings
o Ensure high levels of energy performance in new construction
o Maximize the use of renewable energy
o Reduce the amount of waste sent to landfills



Policy IRC-7.2: Support land use and transportation strategies to reduce driving rates and
resulting air pollution, including pollution from commercial and passenger vehicles.



Policy IRC-7.3: Promote fuel efficiency and cleaner fuels for vehicles as well as construction
and maintenance equipment by requesting that City contractors provide cleaner fleets.



Policy IRC-7.4: Prohibit combustion or gasoline powered engines in leaf blowers.
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Policy IRC-7.5: Discourage the use of equipment with two-stroke engines and publicize
the benefits and importance of alternative technologies.



Policy IRC-7.6: Support increased local access to cleaner fuels and cleaner energy by
encouraging fueling stations that provide cleaner fuels and energy to the community.



Policy IRC-10.1: Aggressively seek to reduce West Hollywood’s rate of waste disposal
per capita.



Policy IRC-10.2: Provide services for recycling and composting and expand these services
over time, where appropriate.



Policy IRC-10.3: Encourage all construction projects (regardless of size) to divert 80% of
the construction waste debris away from landfills.



Policy IRC-10.4: Provide ongoing education to residents and businesses about waste
reduction, composting, and recycling.



Policy IRC-10.7: Encourage the use of recycled building materials in public and private
development projects.



Policy IRC-10.10: Collaborate with other government agencies to promote waste reduction.

City of West Hollywood General Plan 2035 Mobility Element
The Mobility Element of the West Hollywood General Plan 2035 (City of West Hollywood 2011a)
sets forth strategies for creating a balanced and multi-modal transportation system. The policies in
this element are relevant to this section of the EIR because creation of a multi-modal transportation
system supports a reduction in the use of single-occupancy vehicles, which are typically associated
with greater energy demand per capita when compared with alternative modes of transportation.
Relevant policies are as follows:


Policy M-1.3: Consider requiring development projects to include transit amenities and
transit incentive programs.



Policy M-3.9: Require new commercial development to provide for the construction of
pedestrian rights of way to allow convenient and unimpeded circulation to, through, and
within the property being developed.



Policy M-3.10: Require design measures as appropriate to accommodate access by
pedestrians, bicycles, and transit within new development and to provide connections to
adjacent development.



Policy M-4.2: As feasible, ensure that new development of commercial and multi-family
residential uses enhance the City’s bicycle network and facilities.
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Policy M-5.8: Allow for the collection of fees from developers to undertake the following
infrastructure projects to support new development: sidewalk improvements, landscaping,
bicycle infrastructure, traffic calming devices, traffic signals, and other improvements that
promote/maintain the pedestrian-oriented character of the community (i.e., traffic calming
devices and Transportation Demand Management programs).



Policy M-5.9: Require new development to pay its share of transportation improvements
necessitated by that development.



Policy M-8.16: Encourage building owners and/or managers of new multi-family and
commercial buildings to make parking spaces available to qualified car-share operators,
and to allow public access to the car-share vehicles.

City of West Hollywood Climate Action Plan
The City of West Hollywood’s CAP recommends a series of actions that the City, residents,
property owners, and businesses can take to reduce their contributions to global climate change by
reducing GHG emissions. Reductions in GHG emissions are generally correlated with energy
savings. The City’s CAP outlines a course of action to reduce municipal and communitywide GHG
emissions. The City’s CAP seeks to:


Provide clear guidance to City staff and decision-makers regarding when and how to
implement key actions to reduce GHG emissions.



Place the City on a path to reduce annual communitywide GHG emissions by 20% to 25%
below 2008 business-as-usual emission levels by 2035.



Inspire residents, property owners, and businesses to participate in community efforts to
reduce GHG emissions.



Demonstrate West Hollywood’s ability to respond to and comply with California GHG
reduction legislation and guidelines.

The City’s CAP includes strategies and performance indicators to reduce GHG emissions from
both municipal and communitywide activities within the City (City of West Hollywood 2011b).
In addition, the City’s CAP includes an Energy Use and Efficiency strategy sector that
recommends ways to increase energy efficiency in existing buildings, enhance energy performance
for new construction, and increase use of renewable energy
City of West Hollywood’s Green Building Ordinance
The City adopted one of the nation’s first mandatory green building ordinances, which became
effective in 2007. The Green Building Ordinance addresses construction and demolition waste,
requires new buildings to anticipate future solar panel installations, regulates use of materials with
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volatile organic compounds, requires Energy Star appliances, requires transportation demand
management strategies and minimum bicycle facilities, and refers to and builds upon California
Title 24 standards for energy performance. The Green Building Ordinance includes a point system
for new construction with incentives for projects that achieve “exemplary” status. The point system
was designed to emphasize locally available materials, encourage green elements to be
incorporated early into project design, and provide flexibility to alter green elements as the project
evolves (City of West Hollywood 2011a). The proposed project would be required to comply with
the City’s Green Building Ordinance.
2011 Bicycle Task Force Report
The Bicycle Task Force was created in 2010 upon City Council direction. The Bicycle Task Force
was comprised of 18 members from a wide spectrum of community interests, including
representation from City commissions. The Bicycle Task Force was charged with preparing a range
of recommendations to improve bicycle mobility throughout the City and with developing
recommendations for community education on bicycle safety. Other goals for the Bicycle Task Force
included learning and duplicating best practices from other cities with successful bike programs,
identifying local routes for various types of bike lanes to expand and modify existing routes, and
educating the community on cycling and pedestrian safety. In response to these goals, the Bicycle
Task Force prepared the Bicycle Task Force Report to summarize its recommendations. The four
primary goals identified in this report (City of West Hollywood 2011c) are as follows:


Enhance cycling as a safe, healthy, and enjoyable form of transportation and recreation



Increase the number and types of cyclists who commute in and through the City



Reduce auto congestion throughout the City



Provide infrastructure improvements to increase safety and connectivity

2003 Bicycle and Pedestrian Mobility Plan
The West Hollywood Bicycle and Pedestrian Mobility Plan set forth goals, objectives, policy
actions, and design guidelines to improve and facilitate bicycle and pedestrian transportation. This
is an 18-year plan that provides a blueprint for improving quality of life, creating a more
sustainable environment, reducing traffic congestion, vehicle exhaust, emissions, noise, and
energy consumption. This plan lays out the policy framework for the implementation of an overall
vision for the City that consists of the following overarching goals:


People can conveniently walk and/or bicycle to their destinations



People can rely on support facilities at their worksites and at other destinations



People feel safe walking and bicycling anywhere
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People from all age groups feel comfortable walking or bicycling



People with disabilities can more easily travel in the city



Visitors are attracted by the enhanced walking and cycling environment



Commercial streets are exciting places to visit (City of West Hollywood 2003)

3.10.3

Thresholds of Significance

Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines does not contain significance thresholds related to energy.
The following significance criteria included in Appendix F of the CEQA Guidelines (14 CCR
15000 et seq.) assist in determining the significance of an energy consumption impact.
A significant impact related to energy consumption would occur if the project would:
ENG-1

Result in potentially significant environmental impact due to wasteful,
inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of energy resources, during project
construction or operation.

ENG-2

Conflict with existing or obstruct a state or local plan for renewable energy or
energy efficiency.

3.10.4

Methodology

A brief overview of the methodology applied to assess the project’s potential impacts is
provided below:


Electricity: Proposed project and existing on-site electricity usage data were determined
using CalEEMod Version 2016.3.2. Electricity demand within SCE’s service area was
obtained from CPUC reports (specifically, the RPS Program Updates). Electricity demand
within the City was obtained from the City’s General Plan EIR.



Natural Gas: Proposed project and existing on-site natural gas usage data were provided
using CalEEMod. Regional natural gas demand data was obtained from CEC reports
(specifically, the California Energy Demand Forecast). Natural gas demand within the City
was obtained from the City’s General Plan EIR. Information on natural gas supply was
obtained from the 2016 California Gas Report.



Petroleum: Potential impacts were assessed through projected traffic trip generation
during construction and operation, as provided by the CalEEMod outputs and the traffic
impact report that was prepared for the proposed project (Appendix B and Appendix G,
respectively). Fuel consumption from construction equipment was estimated by converting
the total CO2 emissions from each construction phase to gallons using conversion factors
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for CO2 to gallons of gasoline or diesel. The conversion factor for gasoline is 8.78
kilograms per metric ton CO2 per gallon, and the conversion factor for diesel is 10.21
kilograms per metric ton CO2 per gallon (The Climate Registry 2019). Heavy-duty
construction equipment associated with construction activities and haul trucks involved in
relocating dirt around the project site are assumed to use diesel fuel. It is assumed that
construction workers would travel to and from the project site in gasoline-powered
vehicles. Fuel consumption from worker and vendor trips was estimated by converting the
total CO2 emissions from the construction phase to gallons using the conversion factors for
CO2 to gallons of gasoline or diesel. Worker vehicles are assumed to be gasoline fueled,
and vendor/hauling vehicles are assumed to be diesel fueled. The fuel consumption
resulting from the project’s operational phase would be attributable to employees and
customers traveling to and from the project site. Similar to construction worker and vendor
trips, fuel consumption for operation was estimated by converting the total CO2 emissions
from the retail and commercial land use type to gallons using the conversion factors for
CO2 to gallons of gasoline or diesel. The employee and customer vehicles were assumed
to be 92% gasoline powered and 8% diesel powered for the proposed project. The
employee and customer vehicles were assumed to be 93% gasoline-fueled and 7% dieselfueled for the existing scenario.

3.10.5

Impact Analysis

Threshold ENG-1. Would the project result in potentially significant environmental
impact due to wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of energy resources,
during project construction or operation?
Implementation of the project would increase the demand for electricity and natural gas at the
project site and gasoline consumption in the project area during construction and operation relative
to existing uses.
Electricity
Construction Use
Temporary electric power for as-necessary lighting and electronic equipment such as computers inside
temporary construction trailers would be provided by SCE. The electricity used for such activities
would be temporary, would be substantially less than that required for project operation, and would
therefore have a negligible contribution to the proposed project’s overall energy consumption.
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Operational Use
The operational phase would require electricity for multiple purposes including, but not limited to,
building heating and cooling, lighting, appliances, and electronics. Additionally, the supply,
conveyance, treatment, and distribution of water would indirectly result in electricity usage.
CalEEMod was used to estimate project emissions from electricity uses (see Appendix B for
calculations). Default electricity generation rates in CalEEMod were used based on the proposed land
use and climate zone. The CalEEMod land use for art gallery was based on the land use for a library,
since art gallery is not an available land use under CalEEMod. CalEEMod Version 2016.3.2 assumes
compliance with current Title 24 standards for 2016.3 According to these estimations, the proposed
project would consume approximately 1,572,871 kWh per year. The electricity consumption at the
project site under existing conditions was also calculated using CalEEMod and is estimated to be
149,907 kWh per year. As such, upon project implementation, electricity demand and consumption at
the project site would increase by 1,422,964 kWh per year (Appendix B). As described in Section
3.10.1, electricity is supplied to the project site by SCE. As of 2017, approximately 84 billion kWh of
electricity were used in SCE’s service area. Annual retail sales of electricity in SCE’s service area are
forecasted to be approximately 75 billion kWh in 2020 (CPUC 2018). The increase in electricity
consumption with implementation of the proposed project represents 0.0017% of SCE’s existing
demand and approximately 0.0019% of SCE’s total forecasted electricity sales in 2020 (approximate
time of project buildout). As such, under both existing and future conditions, the increase in electricity
demand at the project site would be negligible relative to the electricity use in SCE’s service area.
As described above, the electricity demand calculation for the proposed project assumes
compliance with Title 24 standards for 2016. Additionally, the demand calculations do not take
into account the project’s energy-saving design features that would result in exceedances of the
code requirements. As such, the proposed project’s electricity use would be more efficient than
what is required and would likely be even lower than the calculations presented above. The
proposed project’s relationship to efficiency requirements and project-specific design features that
would minimize electricity use are summarized below.
The proposed project’s green building features would involve participation in Energy Star
(residential) or Savings by Design (commercial) programs (see Section 2.4 of this EIR for a
complete list of the proposed project’s sustainable design features). These aspects of the project

3

The proposed project is anticipated to be subject to compliance with the 2019 Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency
Standards, which apply to building permits filed on or after January 1, 2020. As such, the proposed project is anticipated
to result in a reduction in energy demand compared to the energy demand assumptions included in CalEEMod Version
2016.3.2 that assume compliance with the 2016 Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards, which the energy
calculations are based on. Section 3.10.2 provides a summary of the anticipated energy reductions associated with
compliance with the 2019 Title 24 Standards compared to the 2016 Title 24 Standards.
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design would reduce energy associated with indoor and outdoor lighting, as well as the building’s
climate control equipment.
Peak electricity use for a typical full-service hotel occurs in the winter and summer seasons. In
Southern California specifically, peak use is expected to occur during the summer months when
HVAC systems are used most heavily. On a daily basis, peak electricity use in hotels typically
occurs in the evenings (ACEEE 2010). For residential uses, the peak use is expected to occur
during the weekday hours of 12:00 p.m.–6:00 p.m. on a daily basis and annually during the
summer months (June through September) (SCE 2014). Within SCE’s service area, peak
electricity use occurs in the summer (June through September). During the day, peak use occurs
between 12:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. during the summer, and between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m.
during the winter (SCE 2017). As such, the proposed project’s peak electricity use is expected
to align generally with typical peak use patterns in the region. The regulations and design
features described above would reduce the proposed project’s effect on peak and base periods of
electricity demand.
In summary, although electricity consumption would increase at the project site due to the
implementation of the proposed project, the proposed project would comply with the City’s
mandatory green building ordinance through implementing energy-efficiency measures. Although
the proposed project meets these standards, it also will exceed these standards. In addition, the
proposed project is expected to exceed energy standards set by Title 24 by 10%. Construction
electricity usage would be minimal relative to the proposed project’s overall energy consumption.
For these reasons, electricity consumption of the proposed project would not be considered
inefficient or wasteful, and impacts would be less than significant.
Natural Gas
Construction Use
Natural gas is not anticipated to be required during construction of the proposed project. Fuels
used for construction would primarily consist of diesel and gasoline, which are discussed below
under the “petroleum” subsection. Any minor amounts of natural gas that may be consumed as a
result of project construction would be substantially less than that required for project operation
and would have a negligible contribution to the proposed project’s overall energy consumption.
Operational Use
The operation of the proposed hotel use would require natural gas for various purposes, including
building heating and cooling, service water heating, kitchen appliances, and laundry equipment
(ACEEE 2010). Similarly, the operation of the proposed residential units would require natural
gas for space heating, water heating, and to power appliances (EIA 2010). Default natural gas
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usage rates in CalEEMod for the proposed land use and climate zone were used and adjusted
based on compliance with 2016 Title 24 standards (see Appendix B for calculations). According
to these estimations, the proposed project would consume approximately 3,071,276 kBTU per
year. The natural gas consumption at the project site under existing conditions was also
calculated using CalEEMod. Under existing conditions, it is estimated that 279,813 kBTU per
year is used at the project site by the existing commercial and residential uses. As such, upon
project implementation, natural gas demand at the project site would increase by 2,791,463
kBTU per year (Appendix B). This amount of natural gas is equivalent to 29,921 therms. Natural
gas is supplied to the project site by SoCalGas. As of 2017, approximately 7,206 million therms
of natural gas were used in SoCalGas’ service area per year. Around the time of project buildout
in 2020, natural gas demand is anticipated to be approximately 7,876 million therms per year in
SoCalGas’ service area (CEC 2017). Thus, the expected increase in use represents approximately
0.039% of SoCalGas’ existing 2017 demand and 0.035% of SoCalGas’ future 2020 demand. As
such, the expected increase in natural gas consumption with the implementation of the proposed
project is negligible compared to SoCalGas’ available supply.
As with electricity usage, demand calculation for the proposed project assumes compliance with
Title 24 standards for 2016. Additionally, the proposed project would be designed to exceed Title
24 energy efficiency requirements by 10%. Project-specific sustainable design features are listed
in Section 2.4 of this EIR and include energy-efficient heating and cooling equipment, which
would minimize the proposed project’s natural gas use.
Peak natural gas use for full-service hotels typically occurs between March and May, although the
variation in natural gas use throughout the year is not substantial (ACEEE 2010). Peak natural gas
use for households typically occurs in the winter months (EIA 2016). In Southern California, peak
demand occurs in winter (California Gas and Electric Utilities 2016). As such, the proposed
project’s peak natural gas use is expected to align generally with typical peak use patterns in
the region. In addition, the regulations and design features described above would reduce the
proposed project’s effect on peak and base periods of natural gas demand.
In summary, although natural gas usage would increase due to the implementation of the
proposed project, the proposed project’s energy efficiency would exceed code requirements
and would be increased through green building standards. For these reasons, the natural gas
consumption of the proposed project would not be considered inefficient or wasteful, and
impacts would be less than significant.
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Petroleum
Construction Use
Heavy-duty construction equipment of various types would be used during each phase of project
construction. The CalEEMod analysis discussed in Section 3.2, Air Quality, and included in
Appendix B lists the assumed equipment usage for each phase of construction. Based on that
analysis, over all phases of construction, diesel-fueled construction equipment would run for an
estimated 21,400 hours as summarized in Table 3.10-1.
Table 3.10-1
Hours of Operation for Construction Equipment
Construction Phase
Phase 1 Demolition / Shoring & Sound Wall
Phase 2 Demolition / Disassembly
Grading / Site Preparation
Parking / Foundation
Superstructure / Framing
Common Areas / Shell / Roofing
Exterior Finishes / Interiors / TI / Landscaping
Total

Hours of Equipment Use
105
140
3,655
5,600
5,600
5,600
700
21,400

Source: Appendix B.

The estimated diesel fuel use from construction equipment is shown in Table 3.10-2, Construction
Equipment Diesel Demand.
Table 3.10-2
Construction Equipment Diesel Demand
Phase
Phase 1 Demolition / Shoring & Sound Wall
Phase 2 Demolition / Disassembly
Grading / Site Preparation
Parking / Foundation
Superstructure / Framing
Common Areas / Shell / Roofing
Exterior Finishes / Interiors / TI / Landscaping

Pieces of
Equipmenta
1
1
6
10
8
8
2

Equipment CO2
(MT)a
3.00
2.41
105.20
74.02
66.38
66.38
14.92

kg CO2/Gallonb
10.21
10.21
10.21
10.21
10.21
10.21
10.21
Total

Gallons
293.98
235.73
10,303.79
7,250.12
6,501.39
6,501.39
1,461.26
32,547.66

Sources:
a
Appendix B
b
The Climate Registry 2019.
Notes: CO2 = carbon dioxide; MT = metric ton; kg = kilogram.
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Calculations for total worker, vendor, and hauler fuel consumption are provided in Table 3.10-3,
Construction Worker Vehicle Gasoline Demand; Table 3.10-4, Construction Vendor Truck Diesel
Demand; and Table 3.10-5, Construction Haul Truck Diesel Demand.
Table 3.10-3
Construction Worker Vehicle Gasoline Demand
Phase
Phase 1 Demolition / Shoring & Sound Wall
Phase 2 Demolition / Disassembly
Grading / Site Preparation
Parking / Foundation
Superstructure / Framing
Common Areas / Shell / Roofing
Exterior Finishes / Interiors / TI / Landscaping

Trips
60
80
1,360
2,080
12,400
12,400
1,250

Vehicle CO2
(MT)a
0.31
0.41
6.95
10.61
61.36
61.36
6.19

kg CO2/Gallonb
8.78
8.78
8.78
8.78
8.78
8.78
8.78
Total

Gallons
34.93
46.57
791.65
1,207.86
6,988.38
6,988.38
704.48
16,762.26

Sources:
a
Appendix B
b
The Climate Registry 2019.
Notes: CO2 = carbon dioxide; MT = metric ton; kg = kilogram.

Table 3.10-4
Construction Vendor Truck Diesel Demand
Phase
Phase 1 Demolition / Shoring & Sound Wall
Phase 2 Demolition / Disassembly
Grading / Site Preparation
Parking / Foundation
Superstructure / Framing
Common Areas / Shell / Roofing
Exterior Finishes / Interiors / TI / Landscaping

Trips
0
0
0
160
3,600
3,600
100

Vehicle CO2
(MT)a
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.99
44.44
44.44
1.23

kg/CO2/Gallonb
10.21
10.21
10.21
10.21
10.21
10.21
10.21
Total

Gallons
0.00
0.00
0.00
194.85
4,352.34
4,352.34
120.90
9,020.43

Sources:
a
Appendix B
b
The Climate Registry 2019.
Notes: CO2 = carbon dioxide; MT = metric ton; kg = kilogram.

Table 3.10-5
Construction Haul Truck Diesel Demand
Phase
Phase 1 Demolition / Shoring & Sound Wall
Phase 2 Demolition / Disassembly
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Trips
0
802

Vehicle CO2
(MT)a
0.00
43.10

kg CO2/Gallonb
10.21
10.21

Gallons
0.00
4,221.54
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Table 3.10-5
Construction Haul Truck Diesel Demand
Phase
Grading / Site Preparation
Parking / Foundation
Superstructure / Framing
Common Areas / Shell / Roofing
Exterior Finishes / Interiors / TI / Landscaping

Trips
7,384
0
0
0
0

Vehicle CO2
(MT)a
396.84
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

kg CO2/Gallonb
10.21
10.21
10.21
10.21
10.21
Total

Gallons
38,867.63
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
43,089.17

Sources:
a
Appendix B
b
The Climate Registry 2019.
Notes: CO2 = carbon dioxide; MT = metric ton; kg = kilogram.

As shown in Tables 3.10-3 through 3.10-6, the project is estimated to consume 101,420 gallons of
petroleum during the construction phase. By comparison, approximately 12.2 billion gallons of
petroleum would be consumed in California over the course of the project’s construction phase
based on the California daily petroleum consumption estimate of approximately 52.9 million
gallons per day (CEC 2016b). Also, for comparison, countywide total petroleum use by vehicles
is expected to be 4.5 billion gallons per year by 2019 (CARB 2018). The project would be required
to comply with CARB’s Airborne Toxics Control Measure, which restricts heavy-duty diesel
vehicle idling time to 5 minutes, which would minimize fuel consumption. While construction
activities would consume petroleum-based fuels, consumption of such resources would be
temporary and would cease upon the completion of construction. Further, the petroleum consumed
related to project construction would be typical of construction projects of similar types and sizes
and would not necessitate new petroleum resources beyond what are typically consumed in
California. While the proposed project’s impacts in the category of GHG emissions was
determined to be less than significant, the project would be required to comply with mitigation
measure 3.15-1 from the Final Program EIR for the City’s General Plan and CAP. This measure
addresses and reduces construction-related GHG emissions in the City (see Section 3.4 of this EIR
for details). Reducing GHG emissions during construction would help reduce construction-related
fuel usage. Further, due to the fact that the proposed project would be built on an urban infill site,
construction worker trip and haul truck trip distances are anticipated to be reduced as compared to
sites that are not located in urban centers. In addition, the project site is well served by public
transportation services and more construction workers would be anticipated to use public
transportation to access the project site during construction as compared to other sites that have
fewer public transportation opportunities. Therefore, construction worker trips and associated
petroleum consumption would be expected to be reduced compared to similar construction projects
in suburban locations.
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Therefore, because petroleum use during construction would be temporary and relatively minimal,
and would not be wasteful or inefficient, impacts would be less than significant.
Operational Use
During operations, the majority of fuel consumption resulting from the project would involve the
use of motor vehicles traveling to and from the project site, as well as fuels used for alternative
modes of transportation that may be used by employees, visitors, residents, and guests of the
proposed mixed-use project.
Petroleum fuel consumption associated with motor vehicles traveling to and from the project site
is a function of the vehicle miles traveled as a result of project operation. The annual unmitigated
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) attributable to the proposed project is expected to be 3,378,041 VMT
(Appendix B). The proposed project would consume 157,040 gallons of gasoline per year and
12,209 gallons of diesel per year from operation of vehicle trips traveling to and from the project
site, or 169,249 gallons of petroleum per year.
Under existing conditions at the project site, the commercial uses are estimated to result in 697,830
VMT per year (Appendix B). The existing scenario would consume 34,547 gallons of gasoline per
year and 2,277 gallons of diesel per year from operation of vehicle trips traveling to and from the
project site, or 36.823 gallons of petroleum per year. As such, implementation of the proposed
project would lead to an increase in gasoline consumption of 132,426 gallons of petroleum per year,
due to the increased number of people who would be traveling to and from the project site. By
comparison, California as a whole consumes approximately 26 billion gallons of petroleum per year.
The anticipated increase in consumption associated with one year of project operation is 0.0005% of
the statewide use.
Over the lifetime of the proposed project, the fuel efficiency of the vehicles being used by the
visitors, employees, residents, and guests of the proposed project is expected to increase. As such,
the amount of gasoline consumed as a result of vehicular trips to and from the project site during
operation would decrease over time. As discussed under Section 3.10.2, there are numerous
regulations in place that require and encourage increased fuel efficiency. For example, CARB has
adopted a new approach to passenger vehicles by combining the control of smog-causing
pollutants and GHG emissions into a single coordinated package of standards. The new approach
also includes efforts to support and accelerate the numbers of plug-in hybrids and ZEVs in
California (CARB 2017). Additionally, in response to SB 375, CARB has adopted the goal of
reducing per-capita GHG emissions from 2005 levels by 8% by the year 2020 and 13% by the year
2035 for light-duty passenger vehicles in the SCAG planning area. This reduction would occur by
reducing vehicle miles traveled through the integration of land use planning and transportation
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(SCAG 2012). As such, operation of the proposed project is expected to use decreasing amounts
of petroleum over time, due to advances in fuel economy.
Additionally, the operational VMT calculation described above (3,378,041 VMT per year)
conservatively assumes that public transportation would not be used to travel to and from the
project site. However, due to the urban setting of the proposed project and its location in the Santa
Monica/Fairfax Transit District Commercial Sub-area, which supports a significant number of
transit routes and transfer points, it is expected that visitors, guests, and employees may use transit
or non-vehicular modes of transportation to travel to and from the project site. The project area is
already served by a variety of bus transit lines extending along the major roadways near the project
site, including Santa Monica Boulevard. The closest bus line stops to the project site include Santa
Monica Boulevard/North Ogden Drive and Santa Monica Boulevard/Orange Grove Avenue (see
Section 3.8, Transportation and Traffic, and Appendix G for details). Also, use of transit and nonvehicular modes of transportation is anticipated to increase over time, as local and regional plans
and policies facilitating increased use and development of transit and non-vehicular transportation
modes are implemented. Section 3.10.2 summarizes some of these plans and policies, which
include SCAG’s 2016–2040 RTP/SCS, the City of West Hollywood General Plan Mobility
Element, and City of West Hollywood Bicycle and Pedestrian Mobility Plan. Additionally, projectspecific sustainable design features would include EV charging electric infrastructure consistent
with state and local requirements as identified at the time of plan check submittal and other
transportation features, as described in Section 2.4 of this EIR. Such features include preparation
and implementation of a Transportation Demand Management Plan and provision of on-site
bicycle storage and preferential parking for low-emission/fuel-efficient vehicles and
carpools/vanpools for visitors and employees. Additionally, the proposed project design would
encourage pedestrian circulation in the project area by employing design features that improve the
landscape and streetscape, making the area more pedestrian friendly.
In summary, although project implementation would result in an increase in petroleum use
during construction and operation, over time vehicles would use less petroleum due to advances
in fuel economy. Additionally, the proposed project would include a variety of features that are
expected to reduce the number of vehicles traveling to and from the site during operation. For
example, the project would include implementation of a Transportation Demand Management
Plan, would be accessible via a variety of major bus lines, would include on-site bicycle
infrastructure, and would enhance the pedestrian-friendliness of the project area (see Section 2.4
of this EIR for details on the proposed project’s sustainable design features). As such, while the
proposed project would generate more vehicle trips when compared to existing conditions, it
would add non-vehicular transportation amenities to the site that are not currently present, such
as enhanced streetscape, bicycle parking and storage, and preferred parking for lowemission/fuel-efficient vehicles and carpools/vanpools. Furthermore, when viewed on a regional
scale, the proposed project is an urban infill project located within a major population center that
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serves an existing demand for hotel rooms and residential units. When compared with new
development projects sited on previously undeveloped land and away from population centers,
infill projects are generally expected to involve fewer vehicles miles traveled during operation.
Given these considerations, the petroleum consumption associated with the proposed project
would not be considered inefficient or wasteful, and impacts would be less than significant.

Threshold ENG-2. Would the project conflict with existing or obstruct a state or local plan for
renewable energy or energy efficiency?
The proposed project would be subject to and would comply with, at a minimum, the California
Building Energy Efficiency Standards (24 CCR, Part 6). Part 6 of Title 24 establishes energy
efficiency standards for residential and non-residential buildings constructed in California in order
to reduce energy demand and consumption. Additionally, the proposed project would exceed the
requirements of the California Building Energy Efficiency Standards by 10% through its energy
efficiency and renewable energy sustainable design features. As such, the proposed project would
exceed California code requirements for energy efficiency.
Part 11 of Title 24 sets forth voluntary and mandatory energy measures that are applicable to the proposed
project under the California Green Building Standards Code. As discussed under the previous threshold,
the proposed project would result in an increased demand for electricity, natural gas, and petroleum. In
accordance with CALGreen’s Title 24 Part 11 Tier 2 voluntary efficiency measures, the proposed project
would have at least 75% of its construction and demolition waste diverted from landfills4. In addition,
the proposed project is subject to the City’s mandatory green building program and green building
checklist (see Section 2.4, Sustainable Design Features, for a full list of green components incorporated
into the project design).
The proposed project would also be consistent with the energy use and efficiency strategies of
the City’s CAP as illustrated in Section 3.4, Table 3.4-4, Project Consistency with Applicable
City of West Hollywood’s Climate Action Plan Reduction Measures. As explained in Table
3.4-4, the proposed project would pre-plumb and provide conduit for solar water heating,
install a solar water heating system for domestic hot water and pool heating, and install a 0.5kilowatt photovoltaic system.
Furthermore, as explained in Section 3.10.1, the City joined the Clean Power Alliance in
2017. As part of the City's commitment to protecting the environment and building resiliency, the
West Hollywood City Council selected 100% Green Power as the default option for the community
in February 2018, which provides 100% renewable energy. The City’s residents and businesses
4

City of West Hollywood standards for construction waste diversion are more stringent. In accordance with these
local standards, the proposed project would be required to divert 80% of construction and demolition waste (City
of West Hollywood 2014).
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are automatically enrolled into the default renewable energy tier selected by the City. However,
understanding the diverse needs of the community, projects can change the service by selecting one of
Clean Power Alliance's other two rate options: Lean Power (36% renewable energy content) or Clean
Power (50% renewable energy content) (City of West Hollywood 2019). Under any of the three options,
the proposed project would include renewable energy as part of the power content mix and would be
consistent with the City’s renewable energy commitment.
Because the proposed project would comply with and exceed the existing energy standards and
regulations, the project would result in a less than significant impact associated with the
potential to conflict with energy standards and regulations.

3.10.6

Mitigation Measures

Impacts would be less than significant. No mitigation measures are required.

3.10.7

Level of Significance after Mitigation

Impacts would be less than significant.

3.10.8
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CHAPTER 4
CUMULATIVE EFFECTS
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines require that an Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) discuss cumulative impacts of a project, taken together with other past, present,
and probable future projects producing related impacts. The goal of this analysis is twofold: first, to
determine whether the impacts of all such projects would be cumulatively significant; and, second, to
determine whether The Bond Project (project or proposed project) would itself cause a “cumulatively
considerable” (and thus significant) incremental contribution to any such cumulatively significant
impacts. The definition of cumulatively considerable is provided in Section 15065(a)(3) of the CEQA
Guidelines: “‘Cumulatively considerable’ means that the incremental effects of an individual project
are significant when viewed in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current
projects, and the effects of probable future projects.”

4.1

CEQA REQUIREMENTS

CEQA Guidelines Section 15130(b) provides the following parameters relative to cumulative
impact analysis: the discussion of cumulative impacts shall reflect the severity of the impacts and
their likelihood of occurrence, but the discussion need not provide as great detail as is provided
for the effects attributable to the project alone. The discussion should be guided by standards of
practicality and reasonableness, and should focus on the cumulative impact to which the identified
related projects contribute, rather than the attributes of other projects that do not contribute to the
cumulative impact.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15130 allows for the use of two alternative methods to determine the
scope of projects to analyze cumulative impacts.
List Method: A list of past, present, and probable future projects producing related or cumulative
impacts, including, if necessary, those projects outside the control of the agency.
Projection Method: A summary of projects contained in an adopted general plan or related planning
document, or in a prior environmental document, that have been adopted or certified, which describe
or evaluate regional or area-wide conditions contributing to the cumulative impact.

4.2

RELATED PROJECTS

The geographic area that could be affected by implementation of The Bond Project (proposed
project) in combination with other projects varies depending on the type of environmental resource
being considered. For instance, cumulative aesthetics or noise impacts are more localized;
whereas, cumulative air quality and greenhouse gas emissions impacts occur on a broader regional
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or global scale. Table 4-1 describes the geographic scope of cumulative impact analysis for each
environmental resource category. Also described is the method of evaluation for each category.
Table 4-1
Geographic Scope and Method of Evaluation for Cumulative Impacts
Environmental Resource
Aesthetics
Air Quality

Toxic Air Contaminants; Odors
Construction and Mobile Sources
Cultural Resources
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Noise
Construction and Operational Sources
Operational Off-Site Traffic Noise
Public Services
Transportation and Traffic
Utilities and Service Systems
Energy Consumption

Geographic Area
Immediate vicinity
Immediate vicinity
South Coast Air Basin
Regional
South Coast Air Basin
Immediate vicinity
Immediate vicinity
Regional
City of West Hollywood
Regional
Regional
Regional

Method of Evaluation
List
List and Projections
List
Projections
List
List and Projections
List and Projections
List and Projections
List and Projections
List and Projections

Table 4-2 and Figure 4-1 include all of the approved, under construction, or proposed development
projects within the vicinity of the project. The list of development projects is derived from lists
provided by the City of West Hollywood and the City of Los Angeles. For those environmental
resources that were evaluated based on the projections approach, the projections take into
consideration future projects that are not included in the below list of related projects.
Table 4-2
Related Projects
Project
Number
1
2

3
4
5

Project Description Land Use
City of West Hollywood
1048 North Curson Avenue
Condominium
900 Fairfax Avenue
Mid-Rise Residential
with 1st-Floor
Commercial
Shopping Center
High Turnover SitDown Restaurant
511 Flores Street
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
1216 Flores Street
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
1264 Harper Avenue
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
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Location

Intensity

Units

5
6

d.u.2
d.u.

0.93
2.32

k.s.f.2,3
k.s.f.

10

d.u.

14

d.u.

14

d.u.
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Table 4-2
Related Projects
Project
Number
6
7

Location
1041 Formosa Avenue
1123 Formosa Avenue

8

947 Genesee Avenue

9

1003 Hancock Avenue

10
11

8583 Melrose Avenue
8650 Melrose Avenue

12

829 Larrabee Street

13

7914 Norton Avenue

14

8550 Santa Monica Boulevard5

15

1001 Ogden Drive

16

1153 Ogden Drive

17

1150 Orange Grove

18

507 Orlando Avenue

19

923 Palm Avenue6

20

1016 Martel Avenue

21

8497 Sunset Boulevard7

22

7965–7985 Santa Monica Boulevard8

23

8430 Sunset Boulevard9

24

1253 Sweetzer Avenue
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Project Description Land Use
General Office Building
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Shopping Center
Shopping Center
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Supermarket
General Office Building
High Turnover SitDown Restaurant
Health/Fitness Club
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Senior Housing Attached
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Quality Restaurant
General Office Building
Shopping Center
High Turnover SitDown Restaurant
General Office Building
Drinking Place
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Shopping Center
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)

Intensity
100
5

Units
k.s.f.4
d.u.

10

d.u.

3

d.u.

9.545
14.571
7

k.s.f.
k.s.f.
d.u.

13

d.u.

8

d.u.

25
11.998
1.319

k.s.f.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.

4
5

k.s.f.
d.u.

6

d.u.

7

d.u.

9

d.u.

49

d.u.

11

d.u.

9.775
11.52
1.345
14.252

k.s.f.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.

54.645
2.746
125

k.s.f.
k.s.f.
d.u.

35
8

k.s.f.
d.u.
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Table 4-2
Related Projects
Project
Number
25

26

Location
1040 N La Brea Avenue

600 N La Cienega Boulevard

27

624 N La Cienega Boulevard

28

1136 N La Cienega Boulevard

29
30

7401 Santa Monica Boulevard
7617 Santa Monica Boulevard

31

32

8445 Santa Monica Boulevard

8555 Santa Monica Boulevard10

33

1236 N Fairfax Avenue

34

1250 N Fairfax Avenue

35

1301 N Fairfax Avenue

36
37

8465 Melrose Avenue
1027 N Gardner Street
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Project Description Land Use
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
High Turnover SitDown Restaurant
Hotel
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Shopping Center
High Turnover SitDown Restaurant
Museum
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Shopping Center
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Shopping Center
High Turnover SitDown Restaurant
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Shopping Center
High Turnover SitDown Restaurant
Hotel
Drinking Place
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center
High Turnover SitDown Restaurant
General Office Building
Hair Salon
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Shopping Center
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)

Intensity
8

Units
d.u.

5.24

k.s.f.

91
5

r.m
d.u.

5.355
7.094

k.s.f.
k.s.f.

15.727
6

k.s.f.
d.u.

54.209
23

k.s.f.
d.u.

0.92
71

k.s.f.
d.u.

4.821
4.419

k.s.f.
k.s.f.

79

d.u.

5.102
9.441

k.s.f.
k.s.f.

88
3.078
97

r.m
k.s.f.
d.u.

12

d.u.

15.68
282

k.s.f.
k.s.f.

6.08
3.72
7

k.s.f.
k.s.f.
d.u.

53

d.u.

10

d.u.

4.122
5

k.s.f.
d.u.
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Table 4-2
Related Projects
Project
Number
38

Location
1150 N Clark Street

39

1011 N Crescent Heights Boulevard

40

1317 N Crescent Heights Boulevard

41

1139 N Detroit Street

42

1141 N Detroit Street

43

1138 N Detroit Street

44

1201 N Detroit Street

45

1221 N Detroit Street

46

1251 N Detroit Street

47

1006 N Edinburg Avenue

48

528 N Flores Street

49

1159 N Formosa Avenue

50

1227 N Formosa Avenue

51

800 Fountain Avenue

52

8210 Fountain Avenue

53

1250 N Fuller Avenue

54

938 N Genesee Avenue

55

1005 N Genesee Avenue

56

1046 N Genesee Avenue

57

1006 Hancock Avenue

58

1223 N Hayworth Avenue

59

621 Huntley Drive

60

634 Huntley Drive
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Project Description Land Use
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)

Intensity
7

Units
d.u.

12

d.u.

75

d.u.

5

d.u.

5

d.u.

10

d.u.

10

d.u.

10

d.u.

5

d.u.

10

d.u.

4

d.u.

5

d.u.

5

d.u.

30

d.u.

9

d.u.

3

d.u.

5

d.u.

5

d.u.

5

d.u.

6

d.u.

12

d.u.

3

d.u.

3

d.u.
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Table 4-2
Related Projects
Project
Number
61

Location
649 Huntley Drive

62

812 Huntley Drive

63

933 Huntley Drive

64

621 N Kings Road

65

1220 Larrabee Street

66

1041 N Martel Avenue

67

1052 N Martel Avenue

68

8008 Norton Avenue

69

8017 Norton Avenue

70

8116 Norton Avenue

71

901 N Ogden Drive

72

950 N Ogden Drive

73

1008 N Ogden Drive

74

1019 N Orange Grove Avenue

75

7905 Romaine Street

76

948 N San Vicente Boulevard

77
78

972 N San Vicente Boulevard
8760 Shoreham Drive

79

1011 N Sierra Bonita Avenue

80

1017 N Sierra Bonita Avenue

81

1030 N Sierra Bonita Avenue

82

939 N Spaulding Avenue

83

1013 N Spaulding Avenue
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Project Description Land Use
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Shopping Center
General Office Building
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Day Care Center
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)

Intensity
3

Units
d.u.

5

d.u.

5

d.u.

4

d.u.

22

d.u.

25

d.u.

5

d.u.

8

d.u.

34

d.u.

8

d.u.

4

d.u.

10

d.u.

7

d.u.

9

d.u.

35

d.u.

0.9
0.9
18

k.s.f.
k.s.f.
d.u.

72
11

Students
d.u.

5

d.u.

5

d.u.

5

d.u.

22

d.u.

5

d.u.
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Table 4-2
Related Projects
Project
Number
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

96
97

98
99
100

101

Project Description Land Use
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
1236 N Spaulding Avenue
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
943 N Stanley Avenue
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
545 N Sweetzer Avenue
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
1257 N Sweetzer Avenue
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
1280 N Sweetzer Avenue
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
1035 N Vista Street
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
852 West Knoll Drive
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
8553 West Knoll Drive
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
8557 West Knoll Drive
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
629 Westbourne Drive
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
916 Westbourne Drive
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
City of Los Angeles
1502 N Gardner Street
Supermarket
1118 N McCadden Place
Senior Housing Attached
Senior Housing Attached
General Office Building
Shopping Center
7000 Melrose Avenue
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center
320 N Fairfax Avenue
General Office Building
6901 Santa Monica Boulevard
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
High Turnover SitDown Restaurant
Shopping Center
7107 W Hollywood Boulevard
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Shopping Center
High Turnover SitDown Restaurant
Location
1041 N Spaulding Avenue

Draft EIR for The Bond Project
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Intensity
14

Units
d.u.

3

d.u.

5

d.u.

9

d.u.

12

d.u.

9

d.u.

4

d.u.

6

d.u.

5

d.u.

6

d.u.

3

d.u.

8

d.u.

32.435
100

k.s.f.3
d.u.

92

d.u.

17.040
29.650
40

k.s.f.
k.s.f.
d.u.

7.565
28.341
231

k.s.f.
k.s.f.
d.u.

5

k.s.f.

10
410

k.s.f.
d.u.

5
5

k.s.f.
k.s.f.
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Table 4-2
Related Projects
Project
Number
102

Location
1233 N Highland Avenue

103

904 N La Brea Avenue

104

925 N La Brea Avenue

105

8150 W Sunset Boulevard

106

7120 W Sunset Boulevard

107
108

927 Highland Avenue
859 Highland Avenue

109

6677 W Santa Monica Boulevard

110

1411 N Highland Avenue

111

316 N La Cienega Boulevard

112

375 N La Cienega Boulevard

113

915 N La Brea Avenue

114

7901 W Beverly Boulevard

115

7002 W Clinton Street
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Project Description Land Use
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Shopping Center
Shopping Center
General Office Building
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Shopping Center
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center
Elementary School
Coffee/Donut Shop
with Drive-Through
Window
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
High Turnover SitDown Restaurant
Coffee/Donut Shop
without Drive-Through
Window
Shopping Center
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Shopping Center
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center
Coffee/Donut Shop
without Drive-Through
Window
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Shopping Center
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Supermarket
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Shopping Center
Day Care Center
Elementary School

Intensity
72

Units
d.u.

17.830
169

k.s.f.
d.u.

40
15.265
46.527
249

k.s.f.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
d.u.

110
44

k.s.f.
d.u.

2.9
100
0.806

k.s.f.
Students
k.s.f.

695

d.u.

4

k.s.f.

5.5

k.s.f.66

15.4
76

k.s.f.
d.u.

2.5
45

k.s.f.
d.u.

3.8
0.800

k.s.f.
k.s.f.6

125

d.u.

17.4
179

k.s.f.
d.u.

33.5
71

k.s.f.
d.u.

11.454
120
60

k.s.f.
Students
Students
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Table 4-2
Related Projects
Project
Number
116

Location
936 N La Brea Avenue

117

8418 Sunset Boulevard

118

6701 W Sunset Boulevard

119

7219 W Sunset Boulevard

120

7500 W Sunset Boulevard

121
122

7300 W Hollywood Boulevard3
7900 W Hollywood Boulevard

123

8052 W Beverly Boulevard

124

8000 W Beverly Boulevard

125

8001 W Beverly Boulevard

126

431 N La Cienega Boulevard

127

1610 N Highland Avenue

128
129

1403 N Gardner Street
750 Edinburgh Avenue

130

8000 W 3rd Street
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Project Description Land Use
General Office Building
Shopping Center
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Shopping Center
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Hotel
Shopping Center
Quality Restaurant
High Turnover SitDown Restaurant
Hotel
Shopping Center
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Shopping Center
High Turnover SitDown Restaurant
Synagogue
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
General Office Building
Shopping Center
Synagogue
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center
High Turnover SitDown Restaurant
General Office Building
Multifamily Housing
(Low-Rise)
Multifamily Housing
(High-Rise)
Shopping Center
Assisted Living
Single Family
Residential
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Affordable Housing
(Family)
Shopping Center

Intensity
33.19
19.923
138

Units
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
d.u.

75
950

k.s.f.
d.u.

308
120
35
35

Rm
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.

93
2.8
219

Rm
k.s.f.
d.u.

20
10

k.s.f.
k.s.f.

50

d.u.

102

d.u.

15
1
5
48

k.s.f.
k.s.f.
k.s.f.
d.u.

7.4
22.6

k.s.f.
k.s.f.

11.358
72

Total
d.u.

248

d.u.

12.785
44
8

k.s.f.
Beds
d.u.

45

d.u.

5

d.u.

6.252

k.s.f.
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Table 4-2
Related Projects
Project
Number
131

Location
7007 W Romaine Street

132

6753 W Selma Avenue

Project Description Land Use
General Office Building
High Turnover SitDown Restaurant
Multifamily Housing
(Mid-Rise)
Shopping Center

Intensity
28.486
4.694

Units
k.s.f.
k.s.f.

51

d.u.

0.438

k.s.f.

Sources: Appendix F
Notes: d.u. = dwelling unit; s.f. = square feet; k.s.f. = 1,000 square feet of floor area

4.3

CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS

For the purposes of this EIR, the proposed project would have a significant cumulative effect if:
1. The cumulative effects of related projects (past, current, and probable future projects) are
already significant and implementation of the proposed project makes a considerable
contribution to the effect; or
2. The cumulative effects of related projects (past, current, and probable future projects) are
not significant but the incremental impact of implementing the proposed project is
substantial enough, when added to the cumulative effects of related projects, that a new a
new cumulatively significant impact occurs.
The analysis that follows addresses whether, after adoption of project-specific mitigation, the residual
impacts of the project would (1) contribute considerably to an existing/anticipated (without the project)
cumulatively significant effect or (2) cause a new cumulatively significant impact.

4.3.1

Aesthetics

As explained in Section 3.1, Aesthetics, the proposed project is one of several types of projects
defined by the state whose aesthetic impacts shall not be considered significant impacts on the
environment (PRC Section 21099(d)(1)). Nevertheless, for informational purposes for decision
makers this EIR includes an analysis of the project’s aesthetic impacts based on the aesthetics
thresholds in Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines.
Visual Character/Quality
Development of the identified related projects would alter the visual environment in the City and
in neighboring jurisdictions. In general, visual resource impacts of the related projects would be
site-specific and would not be expected to combine with other projects in separate viewsheds to
create a cumulative impact. However, related projects in close proximity to the project site would
Draft EIR for The Bond Project
August 2019
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potentially result in cumulative impacts to visual resources when considered in combination with
the proposed project.
Three related projects are located within close proximity of the site. These projec ts consist of
the following:


901 Ogden Drive (4 dwelling units), 950 Ogden Drive (10 dwelling units), 1001 Ogden
Drive (5 dwelling units), 1008 Ogden Drive (7 dwelling units), and 1153 Ogden Drive (6
condominium units)



1150 North Orange Grove Avenue (7 dwelling units), 1019 North Orange Grove Avenue
(9 dwelling units)



Additionally, along Santa Monica Boulevard, several larger-scale projects are planned in
both the City of West Hollywood and the City of Los Angeles, including projects located
at 8550 Santa Monica Boulevard, 7965–7985 Santa Monica Boulevard, 7617 Santa Monica
Boulevard, 8445 Santa Monica Boulevard, 8555 Santa Monica Boulevard, 6901 Santa
Monica Boulevard, and 6677 Santa Monica Boulevard.

Within the block of the proposed project site, the projects planned on Ogden Drive and Orange
Grove Avenue, in combination with the proposed project, would visually change the existing
character in the immediate vicinity of the site. However, the projects on both Ogden Drive and
Orange Grove Avenue are substantially smaller in scale and similar to the existing multifamily
residential character of both of these residential streets.
Along the Santa Monica Boulevard corridor in the City, larger-scale mixed-use development are
being proposed and/or constructed. As these projects are implemented, this is creating a more
dense and urban character along the corridor. However, these related projects are all situated in an
area that has already been subject to urban development. Land use intensification at these sites
would not substantially degrade the visual character or quality of the viewshed.
Additionally, Santa Monica is a major transportation corridor and an area that the City recognizes
to be a transit priority area. A transit priority area is defined in PRC Section 21099 to be the area
within 0.5 miles of a Major Transit Stop, which is defined as the intersection of two or more bus
routes with a frequency of service interval of less than 15 minutes during the morning and evening
peak commute times (PRC Section 21064.3). In accordance with Section 21099 of the Public
Resources Code, for qualified projects in a transit area zone as defined by this section, aesthetic impacts
cannot be considered significant, and therefore, the analysis in the EIR makes no judgment of the
significance of any possible impacts under CEQA. Similarly, aesthetic impacts for related projects in
this transit area cannot be considered significant under CEQA.

Draft EIR for The Bond Project
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As such, in accordance with Section 21099 of the Public Resources Code, for qualified projects in a
transit area zone as defined by this section, aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant, and
therefore, this analysis makes no judgment of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.
Light
Cumulative effects of lighting are visible over a wide area, due to the potential for lighting from a number
of projects to create skyglow. Nearby related projects would, in most cases, create additional sources of
light, since many of the related projects increase the development intensity on their respective sites.
However, the proposed project and the related projects are located in a highly developed and already
well-lit area. Skyglow is an existing condition of the greater Los Angeles metropolitan area that would
not be substantially affected by the related projects. As such, the development of the related projects
would not represent a substantial change in the lighting environment of the area to the extent that
nighttime views that are currently available would become unavailable. As with the related projects, the
proposed project would involve additional lighting on site. All proposed lighting on site would be
designed in accordance with the West Hollywood Municipal Code in order to prevent glare, light
trespass, and sky glow as much as possible. All exterior lighting would be appropriately shielded and
directed away from public rights-of-way and all signage would be designed in compliance with a
Comprehensive Sign Program consistent with Section 19.34.070 of the City’s Municipal Code. It is
expected that the related projects would incorporate similar practices in their lighting design as the
proposed project, in compliance with the City’s Municipal Code. In accordance with Section 21099 of
the Public Resources Code, for qualified projects in a transit area zone as defined by this section, aesthetic
impacts cannot be considered significant, and therefore, this analysis makes no judgment of the
significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.
Glare
Development of related projects has the potential to create glare from reflective surfaces and
nighttime lighting to the extent that such projects may cause visual contrast between lighting and
nearby darker areas, such as the night sky. The design of the project and many of the related projects
would include surfaces that are potentially reflective, such as windows and metals. The proposed
project and related projects may also create lit surfaces that protrude above the surrounding urban
context. However, unlike lighting, which can be visible over a wide area, glare is more site specific.
Residential areas separate the proposed project from this project and other related projects within the
cumulative impact area for aesthetics. As discussed above, the proposed project would be required
to comply with West Hollywood Municipal Code Section 19.10.060 regarding the use of reflective
materials, by incorporating clear, un-tinted glass at the street level commercial uses and along the
façade. It is expected that related projects would incorporate similar practices in their use of materials
as the proposed project, in compliance with the City’s Municipal Code. In accordance with Section
21099 of the Public Resources Code, for qualified projects in a transit area zone as defined by this
Draft EIR for The Bond Project
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section, aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant, and therefore, this analysis makes no
judgment of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.
Shade/Shadow
Many of the related infill development projects involve smaller-scale residential developments in
the area, either on already developed or vacant sites. Increases in height and/or massing would
result at vacant sites relative to the structures that previously existed on the related project sites,
which have the potential to create shade and shadow effects. Such effects are highly localized,
since they are limited to the boundaries of the shade and shadows created by each new structure.
As such, the related projects that could produce a cumulatively significant effect when combined
with the proposed project are limited to those within the immediate vicinity of the project site.
However, the most proximate related projects involve small-scale multifamily residential
buildings and are therefore not expected to cast shade/shadow within the immediate vicinity of the
project site. Thus, due to the distance from the project site and its size, it is not expected that this
related project cast shade/shadow within the immediate vicinity of the project site. In accordance
with Section 21099 of the Public Resources Code, for qualified projects in a transit area zone as
defined by this section, aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant, and therefore, this
analysis makes no judgment of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.

4.3.2

Air Quality

The geographic extent for the analysis of cumulative impacts related to air quality includes the
Southern California Air Basin (SCAB). In analyzing cumulative impacts from the proposed
project, the analysis must specifically evaluate a project’s contribution to the cumulative increase
in pollutants for which the SCAB is designated as nonattainment for selected air pollutants under
the California Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) and National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS). If a project’s emissions would exceed the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD) significance thresholds, it would be considered to have a
cumulatively considerable contribution to nonattainment status in the SCAB. Conversely, projects
that do not exceed the project-specific thresholds are generally not considered to be cumulatively
significant (SCAQMD 2003).
The SCAB has been designated as a federal nonattainment area for O3 and PM2.5 and a state
nonattainment area for O3, PM10, and PM2.5. The nonattainment status is the result of cumulative
emissions from various sources of air pollutants and their precursors within the SCAB including motor
vehicles, off-road equipment, and commercial and industrial facilities. Construction and operation of the
project would generate VOC and NOx emissions (which are precursors to O3) as well as PM10 and PM2.5.
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Construction Emissions
As discussed in Section 3.2, Air Quality, regional daily construction emissions during
construction of the proposed project would not exceed the SCAQMD significance thresholds for
VOC, NOx, CO, SOx, PM10, or PM2.5. Accordingly, cumulative impacts involving regional daily
construction emissions would be less than significant.
Regarding localized impacts, construction activities on each individual site would generate
emissions in excess of the site-specific LST for PM10. Diesel equipment would be subject to the
CARB ATCM for in-use off-road diesel fleets, which would minimize diesel particulate matter
emissions. If a project’s emissions would exceed the SCAQMD significance thresholds, it would be
considered to have a cumulatively considerable contribution to nonattainment status in the SCAB.
However, the project would not exceed significance thresholds. As such, the proposed project would
not have a considerable contribution to the SCAB’s nonattainment designation for PM10 and PM2.5,
and therefore the project would not cause a new cumulatively significant impact. Cumulative impacts
involving localized effects of construction emissions on sensitive receptors would therefore be less
than significant.
Operational Emissions
Following the completion of construction activities, the project would generate VOC, NOx, CO, SOx,
PM10, and PM2.5 emissions from mobile sources, including vehicular traffic generated by hotel guests,
residents, commercial users, and visitors; area sources, including the use of consumer products,
architectural coatings for repainting, and landscape maintenance equipment; and energy sources,
including combustion of fuels used for space and water heating and cooking appliances. The net change
in combined maximum daily area, energy, and vehicular source emissions would not exceed the
SCAQMD operational thresholds for VOC, NOx, CO, SOx, PM10, and PM2.5 at build-out of project. As
such, operation of the project would not contribute considerably to an existing/anticipated cumulatively
significant impact, and therefore the project would not result in a cumulatively significant impact. During
operation, cumulative impacts would be less than significant.

4.3.3

Cultural Resources

Historical Resources
Development of related projects can affect historical resources if such projects adversely alter and/or
demolish historical resources that may be interrelated, such as historical resources that are part of a
historic district. Because all historical resources are unique and nonrenewable members of finite classes,
projects that demolish or alter certain historical resources have the potential to erode a class of historical
resources that could result in a cumulatively significant effect on historical resources.
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No previously recorded historical resources were identified within the project area as a result of
the records search. However, two previously unrecorded built environment resources were
identified within the project area: the commercial building at 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard (built
in 1924), and a small multifamily residence (built in 1949) located at 1125–1127 N. Ogden Drive.
As a result of the historic resources evaluations performed, both resources were found not eligible
for listing in the California Register of Historic Resources and local landmark designation due to
a lack of important historical associations and architectural significance, and compromised
integrity. These buildings are not considered historical resources under CEQA. Further, there are
no adjacent resources that would be indirectly impacted by the proposed project. Therefore,
construction and operation of the proposed project would not cause a substantial change in the
significance of an historical resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5, and impacts
are considered less than significant. Because no project-specific impacts to cultural resources
would occur, the project would not contribute to, or result in cumulative impacts.
Archaeological/ Paleontological Resources/Human Remains
Development of related projects could affect archaeological resources, paleontological resources,
and/or human remains if such projects destroy or adversely affect such resources. This could
happen, for example, if ground-disturbing activities during construction uncover buried resources,
and such resources are significant but become destroyed, lost, or otherwise adversely affected
during construction. This is most likely to occur where buried but previously unknown resources
or remains exist. Such effects are highly localized, since they are limited to the boundaries of
ground disturbing activities. As such, the related projects that could produce a cumulatively
significant effect when combined with the proposed project are limited to those within the
immediate vicinity where ground disturbing impacts could affect similar archaeological or
paleontological resources or human remains.
As discussed in Section 3.3, Cultural Resources, no known archaeological resources or human
remains have been identified on the project site. However, according to the records search results
letter from the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County (LACM), past construction-related
grading and trenching activities in the area surrounding the project site encountered
paleontological resources. Given the proximity of past fossil discoveries in the surrounding area
and the underlying alluvial fan deposits, the project site is moderately to highly sensitive for
supporting paleontological resources. In the event that intact paleontological resources are located
on the project site, ground-disturbing activities associated with construction of the proposed
project, such as grading during site preparation, have the potential to destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site. Paleontological resources were discovered south of the project
site, during construction of The Grove; from Park La Brea to the south; near the intersection of
Third Street and Edinburgh Avenue; along San Vincente Avenue between Third Street and Colgate
Avenue, southwest of the project site; and near the intersection of La Cienega Boulevard and
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Oakwood Avenue, west-southwest of the project site. As such, it is possible that at least some
fossilized remains could be encountered during grading within the project site and grading for the
related projects in this area. Mitigation measure MM-CUL-3 requires a Paleontological Monitor
to temporarily halt and/or divert grading activity to allow recovery of paleontological resources in
the event of a find.
Each of the identified related projects would undergo separate CEQA review. During the CEQA
process, the potential presence or absence of known archaeological resources, paleontological
resources, and/or human remains would be revealed through records searches, site surveys, and
communication with Native American tribes. Further, related projects involving ground
disturbance have the potential to uncover previously unknown archaeological resources,
paleontological resources, and/or human remains during construction. Standard measures are
typically applied to most ground-disturbing projects, usually as mitigation measures or conditions
of approval, which require construction to be stopped in the vicinity of any archaeological
resource, paleontological resource, and/or human remains that are discovered. Such measures or
conditions of approval require involvement of a qualified archaeologist, paleontologist, and/or
Native American monitor. State laws also protect human remains and require certain actions be
taken if resources and/or remains are discovered. These standard measures and regulations that are
generally put in place for related projects would also apply to the proposed project (MM-CUL-1
and MM-CUL-2). In addition, because the project site is located in an area likely underlain by fill
materials, mitigation measure MM-CUL-3 would require Paleontological Monitor to temporarily
halt and/or divert grading activity to allow recovery of paleontological resources in the event of a
find. It is expected that other related projects in the area would implement similar standard
mitigation measures, and additional measures if located in areas of known paleontological
resources. As such, cumulative impacts to archaeological resources, paleontological resources, and
human remains would be less than significant with mitigation incorporated.

4.3.4

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Under CEQA, a project would have a significant cumulative impact caused by the combined impact of
past, present, and probable future projects if its incremental impact represents a “cumulatively
considerable” contribution to such cumulative impacts (14 CCR 15064(h)). As GHG emissions and
climate change are a global issue, any approved project regardless of its location has the potential to
contribute to a cumulative global accumulation of GHG emissions (as opposed to the relatively
temporary nature of pollutants related to air quality). In theory, the geographic extent of the cumulative
contributions to GHGs and climate change is worldwide. However, lead agencies are only able to
regulate GHG emissions within their respective jurisdictions; therefore, the geographic extent is primarily
contingent upon the area over which lead agencies have authority. As such, the geographic extent for the
purposes of the project is the SCAB.
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The SCAQMD has not adopted recommended numeric CEQA significance thresholds for GHG
emissions for lead agencies to use in assessing GHG impacts of development projects. However,
the California Natural Resources Agency adopted amendments to the CEQA Guidelines on
December 30, 2009, which became effective on March 18, 2010.
While the project would result in emissions of GHGs during construction and operation, no guidance
exists to indicate what level of GHG emissions would be considered substantial enough to result in
a significant adverse impact on global climate. However, it is generally the case that an individual
project is of insufficient magnitude by itself to influence climate change or result in a substantial
contribution to the global GHG inventory. Thus, GHG impacts are recognized as exclusively
cumulative impacts; there are no non-cumulative GHG emission impacts from a climate change
perspective (CAPCOA 2008). As indicated in Section 3.4, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, the project
would result in an increase in GHG emissions relative to existing conditions. However,
implementation of the project would not conflict with any applicable plan, policy or regulation
adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of GHGs. Projects included in Table 4-2,
Related Projects, would be required to demonstrate compliance with any applicable plan, policy,
or regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing GHG emissions, such as the City’s CAP. The
project was found to be consistent with the City’s CAP to reduce GHG emissions. Additionally,
the proposed project would be constructed and designed in accordance with the City’s Green
Building Ordinance which would include implementing energy efficient systems and appliances,
installing a solar water heating system for domestic hot water and pool heating, installing a 0.5
pt/KW photovoltaic system, including low-flow plumbing fixtures, and using water efficient
irrigating systems. Furthermore, several statewide GHG reduction measures would reduce GHG
emissions associated with motor vehicles and electrical generation over time. For these reasons,
and as described in detail in Section 3.4, the project would not result in a significant GHG
impact and would not create a considerable contribution to a cumulative impact. Cumulative
impacts are therefore less than significant.

4.3.5

Hazards and Hazardous Materials

Transport, Use, or Disposal of Hazardous Materials
Construction of the proposed project and related projects would involve the transport, use, and
disposal of hazardous materials such as fuels and lubricants, in association with construction
vehicles and equipment. However, such materials are not considered acutely hazardous and are
routinely used during construction throughout the City and neighboring jurisdictions. Furthermore,
there are regulations governing the use of hazardous materials with which the proposed project
and related projects would be required to comply. As a result, development of the proposed project
and the related projects would occur in accordance with adopted plans and regulations. Further,
none of the related projects in close proximity to the project site involve sites identified as
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containing hazardous materials. For these reasons, the transport, use and disposal of hazardous
materials typical during the construction process by the project and the related projects would not
result in a significant cumulative impact. Through compliance with applicable regulations,
cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
Operation of the proposed project and related projects would involve transport, use, and disposal
of potentially hazardous materials. The related projects in the immediate vicinity of the proposed
project consist of residential, mixed-use, and commercial projects. As such, hazardous materials
used by the proposed project and related projects would generally be limited to materials
associated with janitorial, maintenance, and repair activities (i.e., commercial cleaners, lubricants,
or paints), and household cleaning supplies. Use of these materials would be limited, and transport,
storage, use, and disposal of these materials would be subject to federal, state, and local health and
safety requirements. As a result, development of the proposed project and the related projects
would occur in accordance with adopted plans and regulations. None of the related projects in
close proximity to the project site would involve the routine use, storage or transport of hazardous
materials beyond those typical of residential and business uses. For these reasons, the transport,
use and disposal of hazardous materials typical during business and residential operations would
not result in a significant cumulative impact. Through compliance with applicable regulations,
cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
Release of Hazardous Materials
The release of hazardous materials to the environment could occur in association with the use, transport,
or disposal of such materials, which is addressed above. Additionally, the release of hazardous materials
can also occur during excavation of contaminated soils on site and during demolition of buildings
containing asbestos-containing material (ACM), lead-based paint (LBP), and/or other hazardous building
materials. Because many of the related projects are infill development, some many involve demolition
and/or renovation of buildings containing hazardous building materials. As identified in Section 3.5,
Hazards and Hazardous Materials, excavation activities on the project site are not anticipated to result in
releases of hazardous materials into the environment. Further, existing buildings on the project site also
have the potential to contain ACM and LBP. However, as discussed in Section 3.5, there are local, state,
and federal laws that govern the removal of such substances and the proper treatment of contaminated
soils. Compliance with these laws would prevent the release of ACM, LBP, and/or other hazardous
building materials resulting from demolition on the project site, and the sites of related projects in the
immediate vicinity, and prevent releases of hazardous materials form soils on the project site or related
project sites into the environment. Through compliance with these applicable regulations by the proposed
project and related projects, cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
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Hazardous Materials Near Schools
The project site is immediately adjacent to Fountain Day School, a private preschool. This school
is located immediately north of the project site along Orange Grove Avenue. Other schools in the
surrounding vicinity, but greater than 0.25 miles from the project site, include Laurel Span
Elementary School, Beverly Hills Montessori School, ABC Little School, Larchmont Charter
School, and Fairfax Senior High School. As discussed above, the proposed project would adhere
to all existing requirements and regulations during construction and operations. Compliance with
these laws would prevent the release of ACM, LBP, and/or other hazardous building materials
resulting from demolition on the project site, and the sites of related projects in the immediate
vicinity, and prevent releases of hazardous materials form soils on the project site or related project
sites into the environment. Through compliance with these applicable regulations by the proposed
project and related projects, cumulative impacts would be less than significant.

4.3.6

Noise

Due to the localized nature of noise impacts, the analysis of cumulative noise impacts focuses on
the related projects located within the immediate vicinity of the project site. There are several
related projects located nearby, as detailed below.


1150 North Orange Grove Avenue – a multifamily residential development, located 300
feet north of the proposed project site



1001 Ogden Drive – a multifamily residential development project, located 747 feet south
of the proposed project



French Market Project (7965–7985 Santa Monica Boulevard) – a mixed use
development project located 1,300 feet west of the project site

The proposed project and the related projects would all be subject to applicable noise standards
(see Section 3.6, Noise, for a description of the standards applicable in the City of West
Hollywood). Cumulative impacts related to temporary increases in ambient noise, permanent
increases in ambient noise, and vibration impacts are discussed below.
Temporary/Periodic Increases in Ambient Noise Levels
The proposed project would result in temporary noise increases during the construction period.
The proposed project’s construction period would have the potential to overlap with the related
projects’ construction processes. As such, the proposed project and the nearby projects listed
above would have the potential to create a cumulatively significant temporary or periodic
increase in ambient noise levels. However, there are physical barriers (buildings, etc.) and
significant distance between most of the related projects and the proposed project site, which
would limit the potential for cumulative noise impacts during construction. The closest related
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projects to the project site are the condo developments located at 1153 Ogden Drive, located
approximately 300 feet northeast of the project site, on the north side of Santa Monica Boulevard,
and development at 1150 North Orange Grove Avenue, located approximately 300 feet north of
the project site, on the north side of Santa Monica Boulevard. However, due to the distance of
these projects to the project site, and the small size of these projects, limited construction-related
(i.e., temporary) cumulative noise impacts are expected to occur as a result of this project in
combination with the nearby projects.
As described in Section 3.6 of this EIR, anticipated construction noise level increases of the proposed
project as experienced by sensitive receptors (adjacent residences and Fountain Day School) range
between 17 to 26 dBA Leq above ambient levels. Thus, the project would exceed the 10 dBA temporary
noise increase threshold. With incorporation of Applicant Proposed Construction Noise Controls, and
mitigation measures MM-NOI-1 through MM-NOI-4, these construction-related noise effects of the
proposed project would be reduced to a level of less than significant.
Due to the type of development, construction fleet and type of activities for nearby related projects,
such as 1153 Ogden Drive and 1150 North Orange Grove Avenue, would be much smaller scale
when compared to those of the proposed project. In the event that construction of the proposed
project and these two nearby projects were to occur simultaneously, it is possible that sensitive
receptors such as nearby residences and Fountain Day School could experience increased noise
levels from simultaneous operation of construction equipment. However, the noise impacts
would be localized, and the magnitude of impacts would be highly dependent on the location
and type of the construction equipment at each site.
As explained in Section 3.6, mitigation measures MM-NOI-1 through MM-NOI-4 would be applied
to the proposed project to reduce construction-related noise effects to below a level of significance.
MM-NOI-1 requires construction noise control efforts such as ensuring that equipment is fitted with
effective mufflers, shutting off idling equipment, placing stationary equipment and staging areas as
far as practical from noise sensitive receptors, and using temporary barriers around individual
equipment generating particularly high noise levels. MM-NOI-2 and MM-NOI-3 capture and refine
the construction noise controls proposed by the Applicant by carefully outlining how construction
would be done to reduce impacts to adjacent noise-sensitive receptors. MM-NOI-4, also required to
reduce potentially significant noise impacts, provides further requirements for noise reduction in
regard to stationary construction equipment. Considering Municipal Code restrictions, Applicantproposed noise reduction measures, and with implementation of MM-NOI-1 through MM-NOI-4,
temporary construction-related noise impacts would be reduced to less than significant with
mitigation. In the event construction of the nearby residential projects were to occur simultaneously
with the proposed project, there is the potential for significant noise impacts. However, due to the
temporary and sporadic nature of these noise impacts, and that with implementation of the project’s
noise mitigation measures, cumulative noise impacts would be reduced to less than significant.
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Permanent Increase in Ambient Noise Levels
Development of the proposed project in combination with related projects would generally
increase the land use intensity at the related project sites, resulting in increased ambient noise
levels. At the project site, long-term operational noise would result from operations of the proposed
project such as noise from residences, hotel operations, retail uses (art gallery), dining, proposed
subterranean garage, conversations from people gathering in the project’s outdoor areas, the use
of outdoor amplified sound systems in the project’s outdoor areas, and other on-site noise sources.
As discussed above, six related projects located within the immediate proximity of the proposed
project. All of these projects are situated such that there are intervening buildings and major
roadways between the proposed project and the respective related project sites. However, two
projects (1153 Ogden Drive and 1150 North Orange Grove Avenue) are located extremely close
to the project site. The project site is separated from these two nearby related project by small
intervening buildings. These intervening structures, as well as distance between the project site
and these related projects, would reduce the potential for on-site noise sources from the project to
combine with those from the related projects to create a cumulative effects on the nearby Fountain
Day School and adjacent residences. Further, the two related projects would consist of small
residential developments in an already developed residential area and thus are not expected to add
substantial noise levels above existing conditions.
To ensure that noise levels from the proposed project do not exceed applicable thresholds such that
significant noise impacts would occur, mitigation measures MM-NOI-5 and MM-NOI-6, which require
restrictions for loading dock hours and restrictions and calibrations on the outdoor amplification system,
are required. The related projects would be required to comply with these same City noise standards.
Compliance with the City’s Noise Control Ordinance and implementation of these mitigation measures
would reduce the proposed project’s contribution to potential cumulative impacts involving a permanent
increase in ambient noise levels attributable to on-site noise sources. Due to compliance with the City’s
Noise Control Ordinance and implementation of project-specific mitigation measures when required,
cumulative impacts would be less than significant with mitigation incorporated.
Off-Site Traffic Noise
The project would generate traffic along adjacent roadways including Santa Monica
Boulevard, North Ogden Drive, North Fairfax Avenue, North Genesee Avenue and North
Orange Grove Avenue. Although related projects would also increase traffic, the related projects
located within the closest proximity to the project site are small scale residential developments that
would not contribute to a great increase in vehicle trips. When calculating future traffic impacts,
the traffic analysis considered 63 additional projects (see Section 3.8, Transportation, and
Appendix F). Thus, the future traffic results with and without the proposed project already
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account for the cumulative impacts from the list of related projects contributing to traffic
increases. As shown in Table 3.6-9, Traffic Noise (Existing and Cumulative-Plus-Project Noise
Levels), in Section 3.6.5, Impact Analysis, of the Draft EIR, cumulative with project conditions
were already reflected in the impacts. As shown in this table, no significant increases in noise
would result under the Cumulative-with-Project scenario. As such, increases would be below the
significance threshold of 5 dB and cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
Vibration
The proposed project and related projects may generate vibration during the construction process.
Ground vibration generated by construction equipment spreads through the ground and diminishes
greatly in magnitude with increases in distance, on the order of approximately 25 feet. Since none
of the related projects are located within 25 feet of the proposed project, cumulative vibration
impacts would not occur. Thus, due to the distances between the project and the related projects,
and the brief and sporadic nature of vibration-causing construction activities, cumulative impacts
related to vibration would be less than significant.

4.3.7

Public Services

Fire and Police
Development of the proposed project in combination with related projects in the City of West Hollywood
would generally increase the land use intensities in the City. Incremental increases in land use intensity
that would be caused as the related projects are developed could lead to incremental increases in the
number of calls for fire and police protection services. As discussed in Section 3.7, Public Services, the
project site would be served by LACFD for fire protection services and the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s
Department (Sheriff’s Department) for police protection services. The proposed project and related
projects would be required to be developed in accordance with applicable fire codes and emergency
access requirements (Section 3.7 includes a list with a number of these requirements that apply to the
proposed project). Compliance with these requirements would help prevent and/or ameliorate fire
emergencies (automatic sprinkler systems and fire alarms) and would help facilitate more expedient
emergency response (adequate fire flows, turning radii, width of emergency accesses). Further, the
proposed project and related projects are infill projects and therefore involve replacement of existing
structures with new structures. New structures are subject to modern standards for fire protection. As
such, infill projects generally result in development of structures that are less likely to cause or contribute
to an urban fire hazard when compared with structures that were built in accordance with outdated fire
protection requirements. Development of the proposed project and related infill projects would
incrementally reduce the potential for urban fire hazards within the City. Additionally, LACFD reviews
fire station placement and fire services through its annual budget process, and resources are expanded or
reassigned as necessary to meet increases in service demands.
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Similarly, the proposed project has been designed to improve public safety and alleviate any
potential increases in demands for police services that may occur as a result of increasing the land
use intensity of the site. As described in Section 3.7, temporary security measures would be put in
place during construction at the project site. During operation, the project site would have security
gates to separate ground level parking available for commercial users from basement parking
utilized by hotel guests and building residents below. These aspects of the project would lessen
the demand for police protection services at the project site. It is expected that related projects in
the City of West Hollywood would incorporate similar design elements that would reduce each
project’s incremental effect on police services by preventing emergencies and facilitating
expedient access and response. Further, the Sheriff’s Department evaluates its service needs on an
annual basis to keep pace with projected growth.
Payment of development fees by the proposed project and all related projects would offset the
costs of increased service needs as necessary and would ensure that performance objectives for
fire and police services are not substantially affected by incremental increases in land use intensity
within service areas. Due to the facilities planning efforts of police and fire services, required
payment of requisite development fees, and compliance with modern performance standards,
cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
Schools
The need for new school facilities is typically associated with an increase in residential population and
housing. The proposed project would involve construction of 70 new residential units in the City.
Utilizing the state’s Student Yield Factor for Unified School Districts, the project is expected to generate
approximately 49 new students. Utilizing the City of West Hollywood 2035 General Plan EIR, the
project would generate approximately 29 new students (City of West Hollywood 2010). Several of the
related projects in Table 4-2 also involve residential development. However, each related project would
undergo CEQA review. In addition, per California Code Section 65995, developer fees paid to the
LAUSD, the provider of school services within the City, by the proposed project or related project
developers would offset impacts to schools from increased student enrollment. As such, cumulative
impacts would be less than significant.

4.3.8

Transportation

Conflicts with Plan, Policy, or Ordinance; Conflicts with CMP Guidelines
As discussed in Section 3.8, Transportation, future traffic conditions take into account a total of
future traffic conditions take into account a total of 63 related projects in the cities of West
Hollywood and Los Angeles as well as general traffic growth in the area (i.e., “background”
traffic growth). The 63 related projects are all located within an approximate 1.5-mile radius
from the project site and were considered to potentially contribute measurable traffic volumes
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to the study area during the future analysis period. The related projects used to formulate the
cumulative traffic scenario (i.e., future traffic conditions) are listed in Table 3.8-7,
Area/Cumulative Projects Trip Generation. As part of the traffic analysis, future traffic
conditions were added to the proposed project traffic to formulate a “future-plus-project”
scenario. This scenario was then analyzed relative to the applicable traffic impact criteria
established by the City of West Hollywood, City of Los Angeles, and the County CMP. Impacts
of the proposed project under the “future-plus-project” traffic conditions would not result in
significant traffic impacts at any roadway segment, during construction and operation of the
project. As such, the cumulative impacts related to inconsistences with established performance
measures and with the CMP would be less than significant.
Road Safety
The proposed project would result in an increase in the number vehicles that enter and exit the
project site. The proposed project would provide two driveways with north-bound turning egress
restrictions, one on Orange Grove Avenue, and another residential-only driveway on Ogden Drive.
A third ingress-only driveway would be provided along Santa Monica Boulevard. The three
driveways would be designed per City standards and the project would not add incompatible uses
to the project area.
The proposed project and immediately adjacent projects could lead to an overall increase in pedestrian
activity in the area. While the increased traffic and pedestrian activity associated with related projects
may combine to increase overall pedestrian hazards in the area, the proposed project is not expected to
significantly exacerbate any pedestrian hazards in the area. Overall, the existing sidewalk network, traffic
signals at major intersections, and the pedestrian-oriented nature of the project and surrounding
neighborhood provide a safe local pedestrian travel network. As such, the proposed project in
combination with nearby related projects would not substantially exacerbate existing pedestrian safety
issues, and cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
Alternative Transportation
Development of the proposed project in combination with related projects is anticipated to
incrementally increase the use of transit, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities in the area because the
projects would increase land use intensity and would include design elements that encourage
increased use of alternative transportation. At the local and regional level, increased use and
enhancement of alternative transportation modes is being encouraged and successfully
implemented. Infill and redevelopment projects, such as the proposed project and most if not all
of the related projects, are anticipated to increase the use of alternative transportation modes by
developing services and residential dwellings within the vicinity of existing and future alternative
transportation facilities. Development in the area, including the proposed project and related
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projects, would be required to comply with applicable adopted policies, plans, or programs
regarding public transit, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities. Due to the infill nature of the proposed
project and related projects, the urbanized nature of the project area and existing access to
alternative transportation, as well as required compliance with applicable plans and policies
pertaining to alternative transportation, cumulative impacts would be less than significant.

4.3.9

Utilities and Service Systems

Water Supply
Development of the proposed project in combination with related projects would increase land use
intensities in the area, resulting in increased water usage. The proposed project and related projects would
be served by the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP). As such, development of the
proposed project and related projects would increase the amount of water used in the LADWP’s service
area. The LADWP Urban Water Management Plan describes the total annual water demand in
LADWP’s Service Area in 2015 was over 500,000 acre-feet. This equates to approximately 162 billion
gallons per year, or 446 million gallons per day. The LADWP Urban Water Management Plan states that
LADWP and other water agencies in Southern California have planned for provision of regional water
for the growing population, including drought scenarios for its service area. The plan includes a new
water demand forecast prepared for the major categories of demand, and uses regional population,
demographic projections, the dry climate, historical water use to develop these forecasts.
As such, to the extent that related projects are generally consistent with regional growth patterns and
projections, the projects would not be expected to result in increased water usage causing the need for
new entitlements, resources, and/or treatment facilities that are not already being planned to
accommodate regional growth forecasts. The City of Los Angeles also has an Integrated Water
Resources Plan (IRP), which includes capital improvement programs for wastewater and stormwater,
and a recycled water master plan. The IRP allowed the City to develop a vision for meeting 2020 needs
in a more cost-effective and sustainable way, by addressing and integrating all its water resources
(LADWP 2015). Further, in response to dry conditions affecting the City’s imported water supplies, the
City prepared the Sustainable City Plan (pLAn), calling for a 20% reduction in water use by 2017 and
25% by 2035 (LADWP 2015).
The proposed project, in combination with cumulative development listed in Table 4-2, would meet this
25% reduction in water use by 2035 through water conservation methods. For projects located in the City
of West Hollywood, the Infrastructure, Resources, and Conservation (IRC) Element of the General
Plan requires a 40% less than baseline conditions for all new buildings, with the exception of
single-family homes. The IRC Element also requires a reduction in water consumption for outdoor
landscape irrigation, consistent with the most recent City policy. For projects located in the City
of West Hollywood and City of Los Angeles, the LADWP’s integrated water resources
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management approach includes development of additional local supplies to reduce dependence on
purchased imported supplies based on recommendations from prior program-level planning
initiatives. This includes consideration of recycled water, groundwater system improvements,
stormwater capture, and studies of conservation potential. In addition to the circumstances already
considered in the UWMP, the proposed project and related cumulative projects would implement
sustainable design features that would reduce water use during operation compared to traditional
building and operational practices.
Lastly, compliance with the California Green Building Code would be required for new
development. For redevelopment projects, this generally indicates that newly installed appliances
and plumbing would be more efficient than those used within the structures originally located on
redevelopment sites. In addition, California Green Building Code standards require mandatory
reduction in outdoor water use, in accordance with the California Department of Water Resources’
Model Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance. This would ensure that many of the related projects,
as well as the proposed project, do not result in wasteful or inefficient use of limited water resources
and may, in fact, result in an overall decrease in water use per person.
Due to water planning efforts, water conservation standards, and the urban infill/redevelopment
nature of the proposed project and many of the related projects, cumulative impacts would be less
than significant.
Wastewater
The proposed project and each related project listed in Table 4-2 would incrementally increase the
amount of wastewater that is being generated in the area. However, as described in Section 3.9, Utilities
and Service Systems, the existing sewer lines that serve the project site have the capacity to convey the
estimated peak flow generated from the proposed project (more than 50% inclusive of the proposed
project). Similar to the existing project, the capacity of receiving sewer lines associated with cumulative
project development would be determined on a project-specific basis. In the event that sewer upgrades
are required, all construction work within the city public right-of-ways would be subject to local
municipal code requirements. Other than the lateral connections from the related project sites to
existing sewer mains, these related projects are not expected to require or result in construction or
expansion of off-site infrastructure. As a result, indirect cumulative impacts associated with
upgrades of sewer lateral connections to related project sites would not be cumulatively
considerable. Impacts would be less than significant.
Solid Waste
Development of the proposed project in combination with related projects would increase land use
intensities in the area, resulting in increased solid waste generation in the service area for Los
Angeles County landfills. However, the proposed project and related projects are urban infill
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and/or redevelopment projects. As such, solid waste is already being generated at the proposed
project site and the majority, if not all, of the related project sites. Further, Assembly Bill 939, or
the Integrated Waste Management Act of 1989, mandates that cities divert from landfills 50% of
the total solid waste generated to recycling facilities. In order to maintain state requirements of
diverting 50% of solid waste and to offset impacts associated with solid waste, the proposed project
and all related projects would be required to implement waste reduction, diversion, and recycling
during both demolition/construction and operation. (Specifically, during construction, the City
requires diversion of 80% of construction and demolition waste.)
In 2011, the City of West Hollywood adopted a waste reduction measure within the Climate Action
Plan (CAP). This measure aims at reducing solid waste to less than 4 pounds per person per day for
residents and employees of businesses in the City. This reduction would equate to a 23% reduction in
residential waste sent to landfills and 35% reduction in commercial waste streams. In addition, the
CAP states that the City is working with the County, neighboring cities, and other organizations to
develop a low-waste plan and provide public education on low-waste strategies and implementation.
Through compliance with City and state solid waste diversion requirements and due to the
recycling collection features that would be part of the proposed project design and the design of
many typical urban infill projects, cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
Electric Power, Natural Gas, and Telecommunication
The cities of West Hollywood and Los Angeles are built out and upgrades in electrical power, natural
gas, and telecommunication capabilities are anticipated primarily due to development in the form of
revitalization of outdated or underserved areas, and redevelopment of specific properties that will
increase density and require more sophisticated technology, such as the proposed project. However,
such upgrades would generally be confined to the lateral connections to the individual project sites
and not any centralized facilities. Upgrades to centralized power, natural gas, and
telecommunication facilities would be determined by each of the power, gas, and
telecommunications providers, as build-out continues within the region. Individual projects would
be required to provide for the needs of their projects. As a result, cumulative impacts associated
with upgrades of electric, natural gas, and telecommunication facilities not be cumulatively
considerable. Impacts would be less than significant, and no mitigation is required.

4.3.10

Energy

The proposed project and related projects would incrementally increase energy demand in the area.
As described in Section 3.10, Energy, there are numerous requirements that apply to the proposed
project and to related projects which would reduce energy demand of new development and
redevelopment in the area. For example, all future projects, including the proposed project, would
be required to meet the California Building Energy Efficiency Standards. The California Building
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Energy Efficiency Standards that were applicable through 2016 were the 2013 standards. Buildings
constructed in accordance with the 2013 standards use 25% less energy for lighting, heating,
cooling, ventilation, and water heating than buildings constructed in accordance with the 2008
standards. The most recent amendments to Title 24, Part 6, referred to as the 2019 standards, will
become effective in January 1, 2020. In general, residential structures built to the 2016 standards
are anticipated to use about 28% less energy than those built to the 2013 standards, and
nonresidential buildings built to the 2016 standards will use an estimated 5% less energy than those
built to the 2013 standards (see Section 3.10 for details). As described in Section 3.10, although
electricity and natural gas consumption would increase at the project site due to the implementation
of the proposed project, the project would comply with the City’s mandatory green building
ordinance through implementing energy-efficiency measures. It should be noted that although the
proposed project meets these standards, it can also exceed these standards. In addition, the
proposed project is expected to exceed energy standards set by Title 24 by 10%. The proposed
project is expected to result in a 28% decrease in annnual natural gas usage per square foot when
compared to the existing site conditions. Due to the urbanized nature of the City and surrounding
areas, many of the related projects are expected to result in a similar pattern—while the overall
use of electricity and natural gas on the site increases, the energy use per square foot is expected
to decrease due to compliance with modern standards and incorporation of modern technologies
and design standards. A development pattern of increased density combined with increased
efficiency is less energy intensive when compared with new development located on previously
undeveloped land away from urban centers. As such, while the proposed project and related
projects would result in increasing energy consumption in the region, they would also result in
increased energy efficiency.
Specifically regarding petroleum use, the proposed project and related projects would require
petroleum during construction for off-road equipment, truck trips, and worker vehicle trips. However,
construction of the proposed project and related projects would be temporary.

4.4
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CHAPTER 5
OTHER CEQA CONSIDERATIONS
5.1

SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

This section is prepared in accordance with Section 15126.2(b) of the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, which requires the discussion of any significant environmental
effects that cannot be avoided if a project is implemented. These include impacts that can be
mitigated, but cannot be reduced to a less than significant level. An analysis of environmental
impacts caused by The Bond Project (project or proposed project) has been conducted and is
contained in this Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Ten issue areas were analyzed in detail in
Chapter 3, Environmental Analysis. According to the environmental impact analysis presented in
Chapter 3, the proposed project would result in no significant unavoidable adverse impacts.

5.2

EFFECTS FOUND NOT TO BE SIGNIFICANT

Section 15128 of the CEQA Guidelines requires a statement that briefly indicates the reasons that
various possible significant effects of a project were determined not be significant and were
therefore not discussed in detail in the EIR. As stated in the CEQA Guidelines, such a statement
may be contained in an attached copy of an Initial Study. The Initial Study for the proposed project
is included in this EIR as Appendix A. As described and substantiated in Appendix A, the
following issue areas were not found to be significant and were not further analyzed in the EIR:
agriculture and forestry resources, biological resources, geology and soils, hydrology and water
quality, land use and planning, mineral resources, population and housing, and recreation.

5.3

SIGNIFICANT IRREVERSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES

Section 15126.2(c) of the CEQA Guidelines requires that an EIR analyze the extent to which the
proposed project’s primary and secondary effects would impact the environment and commit
nonrenewable resources to uses that future generations will not be able to reverse. Nonrenewable
resources that would be used on site during construction and operation include natural gas, other
fossil fuels, water, concrete, steel, and lumber. The proposed project would result in the
commitment of such resources. (The proposed project’s energy consumption is discussed in greater
detail in Section 3.10, Energy, of this EIR.)
Electricity is provided to the project site by Southern California Edison (SCE). SCE serves
approximately 180 cities in 11 counties across Central and Southern California. SCE’s electrical
energy generation sources include natural gas, coal, nuclear, renewable energy (geothermal, small
hydroelectric, solar, and wind), and large hydroelectric facilities (City of West Hollywood 2010). The
Southern California Gas Company provides the City with natural gas service. The company’s service
territory encompasses approximately 20,000 square miles and more than 500 communities. A gas
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company service yard is within the City limits, adjacent to the West Hollywood Gateway Center on
Formosa Avenue at Romaine Street. Water service is provided by the Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power. The Los Angeles Aqueduct, local groundwater, and supplemental water purchased
from the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD) are the primary sources of water
supply for the City of Los Angeles and thus the City of West Hollywood (City). As stated in the City’s
General Plan, water supply from MWD is more uncertain now than in the past due to potential climate
change effects and currently hydrologic conditions in northern California. These entities that supply
the project site with resources are subject to a variety of policies that require reductions in resource
usage and/or reductions in emissions. Examples include the California Renewables Portfolio Standard,
AB 939, SB 1374, and the requirement to prepare Urban Water Management Plans.
While the City does not have direct jurisdiction over the utilities that serve it, use of resources within
the City is inventoried within the City’s General Plan, and there are numerous policies and programs
in place to reduce the use of nonrenewable resources within the City as a whole. The Infrastructure,
Resources, and Conservation chapter of the General Plan provides information and policy guidance
for a variety of resource areas, including water and energy. The water conservation and management
policies within the General Plan are designed to reduce water consumption in the City and to help
manage water uncertainty. The General Plan effort also included a GHG reduction target, and the City
has a climate action plan in place to help facilitate this target. The Infrastructure, Resources, and
Conservation chapter of the General Plan sets forth policies to reduce the use of nonrenewable
resources in the City. Several of these policies are characterized below:


Promote walkability, ride-sharing, biking, and transit to reduce transportation-related
emissions and energy use



Support land use strategies to reduce driving rates



Require new buildings to achieve a reduction of water use of 40% less than baselines for
buildings as calculated by the Energy Policy Act of 1992



Allow for construction of new development only when there is sufficient water to supply
that development, as determined by the service provider



Ensure high levels of energy performance in new construction



Reduce the amount of waste sent to landfills

These policies are currently in place within the City and apply to the proposed project and other
development that occurs within the City. Additionally, the City has specific ordinances that address
recycling and use of nonrenewable resources. These include a requirement to recycle 80% of all
demolition and construction materials, which would reduce the amount of waste that would be
generated during the construction process for the proposed project and would help ensure that
construction waste is reused and that additions to area landfills are minimized. The City also has a
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green building ordinance that sets forth requirements for sustainable design features and incentives
for projects that include sustainable design features beyond those required. The proposed project
would comply with the mandatory aspects of the green building ordinance and would also
implement a number of non-mandatory measures. The project’s sustainable design features are
summarized in Chapter 2, Project Description, and are further detailed in Appendix B. The
proposed multi-use residential and hotel building would be designed and constructed to
incorporate environmentally sustainable design features equivalent to a minimum Silver
certification under the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED-H or LEED-NC Rating System
(January 1, 2011). Such LEED features would include energy-efficient structures, a pedestrianand bicycle-friendly site design, and water conservation measures. LEED standards or equivalent
green building standards would be incorporated in order to reduce energy and water usage, and
thus would minimize associated greenhouse gas emissions. The proposed project would
incorporate an environmentally sustainable design using green building technologies as identified
in the principles for energy efficiency, water conservation, environmentally preferable building
materials, and overall waste reduction.
As described above, the utilities that service the City, the City itself, and the design of the proposed
project are all subject to regulations that are working to reduce the amount of nonrenewable
resources that are committed to development projects. Additionally, the proposed project has
incorporated voluntary sustainable design factors to go beyond the requirements. As such, the
proposed project is not anticipated to consume substantial amounts of energy in a wasteful manner
(see Section 3.10 for details), and it would not result in significant impacts from consumption of
utilities. Although irreversible environmental changes would result from the proposed project,
such changes would not be considered significant.

5.4

GROWTH-INDUCING IMPACTS

According to Section 15126.2(d) of the CEQA Guidelines, growth-inducing impacts of the
proposed project shall be discussed in the EIR. Growth-inducing impacts are those effects of the
proposed project that might foster economic or population growth or the construction of new
housing, either directly or indirectly, in the surrounding environment. According to CEQA,
increases in the population may tax existing community service facilities, requiring construction
of new facilities that could cause significant environmental effects.
Induced growth is any growth that exceeds planned growth and results from new development that
would not have taken place without the implementation of the proposed project. Typically, the
growth-inducing potential of a project would be considered significant if it results in growth or
population concentration that exceeds those assumptions included in pertinent master plans, land
use plans, or projections made by regional planning authorities. However, the creation of growthinducing potential does not automatically lead to growth, whether it would be below or in
exceedance of a projected level.
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The environmental effects of induced growth are secondary or indirect impacts of the proposed
project. Secondary effects of growth could result in significant, adverse environmental
impacts, which could include increased demand on community or public services, increased
traffic and noise, degradation of air and water quality, and conversion of agricultural land and
open space to developed uses.
The Population and Housing section of the Initial Study discussed the potential growth inducement
of the proposed project (Appendix A). The proposed project would involve the construction of 70
residential units, of which at least 11 units would be affordable housing units, including six very
low-income units and five moderate-income units. The residential units would be composed of 9
two-bedroom units (in the building along Ogden Drive), 38 studio units, and 23 one-bedroom units.
Additionally, the proposed project would modestly increase the number of jobs available at the
project site through the introduction of a new hotel facility and commercial uses. According to the
Department of Finance (DOF) 2016 projections, the average number of persons per household in the
City of West Hollywood is 1.56, and the City has an estimated population of 35,923 individuals in
2016 (DOF 2016). As such, with the introduction of 70 new residential housing units the projected
population increased associated with project implementation would be approximately 110
individuals, which represents a 0.31% increase in the City’s overall population.
It is anticipated that most of the jobs associated with the proposed project would be filled by
existing City residents or by residents of neighboring cities in the densely populated Los Angeles
metropolitan area. Therefore, it is not anticipated that the employment generated by the proposed
project would lead to a substantial influx of residents to the City. Due to the ability of the existing
regional population to provide an ample employment pool within proximity to the project site and
due to the minor increase in employment relative to total jobs available in the City, the proposed
project would not generate substantial population growth.
As such, the growth-inducing impacts of the project would be minimal. The proposed project
would not result in significant adverse secondary effects related to induced growth.

5.5
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CHAPTER 6
ALTERNATIVES
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires that an environmental impact report
(EIR) describe a range of reasonable alternatives to a proposed project that would feasibly attain
most of the basic objectives of the project but would avoid or lessen any significant environmental
impacts. EIRs are also required to evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives. This chapter
of the EIR describes and evaluates alternatives for The Bond Project (project or proposed project)
and implements the requirements set forth in the CEQA Guidelines for alternatives analysis. This
chapter also identifies the Environmentally Superior Project Alternative as required by CEQA
Guidelines Section 15126.6(e)(2).

6.1

SELECTION OF ALTERNATIVES

The range of alternatives and methods for selection is governed by CEQA and applicable CEQA
case law. As stated in CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a), the lead agency is responsible for
selecting a range of project alternatives for examination and must publicly disclose its reasoning
for selecting those alternatives. This chapter includes the range of project alternatives that have
been selected by the lead agency (in this case, the City) for examination, as well as its reasoning
for selecting these alternatives.
As stated in Section 15126.6(a) of the CEQA Guidelines, there is no ironclad rule governing the
nature or scope of the alternatives to be discussed other than the rule of reason. This rule is
described in Section 15126.6(f) of the CEQA Guidelines and requires the EIR to set forth only
those alternatives necessary to permit a reasoned choice. As defined in Section 15126.6(f), the rule
of reason limits alternatives analyzed to those that would avoid or substantially lessen one or more
of the significant effects of a project. Of those alternatives, an EIR need examine in detail only the
ones that the lead agency determines could feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the
project. Other relevant provisions set forth in the CEQA Guidelines state that EIRs do not need to
consider every conceivable alternative to a project, nor are they required to consider alternatives
that are infeasible. Because the proposed project would not result in any significant and
unavoidable effects to the environment, the range of alternatives that was selected for analysis in
this EIR includes those that would result in reduced impacts when compared to those of the
proposed project, even though those impacts have been identified as less than significant.

6.1.1

Proposed Project

As previously described, the project objectives and the significant impacts of a project are key
determiners of the alternatives that are initially examined by the lead agency and the alternatives
that are ultimately carried forward for detailed analysis in an EIR. To that end, this subsection
includes (a) a summary of the proposed project’s characteristics to facilitate comparison between
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the proposed project and its alternatives, (b) the list of project objectives, and (c) a summary of the
project’s significant impacts.
Project Summary
Table 6-1 includes a summary of the mixed-use structure that would be developed. (This table is also
included in Section 2.6, Proposed Project Characteristics, of this EIR as Table 2-1.) The structure (gross
building area) would be 214,483 square feet (sf) in gross building area with a maximum height of 71.5
feet. The project would include two levels of subterranean parking (totaling 75,483 sf), with 175
parking spaces. (The total structure size of 214,483 sf includes the square footage of the parking area.)
Table 6-1
Project Components
Square Footage
Rooms
Parking
Amenities

Square Footage
Units
Parking
Amenities

Square Footage
Parking
Square Footage
Parking
Square Footage
Parking
Amenities
Note: sf = square feet.

Hotel and Commercial Area
63,104 sf
86 units
51 stalls
Fitness area
Pool
Hotel restaurant
Valet
Laundry
Housekeeping
Outdoor common areas
Residential
50,172 sf (CC-2), 12,578 sf, totaling 62,750 sf
70 units
79 stalls
6 very low income units and 5 moderate income units
38 studio apartments, 23 one-bedroom apartments, 9 two-bedroom apartments
Outdoor common areas
Art Gallery
1,381 sf
1 stall
Common Area
14,368 sf
Excess Public Parking
45 stalls (exceeds code required parking)
Restaurants
3,756 sf
7 stalls
Restaurant and outdoor dining
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Project Objectives
As described in Chapter 2, Project Description, of this EIR, the underlying purpose of the project
is to provide a mixed-use project with hotel, commercial, and residential uses, and exceptional
architectural design employing environmentally friendly practices along Santa Monica Boulevard
within the east side of the City of West Hollywood. The proposed project would encourage
pedestrian activity at the project site along Santa Monica Boulevard as well as provide excess
parking at the project site to be used by the general public. The proposed mixed-use development
would include residential, restaurant, and hotel uses, thus maximizing the efficiencies for local
residents and reducing vehicle trips. In addition, the proposed project would accommodate the
need for additional residential housing in the City and in the County of Los Angeles, including
affordable housing, while supporting and promoting the economic vitality of the City. The
following specific project objectives support the proposed project’s underlying purpose:
1. Create an economically viable mixed use project along Santa Monica Boulevard in the City
of West Hollywood, providing a full-service boutique hospitality use in the vicinity of
complementary studio and creative office uses on the east side of the City of West
Hollywood, thereby enhancing the east side’s appeal as a visitor destination;
2. Provide a contemporary, high-quality design that exemplifies thoughtful urban in-fill
development and contributes to the context of existing and future development;
3. Provide public parking in addition to required parking;
4. Provide housing and hospitality uses near alternative means of transportation, including
mass transportation, with accessibility for commercial patrons arriving to the project site
via a driveway on Santa Monica Boulevard;
5. Provide additional housing opportunities and contribute to the residential development of
mixed-use areas by incorporating residential uses into an existing core of nearby
community facilities, employment centers, retail goods and services, and restaurants to
enhance the area’s overall urban character;
6. Increase the City’s rental housing stock for very low and moderate-income families;
7. Create a consistent pattern of development and uses along Santa Monica Boulevard that
serves project residents and the surrounding community by redeveloping an
underutilized site;
8. Provide jobs convenient to the existing labor pool living in and around the City and
maximize the number of new permanent jobs generated by the new hotel and restaurant,
helping to secure a strong and continuous tax base;
9. Maximize the number of temporary construction jobs created necessary to build the
proposed project;
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10. Maximize the site’s economic value to the City by redeveloping and revitalizing an
underperforming site;
11. Maximize new City revenues generated and contribute to its fiscal health with new sales,
property and hotel occupancy taxes, thereby maximizing the direct and indirect fiscal and
economic benefits for the City and the surrounding area;
12. Create a wide range of unit sizes, including affordable housing units, in close proximity to
employment resources and public transportation;
13. Minimize the impact to the environment through the redevelopment of previously
developed parcels;
14. Develop and encourage bicycle access and pedestrian-oriented uses by employing design
features that improve the landscape and streetscape, making the area more pedestrian
friendly, while ensuring necessary vehicular access in and out of the project site;
15. Provide adequate common open space and internal access within the project site to meet
the needs of the proposed uses and users;
16. Provide improvements that encourage alternative and fuel-efficient forms of transportation
(e.g., bicycle storage areas, preferential parking for low-emission/fuel-efficient vehicles
and carpools/vanpools);
17. Promote sustainability, including measures to increase the efficient use of water and energy
and the use of renewable resources while decreasing use of nonrenewable energy;
18. Implement green building design and construction practices capable of achieving
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Silver certification for the
buildings within the project site.
Environmental Impacts of the Proposed Project
As discussed in detail in the Initial Study Checklist included in Appendix A to this EIR and in
Chapter 3, Environmental Analysis, and Chapter 4, Cumulative Effects, the impact determinations
for the proposed project are as follows:
No Impact



Agricultural Resources
Mineral Resources

Less-Than-Significant Impact



Aesthetics
Operational Air Quality
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Biological Resources
Geology and Soils
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Hazards and Hazardous Materials, including Wildfire
Hydrology and Water Quality
Land Use and Planning
Population and Housing
Public Services
Recreation
Transportation
Utilities and Service Systems
Energy

Less-Than-Significant Impact With Mitigation




Construction Air Quality
Cultural Resources
Noise

As previously listed and as demonstrated throughout Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 of this EIR, the
proposed project would not result in significant, unavoidable impacts. Impacts for all
environmental categories were determined to be “less than significant with mitigation
incorporated,” “less than significant,” or “no impact.”

6.1.2

Alternatives Considered But Rejected

One of the requirements for alternatives analysis that is set forth in the CEQA Guidelines is
identification of alternatives that were considered by the lead agency but rejected as infeasible
during the scoping process. As stated in Section 15126.6(c) of the CEQA Guidelines, the EIR
should briefly explain the reasons underlying this determination. Among the factors that may be
used to eliminate alternatives from detailed consideration in the EIR are:
(i)

Failure to meet most of the basic project objectives,

(ii)

Infeasibility, or

(iii) Inability to avoid significant environmental impacts (CEQA Guidelines
Section 15126.6(c)).
Section 15126.6(f)(1) of the CEQA Guidelines states that “among the factors that may be taken
into account when addressing the feasibility of alternatives are site suitability, economic
viability, availability of infrastructure, general plan consistency, other plans or regulatory
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limitations, jurisdictional boundaries, and whether the proponent can reasonably acquire,
control or otherwise have access to the alternative site (or the site is already owned by the
proponent).” However, as stated in this subsection, no one of these factors establishes a fixed
limit on the scope of reasonable alternatives.
In accordance with 15126.6(c) of the CEQA Guidelines, a range of reasonable alternatives was
considered. Several of these alternatives were rejected from further analysis due to one or more of
the reasons previously outlined. A description of each alternative and the rationale for rejection is
provided as follows.
Alternatives Sites
Pursuant to Section 15126.6(f)(2) of the CEQA Guidelines, the City considered the potential for
alternative locations to the project. As stated in Section 15126.6(f)(2)(A), the key question and
first step in analyzing alternative sites is whether any of the significant effects of the project would
be avoided or substantially lessened by putting the project in another location. Only locations that
would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project need to be
considered in the EIR. While there are no significant and unavoidable impacts associated with the
proposed project, the project is located directly adjacent to a preschool and residential uses.
Mitigation measures are required in the categories of construction air quality and construction and
operational noise to ensure that the proposed project’s air quality and noise impacts are less than
significant. Moving the project to a site that is not immediately adjacent to sensitive receptors (e.g.,
on a site that is surrounded by commercial uses) would reduce the effects of the project on sensitive
receptors, particularly in the categories of construction air quality and noise. However, the City is
largely built out in nature, and a variety of sensitive receptors are present throughout the City. As
such, even if an alternate site were to be identified that is not immediately adjacent to a sensitive
receptor, it is unlikely that such a site would be situated far enough from nearby sensitive receptors
to substantially lessen the air quality and noise effects of the project on receptors in the area.
Rather, it is likely that mitigation measures that are the same or similar to those required for the
proposed project would be needed to address construction air quality and construction/operational
noise effects at an alternate site. Furthermore, development at an alternate site would not
necessarily reduce impacts to transportation and traffic, as such impacts would merely be relocated
to other intersections within the City. Regardless of its location, the project would generally place
similar demands on public services, utilities, and energy resources. For these reasons, while
impacts to sensitive receptors in the categories of construction air quality and noise may be slightly
reduced when compared to the proposed project, use of an alternative site would not likely result
in a substantial reduction in the impacts of the project such that the significance determinations
would change or such that mitigation measures would no longer be warranted. Alternative sites
were ultimately rejected from further analysis in the EIR due to failure to meet project objectives,
infeasibility, and inability to avoid significant environmental impacts.
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Infeasibility. There are sites within the City of an approximately equivalent size to the project site
that could be redeveloped with a mixed-use project; however, the project applicant does not control
another commercial site within the eastern portion of the City of comparable land area that is
available for development of the proposed project. One of the factors for feasibility of an
alternative is “whether the proponent can reasonably acquire, control or otherwise have access to
the alternative site.” Because the City is highly urbanized and is largely built out, obtaining another
site of a similar size in a similar location (i.e., on the east side of West Hollywood, along Santa
Monica Boulevard, and within the Santa Monica/Fairfax Transit District) is not considered
feasible. The project site was selected for development of a mixed-use structure due to its
proximity to alternative transportation, its proximity to Santa Monica Boulevard (a Citydesignated Pedestrian Destination Street), its proximity to diverse neighborhood-serving
commercial and community services; and its proximity to existing neighborhoods. Relocating the
project outside of the Santa Monica Boulevard corridor and outside of the Santa Monica/Fairfax
Transit District would undermine the function, utility, and financial viability of the project.
Failure to Meet Objectives. Use of alternative sites would fail to achieve many of the project
objectives, some of which are dependent on the location of the project. If the project were not
located along Santa Monica Boulevard, it would not meet the objectives of creating a mixed-use
development along Santa Monica Boulevard or of contributing to a consistent pattern of
development along Santa Monica Boulevard. While many areas of the City are walkable, Santa
Monica Boulevard has been designated as a “Pedestrian Destination Street,” indicating that it is a
popular area for walking to shops and restaurants. As such, situating the project away from Santa
Monica Boulevard could diminish the project’s ability to meet the objective of developing and
encouraging pedestrian-oriented uses. Further, if the project were not located on the City’s east
side, it would not meet the objective of providing a full-service boutique hotel on the east side of
the City and, therefore, would fail to meet the related objective of enhancing the east side’s appeal
as a visitor destination. If the project were not located near existing neighborhood-serving
commercial uses and alternative transportation facilities, it would not meet the objectives of
providing residential and hotel uses near transit services and within existing neighborhood-serving
commercial areas, and it would decrease the project’s ability to meet the objective of incorporating
residential uses into an existing core of nearby community facilities, employment centers, retail
goods and services, and restaurants. Conversely, if the project were not located near existing
residential uses, the project would not maximize efficiencies for local residents or reduce vehicle
trips to the same degree. As such, situating the project away from the confluence of commercial
and residential uses would decrease its ability to achieve objectives related to pedestrian-oriented
uses and development of mixed-use areas.
Environmental Impacts. The proposed project would not result in any significant environmental
impacts. As such, moving the project to a different site would not avoid or substantially lessen any
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of the significant impacts of the project, since no significant unavoidable impacts would occur as
a result of the project.

6.2

ALTERNATIVES CARRIED FORWARD FOR CONSIDERATION

Pursuant to Section 15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines, the City selected a reasonable range of
alternatives to the project that would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but
would avoid or substantially lessen one or more of the significant effects of the project. As
previously discussed, the project would not result in any significant and unavoidable
environmental effects, and therefore alternatives are not required to avoid or substantially lessen
any such effects. Nevertheless, based on the evaluation of potential alternatives that were
considered but rejected in Section 6.1.2, four alternatives have been carried forward for further
analysis as follows. Pursuant to Section 15126.6(d) of the CEQA Guidelines, sufficient
information about each alternative has been included in the following descriptions to allow
meaningful evaluation, analysis, and comparison with the proposed project.
Because an EIR must identify ways to mitigate or avoid the significant effects that a project may
have on the environment, the discussion of alternatives is required to focus on alternatives to the
project or its location that are capable of avoiding or substantially lessening any significant effects
of the project, even if these alternatives would impede to some degree the attainment of the project
objectives, or would be more costly. While no significant and unavoidable impacts have been
identified in association with the proposed project, the following alternatives would lessen at least
one of the less-than-significant impacts of the proposed project that have been identified in Chapter
3 and Chapter 4 of this EIR, although not to the extent that no effects would occur.

6.2.1

Alternative 1 – No Project

Section 15126.6(e) of the CEQA Guidelines requires that an EIR evaluate the specific alternative
of “no project” along with its impact. As stated in this section of the CEQA Guidelines, the purpose
of describing and analyzing a no project alternative is to allow decision makers to compare the
impacts of approving the proposed project with the impacts of not approving the proposed project.
As specified in Section 15126.6(e)(3)(B) of the CEQA Guidelines, the no project alternative for a
development project consists of the circumstance under which a proposed project does not
proceed. Section 15126.6(e)(3)(B) further states that “in certain instances, the no project
alternative means ‘no build’ wherein the existing environmental setting is maintained.”
Accordingly, Alternative 1 assumes the proposed project would not proceed, no new permanent
development or land uses would be introduced within the project site, and the existing environment
would be maintained. The existing uses would continue to operate as they do currently. The
existing commercial and residential uses would remain in place and operational, the existing
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surface parking lots would be retained, no new buildings or parking areas would be constructed,
and no landscaping or streetscape improvements would occur.
Ability to Meet Project Objectives
The No Project Alternative would not achieve any of the project objectives. It would not develop a
mixed-use project along Santa Monica Boulevard within the east side of the City; it would not
encourage additional pedestrian activity in the area; it would not include residential, restaurant, or
hotel uses; and it would not maximize efficiencies or reduce vehicle trips for local residents. It
would not enhance the east side’s appeal as a visitor destination, it would not accommodate the
need for additional residential housing, it would not increase the housing stock for very low and
moderate-income families, and it would not situate housing and hospitality uses near alternative
means of transportation. It would also fail to redevelop and revitalize an underutilized site, would
not provide new jobs, would not generate new tax revenues, and would not maximize the site’s
economic value. Also, it would not improve the landscaping or streetscape of the site and, therefore,
would not make the area more pedestrian friendly.
Comparison of Environmental Effects to the Proposed Project
Aesthetics
As discussed in Section 3.1, Aesthetics, the proposed project would result in visual changes at the
project site; however, the proposed project would be consistent with the neighborhood as
characterized in City’s General Plan. There are no known conflicts with applicable zoning or other
regulations governing scenic quality. Additionally, in accordance with Section 21099 of the Public
Resources Code, for qualified projects in a transit area zone, which is the case for the proposed
project, aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant, and therefore, the analysis makes no
judgment of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.
Under Alternative 1, no new construction would occur at the project site, and the site would continue
to be used for commercial, residential, and parking uses. No visual changes would occur. However,
because no aesthetic impact conclusions are made for the proposed project, Alternative 1 would not
avoid or reduce any aesthetic impacts. Alternative 1’s aesthetic impacts would be comparable to
those associated with the proposed project. As explained in Section 3.1.2, Relevant Plans, Policies,
and Ordinances, of this EIR, for qualified projects in a transit area zone (such as the proposed project
and Alternative 1), aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant impacts on the environment
pursuant to Section 21099(d)(1). Therefore, the aesthetics analyses for the proposed project and for
this alternative make no judgment of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.
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Air Quality
As discussed in Section 3.2, Air Quality, construction and operation of the proposed project would
not result in any significant air quality impacts. All impacts would be less than significant, and no
mitigation is required.
Under Alternative 1, no new construction or operational changes would occur at the project site.
The air quality emissions associated with the existing uses on the project site would remain
unchanged. Given that the existing commercial, residential and parking uses are less intense than
the uses associated with the proposed project and that no construction would occur, air quality
impacts associated with Alternative 1 would be reduced when compared to the proposed project.
While the project’s air quality impacts would be less than significant, Alternative 1 would result
in fewer air quality impacts than the proposed project.
Cultural Resources
As discussed in Section 3.3, Cultural Resources, construction and operational impacts to
archaeological and paleontological resources, as well as human remains, can be reduced to
less-than-significant levels through implementation of mitigation. No impacts to historical
resources would occur.
Under Alternative 1, no new construction or operational changes would occur at the project site.
Because no construction would occur, the potential to disturb previously unidentified
archaeological and/or paleontological resources or human remains would be reduced when
compared to the proposed project. While the project’s impacts to cultural resources can be reduced
to less-than-significant levels, Alternative 1 would result in fewer overall impacts to cultural
resources than the proposed project.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
As discussed in Section 3.4, Greenhouse Gas Emissions, construction and operation of the
proposed project would result in less-than-significant greenhouse gas (GHG) emission impacts.
All impacts would be less than significant, and no mitigation is required.
Under Alternative 1, no new construction or operational changes would occur at the project site.
The GHG emissions associated with the existing uses on the project site would remain unchanged.
Given that the existing commercial, residential and parking uses are less intense than the uses
associated with the proposed project and that no construction would occur, GHG emissions
impacts associated with Alternative 1 would be reduced when compared to the proposed project.
While the project’s GHG emissions impacts would be less than significant, Alternative 1 would
result in fewer GHG emissions impacts than the proposed project.
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Hazards and Hazardous Materials
As discussed in Section 3.5, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, the proposed project would not
create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine transport, use, or
disposal of hazardous materials or through reasonably foreseeable upset or accident conditions.
Additionally, the project would not emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous materials or
substances within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school. All hazards impacts
associated with the proposed project would be less than significant.
Under Alternative 1, no new construction or operational changes would occur at the project site.
Given that the existing commercial, residential and parking uses are less intense than the uses
associated with the proposed project are not utilizing or emitting any hazardous materials or
emissions, and that with implementation the proposed project, there would not be any use or
emission of hazardous materials, impacts associated with Alternative 1 and the proposed project
would be comparable.
Noise
As discussed in Section 3.6, Noise, construction and operational impacts of the proposed project
would be potentially significant. However, with implementation of mitigation, all construction and
operational noise impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels. Additionally, vibration
impacts would be less than significant.
Under Alternative 1, no new construction or operational changes would occur at the project site.
Because no construction would occur, the potential for the project to result in noise impacts upon
nearby noise-sensitive receptors would be reduced. Additionally, because no operational changes
would occur, the existing and less intense commercial, residential, and parking uses would result
in less operational noise than the proposed project. While the project’s noise impacts can be
reduced to less-than-significant levels, Alternative 1 would result in fewer overall noise impacts
to than the proposed project.
Public Services
As discussed in Section 3.7, Public Services, impacts to police protection, fire protection, and
schools would be less than significant. The project would not result in substantial adverse physical
impacts associated with the provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need
for new or physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times,
or other performance objectives.
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Under Alternative 1, no new construction or operational changes would occur at the project site.
Because no changes would occur to existing conditions, Alternative 1 would not change the
demand for police, fire, or school services. While the proposed project would result in less than
significant impacts to police, fire and school services, Alternative 1 would result in fewer public
services impacts than the proposed project.
Transportation
As discussed in Section 3.8, Transportation, construction and operation of the proposed project
would result in less-than-significant transportation impacts. All impacts would be less than
significant, and no mitigation is required.
Under Alternative 1, no new construction or operational changes would occur at the project site.
The transportation associated with the existing uses on the project site would remain unchanged.
Given that the existing commercial, residential and parking uses are less intense than the uses
associated with the proposed project and that no ,construction would occur, transportation impacts
associated with Alternative 1 would be reduced when compared to the proposed project. While the
project’s transportation impacts would be less than significant, Alternative 1 would result in fewer
transportation impacts than the proposed project.
Utilities and Service Systems
As discussed in Section 3.9, Utilities and Service Systems, construction and operation of the
proposed project would result in less-than-significant impacts to water, wastewater, solid waste,
energy, electricity, and telecommunications services.
Under Alternative 1, no new construction or operational changes would occur at the project site.
The existing demand for utility services by the commercial, residential, and parking uses would
remain unchanged. Given that these uses are less intense that those in the proposed project, no
increase in demand for utilities would occur under Alternative 1. While the proposed project’s
utilities and service systems impacts would be less than significant, Alternative 1 would result in
fewer utilities and service system impacts than the proposed project.
Energy
As discussed in Section 3.10, Energy, construction and operation of the proposed project would
result in less-than-significant energy impacts. All impacts would be less than significant, and no
mitigation is required.
Under Alternative 1, no new construction or operational changes would occur at the project site.
The energy consumption associated with the existing uses on the project site would remain
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unchanged. Given that the existing commercial, residential, and parking uses are less intense than
the uses associated with the proposed project and that no construction would occur, energy impacts
associated with Alternative 1 would be reduced when compared to the proposed project. While the
project’s energy impacts would be less than significant, Alternative 1 would result in fewer energy
impacts than the proposed project.

6.2.2

Alternative 2 – Reduced Project

The Reduced Project Alternative would result in the construction of approximately 186,254 total
gross building area with a height of 71.5 feet. The structure would consist of a 74-room hotel,
restaurant, 73 residential units, and an art gallery. Construction of Alternative 2 would involve
demolition of the existing 10,000-square-foot commercial building located on the existing 7811
Santa Monica Boulevard parcel, the parking lot adjacent to the commercial building, the Cityoperated parking lot located along Orange Grove Avenue. However, in contrast to the proposed
project, Alternative 2 would not include demolition of the existing multifamily structure fronting
Ogden Drive, which is located on the eastern portion of the project site.
The characteristics of Alternative 2 are summarized in Table 6-2, below. The proposed building
would include approximately 64,933 sf of hotel and commercial space with a total of 74 hotel
rooms, 45,501 sf of residential space, 13,638 sf of common areas, and 61,238 sf of parking area.
Of the 73 residential units (60 studios; 13 one-bedroom), 11 units would be affordable housing
units, including six very low-income units and five moderate-income units. Alternative 2 would
have a Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of 3.38, similar to the proposed project and slightly less than
what is allowed for the project site. Approximately 118 parking spaces, at ground level and in
two subterranean parking levels, would be available to serve the residential and commercial uses,
with approximately 32 additional parking spaces available for public parking, totaling 150
provided parking spaces.
Access to the project site under Alternative 2 would be available from two separate driveways:
one on Santa Monica Boulevard and one on Orange Grove Avenue. The Reduced Project
Alternative would be accessible for hotel guests and the public from Santa Monica Boulevard and
North Orange Grove Avenue. The entrance on Santa Monica Boulevard would provide point of
ingress for commercial patrons arriving at the project site. Pedestrians could access the site via
North Orange Grove Avenue or from Santa Monica Boulevard.
Table 6-2
Alternative 2 Components
Hotel and Commercial Area
Square Footage
Rooms

64,933 sf
74 units
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Table 6-2
Alternative 2 Components
Parking
Amenities

37 stalls
Fitness area
Pool
Hotel restaurant
Valet
Laundry
Housekeeping
Outdoor common areas
Residential

Square Footage

45,501 sf

Units
Parking
Amenities

73 units – 60 studios; 13 one-bedroom units; no two- and three-bedroom units
73 stalls
6 very low-income units and 5 moderate-income units - 9 studio apartments, 2 one-bedroom apartments
Laundry, outdoor common areas
Art Gallery
1,381 sf
1 stall
Common Area
13,638 sf
Excess Public Parking
32 stalls (exceeds code required parking)
Restaurants
3,756 sf
7 stalls
Restaurant and outdoor dining

Square Footage
Parking
Square Footage
Parking
Square Footage
Parking
Amenities
Notes: sf = square feet.

Ability to Meet Project Objectives
Alternative 2 would meet the project objectives since it would establish a mixed-use building on
the project site with the same land use types and design features as the proposed project.
However, this alternative would decrease the extent to which the project meets objectives
pertaining to parking, housing opportunities, and redevelopment. While both the proposed
project and Alternative 2 would provide excess parking for the general public through a Parking
Use Permit, Alternative 2 would provide 13 fewer excess parking spaces for public use. As such,
it would achieve the objective of providing public parking but to a lesser degree than the
proposed project. While both the proposed project and Alternative 2 would increase the
residential housing available on the project site, Alternative 2 would provide three additional
housing units when compared to the proposed project; however, the overall sizes of the housing
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units would be reduced when compared to the proposed project. Alternative 2 would still meet
objectives of providing housing near alternative means of transportation, contributing to the
residential development of mixed-use areas, increasing the City’s rental housing stock for very
low and moderate income families, and creating a wide range of unit sizes through the provision
of studios and one-bedroom units. Alternative 2, as with the proposed project, would provide 6
very low-income units and 5 moderate-income units. However, Alternative 2 would not involve
redevelopment of the eastern section of the project site (i.e., the parcel that fronts Ogden Drive),
nor would Alternative 2 provide a separate, project-resident only access driveway along Ogden
Drive because the residential parcel fronting Ogden Drive would not be included as part of this
alternative. As such, Alternative 2 would not meet the objective of redeveloping an underutilized
site to the same degree as the proposed project.
Comparison of the Environmental Effects to the Proposed Project
This alternative would develop a mixed-use building on the project site in the same manner as the
proposed project. The mixed-use hotel building that would be developed under Alternative 2
would also have the same land uses, height, and design features as the building that would be
developed under the proposed project. As such, the types of impacts would be similar to those of
the proposed project. However, Alternative 2 would not involve construction on the eastern portion
of the project site on the parcel along Ogden Drive. The existing multifamily residential structure
on that portion of the project site would remain in place. The following is a detailed analysis
comparing impacts from the proposed project with impacts from Alternative 2 for each
environmental issue area evaluated within this EIR.
Aesthetics
As discussed in Section 3.1, the proposed project would result in visual changes at the project site;
however, the proposed project would be consistent with the neighborhood as characterized in
City’s General Plan. There are no known conflicts with applicable zoning or other regulations
governing scenic quality. Additionally, in accordance with Section 21099 of the Public Resources
Code, for qualified projects in a transit area zone, which is the case for the proposed project,
aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant, and therefore, the analysis makes no judgment
of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.
As with the proposed project, this alternative would not result in significant impacts related to
visual character/quality, light and glare, or shade/shadow. Impacts to visual character/quality
would be similar to the proposed project during construction, since the appearance of the site would
be generally similar during construction (i.e., construction equipment would be present, and
grading and demolition activities would occur). During operation, the appearance of the building
developed on the site would also be similar to that of the proposed project, and the maximum
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height of the building would be the same (71.5 feet). The building developed under Alternative 2
would have slightly less mass compared to the proposed project and, therefore, may have reduced
visual prominence. In particular, since the portion of the project site fronting Ogden Drive would
not be developed under Alternative 2, the project’s visual prominence and aesthetic effects along
Ogden Drive would be reduced. As with the proposed project, Alternative 2 would be a transitoriented project that falls within the definition of a transit area project, as identified in Section
21099 of the Public Resources Code. As explained in Section 3.1.2, Relevant Plans, Policies, and
Ordinances, of this EIR, for qualified projects in a transit area zone (such as the proposed project and
Alternative 2), aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant impacts on the environment pursuant
to Section 21099(d)(1). Therefore, the aesthetics analyses for the proposed project and for this
alternative make no judgment of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.
Air Quality
As discussed in Section 3.2, construction and operation of the proposed project would not result
in any significant air quality impacts. All impacts would be less than significant, and no mitigation
is required.
Impacts to air quality would be reduced under Alternative 2. While similar construction activities
would occur, the duration of construction and the intensity of construction activities would be
reduced, since the building would be smaller in size, and no construction would occur on the parcel
fronting Ogden Drive.
During operation, the land use intensity of the project site would be reduced as compared to the
proposed project, since there would be fewer hotel units. Therefore, operational air emissions
would decrease, since fewer daily vehicle trips would occur and other sources (such as the use of
consumer products, architectural coatings, and fuels for space heating and cooking appliances)
would be reduced. While the proposed project would result in less-than-significant air quality
impacts, because Alternative 2 uses would be less intense than the proposed project, Alternative 2
would result in fewer overall air quality impacts.
Cultural Resources
As discussed in Section 3.3, construction and operational impacts to archaeological and
paleontological resources, as well as human remains, can be reduced to less-than-significant levels
through implementation of mitigation. No impacts to historical resources would occur.
Impacts to cultural resources would be similar to those of the proposed project. Under Alternative
2, the structures along Ogden Drive would not be demolished. As explained in Section 3.3 of this
EIR, these structures are not considered historical resources under CEQA. Impacts to historical,
built-environment resources would remain less than significant under Alternative 2. Under
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Alternative 2, the potential to uncover buried archaeological resources, paleontological resources,
or human remains at the parcel fronting Ogden Drive would be eliminated. However, effects to
such resources could still occur during excavation in the remaining areas of the project site. As
with the proposed project, impacts could be potentially significant in the event that unknown
resources or remains were to be uncovered during excavation. The same mitigation measures
provided for the proposed project would reduce these impacts to below a level of significance with
implementation of these measures, impacts to archaeological resources, paleontological resources,
and human remains would be less than significant with mitigation incorporated. As such, Alternative
2 would result in comparable impacts to the proposed project.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
As discussed in Section 3.4, construction and operation of the proposed project would result in
less than significant GHG emission impacts. All impacts would be less than significant, and no
mitigation is required.
The GHG emissions of Alternative 2 would be less than those of the proposed project, since the
land use intensity of the site would decrease. The building developed under Alternative 2 would
be smaller, and fewer hotel units would be developed. As such, energy use, resource use, and
vehicular trips to and from the site would all decrease. The sustainability measures identified for
the proposed project in Section 2.4 of this EIR would still be implemented for Alternative 2. While
Alternative 2 would generate less GHG emissions, it would still increase GHG emissions relative
to existing conditions. For these reasons, both construction and operational impacts would remain
less than significant but Alternative 2 would result in fewer overall GHG emissions impacts than
the proposed project.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
As discussed in Section 3.5, the proposed project would not create a significant hazard to the public
or the environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials or through
reasonably foreseeable upset or accident conditions. Additionally, the project would not emit
hazardous emissions or handle hazardous materials or substances within one-quarter mile of an
existing or proposed school. All hazards impacts associated with the proposed project would be
less than significant.
Impacts associated with hazards and hazardous materials would be similar to those of the
proposed project. The types of materials used during construction and operation would be
generally the same, although slightly less volume would be required due to the decrease in
construction intensity/duration and the slight decrease in operational land use intensity as
compared with the proposed project. Impacts involving transport, use, and disposal of
hazardous materials would remain less than significant. As identified in Section 3.5.4, Impacts
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Analysis, of this EIR, the multifamily residential building located along Ogden Drive has the
potential to contain asbestos-containing materials and lead-based paints. Under Alternative 2,
this building would remain in place. As such, hazardous building materials with the potential
to cause hazards to the public or the environment would not be released during demolition of
the multifamily residential building along Ogden Drive. While Alternative 2 would reduce the
potential for upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials to the
environment, impacts would not decrease to the extent that alternative would have no impact,
since hazardous materials would still be used during construction and operation of the project.
Impacts would remain less than significant.
Because the project site would remain generally the same as that of the proposed project, impacts
involving proximity to schools would be similar to those of the proposed project. However, effects
would be slightly reduced, since the multifamily residential building along Ogden Drive, which
has the potential to contain asbestos-containing materials and lead-based paints, would not be
demolished under Alternative 2. (As previously explained, any hazardous building materials that
may be present in this structure would not have the potential to be released to the environment
under Alternative 2.) Impacts to hazards and hazardous materials would remain less than
significant and would be reduced when compared to the proposed project.
Noise
As discussed in Section 3.6, construction and operational impacts of the proposed project would
be potentially significant. However, with implementation of mitigation, all construction and
operational noise impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels. Additionally, vibration
impacts would be less than significant.
Alternative 2 would reduce noise impacts during certain construction phases, since no construction
would occur at the parcel along Ogden Drive. Additionally, the duration and intensity of
construction would slightly decrease relative to the proposed project, since the project would be
smaller in size under Alternative 2. However, construction would still occur adjacent to Fountain
Day School and residential sensitive receptors, including the multifamily residential building along
Ogden Drive that would remain under Alternative 2. While construction duration and intensity
would slightly decrease under Alternative 2, the types of equipment required for the project would
be the same or similar as those required for the proposed project. As such, the maximum amount
of construction noise that is experienced at Fountain Day School and adjacent residences would
remain generally the same under Alternative 2. Therefore, Alternative 2 would still result in
potentially significant impacts in the category of construction noise. However, as with the
proposed project, mitigation measures would reduce potentially significant construction-related
noise impacts to below a level of significance
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Operational noise impacts from off-site traffic would slightly decrease along some roadways due
to the overall decrease in trip generation. However, the trip distribution would be altered in such a
way that all egress trips would occur on Orange Grove Avenue, since no access would be provided
to the project site via Ogden Drive, and the driveway along Santa Monica Boulevard would remain
ingress-only. As such, Alternative 2 has the potential to increase traffic and associated off-site
noise along Orange Grove Avenue when compared to the proposed project. Conversely, off-site
noise from traffic would decrease along Ogden Drive. As with the proposed project, mitigation
measures would reduce potentially significant operational noise impacts to below a level of
significance. As such, and similar to the proposed project, impacts would be less than significant
with mitigation incorporated, and overall noise impacts associated with Alternative 2 would be
comparable to those associated with the proposed project.
Public Services
As discussed in Section 3.7, impacts to police protection, fire protection, and schools would be
less than significant. The project would not result in substantial adverse physical impacts
associated with the provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or
physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other
performance objectives.
Alternative 2 would result in an overall reduction in the intensity of development on the project site.
While demands on public services would still increase relative to existing conditions, they would
increase to a lesser extent as compared with the proposed project. As such, demands for fire protection,
police protection, and schools would be slightly reduced as compared to the proposed project but would
still increase relative to existing conditions. As with the proposed project, Alternative 2 would not
result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of new or physically altered
government facilities. Impacts would remain less than significant, yet Alternative 2 would result in
fewer overall public services impacts when compared to the proposed project.
Transportation
As discussed in Section 3.8, construction and operation of the proposed project would result in
less-than-significant transportation impacts. All impacts would be less than significant, and no
mitigation is required.
Alternative 2 would result in 12 fewer hotel rooms yet three additional residential units. Overall,
the development footprint would be reduced under Alternative 2 when compared to the proposed
project because the parcel along Ogden Drive would not be included. As such, during construction,
the number of truck trips and vehicle trips for workers would decrease since the construction
duration, and intensity would be slightly reduced in comparison to the proposed project.
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During operation, the size of the hotel, art gallery, and restaurant uses would remain the same as
the proposed project. The anticipated number of trips generated by Alternative 2 is shown in Table
6-3. As shown in Table 6-3, Alternative 2 would result in 84 fewer daily trips than the proposed
project, and four trips less during the AM Peak, six fewer trip during the Midday Peak, and seven
fewer trips during the PM Peak.
Under Alternative 2, with the elimination of the Ogden Drive parcel, all access to the project site
would be limited to Santa Monica Boulevard (ingress only) and Orange Grove Avenue (ingress
and southbound egress only). As such, with the change in traffic patterns to and from the project
site, and with the elimination of the third access point, there may be the potential for new and/or
different impacts to occur along roadway segments and at intersections in the vicinity of the project
site. However, as shown in Table 6-4, Level of Service (LOS) would remain acceptable at all
intersections, and no significant impacts at intersections would occur under Alternative 2.
Additionally, as shown in Table 6-5, roadway segment volumes would not exceed thresholds.
Given that the overall number of trips would be reduced under Alternative 2 and that no new
significant impacts to intersections or roadway segments would occur under Alternative 2, impacts
would be reduced when compared to the proposed project.
Regarding roadway hazards, impacts would be similar to the proposed project under Alternative 2.
However, the driveway along Ogden Drive that would be constructed under the proposed project
would not be constructed under Alternative 2. While no significant safety effects from vehicle queuing
or vehicle turning were identified at this driveway, the potential for any additional queuing or turning
from a driveway along Ogden Drive would be eliminated under Alternative 2. However, impacts
would remain less than significant, as Alternative 2 would still introduce new roadway features (e.g.,
driveways along Santa Monica Boulevard and Orange Grove Avenue). Alternative 2 would not
introduce any new conflicts with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, bicycles,
or pedestrian facilities because the site would be developed and would continue to allow access to
alternative forms of transportation and provide bicycle and pedestrian facilities. As such, impacts
would remain less than significant and reduced when compared to the proposed project.
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Table 6-3
Alternative 2 – Trip Generation Summary
AM Peak
Daily Total
Total
In
Alternative 2 Trip Generation Rates
Quality Restaurant1
931
83.84
0.73
80%
Museum
580
6.60
0.28
86%
Hotel
310
8.36
0.47
59%
Multifamily (Mid-Rise)
221
5.44
0.36
26%
Gym
492
28.82
1.31
51%
Proposed Project Trip Generation Estimates
Quality Restaurant
931
3.756
k.s.f
315
3
2
Art Gallery
580
1.381
k.s.f
9
1
1
Hotel
310
74
rooms
619
35
21
Multifamily (Mid-Rise)
221
73
units
397
26
7
Proposed Project Subtotal
1,340
65
31
Internal Capture
Restaurant (25%)
-79
-1
-1
External Project Trips
1,261
64
30
Former Use Trip Credit
Gym
492
10.000
k.s.f
-288
-13
-7
Multifamily (Mid-Rise)
221
7
units
-38
-3
-1
Former Use Trip Credit
-326
-16
-8
Alternative 2 Total
935
48
22
Proposed Project Total
1,019
52
25
Difference (Compared to Proposed Project)
-84
-4
-3
Land Use

ITE Code

Intensity

Units

Midday Peak
In
Out

Total

PM Peak
In

Out

20%
29%
42%
73%
54%

7.80
0.18
0.60
0.44
3.45

67%
16%
51%
61%
57%

33%
84%
49%
39%
43%

14
1
26
6
47

3
0
19
17
39

29
1
44
32
106

19
0
22
20
61

10
1
22
12
45

-5
81

-4
43

-1
38

-8
98

-5
56

-3
42

-14
-2
-16
65
71
-6

-6
-1
-7
36
40
-4

-8
-1
-9
29
31
-2

-35
-3
-38
60
67
-7

-20
-2
-22
34
38
-4

-15
-1
-16
26
29
-3

Out

Total

20%
14%
41%
74%
49%

4.47
0.66
0.61
0.32
1.40

80%
71%
58%
27%
46%

1
0
14
19
34

17
1
45
23
86

0
34
-6
-2
-8
26
27
-1

Trip generation rates based on ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2012, unless otherwise noted. Midday Peak rates from Peak Hour of Generator.
1
Quality Restaurant AM In/Out ratio from AM Peak Hour of Generator.
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Table 6-4
Alternative 2 – Intersection Level of Service
Peak
Study Intersections
1

Fairfax Avenue & Fountain
Avenue (A)

2

Orange Grove Avenue &
Fountain Avenue (A)*

3

Ogden Drive and Fountain
Avenue (A)*

4

Fairfax Avenue & Santa
Monica Boulevard

5

Orange Grove Avenue &
Santa Monica Boulevard*

6

Ogden Drive and Santa
Monica Boulevard (North
Leg)*

6

Ogden Drive and Santa
Monica Boulevard (South
Leg)*

7

Genesee Avenue & Santa
Monica Boulevard

8

Fairfax Avenue & Romaine
Street*

1

Fairfax Avenue & Fountain
Avenue (A)

Hour
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
Noon
PM
AM
PM

Existing
Existing with
Conditions
Alternative 2
V/C or
V/C or
Delay
LOS
Delay
LOS
City of West Hollywood
28.8
C
28.8
C
28.0
C
28.0
C
61.5
E
62.9
E
18.7
C
19.5
C
1.8
A
1.8
A
9.6
A
10.5
B
8.7
A
9.1
A
2.2
A
2.2
A
130.4
F
130.4
F
49.8
D
50.9
D
36.9
D
38.0
D
59.6
E
62.1
E
1.0
A
1.2
A
0.5
A
0.8
A
0.7
A
0.9
A
1.4
A
1.4
A
1.2
A
1.3
A
3.7
A
3.7
A
1.5
A
1.5
A
0.7
A
0.7
A
1.9
A
1.9
A
8.9
A
8.9
A
7.2
A
7.3
A
9.5
A
9.6
A
35.3
E
36.9
E
2.9
A
3.0
A
46.2
E
49.8
E
City of Los Angeles
0.644
B
0.645
B
0.840
D
0.847
D

Significance
Threshold

Change in
V/C or Delay

Sig
Impact?

5.0
5.0
12.0
12.0
8.0
5.0
5.0

0.0
0.0
1.4
0.8
0.0
0.9
0.4
0.0
0.0
1.1
1.1
2.5
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
1.6
0.1
3.6

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

0.020

0.001
0.007

No
No

LOS = Level of Service, V/C = Volume-to-Capacity Ratio.
*
Unsignalized Intersections
(A) Shared Intersection
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Table 6-5
Alternative 2 – Roadway Segment Volumes
Segment
1
2

1
2

Orange Grove
Avenue
Ogden Drive

Between Fountain Avenue and
Santa Monica Boulevard
Between Fountain Avenue and
Santa Monica Boulevard

Orange Grove
Avenue

Between Fountain Avenue and
Santa Monica Boulevard
Between Fountain Avenue and
Santa Monica Boulevard

Ogden Drive
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Existing Daily
Existing w/ Project
Project Only Daily Traffic Volumes
Traffic Volumes
Future with Project Roadway Segment Volumes
2,022
2,146
158
1,976

2,098

0

Existing with Alternative 2 Roadway Segment Volumes
2,022
158
2,180
1,976

0

1,976

Significance
Threshold

Increase (%)

Significant
Impact?

2,304

10%

7.4%

2,098

10%

0.0%

10%

7.8%

No

12%

0.0%

No
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Utilities and Service Systems
As discussed in Section 3.9, construction and operation of the proposed project would result in
less-than-significant impacts to water, wastewater, solid waste, energy, electricity, and
telecommunications services.
Alternative 2 would result in an overall reduction in the intensity of development on the project
site. As such, wastewater generation, solid waste production, and water use would slightly decrease
relative to the proposed project. As with the proposed project, Alternative 2 would not exceed
wastewater treatment requirements or exceed the conveyance or treatment capacity of existing
sewage systems or landfills. While the demand for utilities and the impact on service systems
would decrease due to the decrease in development intensity at the site, Alternative 2 would still
increase demands relative to existing conditions. Impacts would remain less than significant, yet
Alternative 2 would result in fewer overall utilities and service system impacts when compared to
the proposed project.
Energy
As discussed in Section 3.10, construction and operation of the proposed project would result
in less-than-significant energy impacts. All impacts would be less than significant, and no
mitigation is required.
Energy consumption under Alternative 2 would slightly decrease, due to the decreased intensity
of construction and the overall reduction in the intensity of development on the project site.
However, Alternative 2 would still result in additional energy consumption at the project site
during construction and operation when compared to existing energy demands. As with the
proposed project, energy impacts would be less than significant, yet Alternative 2 would result in
fewer overall energy compared when compared to the proposed project.

6.2.3

Alternative 3 – No Hotel

Alternative 3 would involve construction and operation of a mixed-use structure of approximately
247,876 sf with a maximum height of 71.5 feet. The characteristics of the mixed-use building that
would be developed under Alternative 3 are listed in Table 6-6, below. As shown in this table, the
building would consist of a restaurant, 156 residential units, and an art gallery. No hotel rooms
would be constructed.
The proposed building would include approximately 5,137 sf of commercial space, approximately
122,854 sf of residential space, approximately 21,115 sf of residential common area, and
approximately 108,080 sf of parking area. Of the 156 residential units (120 studios; 27 onebedroom; 9 two-bedroom), 23 units would be affordable housing units, including 12 very low-
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income units and 11 moderate-income units. The building heights for the No Hotel Alternative
would range up to six stories above ground, up to 71.5 feet above grade in certain areas, with three
subterranean levels of parking. Alternative 3 would have a FAR of 3.38, similar to the proposed
project and slightly less than what is allowable for the project site. Because of the removal of the
hotel component, parking requirement reductions for commercial uses would be removed; and
rooftop hotel amenity space would be identified as residential lobby/recreation. Approximately
179 parking spaces, at ground level and in three subterranean levels, would be available to serve
residential and commercial uses, with approximately 45 additional parking spaces available for
public parking, totaling 224 parking spaces.
Access to the project site would be available from three separate driveways: one on Santa Monica
Boulevard, one on Orange Grove Avenue, and one on Ogden Drive. As with the proposed project,
Alternative 3 would be accessible for residents and the public from Santa Monica Boulevard and
North Orange Grove Avenue with separate vehicular ingress/egress for residents only along Ogden
Drive. Pedestrians could access the site via North Orange Grove Avenue, Santa Monica Boulevard,
or Ogden Drive.
Construction of Alternative 3 would involve demolition of the existing 10,000 sf commercial
building located on the existing 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard parcel, the parking lot adjacent to
the commercial building, the parking lot located along Orange Grove Avenue, and the multifamily
structure located on the parcel along Ogden Drive.
Table 6-6
Alternative 3 Components
Commercial Area
Square Footage
Parking
Amenities

5,137 sf
14 stalls
Valet parking
Outdoor amenities
Residential

Square Footage
Units
Parking
Amenities

122,854 sf
156 total units – 120 studios; 27 one-bedroom; 9 two-bedroom
165 stalls
Affordable Housing: 12 very low-income units and 11 moderate-income units; 18 studios, 4 onebedroom, and 1 two-bedroom unit
Fitness Area
Pool
Laundry
Other amenities
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Table 6-6
Alternative 3 Components
Art Gallery
Square Footage
Parking

1,381 sf
1 stall

Square Footage

21,115 sf

Parking

45 stalls

Square Footage
Parking
Amenities

3,756 sf
13 stalls
Restaurant and outdoor dining

Common Area
Excess Public Parking
Restaurants

Notes: sf = square feet.

Ability to Meet Project Objectives
This alternative would meet some of the project objectives, since it would establish a mixed-use
building along Santa Monica Boulevard and on the east side of the City. However, this alternative
would fail to meet any of the objectives pertaining to providing hospitality uses in the project area,
including the objectives of providing a hospitality use in the vicinity of complementary studio and
creative office uses; providing a full-service boutique hotel on the east side of the City; enhancing
the east side’s appeal as a visitor destination; and providing hospitality uses near alternative means
of transportation. This alternative would meet the objectives pertaining to economic benefits but
to a lesser degree when compared to the proposed project. Removing the hotel use and increasing
the number of residential units from 70 to 156 would decrease the number of permanent jobs that
would be available on the site and would eliminate the ability of the project to generate hotel
occupancy taxes. As such, while Alternative 3 would still redevelop an underutilized site, it may
not meet the objective of maximizing the site’s economic value to the same degree as the proposed
project, due to the absence of the hotel uses. Conversely, Alternative 3 would meet objectives
pertaining to housing to a greater degree than the proposed project, since it would provide 86 more
residential units than the proposed project, including 6 more very low income units and 6 more
moderate income units. As such, Alternative 3 would increase the degree to which the project
would accommodate the need for additional residential housing in the City and in the County of
Los Angeles, including affordable housing. It would also provide more housing near alternative
means of transportation and would contribute more greatly to the residential development of
mixed-use areas, as compared to the proposed project.
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Comparison of the Environmental Effects to the Proposed Project
This alternative would develop a mixed-use building on the project site in generally the same
manner as the proposed project. The mixed-use building that would be developed under
Alternative 3 would have similar land uses as the building that would be developed under the
proposed project, except that the 86 units that are planned for hotel use under the proposed project
would be residential in nature. As such, Alternative 3 would result in 86 more residential units
than the proposed project, for a total of 156 residential units. The mix of residential units under
this Alternative would include 120 studios, 27 one-bedroom units, and 9 two-bedroom units, which
equates to 82 more studios and 4 more one-bedroom units than the proposed project. Alternative
3 would have 55 more parking spaces than the proposed project and the same number of spaces
available for general public use through the Parking Use Permit. The building would have the same
maximum height as the proposed project (71.5 feet) and would involve demolition of the same
existing structures as the proposed project. The types of impacts for Alternative 3 would be
generally similar to those of the proposed project. The following details each environmental issue
area evaluated within this EIR.
Aesthetics
As discussed in Section 3.1, the proposed project would result in visual changes at the project site;
however, the proposed project would be consistent with the neighborhood as characterized in
City’s General Plan. There are no known conflicts with applicable zoning or other regulations
governing scenic quality. Additionally, in accordance with Section 21099 of the Public Resources
Code, for qualified projects in a transit area zone, which is the case for the proposed project,
aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant, and therefore, the analysis makes no judgment
of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.
As with the proposed project, this alternative would not result in significant impacts related to
visual character/quality, light and glare, or shade/shadow. The appearance of the building
developed on the site would also be similar to that of the proposed project. While the building
developed under Alternative 3 would decrease slightly in mass due to the reduction in size, its
height would remain the same relative to the proposed project (maximum of 71.5 feet). Alternative
3 would be a transit-oriented project that falls within the definition of a transit area project, as
identified in Section 21099 of the Public Resources Code. As explained in Section 3.1.2 of this EIR,
for qualified projects in a transit area zone (such as the proposed project and this alternative), aesthetic
impacts cannot be considered significant impacts on the environment pursuant to Section 21099(d)(1).
Therefore, the aesthetics analyses for the proposed project and for this alternative make no judgment
of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.
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Air Quality
As discussed in Section 3.2, construction and operation of the proposed project would not result
in any significant air quality impacts. All impacts would be less than significant, and no mitigation
is required.
Impacts to air quality would be reduced under Alternative 3. While similar construction activities
would occur, the duration of construction and the intensity of construction activities would be
reduced, since the building would be smaller in size and no construction would occur on the parcel
fronting Ogden Drive.
During operation, the land uses on the project site would change, as the proposed hotel units would
be replaced with residential units, causing the permanent population on the project site to increase
when compared to the proposed project. Additionally, commercial and restaurant areas would
increase relative to the proposed project. However, as outlined under Transportation and Table 67, below, the overall number of vehicle trips associated with Alternative 3 would be reduced when
compared to the proposed project. Given that the proposed project would result in less-thansignificant impacts and that Alternative 3 would result in fewer operational vehicle trips than the
proposed project, air quality impacts under Alternative 3 would continue to be less than significant
and would be reduced overall when compared to the proposed project.
Cultural Resources
As discussed in Section 3.3, construction and operational impacts to archaeological and
paleontological resources, as well as human remains, can be reduced to less-than-significant levels
through implementation of mitigation. No impacts to historical resources would occur.
Impacts to cultural resources would be similar to those of the proposed project. The same existing
structures that are proposed for demolition under the proposed project would be demolished under
Alternative 3. As explained in Section 3.3, the on-site structures are not considered historical
resources under CEQA. As such, impacts to historical, built-environment resources would remain
less than significant under Alternative 3. Under Alternative 3, the potential to uncover buried
archaeological resources, paleontological resources, and/or human remains would also be the
same, as the footprint of ground disturbance and the depth of excavation would be generally the
same as the proposed project. As with the proposed project, impacts could be potentially
significant in the event that unknown resources or remains were to be uncovered during
excavation. The same mitigation measures provided for the proposed project would reduce these
impacts to below a level of significance. With implementation of these measures, impacts to
archaeological resources, paleontological resources, and human remains would be less than
significant with mitigation incorporated, and impacts under Alternative 3 would be comparable to
those of the proposed project.
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Greenhouse Gas Emissions
As discussed in Section 3.4, construction and operation of the proposed project would result in
less than significant GHG emission impacts. All impacts would be less than significant, and no
mitigation is required.
GHG emissions generated during construction for Alternative 3 may slightly decrease relative to
the proposed project due to the reduction in building size and due to the overall reduction in the
number of vehicle trips (see Table 6-7). The sustainability measures identified for the proposed
project in Section 2.4 of this EIR would still be implemented for Alternative 3. Given that the
proposed project would result in less than significant impacts and that Alternative 3 would result
in fewer operational vehicle trips than the proposed project, GHG emission impacts under
Alternative 3 would continue to be less than significant and would be reduced overall when
compared to the proposed project.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
As discussed in Section 3.5, the proposed project would not create a significant hazard to the public
or the environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials or through
reasonably foreseeable upset or accident conditions. Additionally, the project would not emit
hazardous emissions or handle hazardous materials or substances within one-quarter mile of an
existing or proposed school. All hazards impacts associated with the proposed project would be
less than significant.
Impacts would be similar to those of the proposed project. The types of materials used during
construction and operation would be generally the same, although slightly less volume would be
required due to the decrease in construction intensity/duration. Impacts involving transport, use,
and disposal of hazardous materials would remain less than significant. Because similar types and
quantities of hazardous materials would be used, the potential for upset and accident conditions
involving the release of hazardous materials to the environment would be similar to those of the
proposed project. Impacts would remain less than significant. Because the project location and the
types of hazardous materials that would be used for Alternative 3 would be generally the same as
the proposed project, impacts involving the use or potential release of hazardous materials near
schools would remain less than significant, and impacts under Alternative 3 would be comparable
to those of the proposed project.
Noise
As discussed in Section 3.6, construction and operational impacts of the proposed project would
be potentially significant. However, with implementation of mitigation, all construction and
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operational noise impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels. Additionally, vibration
impacts would be less than significant.
Construction noise for Alternative 3 would be similar to that of the proposed project, because the
area of construction would be the same and the types of construction equipment required would
be the same. The slight decrease in building size under Alternative 3 may result in a slight reduction
in the duration and intensity of construction. However, this slight change would not likely result
in a noticeable or appreciable reduction in construction noise. As with the proposed project,
construction would still occur adjacent to Fountain Day School and residential sensitive receptors,
including the multifamily residential buildings along Ogden Drive. The maximum amount of
construction noise that is experienced at Fountain Day School and adjacent residences would
remain generally the same as the proposed project. Therefore, Alternative 3 would still result in
potentially significant impacts in the category of construction noise. However, as with the
proposed project, mitigation measures would reduce potentially significant construction-related
noise impacts to below a level of significance.
Operational noise impacts would be similar to that of the proposed project but would change to a
minor degree in some categories. However, the project’s contribution to off-site traffic noise levels
would be reduced under Alternative 3, since fewer vehicle trips would be generated (see Table 67). Exterior noise levels are expected to be the same or similar as those of the proposed project.
While the hotel outdoor areas would be removed under Alternative 3, a number of outdoor areas
(including a pool for the residential uses and outdoor dining) would still be part of the project and
would have the potential to produce exterior noise from amplified sound systems and/or from
conversations and people gathering outdoors. Additionally, loading spaces and a loading/receiving
room would still be required for Alternative 3 since the project would include commercial uses
and a restaurant. As such, operational noise impacts would remain potentially significant yet
reduced to less-than-significant levels with implementation of mitigation. Given that overall traffic
activities would be reduced under Alternative 3, the noise generated by the traffic would result in
reduced noise impacts when compared to the proposed project.
Public Services
As discussed in Section 3.7, impacts to police protection, fire protection, and schools would be
less than significant. The project would not result in substantial adverse physical impacts
associated with the provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or
physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other
performance objectives.
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Alternative 3 would result in 86 additional residential units relative to the proposed project, for a
total of 156 residential units. However, the 86 hotel units that would be constructed for the
proposed project would not be part of Alternative 3. As such, the on-site, overnight population at
the project site would be generally the same under Alternative 3 as it would be for the proposed
project. It is not anticipated that replacing hotel units with residential units for Alternative 3 would
substantially change the demands of the project on fire protection or police protection. As with the
proposed project, Alternative 3 would not result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated
with the provision of new or physically altered fire or police facilities, and impacts would remain
less than significant for generally the same reasons described in Section 3.7 of this EIR.
Replacing hotel units with residential units would, however, increase the permanent population on
the project site, thereby increasing the number of students that would be generated by the project.
However, as demonstrated in Section 3.7 of this EIR, the public schools that serve the project site
are not at enrollment capacity and have sufficient capacity to accommodate the increase in students
that would be generated by Alternative 3. As such, while Alternative 3 would result in more
demands upon select public services, the increased demand would not result in substantial adverse
physical impacts associated with the provision of new or physically altered public facilities, and
impacts would remain less than significant for generally the same reasons described in Section 3.7
of this EIR. For the reasons outlined above, Alternative 3 would result in comparable public
services impacts to the proposed project.
Transportation
As discussed in Section 3.8, construction and operation of the proposed project would result in
less-than- significant transportation impacts. All impacts would be less than significant, and no
mitigation is required.
Alternative 3 would result in fewer daily vehicle trips and fewer peak hour trips when compared
to the proposed project, as shown in Table 6-7. Overall, Alternative 3 would result in 251 fewer
vehicle trips, with 9 fewer AM Peak period trips, 24 fewer Midday Peak period trips, and 14 fewer
PM Peak period trips.
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Table 6-7
Alternative 3 – Trip Generation Summary
Land Use

ITE Code

Intensity

Units

Quality Restaurant 1
Museum
Hotel
Multifamily (Mid-Rise)
Gym

931
580
310
221
492

-

-

Quality Restaurant
Art Gallery
Multifamily (Mid-Rise)

931
580
221

3.756
k.s.f
1.381
k.s.f
156
units
Proposed Project Subtotal

Restaurant (25%)
External Project Trips
Gym
Multifamily (Mid-Rise)
Former Use Trip Credit

492
221

10.000
7

k.s.f
units

Alternative 3 Total
Proposed Project Total
Difference (Compared to Proposed Project)

AM Peak
Daily
Total
In
Out
Total
Alternative 3 Trip Generation Rates
83.84
0.73
80%
20%
6.60
0.28
86%
14%
8.36
0.47
59%
41%
5.44
0.36
26%
74%
28.82
1.31
51%
49%
Proposed Project Trip Generation Estimates
315
3
2
1
9
1
1
0
849
56
15
41
1,173
60
18
42
Internal Capture
-79
-1
-1
0
1,094
59
17
42
Former Use Trip Credit
-288
-13
-7
-6
-38
-3
-1
-2
-326
-16
-8
-8
768
43
9
34
1,019
52
25
27
-251
-9
-16
7

Midday Peak
Total
In

Total

PM Peak
In

Out

Out

4.47
0.66
0.61
0.32
1.40

80%
71%
58%
27%
46%

20%
29%
42%
73%
54%

7.80
0.18
0.60
0.44
3.45

67%
16%
51%
61%
57%

33%
84%
49%
39%
43%

17
1
50
68

14
1
14
29

3
0
36
39

29
1
69
99

19
0
42
61

10
1
27
38

-5
63

-4
25

-1
38

-8
91

-5
56

-3
35

-14
-2
-16
47
71
-24

-6
-1
-7
18
40
-22

-8
-1
-9
29
31
-2

-35
-3
-38
53
67
-14

-20
-2
-22
34
38
-4

-15
-1
-16
19
29
-10

Trip generation rates based on ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2012, unless otherwise noted. Midday Peak rates from Peak Hour of Generator.
1
Quality Restaurant AM In/Out ratio from AM Peak Hour of Generator.
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Access to the project site would continue to be available via Ogden Drive, Orange Grove Avenue
and Santa Monica Boulevard (ingress only). As such, impacts on the vehicular circulation system,
including intersections and roadway volumes, would be reduced under Alternative 3 when
compared to the proposed project.
Impacts related to roadway hazards would be similar to those of the proposed project. The same
driveways would be constructed as those that are planned for the proposed project, and they would
be constructed in the same configuration. Additionally, Alternative 3 would not introduce any new
conflicts with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit, bicycles, or pedestrian
facilities because the site would be developed and would continue to allow access to alternative
forms of transportation and provide bicycle and pedestrian facilities. As such, impacts would
remain less than significant and overall would be reduced when compared to the proposed project.
Utilities and Service Systems
As discussed in Section 3.9, construction and operation of the proposed project would result in
less-than-significant impacts to water, wastewater, solid waste, energy, electricity, and
telecommunications services.
Alternative 3 would result in no hotel units, 86 additional residential units, and reduced restaurant
and commercial space relative to the proposed project. Residences typically use utilities at slightly
different rates when compared with hotel uses (some impacts would be greater, while others would
be reduced). However, due to the decrease in restaurant space and commercial space for
Alternative 3, it is expected that overall utilities would remain relatively comparable to those of
the proposed project. As with the proposed project, Alternative 3 would not require new water or
wastewater facilities, would not require new or expanded water entitlements, and would not
significantly impact landfills. Impacts would remain less than significant for generally the same
reasons described in Section 3.9 of this EIR, and Alternative 3 would result in comparable utilities
and service system impacts to the proposed project.
Energy
As discussed in Section 3.10, construction and operation of the proposed project would result in
less-than-significant energy impacts. All impacts would be less than significant, and no mitigation
is required.
Alternative 3 would result in no hotel units, 86 additional residential units, and reduced restaurant
and commercial space relative to the proposed project. Energy consumption under Alternative 3
would likely remain comparable to the anticipated consumption under the proposed project given
the comparable size of Alternative 3 relative to the project. As explained above under “Utilities
and Service Systems,” replacing hotel units with residential units may also increase energy
demands under some categories. However, the overall decrease in daily vehicle trips during project
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operation would result in fewer overall energy demands and impacts under Alternative 3. As such,
energy impacts would remain less than significant, for generally the same reasons as described in
Section 3.10 of this EIR, and Alternative 3 would result in comparable energy impacts to the
proposed project.

6.2.4

Alternative 4 – Reduced Hotel

Alternative 4 would involve construction and operation of a mixed-use structure of approximately
211,669 sf with a maximum height of 71.5 feet, similar to the proposed project. The characteristics
of the mixed-use building that would be developed under Alternative 4 are listed in Table 6-8. As
shown in this table, the building would consist of a 45-room hotel, restaurant, 95 residential units,
and an art gallery. The proposed building would include approximately 39,939 sf of hotel and
commercial space with a total of 45 hotel rooms, 82,916 sf of residential space, 14,679 sf of
common residential area and open space, and 74,223 sf of parking area. Of the 95 residential units
(45 studios; 22 one-bedroom; 15 two-bedroom; 13 three-bedroom) 19 units would be low-income
level affordable housing units. The building heights for Alternative 4 would range up to six stories
above ground, up to 71.5 feet above grade in certain areas, with two subterranean levels of parking.
Approximately 154 parking spaces would be available to serve the residential and commercial
uses, with approximately 45 additional parking spaces available for public parking, totaling 199
parking spaces.
Access to the project site would be available from three separate driveways: one on Santa Monica
Boulevard, one on Orange Grove Avenue, and one on Ogden Drive. The Reduced Hotel
Alternative would be accessible for hotel guests and the public from Santa Monica Boulevard and
North Orange Grove Avenue with separate vehicular ingress/egress for residents only along Ogden
Drive. The entrance on Santa Monica Boulevard would provide point of ingress for commercial
patrons arriving at the project site. Pedestrians could access the site via North Orange Grove
Avenue, Santa Monica Boulevard, or Ogden Drive.
Construction of Alternative 4 would involve demolition of the existing 10,000-sf commercial
building located on the existing 7811 Santa Monica Boulevard parcel, the parking lot adjacent to
the commercial building, the parking lot located along Orange Grove Avenue, and the multifamily
unit located on the parcel along Ogden Drive.
Table 6-8
Alternative 4 Components
Hotel and Commercial Area
Square Footage
Rooms

39,939 SF
45 keys

Parking

23 stalls
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Table 6-8
Alternative 4 Components
Amenities

Fitness area
Pool
Hotel restaurant
Valet
Laundry
Housekeeping
Outdoor common areas
Residential

Square Footage
Units

82,916 SF
95 total units – 45 studios; 22 one-bedroom; 15 two-bedroom units; 13 three-bedroom units

Parking
Amenities

123 stalls
Affordable Housing: 19 low-income units; 9 studios; 4 one-bedroom; 3 two-bedroom; 3 three-bedroom
Laundry, outdoor common areas
Art Gallery

Square Footage
Parking

1,381 sf
1 stall

Square Footage

14,679 sf

Parking

45 stalls

Common Area
Excess Public Parking
Restaurants
Square Footage
Parking
Amenities

3,756 sf
7 stalls
Restaurant and outdoor dining

Note: sf = square feet.

Ability to Meet Project Objectives
Alternative 4 would meet the project objectives, since it would establish a mixed-use building
along Santa Monica Boulevard and on the east side of the City, with the same land use types and
design features as the proposed project. However, this alternative would decrease the extent to
which the project meets objectives pertaining to hospitality, including the objectives of providing
a hospitality use in the vicinity of complementary studio and creative office uses; providing a fullservice boutique hotel on the east side of the City; enhancing the east side’s appeal as a visitor
destination; and providing hospitality uses near alternative means of transportation. While
Alternative 4 would still meet these objectives, it would result in 41 fewer hotel rooms when
compared to the hotel that would be developed as part of the proposed project, thereby reducing
the hotel size and decreasing the extent to which the hospitality objectives are achieved.
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Alternative 4 would still meet objectives pertaining to economic benefits, but it would not achieve
these objectives to the same degree as the proposed project. Reducing the size of the hotel would
decrease the number of permanent jobs at the site and would reduce revenue from hotel occupancy
taxes that would be generated during project operation. While Alternative 4 would still redevelop
an underutilized site, it may not meet the objective of maximizing the site’s economic value to the
same degree as the proposed project, due to the decrease in hotel use. Conversely, Alternative 4
would meet objectives pertaining to housing to a greater degree than the proposed project since it
would provide 25 more residential units than the proposed project, including 8 more low income
units than the proposed project. As such, Alternative 4 would increase the degree to which the
project would accommodate the need for additional residential housing in the City and in the
County of Los Angeles, including affordable housing. It would also provide more housing uses
near alternative means of transportation and would contribute more greatly to the residential
development of mixed-use areas, when compared to the proposed project.
Comparison of the Environmental Effects to the Proposed Project
Alternative 4 would develop a mixed-use building on the project site in the same manner as the
proposed project. The mixed-use building that would be developed under Alternative 4 would have
similar land uses as the building that would be developed under the proposed project and would be
similar in size, although the square footage would be slightly reduced relative to the proposed project.
The building would have the same maximum height as the proposed project (71.5 feet) and would
involve demolition of the same existing on-site structures as the proposed project. However,
Alternative 4 would involve construction of 41 fewer hotel units. In lieu of the hotel space, 25
additional residential units would be constructed. The parking area would be the same size as that of
the proposed project. The restaurant space and art gallery space would also be the same as the
proposed project. The types of impacts for Alternative 4 would be similar to those of the proposed
project. The following details each environmental issue area evaluated within this EIR.
Aesthetics
As discussed in Section 3.1, the proposed project would result in visual changes at the project site;
however, the proposed project would be consistent with the neighborhood as characterized in
City’s General Plan. There are no known conflicts with applicable zoning or other regulations
governing scenic quality. Additionally, in accordance with Section 21099 of the Public Resources
Code, for qualified projects in a transit area zone, which is the case for the proposed project,
aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant, and therefore, the analysis makes no judgment
of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.
As with the proposed project, this alternative would not result in significant impacts related to
visual character/quality, light and glare, or shade/shadow. The appearance of the building
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developed on the site would also be similar to that of the proposed project. While the building
developed under Alternative 4 would decrease slightly in mass due to slight reduction in size,
its height would remain the same relative to the proposed project (maximum of 71.5 feet).
However, the change in building size would not result in an appreciable difference in the
appearance of the structure when compared to the proposed project. Alternative 4 would be a
transit-oriented project that falls within the definition of transit area projects identified in
Section 21099 of the Public Resources Code. As explained in Section 3.1.2 of this EIR, for
qualified projects in a transit area zone (such as the proposed project and this alternative)
aesthetic impacts cannot be considered significant impacts on the environment pursuant to
Section 21099(d)(1). Therefore, the aesthetics analyses for the proposed project and for this
alternative make no judgment of the significance of any possible impacts under CEQA.
Air Quality
As discussed in Section 3.2, construction and operation of the proposed project would not result
in any significant air quality impacts. All impacts would be less than significant, and no mitigation
is required.
Construction activities for Alternative 4 would be similar in duration, intensity, and footprint
relative to the proposed project. While the slight decrease in building size under Alternative 4 may
slightly reduce the duration and the intensity of construction activities relative to the proposed
project, the decrease would not be appreciable or necessarily noticeable. The footprint of ground
disturbance and depth of excavation would be the same as those of the proposed project, and the
types of the equipment expected to be used would be the same. As with the proposed project, the
construction air quality effects of Alternative 4 would be less than significant.
During operation, the land uses on the project site would be similar to the proposed project, except
that Alternative 4 would include 45 fewer hotel units and 25 more residential units. As explained
in Section 3.2 of this EIR, operational air emissions are generated by mobile sources (vehicular
traffic); area sources, such as the use of consumer products, architectural coatings for repainting, and
landscape maintenance equipment; and energy sources, including combustion of fuels used for space
and water heating and cooking appliances. Alternative 4 would represent a decrease in vehicular
traffic (see Table 6-9). As such, Alternative 4 would result in decreased operational emissions, due
to the decrease in vehicle trips. Given that air quality impacts associated with the proposed project
would be less than significant, air quality impacts under Alternative 4 would also be less than
significant and reduced overall when compared to the proposed project.
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Cultural Resources
As discussed in Section 3.3, construction and operational impacts to archaeological and
paleontological resources, as well as human remains, can be reduced to less-than-significant levels
through implementation of mitigation. No impacts to historical resources would occur.
Impacts to cultural resources would be similar to those of the proposed project. The same existing
structures that are proposed for demolition under the proposed project would be demolished under
Alternative 4. As explained in Section 3.3, the on-site structures are not considered historical
resources under CEQA. As such, impacts to historical, built-environment resources would remain
less than significant under Alternative 4. The potential to uncover buried archaeological resources,
paleontological resources, or human remains would also be the same, as the footprint of ground
disturbance and the depth of excavation would be generally the same. As with the proposed project,
impacts could be potentially significant in the event that unknown resources or remains were to be
uncovered during excavation. The same mitigation measures provided for the proposed project
would reduce these impacts to below a level of significance. With implementation of these measures,
impacts to archaeological resources, paleontological resources, and human remains would be less
than significant with mitigation incorporated and comparable to those of the proposed project.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
As discussed in Section 3.4, construction and operation of the proposed project would result in
less than significant GHG emission impacts. All impacts would be less than significant, and no
mitigation is required.
GHG emissions generated during construction for Alternative 4 may slightly decrease relative to
the proposed project due to the reduction in building size. During operation, the number of daily
vehicle trips would decrease relative to the proposed project, thereby resulting in an overall
decrease in operational emissions. The increase in residential units during operation may lead to
increased energy use and associated emissions in some categories (such as solid waste and use of
household appliances). The sustainability measures that were identified for the proposed project
would still be implemented, as characterized for the proposed project in Section 2.4 of this EIR.
Given that GHG emission impacts associated with the proposed project would be less than
significant, GHG emission impacts under Alternative 4 would also be less than significant and
reduced overall when compared to the proposed project.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
As discussed in Section 3.5, the proposed project would not create a significant hazard to the public
or the environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials or through
reasonably foreseeable upset or accident conditions. Additionally, the project would not emit
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hazardous emissions or handle hazardous materials or substances within one-quarter mile of an
existing or proposed school. All hazards impacts associated with the proposed project would be
less than significant.
Impacts would be similar to those of the proposed project. The types of materials used during
construction and operation would be generally the same, although slightly less volume would be
required due to the slight reduction in building size relative to the proposed project. Impacts
involving transport, use, and disposal of hazardous materials would remain less than significant.
Similar types and quantities of hazardous materials would be used for Alternative 4 as for the
proposed project, since the types of land uses would be generally the same (i.e., hotel, restaurant,
and residential). As such, the potential for upset and accident conditions involving the release of
hazardous materials to the environment would be similar to those of the proposed project. Impacts
would remain less than significant. Because the project location and the types of hazardous
materials that would be used for Alternative 4 would be generally the same as the proposed project,
impacts involving the use or release of hazardous materials near schools would also remain less
than significant and would be comparable to those of the proposed project.
Noise
As discussed in Section 3.6, construction and operational impacts of the proposed project would
be potentially significant. However, with implementation of mitigation, all construction and
operational noise impacts would be reduced to less than significant levels. Additionally, vibration
impacts would be less than significant.
Construction noise for Alternative 4 would be similar to that of the proposed project. The area of
construction would be the same and the types of construction equipment required would be the same.
The slight decrease in building size under Alternative 4 may result in a slight reduction in the duration
and intensity of construction. However, this slight change would not result in a noticeable or
appreciable reduction in the daily construction noise that is experienced by surrounding receptors. As
with the proposed project, construction for Alternative 4 would occur adjacent to Fountain Day School
and residential sensitive receptors, including the multifamily residential buildings along Ogden Drive.
The maximum construction noise levels that would be experienced at Fountain Day School and
adjacent residences are expected to be generally the same as the levels identified for the proposed
project. Therefore, Alternative 4 would still result in potentially significant impacts in the category of
construction noise. However, as with the proposed project, mitigation measures would reduce
potentially significant construction-related noise impacts to below a level of significance (see Section
3.6 of this EIR for details on these mitigation measures).
Operational noise impacts would be similar to that of the proposed project but would change to a
minor degree in some categories. Because the traffic generation of the project would decrease, the
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contribution to off-site traffic noise levels would decrease under Alternative 4. Exterior noise
levels would be the same or similar. Because the size of the hotel would be reduced under
Alternative 4, the noise levels from hotel outdoor areas may decrease relative to those identified
for the proposed project. However, outdoor areas for the hotel, residential, and restaurant uses
would still be part of the project and would have the potential to produce exterior noise from
amplified sound systems and/or from conversations and people gathering outdoors. Additionally,
operation of a loading dock would still be required, since the project would include restaurant and
hotel uses. As such, operational noise impacts would remain potentially significant yet with
implementation can be reduced to less than significant levels. Given that overall traffic activities
would be reduced under Alternative 4, the noise generated by the traffic would result in reduced
noise impacts when compared to the proposed project.
Public Services
As discussed in Section 3.7, impacts to police protection, fire protection and schools would be less
than significant. The project would not result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with
the provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or physically altered
governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in
order to maintain acceptable service ratios, response times, or other performance objectives.
Alternative 4 would result in additional residential units relative to the proposed project. However,
the size of the hotel would be reduced. As such, the on-site, overnight population at the project site
would be the same under Alternative 4 as it would be for the proposed project. It is not anticipated
that replacing hotel units with residential units would substantially increase or decrease the
demands of the project on fire protection or police protection. As with the proposed project,
Alternative 4 would not result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision
of new or physically altered fire or police facilities, and impacts would remain less than significant
for generally the same reasons described in Section 3.7 of this EIR.
Replacing hotel units with residential units would, however, increase the permanent population of
the City, resulting in an increase in the number of students that would be generated by the project.
However, as demonstrated in Section 3.7 of this EIR, the public schools that serve the project site
are operating below capacity and would have sufficient capacity to accommodate the increase in
students that would be generated by both the proposed project and Alternative 4. As such, while
Alternative 4 would increase the number of students within the City, given available enrollment
capacity, this increase not result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the
provision of new or physically altered school facilities. Impacts would remain less than significant
for generally the same reasons described in Section 3.7 of this EIR. As such, Alternative 4 would
result in comparable public services impacts to those of the proposed project.
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Transportation
As discussed in Section 3.8, construction and operation of the proposed project would result in
less-than-significant transportation impacts. All impacts would be less than significant, and no
mitigation is required.
Alternative 4 would result in 41 fewer hotel units and 25 more residential units than the proposed
project. The size of the art gallery, restaurant uses, and parking area would remain the same as the
proposed project. As such, additional residents would travel to and from the site each day; fewer
hotel guests and hotel employees would travel to and from the site each day; and the same number
of restaurant customers and employees and art gallery visitors and employees would be expected
to travel to and from the site each day. As shown in Table 6-9, Alternative 4 would result in 207
fewer overall vehicle trips relative to the proposed project. During the AM Peak period, 10 fewer
trips would occur, during the Midday Peak period, 17 fewer trips would occur, and during the PM
Peak period, 14 fewer trips would occur.
Impacts related to roadway hazards would be similar to those of the proposed project. The same
driveways would be constructed as the proposed project, and they would be constructed in the
same configuration. Additional vehicles may enter/exit from the Ogden Drive ingress/egress,
which would be a residential-only driveway. Conversely, fewer vehicles would enter/exit from the
Santa Monica Boulevard and Orange Grove Avenue driveways, since fewer hotel guests would be
accessing the site. As such, a slight increase in vehicles entering/exiting the driveway along Ogden
Drive and a slight decrease in vehicles entering/exiting the driveways along Santa Monica
Boulevard and Orange Grove Avenue would not substantially alter vehicle queuing such that a
significant safety hazard would occur. The sizes of the driveways and internal drive aisles would
not change relative to the proposed project; as such, impacts would be less than significant.
Alternative 4 would not introduce any new conflicts with adopted policies, plans, or programs
regarding public transit, bicycles, or pedestrian facilities because the site would be developed and
would continue to allow access to alternative forms of transportation and provide bicycle and
pedestrian facilities. Given that transportation impacts associated with the proposed project would be
less than significant and that overall Alternative 4 would result in fewer vehicle trips, transportation
impacts associated with Alternative 4 are reduced when compared to the proposed project.
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Table 6-9
Alternative 4 – Trip Generation Summary
ITE
Code

Intensity

Units

Quality Restaurant 1
Museum
Hotel
Multifamily (Mid-Rise)
Gym

931
580
310
221
492

-

-

Quality Restaurant
Art Gallery
Hotel
Multifamily (Mid-Rise)

931
580
310
221

Land Use

3.756
k.s.f
1.381
k.s.f
45
rooms
95
units
Proposed Project Subtotal

Restaurant (25%)
External Project Trips
Gym
Multifamily (Mid-Rise)
Former Use Trip Credit

492
221

10.000
7

k.s.f
units

Alternative 4 Total
Proposed Project Total
Difference (Compared to Proposed Project)

AM Peak
Daily
Total
In
Out
Total
Alternative 4 Trip Generation Rates
83.84
0.73
80%
20%
6.60
0.28
86%
14%
8.36
0.47
59%
41%
5.44
0.36
26%
74%
28.82
1.31
51%
49%
Proposed Project Trip Generation Estimates
315
3
2
1
9
1
1
0
376
21
12
9
517
34
9
25
1,217
59
24
35
Internal Capture
-79
-1
-1
0
1,138
58
23
35
Former Use Trip Credit
-288
-13
-7
-6
-38
-3
-1
-2
-326
-16
-8
-8
812
42
15
27
1,019
52
25
27
-207
-10
-10
0

Total

Midday Peak
In

Total

PM Peak
In

Out

Out

4.47
0.66
0.61
0.32
1.40

80%
71%
58%
27%
46%

20%
29%
42%
73%
54%

7.80
0.18
0.60
0.44
3.45

67%
16%
51%
61%
57%

33%
84%
49%
39%
43%

17
1
27
30
75

14
1
16
8
39

3
0
11
22
36

29
1
27
42
99

19
0
14
26
59

10
1
13
16
40

-5
70

-4
35

-1
35

-8
91

-5
54

-3
37

-14
-2
-16
54
71
-17

-6
-1
-7
28
40
-12

-8
-1
-9
26
31
-5

-35
-3
-38
53
67
-14

-20
-2
-22
32
38
-6

-15
-1
-16
21
29
-8

Trip generation rates based on ITE Trip Generation Manual, 10th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2012, unless otherwise noted. Midday Peak rates from Peak Hour of Generator.
1
Quality Restaurant AM In/Out ratio from AM Peak Hour of Generator.
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Utilities and Service Systems
As discussed in Section 3.9, construction and operation of the proposed project would result in
less than significant impacts to water, wastewater, solid waste, energy, electricity, and
telecommunications services.
Alternative 4 would result in fewer hotel units and additional residential units. Sewage generation,
solid waste production, and water use may change slightly, since residences use utilities at slightly
different rates when compared with hotel uses. However, replacing hotel units with residential
units would not result in an appreciable difference in the project’s demand on utilities, such that
new or different impacts not identified for the proposed project would result from Alternative 4.
As with the proposed project, Alternative 4 would not exceed wastewater treatment requirements
or exceed the conveyance or treatment capacity of existing sewage systems or landfills. Impacts
would remain less than significant for generally the same reasons described in Section 3.9 of this
EIR, and Alternative 4 would result in comparable impacts to the proposed project.
Energy
As discussed in Section 3.10, construction and operation of the proposed project would result in
less-than-significant energy impacts. All impacts would be less than significant, and no mitigation
is required.
Energy consumption under Alternative 4 would be generally the same as that identified for the
proposed project. While the size of the building would decrease slightly under Alternative 4, this would
not result in an appreciable difference in the building’s energy consumption. Under Alternative 4, half
of the hotel units that are planned to be constructed under the proposed project would be residential
under Alternative 4. The other proposed land uses for Alternative 4 would be generally the same as
those that would be developed under the proposed project. Impacts would be similar to those of the
proposed project and would therefore be less than significant, as identified in Section 3.10 of this EIR,
and Alternative 4 would result in comparable impacts to the proposed project.

6.3

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE

CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(e)(2) indicates that an analysis of alternatives to a project shall
identify an Environmentally Superior Alternative among the alternatives evaluated in an EIR. The
CEQA Guidelines also state that should it be determined that the No Project Alternative is the
Environmentally Superior Alternative, the EIR shall identify another Environmentally Superior
Alternative among the remaining alternatives.
A comparative summary of the environmental impacts associated with each alternative is
provided in Table 6-10. As shown, Alternative 1 (the No Project Alternative) would be the
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environmentally superior alternative, as it would result in no new environmental impacts and
would eliminate the potentially significant impacts related to air quality, cultural resources, and
noise. Among the remaining alternatives, Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 would reduce impacts in most
categories when compared to the proposed project primarily driven by the reduced size of the
project built under each alternative. Overall, Alternative 2 would result in 84 fewer vehicle trips
when compared to the proposed project, Alternative 3 would result in 251 fewer vehicle trips
when compared to the proposed project, and Alternative 4 would result in 207 fewer vehicle
trips when compared to the proposed project.
While the proposed project does not create any significant and unavoidable impacts, Alternative 3
would result in the fewest impacts among the alternatives (aside from the No Project Alternative).
The primarily residential building that would be developed under Alternative 3 would be smaller
in size when compared to the building that would be developed under the proposed project and
because Alternative 3 would generate fewer vehicle trips than the proposed project, fewer air
quality, GHG emission, and noise impacts would occur. For these reasons, Alternative 3 would be
the environmentally superior alternative.
Table 6-10
Comparison of Impacts to the Proposed Project
Impact Area
Aesthetics
Air Quality
Cultural Resources
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Hazards & Hazardous Materials
Noise
Public Services
Transportation
Utilities and Service Systems
Energy

Proposed
Project
N/A
LTS
LTSM
LTS
LTS
LTSM
LTS
LTS
LTS
LTS

Alternative 1
No Project
N/A
▼
▼
▼
=
▼
▼
▼
▼
▼

Alternative 2
Reduced Project
N/A
▼
=
▼
▼
=
▼
▼
▼
▼

Alternative 3
No Hotel
N/A
▼
=
▼
=
▼
=
▼
=
=

Alternative 4
Reduced Hotel
N/A
▼
=
▼
=
▼
=
▼
=
=

Notes: N/A = Not Applicable; LTSM = Less than Significant with Mitigation; LTS = Less than Significant
= Comparable Impacts
▼ Reduced Impacts
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LIST OF PREPARERS
The following individuals participated in the preparation of The Bond Project Environmental
Impact Report and its associated technical studies.
City of West Hollywood
Antonio Castillo, Associate Planner
Bob Cheung, Senior Transportation Planner
Dudek
Nicole Cobleigh, Project Manager
Jennifer Reed, Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Specialist
Rose Kelly, Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Specialist
Jonathan Leech, Noise Specialist/Acoustician
Mike Greene, INCE Bd. Cert., Noise Specialist/Acoustician
Samantha Murray, RPA, Archaeologist/Architectural Historian
Dennis Pascua, Transportation Planning Manager
Christine Fukasawa, Environmental Analyst
Perry Russell, Environmental Analyst
Sabita Tewani, Transportation Planner
Josh Saunders, Environmental Analyst
Iulia Roman, Environmental Analyst
Michele Webb, Environmental Analyst
Andrew Greis, GIS Technician
Amy Seals, Senior Technical Editor
Corinne Price, Technical Editor
Nicole Sanchez-Sullivan, Technical Editor
Kara Murphy, Publications Specialist
KOA Corporation
Carlos Velasquez, AICP, Senior Transportation Planner
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